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SATURNV FLIGHTMANUAL
SA-504

FORWARD

This manual was prepared to provide the astronaut with a single source ref-
erence as to the characteristics and functions of the SA-504 launch vehicle

and AS-504 flight mission. A revision to the manual, incorporating the latest

released data on the vehicle and mission, will be released approximately 30

days prior to the scheduled launch date.

The manual provides general mission and performance data, emergency detection

system information, a description of each stage and the IU, and a general
discussion of ground support facilities, equipment, and mission control. A

bibliography identifies additional references if a more comprehensive study
is desired.

Major hardware associated differences between Saturn V launch vehicles SA-503
and SA-504 have been annotated in the manual. They are identified by ref-

erence numbers in the margin adjacent to the new information. These reference
numbers refer to footnotes which are located at the end of each section.

This manual is for information only and is not a control document. If a con-
flict should be discovered between the manual and a control document the con-

trol document will rule.

Recommended changes or corrections to this manual should be forwarded, in

writing, to the Saturn V Systems Engineering Management Office (I-V-E), MSFC,

_" Attention: Mr. H.P. Lloyd; or to the Crew Safety and Procedures Branch (CF-
24), MSC, Attention: Hr. D.K. Warren.
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F SECTIONI
GENERALDESCRIPTION

TABLEOF CONTENTS
SATURN V SYSTEM DESCRIPTION ............ 1-I As propulsion requirements were identified sys-

LAUNCH VEHICLE DESCRIPTION ............ 1-5 tem characteristics emerged: thrust levels,
burning times, propellant types, and quantities.

RANGE SAFETY AND INSTRUMENTATION ...... 1-5 From these data engine requirements and char-
OPERATIONAL SEQUENCES ................ 1-10 acteristics were identified and the design and

PERCEPTIBLE PRELAUNCH EVENTS ......... 1-]2 development of the total launch vehicle con-
POGO ................................ 1-]3 tinued centered around the propulsion systems.

Some of the principal design ground rules tier-

SATURN V SYSTEM DESCRIPTION   opodduring the conceptual phase, which were
applied in the final design, are discussed in

The Saturn V system in its broadest scope in- the following paragraphs.
cludes conceptual development, design, manufac-

ture, transportation, assembly, test and launch, v£atCtE DESIGN GROUND RULES
The primary mission of the Saturn V latmch ve-
hicle, three-stage-to-escape boost launch of an Safety
Apollo Spacecraft, established the basic con- Safety criteria are identified by Air Force

cept. This mission includes a suborbital start Eastern Test Range (AFETR) Safety Manual 127-1

of the third stage engine (S-IVB) for final and AFETR Regulation 127-9.
boost into earth orbit and subsequent reignition

to provide sufficient velocity for escape mis- Crew safety considerations required the develop-

sions including the lunar missions, ment of an Emergency Detection System (EDS) with

equipment located throughout the launch vehicle

LAUNCHVEHtttEDEVELOPMENT to detect emergency conditions as they dev-

elop. If an emergency condition is detected

The Saturn launch vehicles are the product of a this system will either initiate an automatic

long evolutionary process stemming from initial abort sequence or display critical data to the

studies in 1957 of the Redstone and Jupiter mis- flight crew for their analysis and reaction.
siles. Early conceptual studies included other

proven missiles such as Thor and Titan and con- Each powered stage is designed with dual redun-

sidered pay loads ranging from earth orbiting dant range safety equipment which will effect

satellites to manned spacecraft such as Dyna- engine cutoff and propellant dispersion in the
soar, Mercury, Gemini, and eventually Apollo. event of a launch abort after liftoff. Engine

cutoff results from closing valves and termi-

The Saturn V launch vehicle evolved from the nating the flow of fuel and oxidizer. Propellant

earlier Saturn vehicles as a result of the deci- dispersion is accomplished by detonating linear

sion in 1961 to proceed with the Apollo manned shaped charges and longitudinally opening the

lunar mission. As the Apollo mission definition propellant tanks.

became clear conceptual design studies were made

considering such parameters as structural dyna- _ta_Q Se_ErEtiou
mics, staging dynamics, and propulsion dynamics.

The separation of the launch vehicle stages in

Design trade-offs were made in certain areas to flight required design studies involving con-

optimize the launch vehicle design based on mis- sideration of many parameters such as time of

sion requirements. The best combination of de- separation, vehicle position, vehicle attitude,

sign para_meters for liquid propellant vehicles single or dual plane separation; and the type,

result in low accelerations and low dynamic quantity, and location of ordnance.

loads. Reliability, performance and weight were

among primary factors considered in optimizing Separation of the launch vehicle stages in
the design, flight is accomplished by explosively severing

a circumferential separation joint and firing

Although the Saturn/Apollo vehicle is approxi- retrorocket motors to decelerate the spent

mately the same length and weight as a modern stage. Stage separation is initiated when stage

Navy Destroyer its structural design carefully thrust decays to a value equal to or less than

considered the weight factor. Structural rig- 10% of rated thrust. A short coast mode

idity requirements are dictated largely by two is used to allow separation of the spent stage

general considerations: flight control dynamics and to effect ullage settling of the successive

/-- and propellant slosh problems. Gross dimensions stage prior to engine ignition.

(diameter 6 length) are dictated generally by

propellant tankage size. A delayed dual plane separation is employed be-

i-i
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tween the S-IC and S-II stages while a single development of production plans and controls and

plane separation is adequate between the S-II transportation and handling systems capable of
and S-IVB stages, handling the massive sections. This is des-

cribed in more detail in following paragraphs. --'-.
U,nbilicals

The assembly, checkout, and launch of the ve-

In the design and placement of vehicle plates hicle required the development of an extensive

consideration was given to such things as size, industrial complex at KSC. Some of the basic

locations, methods of attachment, release, and ground rules which resulted in the KSC complex
retraction, described in section VIII are:

The number of umbilicals is minimized by the i. The vehicle would be assembled and checked

combining of electrical connectors and pneumatic out in a protected environment before
and propellant couplings into common umbilical being moved to the launch site.

carriers. Location of the umbilicals depended

upon the location of the vehicle plates which 2. A final checkout will he performed at the
were limited somewhat by the propellant tanking, launch site prior to launch.

plumbing, and wiring runs inside the vehicle

structure. Umbilical disconnect and retraction 3. Once the assembly is complete the vehicle

systems are redundant for reasons of reliability will be transported in the erect position
and safety, without disconnecting the umbilicals.

ElectricalSystems 4. Automatic checkout equipment would be re-

qui red.
An electrical load analysis of the launch ve-

hicle provided the basic data (voltage, fre- 5. The control center and checkout equipment
quency, and power requirements) for design of would be located away from the launch

the electrical system, area.

Such factors as reliability, weight limitations, LAUNCHREQUIREMENTS
and weight distributions dictated the require-

ments to minimize electrical wiring yet distri- Some of the launch requirements which have dev-

bute the electrical loads and power sources eloped from the application of these ground

throughout the launch vehicle. Each stage of rules are:

the vehicle has its own independant electrical _-_

system. No electrical power is transferred be- i. Several days prior to the actual launch
tween stages; only control signals are routed time the vehicle is moved to the launch

between stages, area for prelaunch servicing and check-

out. During most of this time the ve-

Primary flight power is supplied by wet cell hicle systems are sustained by ground

batteries in each stage. The sizes, types, and support equipment. However, at T-S0 sec-

characteristics are discussed in subsequent sec- onds power is transferred to the launch

Lions of this manual. Where alternating current vehicle batteries and final vehicle sys-

or direct current with a higher voltage than the tems monitoring is accomplished. In the
batteries is required inverters and/or conver- event of a hold, the launch vehicle can

ters convert the battery power to the voltages operate on internal power for up to 12

and frequencies needed, hours before a recycle for batteries would

be required.
All stages of the launch vehicle are electri-

cally bonded together to provide a unipotential 2. While in the launch area environmental

structure and minimize current transfer problems control within the launch vehicle is pro-

in the common side of the power systems, vided by environmental control systems in

the mobile launcher and on the pad. The

MANUFACTURE AND LAUNCH CONCEPT IO also utilizes an equipment cooling sys-
tem in which heat is removed by circula-

The development of the vehicle concept required Lion of a methanol/water coolant. During
concurrent efforts in the areas of design, man- preflight heat is removed from the coolant

ufacture, transportation, assembly, check-out, by a GSE cooling system located on the ML.

and launch. During flight heat is removed from the

coolant by a water sublimator system.

The size and complexity of the vehicle resulted

in the decision to have detail design and manu- 3. While in transit between assembly area
facture of each of the three stages, the IU, and and launch area, or while in the launch

the engines accomplished by separate contractors area for launch preparations, the as-
under the direction of MSFC. sembled launch vehicle must withstand the --

natural environment. The launch vehicle

This design/manufacturing approach required the is designed to withstand 99.9% winds du_-
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ing the strongest wind month while either analyses have resulted in the identification of

free standing or ander transport, with the mission compromising single point failures and
damper system attached. In the event of aided in the determination of redundancy re-
nearby explosion of a facility or launch quirements and/or design changes.
vehicle the Saturn V will also withstand a

peak overpressure of 0.4 psi. DeSi|ll Re¥iew$

4. To more smoothly control the engine igni- A systematic design review of every part, com-
tion, thrust buildup and liftoff of the ponent, subsystem, and system has been performed
vehicle, restraining arms provide support using comprehensive check lists, failure effects

and hold down at four points around the analysis, criticality ratings, and reliability
base of the S-IC stage. A gradual con- predictions, q"nesetools have enabled the de-

trolled release is accomplished during the signer to review the design approach for pro-
first six inches of vertical motion, blems not uncovered in previous analyses. In

the R _ QA area the preliminary design review

RELIABILITY AND OUALITY ASSURANCE (PDR} and critical design review (CDR) required
by the Apollo Program Directive No. 6 represents

The Apollo Program Office, MA, has the overall specialized upplication of this discipline.
responsibility for development and implementa-
tion of the Apollo reliability and quality as- V[H[CL[ D|¥|tOPMEN! FLOW
suzance (R _ QA) program. NASA Centers have the
responsibility for identifying and establishing Principal milestones in the hardware and mission

R _ QA requirements and implementing an R _ QA phases of the Apollo program are shown in figure
program to the extent necessary to assure the i-I.
satisfactory performance of the hardware for
which they are responsible. The Apollo R _ QA CertiticJtiemnnd Review$chedmJes
program is defined by the Apollo Program Devel-
opment Plan, M-D MA 500 and Apollo R _ QA Pro- Certificates of Flight Worthiness (COFW) rune-
gram Plan, NHB S300-1A. tion as a certification and review instrument.

A COFW is generated for each r_jor piece of
Crew safety and mission success are the main flight hardware. The certificate originates at
elements aroumd which the R 5 QA program is the manufacturing facility and is shipped with
built. The primary criterion governing the de- the hardware wherever it goes to provide a time

_. sign of the Apollo system is that of achieving phased historical record of the items test re-
mission success without unacceptable risk of sults, modifications, failures, and repairs.
life or permanent physical disablement to the
crew. The program managers pre-flight review (PMPFR)

and the program directors flight readiness re-
It is Apollo program policy to use all appli- view (PDFRR) provides a final assessment of
cable methods and disciplines which can contri- launch vehicle, spacecraft, and launch facility
bute to the making of sound evaluations and de- readiness a_ the launch site. During the final
cisions to ensure the reliability and quality of reviews the decision is made as to when deploy-
Apollo/Saturn systems. Some of these methods ment of the world wide mission support forces
and disciplines are discussed in subsequent should begin.
paragraphs.

TRANSPORTATION
Annlysisof Nission Profiles

The Saturn stage transportation system provides
The mission profile is analyzed to determine the reliable and economical transportation for
type and scope of demands _de on equipment and stages and special payloads between manufact-
flight crew during each phase of the mission, uring and test areas and KSC. The various modes
This has resulted in the incorporation of design of transportation encompass land, water, and air
features which will enable the flight crew to routes.
detect and react effectively to abnormal cir-
cumstances. This permits the flight crew to Each stage in the Saturn V system requires a
abort safely if the condition is dangerous or specially designed transporter for accomplish-
continue the normal mission in an alternate _de ing short distance land moves at manufacturing,
if crew safety is not involved but equipment is test, and launch facilities. These transport-
not operating properly, ers have been designed to be compatible with

manufacturing areas, dock facility rml l-on/

Feilnre[ilocls mudCriticmlitvAnnlvses roll-off requirements and tO satisfy stage pro-
tection requirements.

The modes of failure for every critical com-
ponent of each system are identified. The effect Long distance water transportation for the
of each failure mode on the operation of the Saturn V stages is by converted Navy barges and
system is analyzed and those parts contributing landing ship dock type ocean vessels. Stage re-
most to unreliability are identified. These straint during transit is provided by tie-down
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systems. Ocean vessels have the capability of INTERSTAGEDATA FLOW
ballasting to mate with barges and dock faci-
lities for roll-on/roll-off loading. Docks are In order for the Saturn V Launch Vehicles and

_- located at MSFC, KSC, Michoud, MTF, and Seal Apollo Spacecraft to accomplish their objectives
Beach, California (near Los Angeles). a continuous flow of data is necessary through-

out the vehicle. Data flow is in both direc-

Air transportation is effected by using a mod- tions, from spacecraft to stages and from stages
ified Boeing B-377 (Super Guppy) aircraft. This to the spacecraft. The IU serves as a central
system provides quick reaction time for suit- data processor and nearly all data flows through
able cargo requiring transcontinental ship- the IU.
ments. For ease in loading and unloading the

aircraft, compatible ground support lift trail- Specific data has been categorized and tabulated
ers are utilized, to reflect, in figure 1-4, the type of datm

generated, its source and flow. Each stage

A Saturn transportation stmunary is presented in interface also includes a confidence loop, wired
figure 1-2. in series through interstate electrical con-

nectors, which assures the LVDC in the IU that
these connectors are mated satisfactorily.

LAUNCHVEHICLEDESCRIPTION
RANGESAFETYAND INSTRUMENTATION

GENERALARRAHGEMENT
GENERAL

The Saturn V Apollo general configuration is
illustrated in figure I-3. Also included are In view of the hazards inherent in missile/space
tables of engine data, gross vehicle dimensions, vehicle programs certain stringent safety re-
ullage and retrorocket data, and stage con- quirements have been established for the Air
tractors. Force Eastern Test Range (AFETR). Figure l-S

5.1VB

i

f_

Figure 1-2
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SATURN LAUNCHVEHICLE

SOLID ULLAGE ROCKET AND RETROROCKETSUMMARY

STAGE TYPE QUANTITY NOMINAL THRUST PROPELLANTGRAIN
AND DURATION WEIGHT

IS-IC RETROROCKET 8 87,913POUNDS 278.0 POUNDS
0.633 SECONDS

ULLAGE 8 22,700POUNDS 336.4POUNDS
S-II 3.71SECONDS

RETROROCKET 4 34,810 POUNDS 268.2 POUNDS
1.52SECONDS IU

S-IVB ULLAGE 2 3,390 POUNDS 58.8 POUNDS
3.87 SECONDS

S-IVB
STAGE

_363
ENGINEDATA FEET

ENGINE THRUST AT IGNITION

STAGE QTY MODEL EACH TOTAL

_ S-IC 5 F-l ],526,500 7,632,500

_ S-II 5 J-2 230,000 ],]50,000

S-IVB l J-2 232,000 232,000
S-II
STAGE

STAGE DIMENSIONS

DIAMETER LENGTH

S-IC (Base including fins) 63.0 FEET 138 FEET

Mid-stage 33.0FEET

S-IIStage 33.0FEET 81.5FEET

S-IVBStage 21.7FEET 59.3FEET
S-IC

InstrumentUnit 21.7 FEET 3.0 FEET STAGE

SATURN V STAGE MANUFACTURERS

STAGE MANUFACTURER

S-IC THEBOEINGCOMPANY __ J

S-II NORTH AMERICAN-ROCKWELL

S-IVB McDONNELL - DOUGLAS CORP.

S-IU INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINE CORP.

PRE-LAUNCH LAUNCH VEHICLE GROSS WEIGHT
_ _6,370,000 POUNDS

Figure 1-3
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illustrates the launch azimuth limits and des- or aircraft.

truct azimuth limits for the Atlantic Hissile

Range (AMR). To further assist the RSO in monitoring launch
/_, safety a considerable amount of ground instru-

Prime responsibility and authority for overall mentation is used. A vertical wire sky screen
range safety is vested in the Commander, AFETR, provides a visual reference used during the ini-

Patrick AFB, Florida. However, under a joint tial phase of the launch to monitor vehicle at-

agreement between DOD and NASA, ground safety titude and position. Television systems photo-
within the confines of the Kennedy Space Center graphing the launch vehicle from different an-

will by managed by NASA. gles also provide visual reference. Pulsed and
CW tracking radars and real time telemetry

To minimize the inherent hazards of the Saturn/ provide an electronic sky screen which displays

Apollo program a number of safety plans have on automatic plotting boards and charts the

been developed and implemented in accordance critical flight trajectory parameters.

with AFETR regulations.
In the event that the launch vehicle deviates

These plans cover all phases of the Saturn from its planned trajectory to the degree that

Apollo program from design through launch of the it will endanger life or property the RSO must
vehicle into orbit, command destruct by means of the range safety

command system. The range safety system is

To enhance the development and implementation of active until the vehicle has achieved earth

the range safety program two general categories orbit, after which the destruct system is de-

have been established: ground safety and flight activated (safed) by command from the ground.

safety.

6DOUNDSAFETY FLI6HTSAFETY

The ground safety program includes a ground Flight safety planning began during the concept-

safety plan which calls for the development of ual phases of the program. One of the require-

safety packages. The major categories covered ments of the range safety program is that during
by these packages are: these early phases basic flight plans be out-

lined and discussed and prior to launch a final

I. Vehicle Destruct System. This package in- flight plan be submitted and approved. As the

cludes a system description, circuit des- program develops the flight planning is modi-

_-_ criptions, schematics, ordnance system lied to meet mission requirements. The flight

description, specifications, RF system plan is finalized as soon as mission require-

description, installation, and checkout ments become firm.

procedures.
In addition to the normal trajectory data given

2. Ordnance Devices. This package includes in the flight plan other trajectory data is re-

descriptive information on chemical corn- quired by the AFETR. This data defines the
position and characteristics, mechanical limits of normality; maximum turning capability

and electrical specifications and draw- of the vehicle velocity vector; instant impact

ings, and electrical bridgewire data. point data; drag data for expended stages and

for pieces resulting from destruct action; loca-

3. Propellants. This package includes des- tion and dispersion characteristics of impacting

criptive data on chemical composition, stages.

quantities of each type, locations in the

vehicle, handling procedures, and hazards. In the event the RSO is required to command de-
struct the launch vehicle he will do so by man-

4. High Pressure Systems. This package in- ually initiating two separate command messages.

cludes types of gases, vehicle storage Io- These messages are transmitted to the launch
cations, pressures, and hazards, vehicle over a UHF radio link. The first mess-

age shuts off propellant flow and results in all

5. Special precautionary procedures. This engines off. As the loss of thrust is monitored

package covers possible unsafe conditions by the EDS the ABORT light is turned on in the

and includes lightning safeguards, use of 04. Upon monitoring a second abort cue the

complex test equipment, and radiological flight crew will initiate the abort sequence.
testing. The second command from the RSO is for propell-

ant dispersion and explosively opens all pro-
Also included under ground safety are provisions pellant tanks.
for launch area surveillance during launch ac-

tivities. Surveillance methods include heli- Each powered stage of the launch vehicle is

copters, search radars, and range security per- equipped with dual redundant command destruct

sonnel. Automatic plotting boards keep the antenna, receivers, decoders, and ordnance to
range safety officer (RSO) informed of any in- ensure positive reaction to the destruct com-

trusion into the launch danger zones by boats mands.
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IO TO STAGES S-IC STAGE SEPARATED
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STAGEENGINEACTUATORMEASURING S-IIENGINEOUT
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TIMING FUELTANKPRESSURE

STAGESWITCHSELECTORSIGNALS S-IC ENGINE THRUST OK
(VERIFY,COMMAND,ADDRESS, LOXTANKPRESSURE
READ, RESET, ENABLE)

STAGE EDS COMMAND ENGINES OFF
S-IVB ATTITUDECONTROLSYSTEM '_
COMMANDS S-ICTO IU

TELEMETRY CLOCK AND SYNC.
ATTITUDE CONTROL ACCELEROMETER

SIGNALS
ATTITUDE CONTROL RATE GYRO

SIGNALS
_i,i_i_i,iii_il+28 VDCFORTIMING

ENGINES OUT
OUTBOARD ENGINE CUTOFF
S-II ENGINES START ENABLE
SWITCH SELECTOR ADDRESS

VERIFY
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Figure 1-4
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To augment flight crew safety an Emergency De- as the excessive rate condition exists. Those

tection System (EDS) monitors critical flight excessive rates are sensed by rate gyros in the
parameters. Section III provides a more detail- Instrument Unit. [See Section IIl).
ed discussion of the EDS.

$-II SEP Light
OPERATIONAL SEOUENCES

The S-II SEP light (figure 1-6) indicates both

The majority of operational sequences on the S-If second plane separation and beginning of
Saturn V launch vehicle are automatic, but a few S-IVB restart preparations. (See Section III).
may be monitored and/or controlled from the Com-

mand Module (O4). The operational sequences are LV 6UID Light
controlled from or observed in the 04 through

the controls and indicators shown at the top of This light indicates when the LV attitude tel-

figure 1-6. The launch vehicle components to erence (ST-124M-3 stable platform) fails. It

which these controls and indicators relate are will remain illuminated as long as the failed
shown in figure 1-6 arranged below the 04 eq- condition exists. (See Section III.)
uipment in the same order as the launch vehicle

is stacked. Refer to figure 3-1 to locate those LV TAmK PRtSS6amg0s
components to be found on the CM's main display

console (MDC). The four LV TANK PRESS gauges indicate ullage
pressure in the S-II and S-IVB fuel tanks and

S-IVB oxidizer tank. Prior to S-II/S-IVB sep-

MO_OI_ aration the two left hand pointers (dual re-

dunancy) indicate the pressure in the S-II fuel

Displays to monitor the launch vehicle (LV) are tank. These same two left hand pointers indi-

illustrated in the upper left hand portion of care S-IVB oxidizer pressure after S-II/S-IVB

figure 1-6. Each display, its sensors and con- separation. The two right hand pointers indi-

trols are discussed briefly in the following care S-IVB fuel tank pressure until spacecraft/
text. Many of these displays are related to the launch vehicle separation.
Emergency Detection System and are discussed

more fully in Section IIIj Emergency Detection The LV tank ullage pressure is sensed by pros-
and Procedures. sure transducers on each of the three tanks.

Switching of the reading from the S-II fuel tank

LV EngineStatusDisplay to the S-IVB oxidizer tank is controlled and ac-

complished by relay switchover logic in the IU. _
The LV engine status display consists of five

lights numbered sequentially from I to 5. Each AbortLights
of these lights represent a specific launch ve-

hicle engine on the operating stage. The lights The abort light may be manually illuminated as

are controlled by thrust OK pressure switches stated in Section III or automatically by a

contained in each of the three stages. The con- launch vehicle initiated automatic abort signal
trolling set of pressure switches is selected (S-IC two engine out, range safety command or
(figure 1-7) by the program in the LVDC. excessive launch vehicle rates automatic abort

signal). The S-IC two engine out automatic

In the S-IC there are three switches per engine abort is inhibited from liftoff until T1 + 14.0
operating on two out of three logic. In the seconds.

other two stages there are two thrust OK pres-

sure switches per engine. These, unlike the CONTROL OF |NE LAUNCH VEHICLE
switches on the S-IC, indicate thrust is OK when

either of the two switches is actuated. The Controls used in controlling the launch vehicle

thrust pressure level to actuate the pressure consist of switches, the T-handle on the irons-

switches is 90 percent of maximum in the S-IC lotion controller, and the hand grip on the
and 65 percent of maximum in the S-II and S-IVB pilots hand controller. All of these controls

stages. This lower actuation level on the S-II are illustrated in the upper right hand portion

and S-IVB stages is necessitated by the variable of figure 1-6. Refer to figure 3-I for switch

thrust pressure caused by the changing mixture location on the CM's main display console. Each

ratio o£ the J-2 engine. These lights also in- control is discussed separately in the following
dicate when stage separation takes place. Sepa- paragraphs. Many of these controls are related

ration is indicated by the lights going out to the Emergency Detection System and are dis-

after being illuminated by stage engine cutoff, cussed more completely in Section III Emergency
Detection and Procedures.

tV RATELight TranslationalController
The LV RATE light (figure I-6) is illuminated

any time the LV experiences an excessive pitch, The operation of the translational controller is .-_
yaw or roll rate. It remains energized as long explained in Section III.

1-10
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GU|_ANCE Switch When placed in the INJECT position this switch
allows the automatic sequence to direct injec-

The normal position of the GUIDANCE switch is tion of the spacecraft into the waiting orbit.
IU. In this position guidance of the launch ve-
hicle is controlled by the program in the LVDC UP TLM-JU SwJ|ci'
and the flight control cor_uter. (See Section
VII for a description of the launch vehicle The UP TLM-IU switch normally allows the LVDC

guidance and navigation system). When the GUID- to be updated via the update link. Moving this
ANCE switch is placed in the CMC position launch switch to its BLOCK position prevents updating
vehicle guidance is transferred from the launch the LVDC from the updata link. See Section VII
vehicle to the spacecraft. This is accomplished for additional information conce1"ning the corn-
by blocking the launch vehicle flight control mand communications system.

signal path and providing flight control com-
mands from the command module computer (O4C). ABORT SYSTEM-2 ENG OUT Switch
These comm=nds from the CMC may be modified by
hand controller operation. The OFF position of the ABORT SYSTEM-LV RATES

switch disables the LV excessive rate automatic

NOTE abort circuitry. Positioning this switch to the
AUTO position enables the LV excessive rate

The CMC position will be used only dur- automatic abort circuitry.
ing orbital flight for control of the

S-IVB with the hand controller. ABORT SYSTEM-LV RATES Switck

$-II/S-IVlt-LV STAGE Switclt The ABORT sYSTEM - 2 ENG OUT switch disables the
S-IC two engine out automatic abort circuitry

See Section III for a description of this when in the OFF position. When this switch is
switch, in the AUTO position the S-IC two engine out

automatic abort circuitry is activated.
XLUNAIIINJECThthibit Switch

LIFTOFF/NOAUTOABORTLights
When the XLUNAR INJECT inhibit switch is placed
in the SAgE position, a signal to the LVDC in See Section III for a description of these
the IU inhibits the restart of the S-IVB engine, lights.

LV MONITORINGANDCONTROL

llllllllllllllllllllltllllllll

Figure 1-6
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DISPLAY STAGE ENABLED BY ENGINE START ENGINE CUTOFF DISABLED BY STAGE SEPARATION -_

LIGHT LVDC (LIGHTOFF) (LIGHTON) LVDC (LIGHTOFF)
(LIGHTON) (LIGHTOFF)

NO. l S-IC Tl - 00:08.0 Tl - 00:01.3 T_ + O0:O0.O N/A S-IC/S-II T3 +
(02:38.4) 00:00.7(02:39.I

S-II T3 + 00:01.5 T3 + 00:05.2 T4 + 00:00.0 N/A S-II/S-IVB T4
(02:39.9) (02:43.4) (09:02.2) 00:00.8(09:03.0

Ist T4 + 00:01.8 T4 + 00:06.2 T5 + 00:00.0 T5 + O0:lO.O N/A
Burn (09:04.0) (09:08:4) (II:33.6) (21:33.6)
S-IVB

2nd T6 + 07:37.4 T6 + 07:40.2 T7 + 00:00.0 TURNED OFF BY N/A
Burn (TBD) (TBD) (TBD) SPACECRAFT
S-IVB SEPARATION

NO. 2 S-IC * * * N/A *

S-II * * * N/A *

NO. 3 S-IC * * * N/A *

S-II * * * N/A *

NO. 4 S-IC * * * N/A *

S-ll * * * N/A *

NO. 5 S-IC * * T2 + 00:00.0 N/A *
(02:26.2) _"

S-II * * * N/A *

• SAME AS LIGHT NO. I FOR SAME STAGES.

NOTE: T-TIMES (TIME BASE TIMES) ARE SHOWN IN MINUTES AND SECONDS, TO THE NEAREST TENTH OF A
SECOND.

NOMINAL FLIGHT TIMES ARE SHOWN IN BRACKETS IN MINUTES AND SECONDS, TO THE NEAREST TENTH
OF A SECOND.

Figure 1-7

PERCEPTIBLE PRELAUNCH EVENTS bythe starting or stopping of an operation or
they may result from turbulent flow of gases or

Prelaunch events which occur subsequent to as- liquids. Figure 1-8 illustrates those events
tronaut loading (T-3 hours 40 minutes), and most likely to be heard or felt above the back-
which may be felt or heard by the flight crew ground noise or vibration. Spacecraft close out

inside the spacecraft, are identified in figure (i) includes crew entrance into the spacecraft,
i-8. Other events, not shown, combine to create closing of the access door, and the exit of
a relatively low and constant background. This ground personnel from the pad area. Significant
background noise includes the sounds of environ- noise experienced during this period will gener-
mental control, propellant replenishment, con- ally be recognized or expected. One possible ex-
trol pressure gas supplies, propellant boiloff ception could be the pressurization of the cold
and low pressure, low volume purges, helium spheres (2) in the S-IVB. This will start

about 25 minutes after the cabin leak check has

Significant noises and vibrations may be caused been performed.
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PERCEPTIBLEVENTS
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Figure 1-8

Nearly all items shown in figure 1-8 are noise period of the flight. At approximately 130 se-
producers and each will have individual char- conds the system began to decouple and the POGO

acteristics resulting from such things as proxi- phenomena ceased.

ntity, volume, and timing. For example pres-

surizing the supply spheres (3) in the IU will To eliminate the problem it is planned to use

be more noticeable than pressurizing the supply the cavity between the fox flow tube and the fox

and purge spheres (5) on the S-IC. Yet with both prevalve housing of each engine as an accumu-

items starting at the same time, each sound will lator. Each of these cavities will be precharged

add to the other to make the total sound. When with helium at T-10 minutes from gro_md supply

pressurization of the IU supply sphere (3) and be maintained following liftoff from the on-

ends at T-31 minutes, it is likely that the board helium supply, q_ne helium in these ac-

so_md of the pressurization of the S-IC supply cumulators interfaces with the fox in the ducts

and purge will blend with the cold he]ium sphere and acts as a spring thereby reducing the too-

pressurization (2) sound and be indiscernible as dules of elasticity of the fox liquid colu_ms

such in the command module. In this manner, the and lowering their natural frequency.
sounds of the remainder of the items illustrated

will rise and fall, join and separate, to form

the sounds of the Saturn V. At approximately MAJOR DIFFERENCES BETWEEN SATURN V
T-61 seconds all sounds are hidden by the igni- LAUNCH VEHICLES SA-505 & SA-504

tion of the engines on the S-IC.

a_ Thrust at ignition for s-Ic stage entries

POG0 from
7,610,000 pounds total to 1,526,500 pounds

During the flight of AS-502, a closed loop sys- each and 7,632,500 pound8 total.

tem instability of POG0 type resulted from the

dynamic coupling of the structure, propellant _ Thrust at ignition for S-II stage engines
feed and engine thrust systems. This was indi- increased from 228,000 pounds each

cated by a buildup in acceleration, fluid pres- 1,140,000 pounds total to 230,000 pounds
sure and thrust oscillation which reached a peak each and 1,150,000 pound8 total.

at approximately 125 seconds in the f]ight. The

frequency of this oscillation was approximately _ Launch vehicle prelaunch gross weight in-

_- 5.5 cycles per second, which is close to the creased from approximatel_ 6,000,000 pounds

first longitudinal vehicle frequency for this to 6,370,000 pounds.
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F SECTIONII
PERFORMANCE

TABLEOF CONTEH$ During this period, S-IC/S-II separation occurs,
retrorockets slow the S-IC stage, and ullage

INTRODUCTION ......................... 2-1 motors seat the S-II stage propellant. The S-II
FLIGHT SEQUENCE ...................... 2-1 aft interstage is jettisoned about 30 seconds
FLIGHT PERFORMANCE ................... 2-2 after the S-IC stage outboard engines cutoff
FLIGHT LOADS ........................ 2-10
PROPULSION PERFORMANCE .............. 2-11 signal. Five seconds later, the Launch Escape

Tower; is jettisoned.

INTRODUCTION During S-II burn, two fuel mixture-ratio (MR)
shifts occur. The initial MR is 5.0. The se-

Saturn V laumch vehicle performance is described cond mixture ratio, 5.5, is initiated 2 seconds
in terms of payload, structural, guidance, con- after the S-II stage reaches 90 percent thrust.
trol, flight and operational capabilities under The higher _ produces increased thrust at
a set of constraints established by environment lowered specific impulse. The shift to a third
and mission requirements. The SA-504 mission MR of 4.7 is initiated by a signal from the S-II
capabilities, are described in this section, propellant sensors when the remainin E oxidizer-
Mission profile, variables, constraints and re- to-fuel-weight ratio is 4.7. The 4.7 mixture
quirements are discussed in Section X. ratio yields a reduced thrust, at increased

specific impulse. The S-IT engines are cur off
FLIGHT SEQUENCE simultaneously by lOx and LH2 tank sensors. An

iterative guidance mode (IGH) controls the re-
LAUNCHANDBOOSTTO EARTHPARKINGORBIT hicle during S-II stage flight following LET

jettison. This mode provides guidance cormands
The SA-504 vehicle, will be launched at the during vacuum flight.
Kennedy Space Center from Complex 39. A time
correlated sequence of the significant events is A 7 second time interval occurs between the S-II

listed in figure 2-1 and shown graphically in stage engine shutdown signal and 90 percent
figure 2-2. These events occur as described in thrust on the S-IVB engine. (Threshold for en-
the following paragraphs, gine status light OFF is 65 percent thrust.)

During the staging coast period, S-II/S-IVB sep-
The vehicle rises vertically to an altitude of aration occurs. Retrorockets slow the S-II
450 feet to assure vertical clearance of the stage, and ullage rockets seat the S-IVB stage
launch tower. (A yaw maneuver introduced right propellant. The S-IVB stage first burn then in-
after liftoff provides tower clearance under ad- serts the vehicle into a 100 nautical mile (NHI)
verse conditions of wind, deviation from nominal altitude circular earth parking orbit.
flight and/or engine failure during initial
liftoff). Launch vehicle guidance then initi- CIRCULAR EAHH PARKING ORBIt
ates a maneuver (pitch and roll) to the desired
flight attitude and azimuth. Launch azimuth is The iterative guidance mode (IGM) steers the ve-
72 degrees. From the end of the short tilt ma- hicle into a nearly circular earth parking orbit
meuver for a period o£ about 2 minutes and 15 with a mean altitude of approximately I00 _I at
seconds, the vehicle flies an approxinate zero- the equator. At insertion, the parking orbit
lift (gravity-turn) trajectory, achieved by inclination is 52.57 degrees. Ullage, 02/H2
open-loop pitch-attitude commands biased for burner, and venting thrust, together with mass
winds of the launch month. At this point ve- losses of gaseous hydrogen, helium, oxygen, and
hicle pitch-attitude commands are arrested (tilt Auxiliary Propulstion System (APS) propellant,
arrest), and the attitude remains constant until occur during parking orbit. After two circular

after laumch escape tower (LET) jettison during orbits the vehicle is boosted into a high apogee
S-II stage flight. At about 1 minute and 17 elliptical waiting orbit.
seconds after liftoff the maximum dynamic pres-
sure is encountered. The S-IC center engine is WAIIIII6 ORBIT JlISERIJOII BOOST
cut off at 2 minutes and 26 seconds by propel-
lant level sensors in the 1ox and fuel tank S-IVB stage reignition for the boost to waiting

standpipes. The S-IC outboard engines are cut- orbit insertion occurs shortly after the start
off about 12 seconds after center engine cutoff, of the third revolution o£ the parking orbit.

The S-II stage reaches 90 percent thrust about 5 The boost to waiting orbit insertion lasts for
seconds after the signal for the S-IC outboard 152 seconds, and insertion occurs at an altitude
engine shutdown is received. (Threshold for en- of 111.77 _41, an inertial "velocity o£ 29,679.1
gine status light OFF is 55 percent thrust.) fps, and an inertial flight-path angle of 1.595
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degrees. The vehicle weight at insertion is NOMINAL SEQUENCE OF EVENTS

207,001 pounds, which includes 79,329 pounds of TIME FROM TIME FROM EVENT
Flight Performance Reserves, Flight Geometry LIFTOFF REFERENCE _.
Reserves, and usable mainstage propellant. (MIN:SEC)

FLIGHT PERFORMANfE 0:00 oo tI + 0:00 Lift off

l:17 tl + I:]7 Maximum Dynamic Pressure
FLIGHTPERFORMANCEPARAMETER

2:26 t2 + 0:00 S-IC Center-EngineCut-

The flight performance parameters for a typical off

AS-504 flight profile are described graphically 2:38 t3 + 0:00 S-IC Outboard Engines
in figures 2-3 through 2-17. These parameters Cutoff
are shown for the nominal case and for maximam

and minimum 5-sigma dispersions from the nominal 2:39 t3 + 0:0] S-IC/S-II Separation
for the Launch to Earth Parking Orbit, Earth

Parking Orbit and Insertion Into Waiting Orbit 2:4] t3 + 0:03 S-IT J-2 Engine Ignition
phases. The parameters shown are; pitch atti-
tude, weight, axial force, altitude, inertial 2:43 t3 + 0:05 S-IT J-2 Engines at 90
velocity, acceleration, dynamic pressure, azi- Percent of Operating
muth, latitude, longitude and range. Thrust

OFF NOMINAL PERFORMANCE 2:45 t3 + 0:07 First S-II MR shift

3:09 t3 + 0:31 S-IC/S-II Interstage
Off-nominal performance is evaluated in terms of Drop
the following basic factors:

3:]4 t3 + 0:35 LET Jettison
I. Flight parameter dispersions during boost.

7:00 t3 + 4:22 Second S-II MR shift
2. Flight performance reserve propellant

based upon a statistical summation of the 9:02 t4 + 0:00 S-IT J-2 Engines Cutoff
propellant dispersion values presented in
(I) above. (See figure 2-18.) 9:03 t4 + 0.0l S-II/S-IVB Separation

3. Composite trajectory profiles for maximum 9:07 t4 + 0:05 S-IVB J-2 Engine Igni- _-_tion
dynamic pressure, maximum acceleration and

maximum heating conditions. 9:09 t4 + 0:07 S-IVB J-2 Engine at 90
Percent of Operating

4. Payload performance. Thrust

FLIGHT PARAMETER DISPERSIONS li:34 t5 + 0 S-IVB J-2 Engine Cutoff-
Parking Orbit Insertion-

Typical S-IVB propellant weight dispersions and Ullage Thrust Start
3-sigma vehicle systems and environmental per-
turbation sources are tabulated in figure 2-19. ]2:33 t5 + 0:59 Continuous Vent Start
These dispersions are provided at parking orbit

13:02 t5 + 1:28 Ullage Thrust Cutoffinsertion and waiting orbit insertion. They are

based on nominal parking orbit and waiting orbit TBD t6 + 0:00 Begin Restart Prepara-
insertion weight of 282,588 pounds and 207,001 tions
pounds respectively. Other flight parameter

dispersions which occur are shown as maximum and TBD t6 + ]:25 02/H2 Burner Start
minimum 3-sigma dispersion curves in figure 2-3
through 2-17. TBD t6 + l:26 Continuous Vent Cutoff

Flight Performanceand Flight GeometryReserves TBD t6 + 5:46 Ullage Thrust Start

The launch vehicle nominally delivers 95,000 TBD t6 + 5:47 02/H2 Burner Cutoff

pounds of payload into the high apogee ellipti-
cal waiting orbit. An S-IVB propellant margin TBD t6 + 7:30 End Parking Orbit-
of 72,152 pounds remains at thrust termination. Reignite S-IVB

This propellant margin is in addition to the TBD t6 + 7_33 Ullage Thrust Cutoff
7,177 pounds required for vehicle performance

and flight geometry reserves shown in figure TBD t7 + 0:00 S-IVB J-2 Engine Cutoff-
2-18. WaitingOrbitInsertion

Figure 2-1
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MAJOREVENT_. LAUNCHTOWAITINGORBITINSERTION
_'ROPULSION EVENTS

FRoMTIME I I I I I SI I I I I 110 I I I II

"'-c,,,.o,,"'"' I'CENTER-EHGIHE.MIXTURE_NDS-II S-,CUTOFF ULLAGET,RUSTCUTOFF
MIXTURE

RATIO _ CONTINOUS VENT START

OUTBOARDENG,NESS-,,,GN,T,ONSH,FT ",V&ONJCUTOFF
--S-IVB CUTOFF-PARKING ORBIT INSERTION-

ULLAGE THRUST START

PROPULSION EVENTS (CONT)

_i' '''' '' ''''' '\T-TIME T6 0:00 T6,,I-5:00 T7_0:00
I I I I I I I I I / i I I

CONTINOUS VENT CUTOFF J _ /I L S-IVBINsERTIoNCUTOFF

I WAITING ORBIT
O2/H2 BURNER START t

O2/H2 BURNER CUTOFF I---END PARKING ORBIT-REIGNITE S-IVB
ULLAGE THRUST START !

:--ULLAGE THRUST CUTOFF

GUIDANCE EVENTS
TIME
FROM I I I I I I I J I I I I J I _"
LIFTOFF 5 10
(MtN) I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

L / _.-,.,o...-,_o L_-BEGIN TILT ARREST

END ENDIGM
PITCHOVER STEERING

_ BEGIN PITCHOVER AND Xpif(t) GUIDANCE

, BEGIN ROLL TO O°0 XY=O °

YAW MANEUVER

Xp=XY=O°0 XR=-18 °

GUIDANCE EVENTS (CONT)

T6,i,S:00 T7,,I-0:00

T'T'MEL ''''''L''L'''BEGIN RESTART BEGIN IGM END IGM
PREPARATION STEERING STEERING

TRAJECTORY EVENTS
TIME

,,o,[, L,,,,,
S 10 %

(MIN)LIFTOFF I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
MAXIMUM SCAPE SYSTEM PARKING ORBIT
DYNAMIC
PRESSURE S-II/S-IVB INSERTION

S-IC/S-II INTERSTAGE DROP STAGING

LIFTOFF S-IC/S-II STAGING

TRAJECTORY EVENTS (CONT)

<,,,_o , , , ,\I I I I I I I I I I T7 .I-0:00T-TIME T6 :00 T6-F5:00
I I I I I I I I I / I t t

l /
LIFTOFF FROM j L--WAITING ORBIT
PARKING ORBIT INSERTION

Figure 2-2
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TYPICAL GEODETICLATITUDECORRIDOR DURING BOOST TO
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Figure 2-11
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Figure 2-15

CompositeTrajectoryParameters ENGINEOUTCONDITIONS
Three parameters significant to flight loads are

the aerodynamic heating indicator, dynamic pres- Engine out conditions if they should occur will
sure and acceleration. These values are de- effect the vehicle loads,. The time at which the

veloped around an off-nominal trajectory which malfunction occurs, which engine malfunctions,
would occur if weighted functions of the more peak wind speed and azimuth orientation of the
significant system dispersions all contributed wind are all independent variables which combine
to increasing the subject flight loads pare- to produce load conditions. Each combination of

meters. Typical composite flight data are shown engine-out time, peak wind velocity, wind azi-
in figures 2-20 through 2-22. muth, and altitude at which the maximum wind

shear occurs produces a unique trajectory. Ve-

FLIGHT LOADS hicle responses such as dynamic pressure, alti-
tude, Mach number, angle-of-attack, engine gim-

Flight loads are dependent on the flight trajec- bal angles, yaw and attitude angle time his-
tory associated flight parameters and wind con- tories vary with the prime conditions.
ditions. Detailed discussions are contained in

the following sections. Studies indicate that the immediate structural

dynamic transients at engine out will not cause

WINDCRITERIA structural failure. However, certain combina-
tions of engine failure and wind direction and

Winds have a significant effect on Saturn V magnitude may result in a divergent control con-
launch vehicle flight loads. Wind criteria used dition which could cause loss of the vehicle.
in defining design flight loads for the Saturn V

launch vehicle was a scalar wind profile con- The "Chi-Freeze" schedule is incorporated into
structed from 95 percentile windiest month speed the vehicle guidance program as an alternate to
with 99 percentile shear and a 29.$3 feet per reduce the effect of loss in thrust from an S-IC
second gust. A criteria revision reduces the engine, Freeze initiation and freeze duration
criteria conservatism for a gust in conjunction are dependent upon the time at which the loss in
with wind shear. Trajectory wind biasing re- thrust occurred. This schedule holds the pitch:_

duces flight loads. Wind biased trajectories attitude command constant. Thereby providing a
are used for launch months with predictable wind higher altitude trajectory for minimizing pay-
speed magnitude and direction, load losses into orbit and improving engine-out
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dynamic response by a lower-velocity entry into TYPICALINERTIALVELOCITY
CORRIDORDURING BOOSTTO
WAITING ORBIT INSERTION

the maximum aerodynamic region.

A single control engine-our during S-II powered
flight does not produce load conditions which
are critical.

PRQPULSIONPERFORNAWCE
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S-IVB PROPELLANT-WEIGHT DISPERSIONS AT PARKING ORBIT AND WAITING ORBIT

WEIGHT WEIGHT
CHANGE CHANGE
AT AT
PARKING PARKING

PARAMETER PERTURBATION ORBIT ORBIT
(LBS) (LBS)

S-IC.STAGE

Thrust +0.716pct + 73 + 54
- 0.716pct - 127 94

SpecificImpulse + l.ll8sec +1277 + 945
- l.ll8sec -1299 -958

PropellantWeight + 0.5pct + 755 + 558
- 0.5pct - 765 -569

Inert Weight (Small
Interstage & S-IC/
S-IIUllageRocket + 2,003lbs - 219 -162
Propellant) - 2,003Ibs + 215 + 157

LargeInterstage + 350Ibs 43 34
Weight -350Ibs + 43 + 29

MixtureRatio + 0.895pct -2350 -]736
- 0.895pct -1456 -I072

Engines Misalign
Pitch (down) + 0.7433deg +1404 +1035

(up) - 0.7433deg -2105 -]558

Yaw (left) + 0.7433 deg - 46l - 34l
(right) - 0.7433deg - 658 - 485

Axial-ForceCoefficient + 10percent - 509 - 380
- 10 percent + 505 + 371

Radial CG Offset
Pitch + 2inches +307 + 226

- 2 inches - 322 - 24l

Yaw +2inches 34 25
-2inches + 5 + 5

AtmosphericDensity +AP= f(h) - 285 - 209
-AP= f(h) + 338 + 247

OctoberHeadwind 3-sigma - 724 - 538
(Az = 72°)

OctoberTailwind 3-sigma +1982 +1463
(Az = 252°)

OctoberRightCross- 3-sigma 38 29
wind (Az = 162°)

OctoberLeftCross- 3-sigma - 120 92
wind (Az = 342°)

Figure 2-19 (Sheet 1 of 2)
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S-IVB PROPELLANT-WEIGHTDISPERSIONSAT PARKING ORBIT AND WAITING ORBIT

WEIGHT WEIGHT
CHANGE CHANGE
AT AT
PARKING WAITING

PARAMETER PERTURBATION ORBIT ORBIT

(LBS) (LBS)

S-II STAGE

Thrust + 1.34pct + 579 + 426
- 1.34 - 890 - 660

Specific Impulse + 1.789 sec +1532 +1128
- 1.789 sec -1527 -1129

PropellantWeight + 0.5 pct + 268 + 201
- 0.5 pct - 325 - 239

Inert & S-II/S-IVB + 1581 Ibs - 896 - 661
InterstageWeight - 1581 Ibs + 901 + 661

Mixture Ratio + 0.895 pct - 76 57
- 0.895 pct - 282 - 210

Engine Misalign
Pitch (down) + 0.7433 deg + 53 + 39

(up) - 0.7433 deg - 432 - 317

Yaw (left) + 0.7433 deg - 173 - 130
(right) - 0.7433 deg - 183 - 135

S-IVB STAGE

Thrust + 3.0 pct + 70 + 51
- 3.0 pct - 82 - 68

Specific Impulse + 4.0 sec + 663 +I076
- 4.0 sec - 677 -1090

PropellantWeight + l.O pct + 473 + 383
- 1.0 pct - 482 - 357

Inert & Vehicle IU Weight + 583 lbs - 465 - 494
- 583 lbs + 460 + 494

Mixture Ratio + 2.0 pct - 26 - 95
- 2.0pct + 23 + 93

Engines Misalign
Pitch (down) + 2.1 deg - 53 96

(up) - 2.1 deg - 82 - 120

Yaw (left) + 2.1 deg - 63 - I06
(right) - 2.1 deg - 67 - 111

Ullage Thrust + 3.536 pct N/A 3
- 3.536 pct N/A + 3

Venting in + 3-sigma N/A - 280

f- Parking Orbit - 3-sigma N/A + 263

Figure 2-19 (Sheet 2 of 2)
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TYPICALCOMPOSITEAERODYNAMICHEATINGINDICATORTIMEHISTORY
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Figure 2-21
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hold down, thrust buildup, and decay, and main- The valve is released to respond to the pro-
stage thrust, pellant error signal in an effort to reach near

simultaneous depletion of fox and LH2, 2.5
/_OTOEF AND MIXTURE RAHO SH_FT nME seconds after 90% thrust is attained and then

operates at a mixture ratio of approximately S.0
S-_C S|age throughout the second burn. Engine cutoff is

guidance controlled for the second burn, if al-

The S-IC stage inboard engine is cutoff at 2 lowed to operate until propellant depletion the
minutes 26 seconds after vehicle first motion by cutoff would be initiated by the height sensors
propellant level sensors in the fox tank stand in the lox tank at approximately 5 minutes and
pipe. The outboard engines cutoff about 12 se- 12 seconds after 90% thrust.
conds later.

S-II Stage THRUSTVS TIME HISTORY

A propellant utilization (PU) system is used to S-IC Stage
minimize propellant residuals in the S-II stage.

During the 2 seconds after 90% thrust is at- The S-IC stage thrust history shown in figure
tained the propellant utilization valve is lock- 2-26 illustrates the thrust reduction (approxi-
ed in the nominal position (5.0 mixture ratio), mately 1.9 million pounds) which occurs when the
After 2 seconds the P.U. system controls the en- center engine shuts down at 2 minutes, 26 se-
gines to a mixture ratio of 5.5 which lasts for conds. Total thrust termination occurs 12 se-
the next 4 minutes and 15 seconds and then to a conds later.
4.7 mixture ratio for the remainder of the S-If

flight. During nominal operation all five en- S-I| Stage
gines are cut off simultaneously by the pro-

pellant height sensors located in the propellant The S-If stage thrust history shown in figure
tanks. Cutoff is due to iox depletion and oc- 2-27 illustrates the thrust reduction which oc-

curs at approximately 6 minutes and 19 seconds curs due to the programmed mixture ratio shift
after attainment of 90% thrust, which occurs at 4 minutes, 15 seconds.

S.IVtt Stage S-IVB Stage

S-IVB nominal stage operation is at a 5.5 mix- The S-IVB stage thrust history is illustrated in
/-'-lure ratio during first burn. Engine cutoff in- figure 2-28. The first burn at a 5.5 mixture

go orbit is controlled by the guidance system ratio provides approximately 252,000 pounds of
and occurs at about 2 minutes and 27 seconds thrust for 2 minutes 27 seconds. The second

after 90% thrust is attained. For second burn burn performance is influenced by a 5.0 mixture
the engine is started with the PU valve on the ratio which provides approximately 211,000
lower stop (mixture ratio approximately 4.5). pounds of thrust.

INOMINAL DYNAMIC PRESSURE PROFILE

-- COMPOSITE DYNAMIC PRESSURE PROFILE
m RSS DEVIATION800 -

o_- ,"_-_ x_ TYPICAL
NO
::LI.

= Ym uJ 600

s-IcIs-II

a:= SEPARATION

"- 400 '_
M_ SECOND-

P, .E
>-o _ SEPARATION

_:- 200 / _
o _
O 20 40 20 40 20 40

2 3

TIME FROM LIFTOFF-MINUTES & SECONDS

f--

Figure 2-22
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S-IC STAGE PROPELLANT WEIGHTS

RP-I (LBM) LOX (LBM) -_
I

Usable Propellants
Buildup and Holddown 20,874 80,899
Mainstage ],377,372 3,192,358
Thrust Decay 3,434 5,331
Pressurization ......... 5,404
Expended 415 1,625
Total 1,402,095 3,285,617

FuelBias 5,694 .........

Unusable Propellant 2,768 2,100
Tanks 6,449 15,100
Suction Lines ......... 330
InterconnectLines 6,585 2,165
Engines
Total 15,802 ]9,695

Total Stage Fill Weight 1,423,59] 3,305,312

Figure 2-23

S-II STAGE PROPELLANTWEIGHTS

LH2 (LBM) LOX (LBM)

Usable Propellant
Mainstage 152,434 817,562
Thrust Buildup Propellant 598 1,409
Thrust Decay Propellant 108 332
Total ]53,140 819,303

Fuel Bias 360 0

Unusable Propellant 48 490
Engine 186 843
Line lO 230
Recirculation 54 216
Initial Ullage Mass 2,682 2,878
Tank&Sump 1,189 3,045
PressurizationGas

Total 4,169 7,702

Total Stage Fill Weight 157,669 827,005

Figure 2-24
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S-IVB STAGEPROPELLANTWEIGHTS
(Based on 2-]/2 Orbit Coast Period with a 5.0 MRSecond Bum)

LH2 (LBM) LOX (LBM)

Usable Propellant 37,081 19],723
(includes Mainstage Flight
Performance Reserves and
Flight Geometry Reserves)

Fuel Bias 126 0

Unusable Propellant
Orbital Boiloff 3,055 250
Flight Boiloff 85 ]DO
Fuel Lead 49

Subsystems* 302 IO
EngineTrapped lO I08
Lines Trapped 38 259
Tank Unavailable 685 40
BuildupTransients (lst & 2ridBurn) 222 644
Decay Transients (lst & 2nd Burn) 62 139
Total 4,508 1,550

Total Stage Fill Weight 41,715 193,273

*Includes 12 LBM Fuel and I0 LBM Lox for O2/H2
Burner

Figure 2-2S

INBOARDENGINE ICUTOFFm
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> CUTOFFm

6.0 , I
O 20 40 20 40 20 40

1 2 3

TIME AFTER FIRST MOTION - MINUTES & SECONDS

Figure 2-26
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TYPICAL S-II VEHICLE THRUSTVS TIME HISTORY
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Figure 2-27
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Figure 2-28
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S CZtOmm

EMERGENCYDETECTIONANDPROCEDURES
TABLEOF CONTENTS at + 10 seconds. The roll program is terminated

at 72 degrees azimuth (18 seconds) and the pitch

EMERGENCY DETECTION SYSTEM ............ _] program continues throughout first stage flight.

EDS DI$PLAYS .......................... _] Guidance initiate will occur at approximately 3
EMERGENCY DETECTION SYSTEM CONTROL ..... _7 minutes 8 seconds.

ABORT CONTROLS ....................... _8

ABORT MODES AND LIMITS ................. _]3

EMERGENCY MODES ...................... _13 tV ENGINE LIGHTS

The five launch vehicle engine lights ON indi-

cate that each corresponding S-IC or S-IT engine

EMERGENCY DETECTION SYSTEM is below nominal thrust levels. (F-1 engine is

90% and J-2 is 65%). The engine light cluster

The displays implemented for Emergency Detection also provides indications of the LV staging

System (EDS) monitoring (figure 3-1) were me- sequence (figure 3-1, sheet i).
lected to present as near as possible those

parameters which represent the failures leading Physical separation of the S-IC and S-If is in-

to vehicle abort. Whenever possible the para- dicated by all lights off. (After normal S-IC
meter was selected so that it would display cutoff).

total subsystem operation. Manual abort para-
meters have been implemented with redundant

sensing and display to provide highly reliable The lights all come on again at S-II ignition
indications to the crewmen. Automatic abort and go off again at 65% engine thrust. A simi-

parameters have been implemented triple redund- lar sequence occurs during S-II and S-IVB sepa-

ant, voted two-out-of-three to protect against ration with the exception that the No. 1 light
single point hardware or sensing failures and is used to represent the S-IVB stage.
inadvertent abort.

_-- LV PATELIGHT

The types of displays have been designed to pro-

vide onboard detection capability for rapid rate The LV RATE light (figure 3-1, sheet 2), when

malfunctions which may require abort. Pilot ON, is the primary cue from the launch vehicle

abort action must, in all cases, be based on two that preset overrate settings have been ex-

separate but related abort cues. These cues may ceeded. It is a single cue for abort, while me-

be derived from the EDS displays, ground infer- condary cues will be provided by FDAI indica-

mation, physiological cues, or any combination Lions, physiological cues, or ground informa-
of two valid cues. In the event of a discrepan- Lion.

cy between onboard and ground based instrtmlenta-

Lion, onboard data will be used. Automatic L/V rate aborts are enabled automati-

cally at lift-off (with EDS AUTO and LV RATES

AUTO switches enabled in S/C) and are active Un-

EDS DISPLAYS til deactivated by the crew. EDS auto abort de-
activation times will be governed by mission

The flight director attitude indicator (FDAI) rules. The automatic L/V rate abort capability
(figure 3-2) provides indications of launch re- is also deactivated by the launch vehicle se-

hicle attitude, attitude rates, and attitude er- quencer prior to center engine cutoff and is not

rots, except that attitude errors will not be active during S-If or S-IVB flight.
displayed during S-IVB flight.

The automatic abort overrate settings are con-

Excessive pitch, roll, or yaw indications pro- slant throughout first stage flight. The over-
vide a single cue that an abort is required, rate settings are:

Additional abort cues will be provided by the

FDAI combining rates, error, or total attitude.

Second cues will also be provided by the LV RATE Pitch 4 _ 0.5°/sec. Lift-off to S-II
light, LV GUID light, physiological, and MCC and ignition

ground reports. Yaw 9 _0.5°/sec. S-If ignition to S-IVB
cutoff

The FDAI will be used to monitor normal launch

vehicle guidance and control events. The roll Roll 20 + 0.5°/sec. Lift-off to S-IVB

and pitch programs are initiated simultaneously -- cutoff
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The LV RATE light will ill_m_inate at any time { WARNING |
during first, second, or third stage flight if t I
the L/V rates exceed these values. If the NO AUTO ABORT pushbutton is de-

pressed at T-O and a pad shutdown should
The LV RATE light will also light in response occur, a pad abort will result.
to a separate signal to provide a second cue for
a LV platform failure while in the "Max q" re- ABORT LIOHT
gLen. This circuit is only active during the

time the overrate portion of the auto abort sys- The ABORT light (figure 3-1, sheet 2) may be

tern is armed (Lift Off to approximately T+2 illuminated by ground command from the flight
minutes), director, the Mission Control Center _4CC)

booster systems engineer, the Plight dynamics

NOTE officer, the complex 39 launch operations man-
ager (until tower clearance at +I0 seconds), or

The LV RATE light may blink ON and OFF in conjunction with range safety booster engine

during normal staging, cutoff and destruct action. The ABORT light ON
constitutes one abort cue. An RF voice abort

LV 6UIDLigkt request constitutes one abort cue.
NOTE

The L/V platform (ST-124M-3) is interrogated

every 25 milliseconds for the correct attitude. Pilot abort action is required prior to

If an excessive attitude discrepancy is found receipt of an ABORT light or a voice command

during three consecutive checks on the fine re- for a large percentage of the time critical

solvers, three more checks will be performed on launch vehicle malfunctions, particularly

the coarse resolvers. (The L/V can continue the at liftoff and staging.
mission on the coarse resolvers alone). If the

coarse resolvers fail to control within 15 de- ANGLEOF ATTA(K
rees per second rate of attitude change in any

plane, commands sent to the control system to The angle of attack (q,) meter (figure 5-I,

change L/V attitude will be inhibited and the sheet 2) is time shared with service propulsion

control system will hold the last acceptable system (SPS) chamber pressure. The q, display

control command, is a pitch and yaw vector summed angle of

attack/dynamic pressure product (qa). It is ex-

pressed in percentage of total pressure for pre-
A signal is sent from the LVDA to activate the dicted launch vehicle breakup (abort limit

LV GUID light (figure 3-1, sheet 2) in the equals 100%). It is effective as an abort pard-

Command Module (f_] at the same time the control meter only during the high q flight region from
commands are inhibited. It is a single cue for +50 seconds to +i minute 40 seconds.

abort. Second cues will be provided by the LV

RATE Light (only when the Auto Abort system is Except as stated above, during ascent, the q_

on) and by the FDAI, angle of attack (qa) meter meter provides trend information on launch ve-
and/or ground information, hicle flight performance and provides a second-

dry cue for slow rate guidance and control mal-

functions. Primary cues for guidance and con-

LIFT OFF/NO AUTO ABORT LI6HTS troI malfunctions will be provided by the FDAI,
physiological cues, and/or Mission Control Cen-

The LIFT OFF and NO AUTO ABORT lights (figure ter (MCC) callout.

3-1, sheet 2) are independent indications con-
tained in one switch/light assembly. Nominal angle of attack meter indications should

not exceed 25%. Expected values based on actual

The LIFT OFF light ON indicates that vehicle re- winds aloft will be provided by MCC prior to
lease has been commanded and that the IU umbili- launch.

cal has ejected. The S/C digital event timer is

started by the same function. The LIFT OFF H¢¢[LEROM[TER
light is turned OFF at S-IC center engine

cutoff. The accelerometer (figure 3-1, sheet 2) indi-

cates longitudinal acceleration/deceleration. It

The NO AUTO ABORT light ON indicates that one or provides a secondary cue for certain engine

both of the spacecraft sequencers did not enable failures and is a gross indication of launch

automatic abort capability at liftoff. Auto- vehicle performance. The accelerometer also pro-

matic abort capability can be enabled by press- rides a readout of G-forces during re-entry.

ing the switch/light pushbutton. If the light

remains ON, then the crew must be prepared to S-H SIP LIGHT

back up the automatic abort manually. The NO _

AUTO ABORT light is also turned OFF at S-IC in- With S-IC jettison (staging), the S-II SEP

board engine cutoff, light will illuminate. The light will go out
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PANELS7 & 8 _)

Figure 3-I (Sheet 1 of 3)
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FLIGHT DIRECTOR ATTITUDE INDICATOR

ROLL
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P
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H
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PITCH - @ = 014°

YAW -@ =034° ROLLTOTAL
ROLL - ¢ = 330° ATTITUDE SCALE

NOTE:
ALL POLARITIES INDICATE
VEHICLE DYNAMICS

Figure 3-2

approximately 30 seconds later when the inter- aborts. However, the aerodynamic shape of the
stage structure is jettisoned. A severe over- _1 coupled with the static source location pro-
heating problem will occur if the structure is duces errors up to 1300 feet. Therefore, the
not jettisoned at the nominal time. Under the main parachutes must be deployed at an indicated
worst conditions, abort limits will be reached 3800 feet (depends on launch day setting) to en-
within 25 seconds from nominal jettison time. sure deployment of 2500 feet true altitude.
Confirmation from Mission Control of interstage
failure to jettison serves as the second abort EVENT TIMER
cue.

The event timer is critical because it is the
The S-II SEP light also indicates during S-IVB primary cue for the transition of abort modes,
restart as follows: manual sequenced events, monitoring roll and

pitch program, staging, and S-IVB insertion cut-
Light ON from T6 + 0:00 to T6 + 1:25. off. The event timer is started by the lift-off
Light OFF from T6 + 1:25 to T6 + 6:20. command which enables automatic aborts. The
Light ON from T6 + 6:20 to T6 + 7:20. command pilot should be prepared to manually
Light OFF at T6 + 7:20. back up its start to assure timer operation.

ALTIMETER The event timer is reset to zero automatically
with abort initiation.

Due to dynamic pressure, static source location,
and instrument error the altimeter is not con- MASTER ALARM tiGHT
sidered to be an accurate instr_aent during the

latmch phase. The three MASTER ALARM Lights ON alert the
flight crew to critical spacecraft failures or

The primary function of the altimeter is to pro- out-of-tolerance conditions identified in the
vide an adjustable (set for barometric pressure caution and warning light array. After extin-
on launch date) reference for parachute deploy- guishing the alarm lights, action should be ini-
ment for pad/near pad launch escape system (LES) tiated to correct the failed or out-of-tolerance
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subsystem. If crew remedial action does not No other automatic functions will occur upon

correct the affected subsystem, then _* abort activation of the TOWER JETTISON switches.

decision must be made based upon contingencies.

/'-"_n many cases remedial action will correct the CM/SM SEP SWITCHES
malfunctioned or out-of-tolerance subsystem.

Secondary abort cues will come from subsystem Redundant momentary ON guarded switches, spring

displays, groumd verification, and physiological loaded to the OFF position, are used by the corn-
indications, mand pilot to accomplish Command Module/Service

Module (CM/SM) separation when required. Both
NOTE switches should be activated to ensure that re-

dundant signals are initiated.

The commander's MASTER ALARM light will

not illuminate during the launch phase These switches can also he used to initiate an

but the other two MASTER ALARM lights LES abort in case of a failure in either the EDS
will illwninate and the alarm tone will or the translational controller. All normal

sound, post abort events will then proceed automati-
cally. However, the CANARD DEPLOY pushbutton

EMERGENCY DETECTION SYSTEM CONTROL should be depressed 11 seconds after abort in-

itiation because canard deployment and sub-

[US AUTO SWITCH sequent events will not occur if the failure was
in the EDS instead of the translational control-

The EDS AUTO switch (figure 5-I, sheet 5) is the ler. If the CANARD DEPLOY pushbutton is de-

master switch for EDS initiated automatic abort, pressed, all automatic functions from that point

When placed in the AUTO position (normally on will proceed normally.
prior to liftoff) an automatic abort will be

initiated if: S-H/S-IVB LY STAGE

I. A L/V structural failure occurs between Switch activation applies power to the LVDA to

the IU and the CSM. initiate the S-II/S-IV8 staging sequence. This

capability is provided to allow the crew to man-

2. Two or more S-I( engines drop below ually upstage from a slowly diverging failure of
90% of rated thrust, the S-If stage. If the S-IVB does not have a

sufficient velocity increment (AV) available for

_-- 5. L/V rates exceed 4 degrees per second in orbit insertion, an abort can be performed at

pitch or yaw or 20 degrees per second in predetermined locations.
roll.

S-WB SEP
The two engine out and L/V rate portions of the
auto abort system can be manually disabled indi- Switch activation will sever the tension ties

vidually by the crew. However, they are automa- and start two parallel time delays of 0.03 sec.

tically disabled by the L/V sequencer prior to each. At expiration of the time delay, the LM
inboard cutoff, tension tie firing circuit is deadfaced and the

guillotine is fired.

PRpIIIT SWITCH
CSM/LMFINALSEP

The PRPLNT switch is normally in the DUMP AUTO

position prior to liftoff in order to automatE- The [2d docking ring is simultaneously jettisoned

cally dump the CM reaction control system (RCS) with the TWR JETr command during an I_S abort.

propellants and fire the pitch control (PC) During a normal entry or an SPS abort, the ring
motor if an abort is initiated during the first must be jettisoned by the CSM/LM FINAL SEP

42 seconds of the mission. The propellant dump switch located on panel I. Failure to jettison
and PC motor are inhibited by the S/C sequencer the ring could possibly hamper normal earth

at 42 seconds. The switch in the RCS CMD posE- landing system (ELS) functions.

teen will inhibit propellant dump and PC motor

firing at any time. FLS AUTO /MANUAL Switch

TOWER JETTISON SWITCHES The ELS AUTO/MANUAL switch (figure 3-1, sheer
2) is used in conjunction with either the auto-

Either of two redundant switches can be used to matically initiated ELS sequence (post abort) or

fire the explosive bolts and the tower jettison with the manually initiated sequence (ELS LOGIC
motor. The appropriate relays are also de-en- ON). It is normally in the AUTO position as it

ergized so that if an abort is commanded, the will inhibit all ELS function when in the MAN

SPS abort sequence and not the LES sequence position.
will occur. The switches are momentary to the

_WR JETT position. Both switches should be [_S LOGICSWITCH
activated to ensure that redundant signals are

initiated. The ELS LOGIC switch (figure 3-1, sheet 2) is
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a guarded switch which should only be acti- For Service Propulsion System (SPS) aborts, the

vated during normal re-entry or following an SPS CCW rotation commands L/V engine cutoff, resets

abort; and then only below 45,000 feet altitude, the spacecraft sequencer and initiates the CSM/
If activated at any time below 30,000 feet LV separation sequence.
(pressure altitude) the landing sequence will

commence; i.e., LES and apex cover jettison The T-handle also provides CSM translation con-
and drogue deployment. If activated below trol along one or more axes. The control is

10,000 feet altitude the main chutes will also mounted approximately parallel to the S/C axis;
deploy, therefore, T-handle movement will cause corres-

ponding S/C translation. Translation in the +X

ELS LOGIC is automatically enabled following any axis can also be accomplished by use of the di-

manual or auto EDS initiated LES abort. It rect ullage pushbutton; however, rate damping
should be manually backed up if time permits, is not available when using this method.

[WARNIN6 I SEQUENCER EVENTMANUALPUSHBUTTONS
Activation of ELS LOGIC switch below The LES MOTOR FIRE, CANARD DEPLOY, CSM/LV SEP,
30,000 feet altitude will initiate APEX COVER JETT, DROGUE DEPLOY, MAIN DEPLOY, and

landing sequence; i.e., LES and apex (_4 RCS He DUMP, pushbuttons (figure 3-1, sheet

cover jett, and drogue deploy. 2) provide backup of sequenced events for both
abort and normal re-entry situations.

CM RCS PRESS
The MAIN DEPLOY pushbutton is the primary meth-

Any time the 04 is to be separated from the SM, od of deploying the main parachutes for pad/near
the (]M RCS must be pressurized. The normal se- pad aborts to assure deceleration to terminal

quence of events for an abort or normal (_4/_q velocity at touchdown (downrange tipover).
SEP is to automatically deadface the umbilicals,

pressurize the (_4 RCS, and then separate the 6%1/ SPS SWITCHES AND DtSPLAVS
SM. However, if the automatic pressurization

fails, the CM RCS can be pressurized by the use Direct Ullage Pushbntton
of the guarded switch located on panel 2.

When the DIRECT ULLAGE pushbutton (figure 3-I,

MAINCHUTERELEASE sheet 2) is depressed, a +X translation utiliz-

ing all four quads results. It is the backup ,--_
The MAIN CHUTE RELEASE switch is a guarded method for ullage maneuvers prior to an SPS burn

switch. It is used to manually release the main (the prime method for ullage is the transla-
chutes after the Command Module has landed. No tional controller). The DIRECT ULLAGE switch

automatic backup is provided. This switch is is momentary and must be held until the ullage

armed by the ELS LOGIC switch ON and the 10k maneuver is complete. It will not provide rate
barometric switches closed (below 10,000 feet damping.
altitude).

THRUSTON Pushbntton
NOTE

The THRUST ON pushbutton (figure 3-1, sheet 2)

The ELS AUTO switch must be in the can be used to start the SPS engine under the

AUTO position to allow the 14 second following conditions:

timer to expire before the MAIN CHUTE

RELEASE switch will operate, i. S/C control is in the SCS mode.

ABORTCONTROLS 5. Ullage is provided.

3. AV THRUST switches (either of two) are

TRANSLATIONAL CONTROLLER in the NOP_AL position.

Manual aborts will be commanded by counterclock- NOTE
wise (CCW) rotation of the translational con-

troller T-handle. Clockwise (CW) rotation will Both switches must be OFF to shut off the

transfer S/C control from the command module engine.
computer (CHC) to the stability control system

(SCS). 4. Backup for guidance and navigation (G_N)
start command.

For LES aborts, the CCW position sends redandant

engine cutoff commands (engine cutoff from the
S/C is inhibited for the first 30 seconds of SPS Engine Shutdown
flight) to the launch vehicle, initiates 6_4/SM

separation, fires the LES motors, resets the se- The SPS engine can be shut off (when fired as
quencer, and initiates the post abort sequence, described above) in the following manner:
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I. Flight combustion stability monitor (FCE_4) SOS Thrust Vectow Control (TVC}
shuts it down automatically.

These switches are active only in the SCS mode.

2. AV = 0 (SCS or MTVC). The pitch and yaw channels can be used independ-
ently; i.e., pitch control could be in SCS AUTO

3. _V THRUST switches (both) OFF. and yaw in either RATE CMD or ACCEL f_4D posi-
tion. The three available modes are:

NOTE i. AUTO: The TVC is directed by the SCS
electronics.

The SPS thrust light, located on the EMS

panel, will illuminate when the engine is 2. RATE f_4D: MTV with rate damping includ-
firing, ed,

SPS THRUST DIRECT SWITCH 3. ACCEL (_4D: MTVC without rate damping.

The switch is a two position lever lock toggle _V ned AV SETSwitches
switch. The ON position provides a ground for

the solenoid valve power and all of the SCS In order for the AV counter to operate during
logic. The engine must be turned off manually an SPS burn, the switches located on the _4S

by placing the SPS THRUST DIRECT switch in panel must be in the following positions:
NORMAL. The mv THRUST switches must be in the

NORMAL position (at least one] to apply power to i. E_4S MODE - AUTO
the solenoids for the SPS THRUST DIRECT switch

to operate. 2. EMS FUNCTION - AV

To set the AV counter for a desired AV burn

WARNING | the switches would be as follows:

|

1. EMS MODE - AUTO

The SPS THRUST DIRECT switch is a single

point failure when the AV THRUST switches 2. RMS FUNCTION - AV SET

are in the NODAL position.

The five position AV SET SLEW switch is then

:-_PS Gimbil Motors/htdicators used to place the desired quantity on the _V
display.

Four gimbal motors control the SPS engine posi-

tion in the pitch and yaw planes (two in each SOS SYSTEMSWITCHES
plane). These motors are activated by four
switches located on the panel. The motors

should be activated one at a time due to exces- AUTO RCSSELECTSwitches
sire current drain during the start process.

Power to the RCS Control Box Assembly is con-

The gimbal thumbwheels can be used to position trolled by 16 switches located on panel eight

the gimbals to the desired attitude as shown on (figure S-l, sheet I). Individual RCS engines

the indicators. The indicators are analog dis- may be enabled or disabled as required. Power
plays time shared with the booster fuel and oxi- to the Attitude Control logic is also control-

dizer pressure readings, led in this manner, which thereby controls all

attitude hold and/or maneuvering capability
The other methods of controlling the gimbal using SCS electronics (automatic coils). The
movement is through the hand controller in the direct solenoids are not affected as all SCS

MTVC mode or by automatic SCS logic, electronics are bypassed by activation of the
Direct RCS switches.

A V THRUST (Prevelves Jttd Logic)

NOTE

The two guarded switches apply power to the SPS

solenoid prevalves and to the SCS logic for SPS The automatic coils cannot be activated

ignition. These switches must be on NORMAL until the "RCS enable" is activated either

position before the SPS engine can be started; by the MESC or manually.
even by the SPS THRUST DIRECT switch.

DIRECT RCS Switches

I WAIIN mN G m The two DIRECT RCS switches manual
provide con-

|
trol of the SM RCS engines. The control is

f-- achieved by positioning the rotation control

Both switches must be OFF to stop the hardover to engage the direct solenoids for the

engine, desired axis change.
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All SCS electronics are bypassed when this rate to the switching amplifier outputs.
switch is activated.

Extremely small attitude corrections could be
ATT SET Switch commanded which would cause the pulse-width of _

the resulting output command to be of too short
The ATT SET switch selects the source of total a duration to activate the RCS solenoids. A

attitude for the ATT SET resolvers as outlined "one-shot" multivibrator is connected in petal-
below, lel to ensure a long enough pulse to fire the

engines.
Position Function Description

DATEand AIT DEADDANDSwitches
UP IMU Applies inertial measurement

unit (IMU) gin_al resolver The switching amplifier deadband can be inter-
signal to AIT SET resolvers, preted as a rate or an attitude (mnimtnn) dead-
FDAI error needles display band. The deadband limits are a ftmction of the
differences. Needles are RATE switch. An additional deadband can be

zeroed by maneuvering S/C or enabled in the attitude control loop with the
by moving the AXT SET dials. ATT DEADB_ND switch (see figure 3-3).

DOWN GDC Applies GDC resolver signal
to ATr SET resolvers. PDAI ATTITUDE DEADBAND SWITCH POSITION

error needles display dif-

ferences resolved into body RATE ATT DEADBAND
coordinates. Needles zeroed RATE DEADBAND SWITCHPOSITION
by moving S/C or ATr SET SWITCH POSITION o/SEC MINIMUM MAXIMUM
dials. New attitude ref-
ference is established by
depressing GDC ALIGN button. LOW +0.2 +0.2° +4.2°
This causes GDC to drive to HIGH +_2.0 __2.0° +_-8.0°
null the error; hence, the

GDC and ball go to ATT SET Figure 3-3
dial value.

The rate commanded by a constant stick deflec-

MANUALATTITUDESwitches tion (Proportional Rate Mode only) is a function
of the RAT£ switch position. The rates com-

These three switches (ROLL, PITCH, and YAW) are manded at maximum stick deflection (soft stop)
only operative when the S/C is in the SCS mode are shown in figure 3-4.
of operation.

Position Description

MAXIMUM PROPORTIONAL RATE COMMAND
ACCEL _D Provides direct RCS firing as a

result of moving the rotational
controller out of detent (2.5°) to MAXIMUM PROPORTIONAL

RATE RATE COMMAND
apply direct inputs to the sole- SWITCH POSITION
noid driver amplifiers. PITCHANDYAW ROLL

RATE OdD Provides proportional rate command
from rotational controller with LOW 0.65°Isec 0.65°/sec

inputs from the [94AG's in a rate HIGH 7.0 °/sec 20.0 °/sec
configuration.

MIN IMP Provides minimum impulse capabili- Figure 5-4
ty through the rotational con-
troIler.

SC CONTSwitch
LIMIT CYCLESwitches

Tnis switch selects the spacecraft control
The pseudo-rate function provides the capabili- as listed below:
ty of maintaining low S/C rates while holding
the S/C attitude within the selected deadband Position Description
limits (limit cycling). This is accomplished by
pulse-width modulation of the switching ampli- CMC Selects the G _ N system
fier outputs. Instead of driving the S/C from Computer controlled S/C attitude and TVC
limit-to-limit with high rates by firing the RCS through the digital autopilot. An auto- _-_
engines all the time, the engines are fired in pilot control discrete is also applied
"spurts" proportional in length and repetition to Q4C.
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SCS The SCS system controls the S/C at- If the acceleration level is greater than 0.2 G
titude and TVC. at the end of a ten second period after thres-

hold (.05 G light ON), the upper light will be

,NAO NODE Swi|¢h%$ illuminated. It remains on until the G-level
reaches 2 G's and then goes OFF. The lower

These switches (ROLL, PITCH, YAW) (figure 3-i, light illm_inates if the acceleration is equal

sheet 2) select displays for the FDAI using SCS to or less than 0.2 G at the end of a ten sec-

inputs, ond period after threshold. This indicates a
shallow entry angle and that the lift vector

Position Description should be down for controlled entry; i.e., skip-
out will occur.

RATE 2 _MAG Set No. 2 provides the rate dis-

plays on the FDAI. There is no Body
Mounted Attitude Gyro (BMAG) attitude DoJ] Stmbilitv Imdicmtor
reference available.

This indicator provides a visual indication of

A_ 1 BMAG Set No. 1 provides attitude re- the roll attitude of the CM about the stability!
RATE 2 ference on the FDAI, while Set No. 2 axis. Each revolution of the indicator repre-

provides the rate d_splay, sents 360 degrees of vehicle rotation. The dis-
play is capable of continuous rotation in either

RATE 1 _MAG Set No. 1 provides the rate dis- direction. The pointer up position (0°) indi-

plays on the FDAI. There is no _dAG cares maximum liftup vector (positive lift) and
attitude reference available, pointer down (180 °) indicates maximum lift-down

vector (negative lift).

EDTRYENS ROLLSwitch

This switch enables the EMS roll display for U-V PLOTTER
earth re-entry phase of the flight.

The G-V plotter assembly consists of a scroll of

ENTDY,.0SG Switch mylar tape and a G-indicating stylus. The tape
is driven from right to left by pulses which are

Illumination of the .05 G light located on the proportional to the acceleration along the ve-

H_S panel is the cue for the crew to actuate the locity vector. The stylus which scribes a coat-

_,05 G switch. During atmospheric re-entry (af- ing on the back of the mylar scroll, is driven
:er .05 G), the S/C is maneuvered about the sta- in the vertical direction in proportion to the

bility roll axis rather than the body roll axis. total acceleration.

Consequently, the yaw rate gyro generates an un-
desirable signal. By coupling a component of The front surface of the mylar scroll is im-

the roll signal into the yaw channel, the unde- printed with patterns consisting of '%igh-G-
sirable signal is cancelled. The .05 G switch rays" and "exit rays." The "high-G-rays" must

performs this coupling function, be monitored from initial entry velocity down to
4,000 feet per second. The "exit rays" are

ENSDISPLAYS significant only between the entry velocity and
circular orbit velocity and are, therefore, only

Threst0tdImdicmt0[(.05G Light) displayed on that portion of the pattern.

This indicator provides the first visual indi- The imprinted '%igh-G-rays" and "exit rays" en-
cation of total acceleration sensed at the re- able detection of primary guidance failures of

entry threshold (approximately 290,000 feet), the type that would result in either atmospheric

Accelerometer output is fed to a comparison net- exits at supercircular speeds or excessive load

work and will illuminate the .05 G lamp when the factors at any speed. The slope of the G-V
acceleration reaches .05 G. The light will come trace is visually compared with these rays. If

on not less than 0.5 seconds or more than 1.5 the trace becomes tangent to any of these rays,

seconds after the acceleration reaches .05 G and it indicates a guidance malfunction and the need

turns off when it falls below .02 G (skipout). for manual takeover.

Cetridor Indicotors ENS FUNCTIONSwitch

By sensing the total acceleration buildup over a This is a 12 position selector mode switch lo-
given period of time, the re-entry flight path cated in the upper lefthand area of the BdS

angle can be evaluated. This data is essential panel used as outlined in figure 3-5.
to determine whether or not the entry angle is

steep enough to prevent superorbital "skipout." ENS NOD[ Switch

the two corridor indicator lights are located on This switch, located below the EMS FUNCTION
the face of the roll stability indicator (bottom switch, performs the following functions in the

left-hand corner of the D4S panel), positions indicated:
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AUTO 2. Removespowerif EMS FUNCTIONswitchis
OFF.

I. Acts as a backup display for G & N entry

2. Initiates the function selected by the EMS

FUNCTION switch, i. Position for manual entry and TVC modes,
or auto entry back up displaySTBY

2. Does not permit negative acceleration
i. Resets circuits following tests spikes into countdown circuits

EMS FUNCTION SWITCH OPERATION

Operational Mode Switch Selection Switch Position Description

AV Mode Start at A V and 4V Operational mode for mon-
rotateclockwise itoringAV maneuvers

4V Set Establish circuitry for
slewing AV counter for
self test or as operational

V Test Operationalmode for self
test of the AV subsystem

Self Test Start at No. l No. ] Testslowertrip pointof
and Entry and rotatecounter- .05 G thresholdcomparator
Mode clockwise

No. 2 Tests higher trip point of
.05 G threshold comparator

No. 3 Tests lowertrip pointof _-_
corridor verification cem-

parator

No. 4 Tests velocity integration
circuitry, g-servo circuitry,
G-V plotter, and the range-
to-go subsystem

No. 5 Tests higher trip point of
corridor verification
comparator

RNG Set Establish circuitry for
slewing range-to-go counter
for operational and test modes

Vo Set Establish circuitry for
slewing G-V plotter scroll
for operational mode

Entry Operational mode for monitor-
ing entry mode

OFF Turns OFF all power except
to the SPS thrust light and

switch lighting.

Figure 3-5
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ABORT MODES AND LIMITS The automatic sequence of major events from
abort initiation is:

The abort mode and limits listed in figures 3-6
and 3-7 are based on a nominal launch trajec-
tory. More specific times can be obtained Time Event
from current mission documentation.

0 0 : O0 Abort

NOMIMAL LAUMCH CALLOUTS ox Rapid Dump
LE and PC Motor Fire

The nominal launch callouts are listed in figure 00:05 Fuel Rapid Dump
3-8 for the boost phase only. 00:ii Canards Deploy

00:14 ELS Arm

EMERGENCYMODES oo:14.4 ApexCoverJott
O0 :16 Drogue Deploy

Aborts performed during the ascent phase of the 00:18 He Purge
mission will be performed by either of the two 00:28 Main Deploy
following methods :

LAUNCH ESCAPE SYSTEM The automatic sequence can be prevented, inter-
rupted, or replaced by crew action.

The Launch Escape System (LES) consists of a
solid propellant launch escape (LE) motor used
to propel the CM a safe distance from the launch ModeIII Medium Altitude
vehicle, a tower jettison motor, and a canard

subsystem. A complete description on L_e of the Mode IB is essentially the same as Mode IA With

system can be found in the specific mission the exception of deleting the rapid propellant
Abort Summary Document {ASD). A brief descrip- dump and PC motor features. The canard subsys-
tion is as follows: tem was designed specifically for this altitude

region to initiate a tumble in the pitch plane.
Mode IA Low Altitude Mode The CM/tower combination CG is located such

that the vehicle will stabilize (oscillations of

In Mode IA a pitch control [PC) motor is mounted + 30 degrees) in the blunt-end-forward (BEF)
normal to the LE motor to propel the vehicle _onfiguration. Upon closure of barometric
downrange to enhance water landing and escape switches, the tower would be jettisoned and the
the "fireball." The CM RCS propellants are parachutes automatically deployed.
dumped through the aft heat shield during this

mode to prevent a possible fire source at land- As in Mode IA, the crew intervention can alter
ing. the sequence of events if desired.

APOLLOABORTMODES

TimePeriod Mode Description

Padto42sec ModeIA LET
Low A1t

42Sectol min50sec ModeIB LET
MED Alt

l min 50 sec to 3 min 07 sec Mode IC LET

High Alt

3 min 07 secto lOmin30 sec ModeII FullLift

10min 30 secto insertion ModeIll SPSRetro
forCSM Half Lift
No Go

lO min 7 sec to insertion Mode IV SPS to Orbit
for CSM
Go

Figure 3-6
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ABORT LIMITS

RATES

I. Pitch and Yaw

L/O to S-IC/S-IIStaging 4° per second

Staging to SECO lO° per second

(Excluding staging)

2. Roll

L/O to SECO 20° per second

MAX Q REGION

NOTE: The followinglimits representsingle cues and are restricted
to the time period from 50 seconds to l minute40 seconds.
Abort action should be taken only after both have reached
threshold.

1. Angle of Attack = lO0 percent

2. Roll Error = 6 degrees

AUTOMATIC ABORT LIMITS
L/O until deactivate (time to be determined)

I. Pitch and Yaw 4.0° _0.5 ° per second

Roll 20.0° _0.5 ° per second

2. Any Two Engines Out

NOTE: Between L/O and 2 + O, switchTWO ENG OUT AUTO to OFF
following confirmation of ONE ENG OUT.

3. CM IU breakup

ENGINE FAILURE
(L/O to CECO)

I. One Engine Out Continue Mission

2. Simultaneous Loss two

or moreengines Abort

3. Second engine loss fol-
lowing confirmationof
oneengineout ContinueMission

S-IVB TANK PRESSURE LIMITS

(L/O to CSM/LVSEP)

P LH2 L02= 26 PSID

L02 LH2 = 36 PSID

Figure 3-7
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NOMINAL LAUNCH PHASE VOICE CALLOUTS (BOOSTONLY)

TIME STATION REPORT EVENT

-0:09 LCC IGNITION S-ICIGNITION
O:O0 LCC LIFT-OFF UMBILICALDISCONNECT
O:Ol CDR LIFT-OFF CMD TO Pll DET START
O:ll CDR ROLL COMMENCE ROLL PROGP_N_STARTS
0:2] CDR PITCH TRACKING PITCH RATE DETECTION
0:29 COR ROLL COMPLETE IBO° ROLL ATTITUDE
0:42 MCC MARK, MODE IB PRPLNT DUMP - RCS CMD
1:50 MCC MARK, MODE IC h = lO0,O00 FT, 16.5 NM
2:00 CDR EDS MANUAL EDS RATES - OFF

EDS ENG - OFF
EDS AGA - Pc

2:10 MCC GO/NO GO FOR STAGING STAGING STATUS-TWRJETT STATUS IF
REQUIRED

2:12 CDR GO/NO GO FOR STAGING
2:25 CDR INBOARDOFF S-IC INBOARDENG - OFF
2:29 CDR OUTBOARD OFF S-IC OUTBOARD ENG - OFF
2:33 CDR STAGING S-II LIGHTS OFF
3:01 CDR SECOND PLANE SEP GIMBAL MOTOR {4) ON
3:07 CDR TOWER JETT TOWER JETTISONED

MARK, MODE II MAN AT[ (P) - RATE OMD
3:12 CDR GUIDINITIATE IGMSTARTS

4:00 CDR S/C GO/NO GO
MCC GUIDANCE GO/NO GO IGM LOOKS GOOD

4:30 MCC TRAJECTORGO/NO GO TRAJECTORY STATUS
5:00 CDR S/C GO/NO GO
5:19 MOC S-IVBTO ORBITCAPABILITY
6:00 CDR S/C GO/NO GO
7:00 CDR S/C GO/NO GO
8:00 CDR S/C GO/NO GO
-8:20 MCC GO/NO GO FOR STAGING STAGING STATUS
8:41 CDR S-II OFF S-II LIGHTS - ON
8:45 CDR STAGING S-IVBLIGHT- OFF
9:00 CDR S/C GO/NO GO
9:30 MCC TRAJECTORY STATUS
lO:O0 MOC CDR S/C GO/NO GO
10:06 MCC MARK, MODE IV TRAJECTORYWITHIN MODE IV CAPABILITY
Il:O0 MOC TRAJECTORYSTATUS
I1:29 CDR SECO S-IVBLIGHTON

12:00 MCC ORBITAL GO/NO GO hp>75 NM (FDO)

Figure 3-8

Node IC fli|b Altitmde SERVICEPROPULSIORSYSTEM

During Mode IC the L/V is above the atmosphere. The Service Propulsion System (SPS) Aborts uti-
Therefore, the canard subsystem cannot be used lize the Service Module SPS engine to propel the
to induce a pitch rate to the vehicle. The crew CSM combinationaway from the L/V, maneuver to a
will, therefore, introducea five degree per planned landingarea, or boost into a contin-
second pitch rate into the system. The C_d/ gency orbit. The SPS abort modes are:
tower combinationwill then stabilize BEF as in

Mode IB. The ELS would likewise deploy the par- Mode Jl
achutesat the proper altitudes.

The S_4RCS engines are used to propel the CSM a-
An alternatemethod (if the L/V is stable at way from the L/V unless the vehicle is in danger
abort) is to jettison the tower manually and of explodingor excessive tumble rates are pre-

f-.orient the CM to the re-entry attitude. This sent at LV/CSMseparation. In these two cases
method provides a more stable entry, but re- the SPS enginewould be used due to greater _V
quires a functioningattitude reference, and attitude control authority. When the CSM is
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a safe distance and stable, the CH is separated SM, asst_ae the re-entry attitude, and follow

from the SM and maneuvered to a re-entry atti- normal entry procedures.
tude. A normal entry procedure is followed from
there. _O_Q [V _"

The SPS engine can be used to make up for a de-

M0de ]]] ficiency in insertion velocity up to approxi-
mately 5,000 feet per second. This is ac-

The SPS engine is used to slow the CSM combina- complished by holding the CSM in an inertial

tion (retrograde maneuver) so as to land at a attitude and applying the needed_V with the

predetermined point in the Atlantic Ocean. The SPS to acquire the acceptable orbital velocity.

length of the SPS burn is dependent upon the If the inertial attitude hold mode is inopera-
time of abort initiation. Upon completion of tire, the crew can take over manual control and

the retro maneuver the C_ will separate from the maneuver the vehicle using onboard data.
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F SECTIONIV I
S-ICSTAGE

TABLE OF CONTENTS structure maintains an ultimate factor of safety
of at least 1.40 applied to limit load and a

INTRODUCTION ........................ 4-1 yield factor of safety of 1.10 on limit load.
STRUCTURE .......................... _-1 Aluminum alloy is the primary structttral mater-
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL ............... 4-4 ial. The major components, shown in figure 4-2,
PROPULSION .......................... 4-4 are the forward skirt, oxidizer tank, intertank
FLUID POWER ......................... 4-10 section, fuel tank, and thrust structuze.
CONTROL PRESSURE .................... 4-12
ATTITUDE CONTROL .................... 4-13 FORWARD SKIRT
PROPELLANTS ........................ 4-13

ELECTRICAL .......................... 4-17 The aft end of the forward skirt (figure 4-2)
INSTRUMENTATION ..................... 4-22 is attached to the oxidizer (1ox) tank and the
ORDNANCE ........................... 4-25 forward end interfaces with the S-II stage. The

forward skirt has accommodations for the forward

umbilical plate, electrical and electronic can-
INTRODUCTION i_t_, and the venting of the lox tank and

interstage cavity. The skin panels, fabricated
The S-IC stage (figure 4-i) is a large cylin- from 7075-T6 alumint_n, are stiffened and
drical booster, 158 feet long and 53 feet in strengthened by ring frames and stringers.
diameter, powered by five liquid propellant F-I
rocket engines. These engines develop a nominal OXIDIZERTANK
sea level thrust of 1,526,500 pounds each, ap-

_ proximately 7,652,500 pounds total, and have a The 545,000 gallon fox tank is the structural

_burn time of 150.5 seconds. The stage dry link between the forward skirt and the inteR'tankweight is approximately 295,300 pounds and the section. The cylindrical tank skin is stiffened
_ total stage weight is approximately 5,050,300 by "integrally machined" T stiffeners. Ring

pounds, baffles (figure 4-1) attached to the skin stiff-
f_ eners stabilize the tank wall and serve to re-

The S-I( stage provides first stage boost of the duce lox sloshing. A cruciform baffle at the
Saturn V launch vehicle to an altitude of about base of the tank serves to reduce both slosh and

200,000 feet (approximately 38 miles), and pro- vortex action. Support for four heli_n bottles
rides acceleration to increase the vehicle re- is provided by the ring baffles. The tank is a
locity to 7,700 feet per second (approximately 2219-T87 aluminum alloy cylinder with ellipsoi-
4,560 knots). It then separates from the S-II dal upper and lower bulkheads. The skin thick-
stage and falls to earth about 520 nautical hess is decreased in eight steps from .254 inch-
miles downrange, es at the aft section to .190 inches at the for-

ward section.

The stage interfaces structurally and electri-
cally with the S-II stage. It also interfaces INTEleTANKSECTION
structurally, electrically, and pneumatically
with two t_nbilical service arms, three tail set- The intertank structure provides structural con-
vice masts, and certain electronic systems by tinuity between the fox and fuel tanks. This
antennae, structure provides alox fill and drain inter-

face to the intertank umbilical. One openinE
The stage consists of: the structural airframe vents the fuel tank. The corragated skin panels

_ (figure 4-1); five F-I engines; 648 vehicle and circumferential ring frames are fabricated
monitoring points; electrical, pnetzmatic con- from 7075-T6 alt_int_.
trol, and emergency flight termination equip-
ment; and eight retrorockets. The major sys- FUELTANK
tems of the stage are: structures, propul-

sion, environmental control, fluid power, pneu- The 216,000 gallon fuel tank (figure 4-2) pro-
marie control, propellants, electrical, instru- rides the load carrying structural link between
mentation, and ordnance, the thrust and intertank structures. It is

cylindrical with ellipsoidal upper and lower
STRUCTURE bulkheads. Antislosh ring baffles are located

on the inside wall of the tank and antivortex

The S-I( structure design reflects the require- cruciform baffles are located in the lower bulk-
ments of F-I engines, propellants, control, in- head area (figure 4-1). Five fox ducts (figure
strt_nentation and interfacing systems. The 4-1) run from the lox tank, through the RP-I
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S-IC STAGE

FLIGHTTERMINATION

RECEIVERS (2)

INSTRUMENTATION

GOX
DISTRIBUTC

CYLINDERS (4)

LOX
TANK

GOX LINE

-CRUCIFORM BAFFLE

ANNULAR R
BAFFLES

RP-I TANK

SUCTION LINE

CENTER TUNNELS(5)

ENGINESUPPORT LOXSUCTIONLINES(5)

CABLE TUNNEL

FUEL SUCTI,
LINES UPPERTHRUSTRING

HEAT KETS
SHIELD

INSTRUMENTATION _w, IGHTCONTROL
SERVO ACTUATOR

LOWER
THRUST RING

F-I ENGINES-
(B)

Figure 4-1
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tank, and terminate at the F-1 engines. The equipment modules. The temperature of the flow

fuel tank has an exclusion riser, made of a medium is controlled by onboard probes to main-
lightweight foam material, bonded to the lower gain canister temperature at 80 (+20/-20)*F. The

bulkhead of the tank to minimize unusable re- input flow compensates for external ambient air _

sidual fuel. The 2219-T87 aluminum skin thick- change, internal heat generated in the canis-

hess is decreased in four steps from .195 inches term, and the chilling effect of lox. Three

at the aft section to .170 inches at the forward phases of conditioning-purge flow are involved

section, during normal launch preparation. The first
phase supplies cool, conditioned air to the can-

THRUST STRUCTURE ister whenever any onboard electrical systems
are energized before cryogenic loading. The

The thrust structure assembly (figure 4-1) re- second phase substitutes relatively warm GN 2 for

distributes locally applied loads of the five the cool air at the beginning of fox loading.
F-I engines into nearly uniform loading about the third phase continues the GN 2 flow, but at a

the periphery of the fuel tank. Also, it pro- still warmer temperature, when second stage J-2

rides support for the five F-I engines, engine engine thrust chamber chilldown occurs. GN2, an

accessories, base heat shield, engine fairings inert purge gas, reduces concentrations of gas-

and fins, propellant lines, retrorockets, and eous oxygen or hydrogen in addition to its gem-
environmental control ducts. The lower thrust perature control function. The air or GN2 is

ring has four holddown points which support the vented from the canisters to the compartment
fully loaded Saturn V/Apollo (approximately where it escapes overboard through various vent

6,000,000 pounds) and also, as necessary, re- openings in the forward skirt of the S-IC stage.
strains the vehicle from lifting off at full F-I

engine thrust. The skin segments are fabricated
from 7075-T6 aluminum alloy. THRUST STRUCTURE COMPARTMENT- ECS

The base heat shield is located at the base of The environmental control system, in the thrust
the S-IC stage, forward of the engine gimbal structure, distributes air or GN 2 to 22 orificed

plane. The heat shield provides thermal shield- duct outlets which discharge directly into the

ing for critical engine components and base re- upper structure interior. The GSE-ECU supplies
gion structural components for the duration of conditioned air at two umbilical couplings dur-

the flight. The heat shield panels are con- ing launch preparations until 20 minutes before
structed of 15-7 PH stainless steel honeycomb cryogenic loading. At this time the flow medium

1.00-inch thick, brazed to .OlO-inch steel face is switched to GN 2. Temperature of the flow me-

sheets. Each outboard F-I engine is protected ditrn is varied as required to keep the comparE- r-_,

from aerodynamic loading by a conically shaped ment temperature at 80 (+10/-10)°F. The tempera-

engine fairing (figure 4-1). The fairings also ture of the flow medium compensates for external
house the retrorockets and the engine actuator ambient air change, and the chilling effect of

supports. The fairing components are primarily fox in the suction ducts, prevalves, and inter-

titanium alloy below station 115.5 and aluminum connect ducts. The GN 2 prevents the oxygen con-

alloy above this station. Four fixed titanium centration in the compartment from going above 6
covered stabilizing fins augment the stability percent.
of the Saturn V vehicle.

ENVIRONMENTCONTROL HAZARDOUS6ASDETECTIOm

During launch preparations the environmental The hazardous gas detection system monitors the

control system (ECS) protects the S-IC stage and atmosphere in the forward skirt and the thrust

stage equipment from temperature extremes, ex- structure compartment of the S-IC (figures 4-5)

cessive humidity, and hazardous gases. Condi- and 4-4). Samples from these areas are analyzed

tioned air, provided by the ground support for dangerous levels of oxygen or hydrogen by

equipment environmental control unit (GSE-ECU), ground support equipment. Sampling stops at um-
is forced into the forward skirt and thrust bilical disconnect and there are no provisions

structure where it is used as a temperature and for hazardous gas detection during flight. This

humidity control medium. Approximately 20 min- system is not redundant; however, large leaks

utes before the two upper stages are loaded may be detected by propellant pressure indica-
with cryogenic fluids gaseous nitrogen (GN2] re- glens displayed in the Launch Control Center.
places conditioned air and is introduced into

the S-IC as the conditioning medium. The GN 2 PROPULSIONflow terminates at umbilical disconnect since

the system is not needed in flight.

The F-I engine is a single start, 1,526,500-

FORWARD SKIRT COMPARTMENT- ECS pound fixed thrust, calibrated, bipropellant en-

gine which uses liquid oxygen as the oxidizer

The environmental control system distributes air and RP-I as the fuel. Engine features include a

or GN 2 to 10 canisters in the forward skirt, bell shaped thrust chamber with a 10:1 expansion -'-'_
These canisters house electrical or electronic ratio, and detachable, conical nozzle extension
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and have provisions for supply and return of

RP-I fuel as the working fluid for a thrust vec-

tor control system. The engine contains a heat

exchanger system to condition engine supplied
liquid oxygen and externally supplied helium for

stage propellant tank pressurization. An in-

/---FORWARD strt_nentation system monitors engine performance

/UMBILICAL and operation. External thermal insulation pro-
/PLATE vides an allowable engine environment dttring

POS IT ..../ _.[,[i.......................POS I flight operation.

/ _=_......... ._._.:_, ENGINEREQUIREMENTS

/ The engine requires a source of pneumatic pres-
.......... ............... _i... _. sure, electrical power, and propellants for sus-

I_/_t ORI FI CE ORIFICE_ tained engine operation. A ground hydraulicpressure source, an inert thrust chamber prefill

:,'(':_'_.)_'._ OPEN _?!_v_I solution, gas generator igniters, gas generator

,'_"_ORIFICE UNION__I exhaust igniters, and hypergolic fluid are re-

I_ ..... _ii_i _ engine is started by ground support equipment

quired during the engine start sequence. The

(GS£) and is capable of only one start before
reservicing.

POSEli POSIV PURGE, PREFtLL,AND THERMALCON|ITIO|I|6

A gaseous nitrogen purge is applied for thermal
Figure 4-3 conditioning and elimination of explosive hazard

under each engine cocoon. Because of the possi-

bility of low temperatures existing in the space
between the engine and its cocoon of thermal

insulation, heated nitrogen is applied to this
area. This purge is manually operated, at the

discretion of launch operations, whenever there

f-_- is a prolonged hold of the countdown with fox

onboard and with an ambient temperature below

approximately 55°F. In any case, the purge will

be turned on five minutes prior to ignition tem-
POS IV ............_....... POS Ill mand and continue until umbilical disconnect.

-., UMBILICAL
PLATE A continuous nitrogen purge is required to expel
_10. 3 propellant leakage from the turbopump fox seal

housing and the gas generator fox injector.

ORIFICE _ The purge pressure also improves the sealing

i/ i:[_...:....._'_ characteristic of the lox seal. The purge is

required from the time propellants are loaded

ORI --ORIFICE and is continuous throughout flight.

POS I i:,'_POSIT A nitrogen purge prevents contaminants from ac-

_ ':/ cumulating on the radiation calorimeter viewing
ORIFICE-- =" ;_

.......... :::: ............ :::_ STA 116.75 surfaces. The purge is started at T-S2 seconds
and is continued during flight.

A gaseous nitrogen purge is required to prevent
Figure 4-4 contaminants from entering the lox system

through the engine lox injector or the gas

which increases the thrust chamber expansion generator lox injector. The purge system is

ratio to 16:I. The thrust chamber is cooled activated prior to engine operation and is con-
regeneratively by fuel, and the nozzle exten- tinued until t_nbilical disconnect.

sion is cooled by gas generator exhaust gases.

Liquid oxygen and RP-I fuel are supplied to the The thrust chamber tubes and fuel manifold are

thrust chamber by a single turbopump powered by filled with an ethylene glycol/water solution

a gas generator which uses the same propellant prior to engine start. This inert fluid smooth-

combination. RP-I fuel is also used as the es out the start sequence.

f. turbopump lubricant and as the working fluid
for the engine hydraulic control system. The Ethylene glycol solution is supplied to the

four outboard engines are capable of gimbaling thrust chambers of all five engines. At approx-
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imately T-6 hours, SSO to 600 gallons of ethy- an igniter fuel valve (IFV). The hypergol solu-
lene glycol solution is supplied to fill the tion is forced into the thrust chamber by the
five engines, with about five gallons overflow, fuel where combustion is initiated upon mixing
Plow is terminated by a signal from an observer with the lox. The IFV prevents thrust cham-

at the engines. At approximately T-5 minutes, ber ignition until the turbopump pressure has
50 gallons are supplied to top off the system reached 375 psi. The IMV prevents opening of
to compensate for liquid loss during engine the main fuel valves prior to hypergolic igni-

gimbaling, tion. Position sensors indicate if the hypergol
cartridge has been installed. The loaded indi-

_N61NE ._UlI,q[YSI'I:M_ cation is a prerequisite to the firing command.

The subsystems of the F-I engine shown in figure £0alr0lValve-4Way
4-5 are the turbopump, checkout valve, hypergol
manifold, heat exchanger, main fuel valve and The 4-way control valve directs hydraulic fluid
main fox valve. Subsystems not shown are the to open and close the fuel, lox, and gas gener-
gas generator, 4-way control valve, and pyre- ator valves. It consists of a filter manifold,
technic igniters, a start and stop solenoid valve, and two check

valves.

Hypergol Manifold
Turllopmmp

The hypergol manifold consists of a hypergol
container, an ignition monitor valve (IMV), and The turbopt_np is a combined lox and fuel p_np

ENI,INEMAJORCOMPONENT'.
INTERFACE

INLETS

LOX INLE

MAIN LOX VALVE

GIMBAL BLOCK _-..

HYPERGOLMANIFOLD _ LOXVALVE

CHECKOUT FUELVALVE

HEAT EXCHANGER

THRUST CIiAMI

IRBOPUMP
EXHAUST
MANIFOLD

-- THRUST CHAMBER
NOZZLE EXTENSION

Figure 4-5
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driven through a common shaft by a single gas let. An ENGINE POSITION indication is required
turbine, from this valve prior to, and is interlocked

Gas 6enerafor with, forward tmbilical disconnect command.

Higk Voltllge Iglliters
The gas generator (GG) provides the g_Lses for
driving the turbopump. Its power output is Four high voltage igniters, two in the gas gen-
controlled by orifices in its propellant feed erator (GG) body and two in the engine thrust
lines. The gas generator system consists of a chamber nozzle extension ignite the GG and the
dual ball valve, an injector, and a combustor fuel rich turbopump exhaust gases. They are ig-

body. Combustion is initiated by two pyre- nited during the F-I engine start sequence by
technic igniters. Total propellant flow rate application of a nominal S00 volts to the ig-
is approximately 170 ib/sec at a lox/RP-1 mix- niter squibs.
lure ratio of 0.42:1. (Note that these pro-
pellants are the same propellants used in the
F-I engines). The dual ball valve must be EHUIHEOP[RAIIOH
closed prior to fuel loading and m_t remain
closed to meet an interlock requirement for Engine operation is illustrated in figure 4-6
engine start, in terms of engine start sequence and transition

to mainstage for a typical single engine.
Heel E,ckllllger

The heat exchanger expands lax and cold helium Figure 4-7 lists the times the start signal is
for propellant tank pressurization. The cold initiated to approximate a 1-2-2 engine start
fluids, flowing through separate heating coils, sequence. This sequence allows the engines to
are heated by the turbopump exhaust. The warm attain i00 psig thrust chamber pressure at the
expanded gases are then routed from the heating times shown.
coils to the propellant tanks.

ENEINECUTOFF
Mllill Fllel Vlllve

The normal inflight cutoff sequence is center
There are two main fuel valves per engine. They engine first, followed by the four outboard en-
control flow of fuel to the thrust chamber. The gines. The center engine optical type lax de-
main fuel valve is a fast acting, pressure pletion sensor initiates the center engine cut-

r- balanced, hydraulically operated, poppet type off sequence. This command also initiates time _
valve. Movement of the poppet actuates a switch base No. 2 (T2 + 0.0). The outboard engines are
which furnishes valve position signals to the also cutoff by optical type lax depletion sen-
telemetry system. This valve is designed to sors. The outboard engine cutoff signal anita-

remain open, at rated engine pressures and flow- ales time base No. 3 (T3 + 0.0). The center
rates, if the opening control pressure is lost. engine uses an optical type lax depletion sen-

Both valves must be in the closed position prior sor as backup while the outboard engines use an
to fuel loading or engine start, optical type fuel sensor as backup.

J411illLo, Vlltve At T2 + 9.8 seconds, the LVDC supplies a com-
mand to the switch selector to enable outboard

The two main lox valves on each engine control engines cutoff circuitry, When two or more of
flow to the thrust chamber. These w_Ives are the four lax level sensors are energized a timer
fast acting, pressure balanced, poppet type, is started. Expiration of the timer energizes
hydraulically operated valves. A sequence valve the 4-way control valve stop solenoid on each
operated by the poppet allows opening pressure outboard engine. The remaining shutdown sequence
to be applied to the GG valve only after both of the outboard engines is the same as for the

main lax valve poppets have moved to a partially center engine which is explained in figure 4-8.
open position. This valve is designed to remain

open, at rated engine pressures and flowrates, EMEI|UENCYENOtHECUTOFF
if the opening control pressure is Inst.. Both
main lax valves must be in the closed position In an emergency, the engine will be cut off by
prior to lax loading or engine start, any of the following methods: Groumd Support

Equipment (GSE) Command Cutoff, Range Safety
Cfieckoll| VD_VO Command Cutoff, Thrust Not OK Cutoff, Emergency

Detection System, Outboard Cutoff System.
The checkout valve directs ground supplied con-
trol fluid from the engine back to grotnld during GSE has the capability of initiating engine cut-
engine checkout. Approximately 23 seconds prior off anytime until umnbilical disconnect. Separate
to the firing command the valve is actuated to command lines are supplied through the aft umbi-

_- the engine position. In this position it di- licals to the engine cutoff relays and prevalve
rects control fluid to the No. 2 turbopump in- close relays.
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Figure 4-6 (Sheet 1 of 2)
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_Engine start is part of the terminal count- Fuel rich turbine combustion gas is ignited
_down sequence. When this point in the count- by flame from igniters.

down is reached, the ignition sequencer con-
trols starting of all five engines, a) Ignition of this gas prevents back-

firing and burping.

Checkout valve moves to engine return b) This relatively cool gas (approxi-position, matelyl,O00°F)is thecoolantfor
the nozzle extension.

Electrical signal fires igniters (4 eachengine), l,ujCombustion gas accelerates the turbopump,
h_ causing the pump discharge pressure to

increase.

a) Gas generator combustor and turbine
exhaust igniters burn igniter links

to trigger electrical signal to _As fuel pressure increases to approximatelystart solenoid of 4-way control valve. 375 psig, it ruptures the hypergo] cart-
ridge.

b) Igniters burn approximately six

seconds. 112_The hypergolic fluid and fuel are forced
_into the thrust chamber where they mix with

_> the fox to cause ignition.
Start solenoid of 4-way control w_Ive
directs GSE hydraulic pressure to main TRANSITION TO MAINSTAGE
fox valves.

F_ Ignition causes the combustion zone pres-
sure to increase.

_>Main fox valves allow fox to flow to thrust
F "lq chamber and GSE hydraulic pressure to flow

through sequence valve to open gas generator _14_ As pressure reaches 20 psig, the ignition
ball valve. _V' monitor valve directs fluid pressure to

the main fuel valves.

Propellants, under tank pressure, flow into
gas generator combustor. Fluid pressure opens main fuel valves.

_>Propellants flame of _ Fuel enters thrust chamber. As

are ignited by pressure

igniters. _ increases the transition to mainstage is
accomplished.

_>Combustion gas passes through turbopump, _ The thrust OK pressure switch (which sensesheat exchanger, exhaust manifold and nozzle fuel injection pressure) picks up at ap-
extension, proximatelyI060psi andprovidesa THRUST

OK signal to the IU.

F

Figure 4-6 (Sheet 2 of 2)
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ENGINECUTOFFAPPROXIMATEF-I ENGINE START TIME

I00 PSIG

THRUST _
ENGINE SERIAL INITIATE CHAMBER The 4-Way ControlValve Stop Solenoidis
NUMBER NUMBER START (SECONDS) PRESSURE energized,which routesclosing pressure

ATTAINED to the followingvalves.

(SECONDS) .k
l F-5029 T-6.0

_> Gas GeneratorBall Valve closes.
T-2.7

2 F-5032 T-5.7 T-2.4 _k

D Main Lox Valves (2 ea) close.3 F-5031 T-6.1 T-2.7

4 F-5033 T-6.1 T-2.4 _ MainFuelValves(2ea) close.
-y

5 F-5030 T-6.3 T-3.0 _k

NOTE: "T" TIMES ARE BASED ON T-O AT _ The Thrust Chamberpressuredecay causes
LAUNCHCOMMIT. _ the thrustOK pressureswitchto dropout

(3 ea).
Figure 4-7

_k

Range Safety Cutoff has the capability of engine _> Ignition Fuel Valve and Ignition Monitor
cutoff anytime after liftoff. If it is deter- "W Valve closed.
mined during flight that the vehicle has gone

outside the established corridor, the Range

Safety Officer will send commands to effect en-

gine cutoff and propellant dispersion. Figure 4-8 (Sheet 1 of 2)

Three thrust OK pressure switches are located on FLUID POWER
each F-i engine thrust chamber fuel manifold and

sense main fuel injection pressure. If the The S-IC fluid power system (figure 4-9) sup-

pressure level drops below the deactivation plies power to operate the engine valves and the

level of two of the three pressure switches, an thrust vector control system. The fluid power _-_

engine cutoff signal is initiated. The cir- system consists of two parts: the ground hy-
cuitry is enabled at T1 + 14.0 seconds to allow draulic supply system using RJ-I fluid, and the

the vehicle to clear the launch pad. stage hydraulic supply system using RP-I fuel.

Prior to its own deactivation, the Emergency De- Each supply also provides a warming flow through

tection System (EDS) initiates engine cutoff drilled passages in each of the fluid system

when it is determined that two or more engines valves.

have shutdown prematurely. When the IU receives

signals from the thrust OK logic relays that two The ground hydraulic supply system provides

or more engines have shutdown, the IU initiates hydraulic pressure to gimbal the engines during

a signal to relays in the S-IC stage to shutdown test and pre-launch checkout and engine start.

the remaining engines. S-IC engine EDS cutoff The flight hydraulic supply system provides

is enabled at T 1 + 30.0 seconds and continues hydraulic pressure for flight control and S-IC

until 0.8 second before center engine cutoff or engine valve actuation and also prevents main

until deactivated, fox valves from freezing.

Following EDS deactivation, the outboard cutoff FLtGHTCONTROLSYSTEM
system is activated 0.7 second before center

engine cutoff, and is similar in function to the The S-IC thrust vector control consists of four

EDS. Whereas the EDS initiates emergency engine outboard F-i engines, gimbal blocks to attach
cutoff when any two engines are shutdown, the these engines to the thrust ring, engine hy-

outboard cutoff system monitors only the out- draulic servoactuators (two per engine), and an

board engines and provides outboard engine cut- engine hydraulic power supply.
off if the thrust OK pressure switches cause

shutdown of two adjacent outboard engines. Engine thrust is transmitted to the thrust

structure through the engine gimbal block. Di-

NOTE rection of the engine is changed by applying

force to the servoactuator attach points. There

Loss of two adjacent outboard engines, are two servoactuator attach points per engine,

after center engine cutoff, could cause located 90 degrees from each other. This gim- _-_

stage breakup, baling of the four outboard engines changes the
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direction of thrust and as a result corrects the voactuator position and continuously sends this

attitude of the vehicle to correspond to the information to the IU for transmission back to

desired trajectory, ground via telemetry.

HYDRAULIC SERVOACTUATOR
CONTROLPRESSURE

The servoactuator (figure 4-i0) is the power
control unit for converting electrical command The control pressure system, shown in figure

signals and hydraulic power into mechanical out- 4-11, provides a pressurized nitrogen supply for
puts to gimhal the engines on the S-IC stage, command operation of various pneumatic valves.
It is controlled by the flight control computer

in the instrument unit (IU). The flight control PneLmlatic control of the fuel fill and drain

computer receives inputs from the guidance sys- valve (2), the lox fill and drain valve (i), and

tem in the IU and then sends signals (I) to the the No. 2 lox interconnect valve [3), is pro-
servoactuators to gimbal the outboard engines in vided directly from GSE. The onboard system,

the direction and magnitude required. An inte- for these valves, consists only of the pressure
gral mechanical feedback (3), varied by piston lines from the stage umbilicals and the valves.
(2) position, modifies the effect of the IU con- The onboard pressure system controls the lox

trol signal. A built in potentiometer, not part interconnect valves No. i, 3, and 4 (13) during ....
of the actuator control circuit, senses the ser- prelaunch operations.
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The control pressure system, for those valvesHYDRAULIC which must be controllable during flight [fuei

prevalves (4), lox prevalves (S), fuel vent

valve (6), and lox vent valves (7), (8)], is
charged by a high pressure (3200 psi) GSE nit-

rogen source. The system is charged through on-

board filters (9), solenoid valve (i0), storage

ENGINE ATTACH END bottle (II), and a pressure regulator (12)

which reduces system pressure to 750 psi. For
emergency engine shutdown, prior to liftoff,

there are direct lines from the GSE to the pre-
valve solenoid valves. Orifices in the fuel pre-

valve lines and in the lox prevalves control

closing times of the prevalves.

ATTITUDECONTROL
Refer to Section Vll for attitude control of the

S-IC and the launch vehicle.

VE PROPELLANTS
_he S-IC stage fuel system delivers RP-I to the

five F-I engines. _he fuel system includes

hardware for fuel fill and drain operations,

tank pressurization prior to and during flight,

and delivery of fuel to the engines. Fig_tre

4-12 is a simplified block diagram of the sys-
tem and figure 4-13 shows the fLmctional re-

lationship of the system components. ]_ne pro-

pellant loading sequence is shown in figure
4-14.

DP-I FILL AND DRAIN

Fuel loading (figure 4-13) starts approximately
84 hours before liftoff. RP-I is loaded through
a 6-inch fill and drain valve (2). q"ne total

mass loaded is controlled by the fuel loading

probe (I) mounted in the fuel tank. At T-20

minutes the propellant management GS£ gives the

command to begin fuel level adjust to the pre-
determined flight level. The RP-1 tank has been

purposely overfilled to approximately 102%.
Therefore, this command will initiate a limited

drain. When it is necessary to drain RP-I the

fuel vent and relief valve (3) will be opened
for gravity drain or closed for pressttrized
drain.

TYPICAL RP-! Pressulization
SERVOACTUATOR

Fuel tank pressurization (figure 4-13) is re-

STAGE LENGTH 5 FEET quired during engine starting and flight to es-

ATTACH END tablish and maintain a net positive suction head

WEIGHT 300 POUNDS at the fuel inlet to the engine turbopumps.

GroLmd supplied heliuln (5) for prepressu_rization
STROKE l] INCHES is introduced into the cold helium line down-

stream from the flow controller (6) j resulting

in helium flow through the engine heat exchanger
and the hot heliura line to the fuel tank dis-

tributor (9). During flight, the so%trce of fuel

tank pressuxization is helium from storage bot-
tles (7) mounted inside the lox tank. 1"ne high

f pressure helium is routed through the flow con-
Figure 4-10 troller (6), cold helium supply line, engine
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Figure 4-11

heat exchanger (8) and hot helium line to the shutoff valves. The prevalves also house glow-
fuel tank distributor (9). meters which provide flowrate data via telemetry

to GSE. A fuel level engine cutoff sensor (IS),
Fuel tank pressure switches (10) control the in the bottom of the fuel tank, initiates engine
fuel vent and relief valve, the GSE pressure shutdown when fuel is depleted if the lox sen-
supply during filling operations, prepressuriza- sors have failed to cut the engines off first.
teen before engine ignition, and pressurization
during flight. The flight pressurization pres- LOX SY$1IM
sure switch (10) actuates one of the five con-

trol valves (11) in the flow controller to en- Lox is used as the oxidizer in the S-IC stage
sure a minimum pressure of 24.2 psia during bipropellant propulsion system. The lox system
flight. The other four valves (11) are se- includes hardware for lox fill and drain, lox

qunnced by the IU to establish an adequate conditioning, and tank pressurization, prior to
helitan flow rate with decreasing storage bottle and during flight, and delivery of lox to the
pressure, engines. Figure 4-15 is a simplified block

diagram of the system and figure 4-16 shows
The onboard hellionstorage bottles are filled the functional relationships of the system corn-
through a filtered fill and drain line (12) up- ponents.
stream from the flow controller. The storage

bottles are filled to a pressure of 1600 psi Lex Fill Bed Drill
prior to lox loading. Fill is completed to 3150
psi after lox loading when the bottles are cold. The 545,000-gallon lox tank (figure 4-16) is

filled through two 6-inch fill and drain lines
RP-! Delivery (s) connected to the bottom Of the tank. Three

different fill rates are used; a 30.O-gallonper
Fuel feed (figure 4-13) is accomplished through minute rate to chilldown the tank, a ISO0-gal-
two 12-inch ducts which connect the fuel tank to lon per minute slow fill rate to establish a

each F-I engine. The ducts are equipped with stable liquid level and thus prevent structural
gimbaling and sliding joints to compensate for damage, and a fast fill rate of i0,000 gallons
motions from engine gimbaling and stage stress- per minute. When the tank is nearly full, the
es. Prevalves (4), one in each fuel line, serve fill rate is again reduced to 1500 gallons per
as an emergency backup to the main engine fuel minute until the lox loading level sensor auto-
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Figure 4-12

matically stops the fill mode. Lox boiloff is just prior to launch.
replenished at 500 gpm.

Lox Pressurization System
The lox is drained through the two fill and
drain lines and alox suction duct: drain line Lox tank pressurization {figure 4-16) is re-
(4) in the thrust structure. The total drain quired to ensure proper engine turbopump pres-
capability is 7,500 gpm. During lox drain, sure during engine start, thrust build_p, and
positive ullage pressure is maintained by a GSE fuel burn. The pressurization gas, prior to
pressure source and two vent valves which are flight (prepressurization), is haliun. It is
kept closed except when overpressure occurs, supplied at 240 Ibs/min for forty seconds to the

gox distributor (6) in the fox tank. Lox tank
pressure is monitored by three pressure switches

Prior to launch, boil off in the fox tank may be {7). They control the GSE pressure source, the
harmlessly vented overboard; however, excessive lox vent valve (2), and the fox vent and relief
geysering from boiling in the fox suction ducts valve _i) to maintain a maximum of 25 psig ul-
can cause structural damage, and high lox tam- lage pressure. Prepressurization is maintained

peratures near the engine inlets may prevent until T-3 seconds and gox is used for pressuriz-
normal engine start. The fox bubhling system ing the fox tank during flight. A portion of the
(5) eliminates geysering and maintains low pump fox supplied to each engine is diverted from the
inlet temperatures. The helium induced convec- iox dome into the engine heat exchanger {8)
tion currents circulate lox through the suction where the hot turbine exhaust transforms fox in-
ducts and back into the tank. Once established, to gox. The heated gox is delivered through the

_- thermal pumping is self sustaining _Id continues gox pressurization line and a flow control valve
until the interconnect valves (13) are closed (9) to the gox distributor (6) in the lox tank.
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A sensing line provides pressure feec_ack to the (12) which is a backup to the engine lox valve
flow control valve to regulate the gex flow rate (14).

and maintain ullage pressure between i8 and 20

psia. ELECTRICAL 4B
tex Delivery The electrical power system of the S-IC stage

is made up of two basic subsystems: the opera-
Lox is delivered to the engines through five tional power subsystem and the measumements

suction lines (figure 4-16). The ducts are power subsystem. Onboard power is supplied by

equipped with gimbals and sliding joints (i0) to two 28 volt batteries located as shown in fig-
compensate for motions from engine g_mbaling and ure 4-17. Battery characteristics are listed

stage stresses. Pressure vol_me compensating in figure 4-18.
ducts (I0) ensure constant fox flowrate regard-

less of the gimbaled position of the engine. In figure 4-19, power distribution diagram,

Lox level engine cutoff sensors (ii), mounted in battery nL_nber 1 is identified as the opera-
the upper portion of each suction line, initiate tional power system battery. It supplies power

engine shutdown at fox depletion, which normally to operational loads such as valve controls,

occurs before fuel depletion. It goes from wet purge and venting systems, pressurization sys-
to dry first and initiates a center engine (No. tems, and sequencing and flight control. Bat-

5) shutdown command as well as enabling a two tery ntm_er 2 is identified as the measurement

out of four voting logic which activates the power system battery. It supplies power to
outboard engine shutdown sequence. When the lox measurements loads such as telemetry systems,

level passes any two of the four outboard sen- transducers, multiplexers, and transmitters.

sots, the outboard engines are shutdown. The Both batteries supply power to their loads

shutdown events are set so that a safe residual through a common main power distributor but

of lox remains in the suction lines at engine each system is completely isolated from the
shutdown. Each suction line has a ]ox prevalve other.
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Figure 4-15

During the prelaunch checkout period power for bution of power and also serve as junction boxes
all electrical loads, except range safety re- and as housing for relays, diodes, switches and
ceivers, is supplied from GSE. The range safety other electrical equipment.
receivers are hardwired to batteries 1 and 2 in

order to enhance the safety and reliability of There are no provisions for switching or trans-
the range safety system. At T-50 seconds a letting power between the operational power dis-
ground command causes the power transfer switch tribution system and the measurement power sys-
to transfer the S-IC electrical loads to onboard tern. Because of this isolation, no failure of

battery power. However, power for engine igni- any kind in one system can cause equipment fail-
tion and for equipment heaters (turbopump and ure in the other system.
lox valves) continues to come from the GSE until
umbilical disconnect. M|io Power Distributor

DISTRIBUTORS The main power distributor contains a 26 pole
power transfer switch, relays, and the elect-

There are six power distributors on the S-IC rical distribution busses. It serves as a corn- _-_

stage. They facilitate the routing and distri- mon distributor for both operational and mea-
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performance of the brake, motor, contacts, and
S-ICBATTERYCHARACTERISTICS mechanical components.

TYPE DRY CHARGE Sequenceand Control Distributor I---.

MATERIAL ZINC-SILVER OXIDE The sequence and control distributor accepts
command signals from the switch selector and

ELECTROLYTE POTASSIUM HYDROXIDE (KOH) IN through a series of magnetically latching relays
PURE WATER provides a 2B-volt dc co,and to initiate or

terminate the appropriate stage fumction. The

CELLS 20 WITHTAPS FORSELECTING]8 input from the switch selector latches a relay
OR ]9 TO REDUCEOUTPUTVOLTAGE correspondingto theparticularcommand. A 28-
AS REQUIRED volt dc signal is routed through the closed

contacts of the relay to the stage component
NOMINAL VOLTAGE 1.5 VDC PER CELL: 28 + 2 VDC being commanded. 1"nerelays, one for each corn-

PER ]8 TO 20 CELL GROUP mand fumction, may be unlatched by a signal
from GSE. The normally closed contacts of the

CURRENT RATINGS BATTERY NO. ] - OPERATIONAL relays are connected in series. A 28-volt dc

LOADS = 640 AMPERE/MINUTE signal is routed through the series connected
BATTERY NO. 2 - MEASUREMENT, relay contacts to indicate to GSE when all se-
LOADS = 1250 AMPERE/MINUTE quence and control relays are in the reset

state.
GROSS WEIGHT BATTERY NO. ] = 22 LBS.

BATTERY NO. 2 = 55 LBS. PropulsionDistributor

Figure 4-18 The propulsion distributor contains relays,
diodes, and printed circuit boards for switching

suren,_nt power subsystems. However, each of and distributing propulsion signals during
these systems is completely independent of the la_ch preparation and flight.
other. The power load is transferred from the

ground source to the flight batteries at T-S0 THRUSTOKDistributor
seconds. Inflight operation of the multicontact

make-before-break power transfer switch is pre- The THRUST OK distributor contains relays and
vented by a brake, by mechanical construction, printed circuit assemblies which make up the
and by electrical circuitry. Operation of the THRUST OK logic networks and timers required to
switch several times during countdown verifies monitor engine THRUST OK pressure switches and
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initiate engine shutdo_m. Signals from two of SWITCHSELECTOR
the three THRUST OK pressure switches on a par-
ticular engine will result in an output from a The S-IC stage switch selector is the interface
two-out-of-three voting network. This output between the LVDC in the IU and the S-IC stage
activates a 0.044 second timer. If the THRUST electrical circuits. Its function is to sequence
OK condition is missing longer than 0.044 se- and control various flight activities such as TM

conds the timer output sends a signal to ini- calibration, retro rocket initiation, and pres-
tiate engine shutdown, surization as shown in figure 4-20.

Timer Distrib|to_ A switch selector is basically a series of low
power transistor switches individually selected

Circuits to time the operation of relays, and controlled by an eight-bit binary coded
valves, and other electromechanical devices are signal from the LVDC in the IU. A coded word,
mounted in the timer distributor, when addressed to the S-IC switch selector, is

accepted and stored in a register by means of
M,ns.rimgPo,eKDistribmlor magnetically latching relays. The coded trans-

mission is verified by sending the complement
Each regulated S-volt dc output from the seven of the stored word back to the LVDC in the IU.

measuring power supplies is brought to an indi- At the proper time an output signal is initiated
vidual bus in the measuring power distributor via the selected switch selector channel to the
and then routed to the measuring and telemetry appropriate stage operational circuit. The
systems, switch selector can control 112 circuits.
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Figure 4-20

LVDC commands activate, enable, or switch stage functional operations of stage systems and pro-
electrical circuits as a function of elapsed vides signals for vehicle tracking during the
flight time. Computer commands include: S-IC burn. Prior to liftoff, measurements are

telemetered by coaxial cable to ground support
1. Telemetry calibration, equipment. During flight, date is transmitted

to ground stations over RF links. The ODOP sys-
2. Remove telemetry calibration, tem uses the doppler principle to provide ve-

hicle position and acceleration data during
3. Open helium flow control valve No. 2. flight.

4. Open helitun flow control valve No. 3. MEASUREMENTSYST|M

S. Open helium flow control valve No. 4. The measurement system senses performance para-
meters and feeds signals to the telemetry sys-

6. Enable center engine cutoff, tem. It includes transducers, signal condi-
tioning, and distribution equipment necessary

7. Enable outboard engine cutoff, to provide the required measurement ranges and
sultably sealed voltage signals to the inputs o£

8. Arm EBW firing unit, retrorockets, and the telemetry system.
separation system.

The S-IC measuring system performs three main
9. Fire EBW firing unit, retrorockets, and functions:

separation system.

I. Detection of the physical phenomena to be
I0. Measurement switchover, measured and transformation of these phe-

nomena into electrical signals.
In addition, a command from the emergency de-
tection system in the IU can shut down all S-IC 2. Process and condition the measured sig-
stage engines, nals into the proper form for telemeter-

3. Distribution of the data to the proper _-_
The S-IC stage instrumentation system monitors channel of the telemetry system.
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Measurements fall into a number of basic care- (3). Three pulse amplitude modulated/frequency
gories depending upon the type of measured modulated/frequency modulated (P_q/FM/FN) links
variable, the variable rate of change with time, (1) are used for telemetering low-to-medium
and other considerations. Since the vehicle frequency data such as pressure, temperature, or
is subjected to maximum buffeting forces during strain indications. Time multiplexed data from
the S-IC boost phase, a large number of strain the PAM links are also routed through the POd
and vibration measurements are required. Figure link at one third sampling rate for DDAS trans-
4-21 s_munarizes the measurements to be taken on mission during preflight testing and for re-
the S-IC stage, dumdant RF transmission during flight. A pulse

code modulated/digital data acquisition system
T[[[M[TRY SYST[M (POd/DDAS) link (2) provides for acquisition of

analog and digital flight data, provides a hard-
The telemetry system accepts the 648 signals wire link for obtaining P(_ddata and PAM time
produced by the measuring portion of the instru- multiplexed data during test and checkout, and

mentation system and transmits them to ground permits the redundant monitoring of PAM data
stations. The telemetry equipment includes mul- during flight.
tiplexers, subcarrier oscillators, amplifiers,
modulators, transmitters, and an omnidirectional The PCd/DDAS system assembles and formats POd/FM
system of four antennae. The telemetry subsys- time shared data so it can be sent over coaxial
tems use multiplex techniques (time sharing) to cables for automatic ground checkout or over an
transmit large quantities of measurement data RF link during flight.
over a relatively small number of basic RF
links. This equipment also includes tape re- I_OIlO|@ AII|OII|IJ¢ CliibrJtioB Sysleu (|AC$)
corders for recording critical data which would
otherwise be lost due to telemetry blackout dur- The RACS is used to verify measurement circuit
ing S-II ullage and S-I( retrorocket firing. The operation and continuity by stimulating the
recorders, which have a 3 minute record cap- transducer directly, or by inserting a simulated
ability, will playback the critical data during transducer signal in the signal conditioner cir-
stage free fall. cuit. Measurement operation is verified at 80

percent of the maximum transducer range (high

Several telemetry subsystems are provided in level), at 20 percent of the maximum range (Ice
the S-IC stage. There are three basic types of level), and at the normal run level. Approxi-
telemetry subsystems (figure 4-22). The high mately 415 of the 648 measurements can be ad-
frequency data such as vibration and acoustics dressed by the RACS.

.+_- measurements are transmitted via two independ-
ent single sideband (SSB) Rd telemetry links A.tem..e

STAGE MEASUREMENTS The S-IC stage telemetry system utilizes a total
of four shunt fed stub antennae operating in

TYPE QTY pairs as two independent antenna systems shown
as system I and system II in figure 4-22. Infor-

Acceleration 3 marion from telemetry links operating at 240.2,
252.4 and 231.9 _z is transmitted through sys-

Acoustic 4 tern I, and the information from telemetry links

Temperature ]66 operating at 235.0, 244.5, and 256.2 HHz is
transmitted through system If.

Pressure 177
OOOP

Vibration 67

Flowrate 35 An offset doppler (ODOP) frequency measurement
system (figure 4-23) is an elliptical tracking

Position l system which measures the total doppler
shift in a ultra high frequency (UHF) continuous

Discrete Signals 142 wave (CW) signal transmitted to the S-IC stage.

Liquid Level 22 The ODOP system uses a fixed station trans-
mitter, a vehicle borne transponder,and three or

Voltage, Current, Frequency ll more fixed station receivers to determine the

Miscellaneous 12 vehicle position. In this system the trans-
mitter, transponder, and one receiver describe

Angular Velocity 3 an ellipsoid where the transponder is at a point
on the ellipsoid surface. The second receiver

RPH 5 describes an ellipsoid whose intersection
with the first ellipsoid is a line. The addi-

TOTAL 648 tion of the third receiver produces a third
ellipsoid whose intersection with the line of
intersection of the first and second ellipsoids

Figure 4-21 is a point. This point is the transponder.
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TELEMETRYSYSTEMS
ANTENNAE

GSE

Fl-'TA- ISCO ASSY _ 240.2

u_ -J_PAM/FM/FMF i _COAXIALI _I PWR I

_ , _ MULT_I rISWITCH I rl DIVIDER I

C> SYSTEMI Ill

DATA_ SC0270AssyMUX_ COUPLER

F2DATA_I_SC--_-_PAM/FM/FM___IJ-R_ _ 252.4

_. , II IV

270.ux
F3

DATA-Ill _ STA. 1459.000I
PAM/FM/FMI---_ 231.9/ ANTENNA POSITIONS

..... I 270 MUX | GSE ANTENNAE

_PI _ _._

u_./_-l_PCM/FM _

_Sl DATA_F_ UX - __JCOAXIALL4 _ PWR-I SWITCH I _1 DIVIDER

235.0
245 MUX

$2 DATA SS/FM
256. II- IV

DIGITALDATATO GSE STA.1459.000
VIA COAXIAL CABLE (DDAS) ANTENNA POSITIONS I--

I

The P_e4/FM/FMsystem is used to transmit data in the frequencyrange below lO00 hertz.Each PAM/FM/FMlink provides 14 inter-rangeinstrumentationgroup (IRIG) continuous
data channels with a maximum frequency response of 450 hertz and 27 time-sharing
channels capable of transmitting a maximum of 230 measurements (lO per channel) with a
sampling rate of 12 samples per second and 4 channels at 120 samples per second.

The PCM/FMsystem provides a primary data acquisitionlink for analog and digital dataand a redundant means of monitoring data transmitted by the three PAM links. This
system assemblies time-shared data into a serial PCM fomat which is transmitted by a
RF assembly and a 600 kc voltage controlledoscillator (VCO) in the PCM/DDAS assembly.

SS/FM system links Sl and $2 transmitacousticaland vibrationdata in the frequencyrangeof 50 to 3000 hertz. Total bandwidth of the system is 76 kHz. Each multiplexer can handle
up to 80 measurements: each single sideband assembly handles 15 continuous channels. The
SS/FM system provides frequencydivisionmultiplexingof fifteen AM data channels on a FM
carrier.

The model 270 time division multiplexer accepts voltage inputs from 0 to 5 volts. It pro-vides outputs to the PCM/DDAS assembly and the P_ Links. Of 30 channels,3 channels
(28, 39, and 30) are used for voltage reference and synchronization, 4 channels (24, 25,
26. and 27) are sampled at 120 samplesper second the remaining23 channels are sub-
multiplexed and sampled at 12 samples per second to accomodate lO measurements each.

Figure 4-22 (Sheet 1 of 2)
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]ELEMET?Y ;YSTEMS
A
]5_ A SUB-CARRIER OSCILLATOR ASSEMBLY (SCO) provides the frequency division multiplexing for
"F the PAM/FM/FM links. Channels 2 through 15 provide 14 continuous data channels and band X

handles the time-division multiplexed data from the model 270 multiplexer. All oscillator
outputs are mixed in an amplifier and routed to the FM transmitter in the RF assembly.

A model 245 multiplexer increases the number of measurements which may be transmitted overone RF link. The unit permits 80 data measurements to be time division multiplexed into
16 output channels. An auxiliary output is also provided for channel identification.

The voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR) monitor is used to monitor the performance of thetelemetry antenna system and the output of the telemetry transmitter.

The multicoupler couples three simultaneous radio frequency (RF) signals into acommon output without mural interference and with minimum insertion loss (0.15
db or less).

The Coaxial Switch provides a means of connecting to the GSE coaxial transmission line orto the vehicle antennae. Switching between the two lines is accomplished by application or
removal of 28-volts DC to the switch.

The Power Divider splits RF power between the two antennae while handling anaverage power level of lO0 watts over a range of 215 to 260 MHz.

Figure 4-22 (Sheet 2 of 2)

A fixed frequency continuous wave carrier of 890 Saturn V if it varies beyond the prescribed
MHz is transmitted from the ground transmitter, limits of its flight path or if it becomes a sa-
This signal is received by the vehicle trans- fety hazard during the S-IC boost phase. The
ponder which amplifies, processes, and retrans- system is installed on the stage in compliance
mits the signal at 960 MHz. At the ground sta- with Air Force Eastern Test Range (AFETR) Regu-

r_. tion, the signal from the vehicle transponder is lation 127-9 and AFETR Safety Manual 127-1.
heterodyned with a reference 960 MHz signal de-

rived from the $3.3 MHz signal of the ground The PDS is a dual channel, parallel redundant
transmitter station. The resultant beat fre- system composed of two segments. The radio fre-
quency is proportional to the vehicle velocity quency segment receives, decodes, and controls
components radial to the transmitter and re- the propellant dispersion commands. The ordnance
ceiver, train segment consists of two exploding bridge-

wire (EBW) firing units, two EBW detonators, one
Range and position data are derived by integra- safety and arming (S_A) device (shared by both
tion of the doppler frequency record from a channels), six confined detonating fuse (CDF)
known reference point. The distance from three assemblies, two CDF tees, two CDF/flexible lin-

stations are combined geometrically to give the ear shaped charge (FLSC) connectors, and two
position of the vehicle in space. FLSC assemblies.

There are two non-interchangeable antennae. One The S6A device (figure 4-27) is a remotely con-
antenna is for transmitting and the other is for trolled electro-mechanical ordnance device that

receiving. The mounting positions of the an- is used to make safe and to arm the S-IC, S-II,

tennae on the vehicle are shown in figure 4-23. and S-IVB stage PDS's. The device can complete
and interrupt the explosive train by remote con-

Figure 4-24 sumunarizes the S-IC stage instru- trol, provide position indications to remote
mentation, monitoring equipment, and provide a visual posi-

tion indication. It also has a manual operation
capability. The S_A device consists of a rotary

ORDNANCE solenoid assembly, a metal rotor shaft with tWO

explosive inserts, and position sensing and com-
The S-IC ordnance systems include the propellant mand switches that operate from a rotor shaft
dispersion (flight termination system (figure cam. In the safe mode, the longitudinal axis of
4-25) and the retrorocket system (figure 4-26). the explosive inserts are perpendicular to the

detonating wave path, thus forming a barrier to
PROPELLANT DISPERSION SYSTEM the explosive train. To arm the device, the

shaft is rotated 90° to align the inserts be-
/-- The S-IC propellant dispersion system (PDS) pro- tween the EBW detonators and the CDF adapters to

rides the means of terminating the flight of the form the initial part of the explosive train.
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Should emergency flight termination become
necessary, two coded radio frequency commands
are transmitted to the launch vehicle by the
range safety officer. The first command arms

the EBW firing units and initiates S-IC engine
ODOP cutoff. (See figure 4-25 for block diagram of

648 DATA the PDS and location of PDS components.) The

I second command, which is delayed to permitMEASUREM£NTS
\ charging of the EBW firing units, discharges theT--

EBW firing units across the exploding hridgewire
in the EBW detonators mounted on the S_A device

SS/FM (AS-]) (see figure 4-27). The resulting explosive wave

_ 235.0 MHI propagates through the S_A device inserts to theCDF assemblies and to the CDF tees. The CDF tees

SS/FM (AS-2) propagate the wave through insulated CDF as-

_ 256.2 _4z semblies to the FLSC assemblies mounted on thePCM/FM (AP-]) fox and RP-I tanks. The FLSC's provide the ex-
i 244.3 _4z plosive force to longitudinally sever the pro-

_ pellant tanks and disperse the propellants.
PAM/FM/FM (AF-I) There are six g8-inch FLSC sections mounted on
240.2 MHz the fox tank and three 88-inch sections on the

_, A . PAM/FM/FM(AF-2) fuel tank. These sections are positioned on the
_:-,-- 252.4 MHz propellant tanks to minimize mixing of the pro-

PAM/FM/FM (AF-3) pellants after the tanks are severed.

23] .9 MHz RETROROCKEIS

. _ TAPE R£CORDER The eight retrorockets (figure 4-26), that pro-
_ vide separation thrust after S-IC burnout, are

attached externally to the thrust structure in-
side the four outboard engine fairings. The
firing command originates in the Instr_ent Unit "_

Figure 4-24 and activates redundant firing systems. Ad-

S-IC INSTRUMENTATION
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The S-IC retrorockets are mounted, in pairs,

CDF

ASSEMBLIESVISUALINDICATOR L o ' " __

RO_ _ EXPLOSIVE

u _,_ INSERTS

I EBW

DETONATORS

SAFETY AND ARMING DEVICE (figure 4-26 in the fairings of the F-I en-

gine. At retrorocket ignition the foTward end

of the fairing is burned and blown through by
the exhausting gases. Each retrorocket is

pinned securely to the vehicle support and pivot
support fittings at an angle of 7.5 ° from center

line. The thrust level developed by seven ret-

rorockets (one retrorocket out) is adequate to
separate the S-IC stage a minimum of six feet
from the vehicle in less than one second.

Each retrorocket is a solid propellant rocket

with a case bonded, twelve-point star, internal

burning composite propellant cast directly into

the case and cured. The propellant is basically

ammonium perchlorate oxidizer in a polysulfide

fuel binder. The motor is 86 inches long by

15-1/4 inches diameter and weighs 504 pounds,

nominal, of which 278 pounds is propellant.

MAJOR DIFFERENCES BETWEEN SATUPJJ V S-IC-3 &
S-IC-4 STAGES

Figure 4-27

ditional redundancy is provided by interconnec- B_ Engine nominal thrust at sea level increased

tion of the two confined detonating fuse (CDF) from I,522, 000 pounds to 1,526,500 pounds

manifolds with CDF assemblies. The explod- each and from 7,610,000 pounds to 7,632,500
ing bridgewire (EBW) firing unit circuits are pounds total.

grounded by a normally closed relay until the

firing command is initiated by the Instrument []_ Dry weight reduced from 304,000 pounds to

Unit. High voltage electrical signals are re- 295, 300 pounds.
leased from the two EBW firing units to the EBW

_- detonators upon vehicle deceleration to 0.5g. _ Weight at ground _nition increased from

The signals cause the detonator bridgewires to 4,800,000 pounds to 5,030,300 pounds.
explode, thereby detonating the surrounding ex-

plosives. The explosion then propagates through _ Instrumentation measurement8 reduced from

the CDF manifold explosive and CDF assemblies 891 to 648.

into the igniter assembly. The igniter assembly

located within the base of each retrorocket is _ LOx tank center standpipe extended.
then ignited, causing a buildup and release of

the gases into the main grain of the retro- D_ Engine cutoff control changed from IU corn-

rocket. Each retrorocket is ignited by either mand to fox depletion.
of two CDF initiators mounted on its aft struc-

ture. Operational ground check of the system _ Visual inetrv2nentation electrical power eye-
through the firing unit is accomplished through tem not installed on S-IC-4.
use of pulse sensors which absorb the high volt-

age impulse from the firing unit and transmit a _ TV co_era system not installed on S-IC-4.
signal through the telemetry system. The pulse

sensors are removed prior to launch. _ Film co,hera system not installed on S-IC-4.
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V SECTIONV
S-II STAGE

I

TABLE OF CONTENTS shear, and bending moment) and stage body bend-
ing and longitudinal forces between the adjacent

INTRODUCTION ......................... 5-1 stages, the propellant tank structure, and the
STRUCTURE........................... _1 thrust structure. The propellant tank structure
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL ................ _4 holds the propellants, liquid hydrogen (LH2) and
PROPULSION ........................... 5-6 liquid oxygen (1ox), and provides structural
FLIGHT CONTROL ....................... _]4 support between the aft and forward skirts. The
PNEU#AATICS ........................... 5-15 thrust structure transmits the thrust o£ the
PROPELLANTS ......................... _15 five J-2 engines to the body shell structure;

ELECTRICAL ........................... 5-27 compression loads from engine thrust; tension
INSTRUMENTATION ...................... 5-30 loads from idle engine weight; and cantilever
ORDNANCE ............................ 5-31 loads from engine weight during S-II boost.

INTRODUCTION BODYSHELLSTRUCTURE
The body shell structure units, the forward

The S-II stage (figure S-l) is a large cylindri- skirt, aft skirt, and inZerstage (figures 5-3
cal booster, 81.5 feet long and 33 feet in dia- and S-4), are of the same basic design except

meter, powered by five liquid propellant J-2 that the aft skirt and interstage are of gener-
rocket engines which develop a nominal vacuum ally heavier construction because o£ higher

O_ thrust o£ 230,000 pounds each for a total of structural loads.
1,150,000 pounds. Its purpose is to provide
second stage boost for the Saturn V launch re- Each unit is a cylindrical shell o£ semimono-
hicle. At engine cutoff the S-II s_tage sepa- coque construction, built of 7075 al_inum alloy
rates from the S-IVB and, following a suborbital material, stiffened by external hat-section
path, reenters the atmosphere where it disinte- stringers and stabilized internally by c£rcum-

grates due to reentry environment, ferentlal ring frames. The forward skirt has a
basic skin thickness of 0.040 inch and the aft

Dry weight of the S-IT stage is approximately skirt and interstage both have basic skin thick-

_ 85,522 potmds (95,779 pounds including the S-IC/ nesses of 0.071 inch.
S-II £nterstage). The stage approximate gross

_ weight is 1,080,S00 pounds. The four outer J-2 THRUST STRUCTUIE
engines are equally spaced on a 17.S-foot dia-
meter circle and are capable o£ being gimbaled The thrust structure (figure 5-4), like the body
through a plus or minus 7.0 degree square pat- shell structure, £s o£ semimonocoque construc-
tern for thrust vector control. The fifth engine t£on but in the form of a truncated cone in-
is mounted on the stage centerline and is fixed, creasing in size from approximately 18 feet in

diameter to the 33 foot outside diameter of the

The stage (figure 5-1) consists of the struct- airframe. It is stiffened by circ_rmferential
ural airframe, the J-2 engines, piping, valves, ring frames and hat-section stringers. Four
wiring, instrt_nentation, electrical and elec- pairs of thrust longerons (two at each outboard
tronic equipment, ordnance devices, and four engine location) and a center engine support
solid propellant ullage rockets. These are col- beam cruciform assembly accept and distribute
lected into the following major systems: struc- the thrust loads of the J-2 engines. The shell
tural, environmental cont_r_l,propulsion, flight structure is of 7075 aluRinu_ alloy. A fiber-

control, pneumatic, propellant, electrical, in- glass honeycomb heat shield, supported from the
strumentation, and ordnance. The stage has lower portion of the thrust structure, protects
structural and electrical interfaces with the the stage base area from excessive temperatures
S-IC and S-IVB stages; and electric, pneumatic, during S-II boost.
and fluid interfaces with ground support equip-

ment through its umb£1icals and antennae. PROPELLANT TANK STRUCTU|E

STRUCTURE _ propellant tank structures (figure S-2) are
o£ 2014 aluminu_ alloy material. The liquid

The S-II airframe (figure 5_'2)consists of a hydrogen tank consists of six cylindrical sec-
body shell structure (forward and aft skirts and Lions, an e11ipso£da1 forward bulkhead, and the
interstage), a propellant tank structure (liquid LH2/lox tank common bulkhead ali joined to form

_- hydrogen and liquid oxygen tanks), and a thrust one assembly comprised of two tanks. The side-
structure. The body shell structure transmits wall contains integral circumferential and Ion-
first and second stage boost loads (axial, gitudinal stiffeners on the internal surface
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while the lower portion of the tank has external SYST[M IU_[L
stringers. The LH2 tank is insulated on the
outside with a layer of foam-filled honeycomb to A systems tunnel, housing electrical cables,
prevent excessive boil-off of the propellant pressurization lines, and the tank propellant
during prelaunch operations and flight, dispersion ordnance, is attached externally from

the S-II stage aft skirt area to the forward
The common bulkhead is a sandwich structure skirt. It has a semicircular shape 22 inches
forming the aft closure of the LH2 tank and the wide and about 60 feet long. Cabling which con-
forward half-section of the fox tank (figure nects the S-IC stage to the instrument unit also
5-5). It is an adhesive-bonded sandwich assembly runs through this tunnel (see figure 5-1).
employing facing sheets of 2014 almninum alloy

and fiberglass/phenolic honeycomb core to pre-

vent heat transfer and retain the cryogenic pro- F_V]RO_MF_T_[ C0NTROL
perties of the two fluids to which it is ex-

posed. Fiberglass core insulation thickness The environmental control system is supplied de-
varies from approximately 5 inches at the apex htunidified, thermally-conditioned air and nitro-
to 0.080 inch at the outer extremity. No con- gen from a ground source for temperature con-
nections or lines pass through the common bulk- trol and purging of the compartments during pre-
head. The forward skin has a "J" section return launch operations only.
at the outer edge to permit peripheral attach-
ment to the LH2 tank while the lower facing is TH[RMAL _OHTROL
carried through to provide structural continuity

with the fox tank aft bulkhead. The thermal control system (figure 5-6) provides
temperature control to forward and aft skirt

The liquid oxygen tank (figure 5-5) consists of mounted equipment containers. The system is put
ellipsoidal fore and aft halves with waffle- into operation shortly after vehicle is mated
stiffened gore segments. The tank is fitted to pad facilities. Air is used as the con-

with three ring-type slosh baffles to control ditioning medit_nuntil approximately twenty mi-
propellant sloshing and minimize surface distur- nutes prior to liquid hydrogen (LH2) loading. At
bances and cruciform baffles to prevent the this time gaseous nitrogen (GN2) is used, until

generation of vortices at the tank outlet ducts umbilical disconnect, to preclude the possibili-
and to minimize residuals. A six-port sump as- ty of an explosion in the event of LH2 leakage.
sembly located at the lowest point of the lox The change to GN2 is made before propellant

tank provides a fill and drain opening and open- loading to ensure that all oxygen is expelled
ings for five engine feed lines, and dissipated before a hazard can arise. The

FORWARDSKR1
SAFETY

COMMAND RECEIVER
INSTRUMENTATION
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nitrogen flow is terminated at liftoff, and no ges the engine and interstage areas of explosive
flow is provided during boost, a_ the container mixtures and maintains a proper temperature.
insulation r_intains equipment temperatures Purging the compartment is accomplished prior to

_- throughout the S-II flight trajectory, propellant tanking and whenever propellants are
on board. A 98 percent GN2 atmosphere within

EN61HECOMPARTMENTCONDITIONING the compartment maintains desired temperature
while the danger of fire or explosion resulting

The engine compartment conditioning system pur- from propellant leakage is minimized.

AFTSKIRT,THRUSTSTRUCTURE,AND INTERSTAGE

----_----!\ THRUST

AFT SKIRT x'_ RUCTURE-

......

,, J

- - ........... ,TRUMENTATION
LOXTANK _" -_"-

_ _ "- SIGNAL CONDITIONER

_-- INSTRUMENTATION i - NO. 2
CONTAINER NO. ".

%
JMENTATION

SIGNAL CONDITIONER
NO. 3

INSTRUMENTATION
CONTAINER NO. 2 --

SIGNAL CONDITIONER
NO. l

LH2 FEEDL iANT
MANAGEMENT
PACKAGE

FLIGHT CONTROL

CONTAINER :TRICAL ASSY

(TIMING AND
STAGING CENTER)

LOX FE
ACTUATOR

ELECTRICALPOWER (TYPICAL)

ANDCONTROL ROCKET

SYSTEM (TYPICAL)

SHIELD

ACCESSDOOR J-2ENGINE
(TYPICAL)

Figure 5-4
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INSULATION PURGE LEAK DETECTION gases and a gas analyzer determines any leakage
in the purging gas.

All exposed surfaces of the LH2 tank require in-
sulation to prevent condensation and to re- PROPULSION A
duce temperature rise during cryogenic opera-

tions. The S-II stage engine system consists of five
single-start J-2 rocket engines utilizing liquid

insulntion/Purge oxygen and liquid hydrogen for propellants. The
four outer J-2 engines are mounted parallel to

The insulation material is a foam-filled honey- the stage eenterline. These engines are sus-
comb, (figure 5-7) approximately 1.6 inches pended by gimbal bearings to allow thrust vector
thick on the LH2 tank sidewalls, and 0.5 inch control. The fifth engine is fixed and is

thick on the forward bulkhead. The insulation mounted on the centerline of the stage.
has a network of passages through which helit_n

gas is drawn (see flow arrows in figure S-7). ]-1ROCKETENGINE
The areas to be purged are divided into several

circuits: the LH2 tank sidewalls, forward bulk- The J-2 rocket engine (figure 5-9) is a high
head, the common bulkhead, the LH2 tank/forward performance, high altitude, engine utilizing
skirt junction, and the lower LH2 tankbolting liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen as propel-
ring areas, lants. The only substances used in the engine

are the propellants and helium gas. The ex-

LeakDetection tremely low operating temperature of the engine
prohibits the use of lubricants or other fluids.

The purge system is used in conjunction with the The engine features a single tubular walled bell

leak detection system (figure 5-8) in the LH2 shaped thrust chamber and two independently
tank sidewall, forward bulkhead, and common driven direct drive turbopumps for liquid oxygen
bulkhead areas to provide a means of detecting and liquid hydrogen. Both turbopt_nps are power-
any hydrogen, oxygen, or air leaks while dilut- ed in series by a single gas generator, which
ing or removing the leaking gases. From initia- utilizes the same propellants as the thrust
tion of propellant loading until launch, the in- chamber. The main hydraulic pomp is driven by
sulation is continuously purged of hazardous the oxidizer turbopomp turbine. The ratio of

LIQUIDOXYGENTANK
-- CAPACITANCE PROBE .-..

GAS --LH2/LOX TANK
COMMON
BULKHEAD

LOXTANKVENTLINE-- --ULLAGE SENSE
LINE

LEVEL
MONITORING
STILLWELL

EQUATORIAL

SLOSH
BAFFLES

_AFT LOX
BULKHEAD

ANTI-VORTEX
BAFFLE

ENGINECUTOFF --ENGINE SUPPLY

SENSORS-- SUMP-- LINE CONNECTION

Figure 5-5
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INSULATIONCONSTRUCTIOIWfuel to oxidizer is controlled by bypassing
liquid oxygen from the discharge side of the
oxidizer turbopump to the inlet side through a
servovalve. PHENOLIC _-,

ISOCYONAT E LAMINATE GAS
The engine valves are controlled by a pneumatic BARRIER
system powered by gaseous hellom which is stored
in a sphere inside the start tank. An electri-
cal control system, which uses solid state logic
elements, is used to sequence the start and
shutdown operations of the engine. Electrical
power is stage supplied.

FLO
During the burn periods, the lox tank is pres-
surized by flowing lox through the heat ex-
changer in the oxidizer turbine exhaust duct.
The heat exchanger heats the lox causing it to
expand. The LH2 tank is pressurized during burn
periods by GH2 from the thrust chamber fuel
manifold.

Th1_tstvector control is achieved by gimbaling PURGE GAP
the engine. Hydraulic pressure for gimbal ac-

tuation is provided by the hydraulic system HONEYCOMB
which receives pressure from a hydraulic pump.

PURGE PASSAGE GAS FLC

Sted Preltaretiems

Preparations for an engine start include ascer-
taining the positions and status of various en-
gine and stage systems and components. The J-2 Figure 5-7

NSULATIONPURGEAND ,EAKDETECTION

BULKHEAD
LEAK DETECTION

FORWARD
BULKHEAD_
HELIUM r
PURGE

-SIDEWALL

LH2TANK LEAK

FROM SIDEWALL DETECTION

MOBILE PANELS V PUMP

LAUNCHER HELIUMPURGE I

ANALYZER

COIV_ON
BULKHEAD

HELIUM L iOX TANK ,-

PURGE _ __-COMMON BULKHEADLEAK DETECTION

Figure 5-B
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engine electrical control system controls engine package provide energy for the gas generator
operation by means of electrical signals. The (GG) and augmented spark" igniter (ASI) spark
heart of the engine electrical control system is plugs" (4). The helium control and ignition
the electrical control package (17, figure 5-9) phase control valves, in the pneumatic control

_ which sequences and times the engine start or package (i), are simultaneously energized allow-
cutoff functions, ing helium from the helium tank (2) to flow

through the pneumatic regulator to the pneumatic
Engine cutoff automatically causes the electri- control system. The helium is routed through
cal control package circuitry to reset itself the internal check valve in the pneumatic con-
ready for restart providing all reset conditions trol package (I) to ensure continued pressure to
are met. The LVDC issues an engine ready bypass the engine valves in the event of helium supply
signal just prior to an engine start attempt, failure. The regulated helium fills a pneumatic
This bypass signal acts in the same manner as a accumulator, closes the propellant bleed valves,
cutoff would act. The reset signals engine (5) and purges (6) the oxidizer dome and gas
ready and this allows the LVDC to send its start generator oxidizer injector manifold. The oxi-
command. Receipt of the start command initiates dizer turbopump (12) intermediate seal cavity is
the engine start sequence, continuously purged. The mainstage control

valve closes the main oxidizer valve and opens
ENG|m[ _TART S[OU[mC_ the purge control valve which allows the oxi-

dizer dome and gas generator oxidizer injector
When engine start is initiated (3, figure 5-10) to be purged (6). The mainstage control valve
the spark exciters in the electrical control also supplies opening control pressure to the

J-2 ROCKETENGINE
1

3

15 5

_ 3 _4 16 14

\

22_ 12 12

21]_O__ 7 ]Ol -- 7

,
POS-_ ,-_S

ii
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3. OXIDIZER INLET 9. OXIDIZER TURBINE 14. FUEL TURBOPUMP 20. HE_ EXCH_GER
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4. OXIDIZER TURBOP_P IO. TURBINE BYPASS 16. GAS GENER_OR UTILIZATION VALVE
5. STA_ T_K DUCT 17. ELECTRICAL CONT_L 22. PNEUMATIC _NTROL
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INSTR_ENT_ION 12. HIGH PRESSURE 18. PRIMARY FLIGHT
PAC_GE FUELDU_ INSTR.PAC_GE

Figure 5-9
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S-II ENGINE START
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SEQUENCE EVENT TIMEINSECONDSf--_

IL_.JO+ 3.0 5.0 7.0 9.0 l].O 13.0
PRE-IGNITION

NOTE
ALL PNEUMATICVALVESARE CONTROLLEDBY THE

t,

PNEUMATIC CONTROLPACKAGE _WHICH
IS

LOCATED ON THE ENGINE. HELIUM FOR THE

PNEUMATIC SYSTEM IS SUPPLIED BY THE CONTROL

SPHERE INSIDE THE GH2 START TANK _.

StartCommand __

(Occursat T3 + 1.4)Y EngineStart
Engine Ready ___ Sequence

AugmentedSpark Igniter(ASI)Spark Plugs •and gas generator (GG) spark plugs fire.

Bleedvalvesstopreturnflowto •propellanttanks.

Oxidizer dome and gas generator Ioxidizer injector are purged

Main fuel valve allows LH2 1:oflow intoengine thrust chamber and into ASI.

ASI oxidizer valve allows h)x to flow to ASI

Sparksignitethe propellantsin theASI •

Stage supplied mainstageenable signal •

F

Figure S-lO (Sheet 2 of S)
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nmnn1
SEQUENCE EVENT TIME IN SECONDS _-.

T3+
l.O 3.0 5.0 7.0 g.o ll.O ]3.0

StarttankdischargesGH2 causing

the LH2 and lox turbopumpsturbines Ibuildup propellantpressure

Lox turbopumpbypass valve |mm
opens to control

fox pump speed.

Main oxidizer valve opens allowing •

fox to be injected into thrust chamber

G G valves a_nit
propellants. (Spark I

ignites propellants causing pressure
build up.)

MAIN STAGE

OK pressure switches send mainstageOKsignal to CM.

Engineout lightsgo out. m

Engine reaches and maintains90% thrustor more.

P.U. valve controlsmass ratio by returninglox from pump dischargeto pump inlet.

Figure 5-10 (Sheet3 of 3)
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oxidizer turbine bypass valve (13). The igni- Transition into mainstage occurs as the turbo-

tion phase control valve, when actuated, opens pumps (12) accelerate to steadystate speeds. As

the main fuel valve (7) and the ASI oxidizer oxidizer injection pressure increases a thrust
valve (8) and supplies pressure to the sequence OK signal is generated by either of the two
valve located within the main oxidizer valve thrust OK pressure switches (17). (Cutoff oc-

(14). Fuel is tapped from downstream of the curs if no signal is received before expiration

main fuel valve for use in the ASI [4). Both of the sparks deenergized timer). The ASI and GG
propellants, under tank pressure, flow through sparks exciters are deenergized at expiration

the stationary turbopumps (12). of the sparks deenergized timer. Cutoff occurs

if both pressure switch actuated signals (thrust
The sequence valve, in the main fuel valve (12), OK) are lost during mainstage operation.

opens when the fuel valve reaches approximately

90 percent open and routes helium to the start Steadystate operation is maintained until a cut-
tank discharge valve (STDV) (ii) control valve, off signal is initiated. During this period,

Simultaneously with engine start, the STDV delay gaseous hydrogen is tapped from the fuel inlet-

timer is energized. Upon expiration of the STDV tion manifold to pressurize the LH 2 tank. The

timer and the receipt of a stage supplied main- fox tank is pressurized by lox heated by the

stage enable signal the STDV control valve and heat exchanger in the turbine exhaust duct.
ignition phase timer are energized. As the STDV

control valve energizes the discharge valve Propellant utilization is provided by bypassing
opens allowing gaseous hydrogen under pressure oxidizer from the oxidizer turbopump outlet back

to flow through the series turbine drive system, to the inlet. The propellant utilization valve

This accelerates both turbopumps (12) to the is controlled by signals from the propellant

proper operating levels to allow subsequent utilization system. The engine mixture ratio

ignition and power build up of the gas generator varies from about 4.7:1 to 5.5:1.

(16). The relationship of fuel to fox turbop_p

speed buildup is controlled by an orifice in Nominal engine thrust and specific impulse as a

the oxidizer turbine bypass valve (13). During function Of mixture ratio for the engines are

the start sequence the normally open oxidizer shown in figure S-ll.

bypass valve (13) permits a percentage of the

gas to bypass the oxidizer turbine. EN6_N[ CUIOF[

During this period, ASl combustion is detected The S-II J-2 engine may receive cutoff signals

by the ASI ignition monitor. (Absence of the from several different sources. These sources

i_- ignition detection signal or a start: tank de- include engine interlock deviations, EDS auto-

pressurized signal will cause cutoff at the matic and manual abort cutoffs and propellant

expiration of the ignition phase timer.) With depletion cutoff. Each of these sources signal
both signals present at ignition phase timer the LVDC in the instrument unit (IU). The LVDC

expiration, the mainstage control valve ener- sends the engine cutoff signal to the S-II

gizes. Simultaneously, the sparks deenergize switch selector. The switch selector in turn

timer is energized and the STDV control valve is signals the electrical control package. The

deenergized, causing the STDV to close. Helium electrical control package controls all the io-

pressure is vented from the main oxidizer valve cal signals for the cutoff sequence.
(14) and from the purge control valve through

the mainstage control valve. The purge control _||0|| _lq|eICe
valve closes, terminating the oxidizer dome and

gas generator oxidizer injector manifold purges The engine cutoff sequence is shown graphically

(6). Pressure from the mainstage control valve in figure 5-12. When the electrical control

is routed to open the main oxidizer valve (14). package receives the cutoff signal (i), it de-
energizes the mainstage and ignition phase con-

A sequence valve operated by the main oxidizer trol valves in the pneumatic control package (2)
valve (14) permits gaseous heliL,n to open the while energizing the helium control deenergize

gas generator control valve (4) and to close the timer. The mainstage control valve closes the

oxidizer turbine bypass valve (13). (Flow to main oxidizer valve (3) and opens the purge con-
close the oxidizer turbine bypass valve (13) is trol valve and the oxidizer turbine bypass valve

restricted as it passes through an orifice. The (5). The purge control valve directs a helium
orifice controls the closing speed of this purge (ii) to the oxidizer dome and GG oxidizer

valve.) injector. The ignition phase control valve
closes the ASI oxidizer valve (4) and the main

Propellants flowing into the gas generator (16) fuel valve (5) while opening the fast shutdown

are ignited by the sparkplugs (4). Combustion valve. The fast shutdown valve now rapidly

of the propellants cause the hot gases to drive vents the return flow from the GG control valve.
the turbopumps (12). The turbopropsrotation All valves except the ASI oxidizer valve (4) and

causes propellant pressure to buildup. The pro- oxidizer turbine bypass valve (8), are spring

pellant flow increases and is ignited in the loaded closed. This causes the valves to start

thrust chamber by the torch from the ASI. moving closed as soon as the pressure to open
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them is released. GG combustion pressure aids tion of the ignition phase timer, a shutdown of
closing of the GG control valve, the particular engine is initiated. Once an

engine attains mainstage operation, it is shut

Expiration of the helium control deenergize down if both mainstage OK pressure switches _,
timer causes the helium control valve to close, deactuate due to low level thrust.
When the helium control valve closes it causes

the oxidizer dome and GG oxidizer injector

purges (ii) to stop. An orifice in the locked FLIGHT CONTROL

up lines bleeds off pressure from the propellant

bleed valves (13). This loss of pressure allows The center engine is fixed in place while the

springs to open the valves. When open, the four outer engines are gimbaled in accordance

propellant bleed valves allow propellants to with electrical signals from the flight control
flow back to the propellant tanks, computer in the instrument unit for thrust vec-

tor (flight attitude) control. Each outboard

MALFUNCTIONDETECTION engine is equipped with a separate, indepen-

dent, closed-loop, hydraulic control system
Each engine is provided with a system to detect (figure 5-13) that includes two servoactua-

malfunctions and to effect a safe shutdown. If tors mounted in perpendicular planes to provide

neither mainstage OK pressure switch has in- control over the vehicle pitch, roll and yaw
dicated sufficient thrust for mainstage opera- axes. The servoactuators are capable of de-

flecting the engine + 7 degrees in the pitch

and yaw planes, + i0 _egrees diagonally, at the
rate of 8 degree_ per second.

The primary components of the hydraulic sub-

system are an auxiliary p_np, a main pump, an
434 accumulator/reservoir manifold assembly, and

two servoactuators (figures 5-13 and 5-14). The

_0% auxiliary pump is used prior to launch to main-tain hydraulic fluid _IIL-H-5606) temperature

430 _ control between 65 and lOS degrees F. The pump
SPECIFIC _ delivers two gallons per minute at 3650 psig and

IMPULSE,sEC. _ is driven by a 400-cycle ac motor on GSE power.

The main pump is mounted to and driven by the _-_
425 engine fox turbopump. It is used during stage

powered flight and delivers hydraulic fluid at

8 gallons per minute at 3500 psig. Prior to

+]0% launch, the accumulator is pressurized with GN 2
and filled with hydraulic fluid from the pres-

420 surized auxiliarypump flow. The reservoiris

4.5 5. 5. in turn pressurized by the accumulator through
ENGINE MIXTURE RATIO a piston-type linkage. The accumulatorreser-

voir manifold assembly consists of a high-
pressure (3500 psig) accumulator which receives

high pressure fluid from the pumps and a low

230 ___,j pressure (88 psig) reservoir which receives re-

7

turn fluid from the servoactuators. During

220 engine firing, hydraulic fluid is routed under

pressure from the main pump to the pressure

THRUST, 210 manifold of the reservoir/accumulator.
LBS. X 10 3

Hydraulic fluid under pressure in the accumu-

200 lator furnishes high pressure fluid for sudden

demands and smooths out pump pulsations. It

]90 directs pressure to the two identical electri-

cally controlled, hydraulically powered, servo-
actuators. The servoactuators have a nominal

]80 operation pressure of 3500 psig and provide the

-10% necessary forces and support to accurately
]70 position the engine in response to flight con-

4.5 5.0 5.5 trol system signals. The servoactuator is a

ENGINE MIXTURE RATIO power control unit that converts electrical

command signals and hydraulic power into mech-

anical outputs that timbal the engine. The

developed force, direction, and velocity are
Figure S-ll determined by an electrohydraulic servovalve.
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Command signals received from the guidance sys- ure 5-15) is supplied from the helium storage

tem are interpreted as linear variations from a sphere. It is pressurized to 3000 psig at ap-
known piston position. Hydraulic fluid is then proximately T-4:40.00. Pnet_natic pressure from

directed to either side of the actuator piston the storage sphere is regulated to 750 psig by

as required to satisfy the guidance command, the pneumatic control regulator and is utilized

during flight to actuate the prevalve and recir-
Actuator return fluid is routed to the reset- culation valves.

voir which stores hydraulic fluid at sufficient

pressure to supply a positive pressure at the PROPELLANTS
main pump inlet.

The propellant systems supply fuel and oxidizer
PREFLIGHTOPERATION to the five engines. This is accomplished by

the propellant management components and the
During and following propellant loading, the servicing, conditioning, and engine delivery
hydraulic system fluid is intermittently recir- subsystems.

culated by the electrically driven auxiliary

pump in order to prevent the fluid from freez- PROPELLANTSERVK[NGSYSTEM
ing. Recirculation is terminated just prior to

S-IC ignition command. Recirculation is not Pad servicing operations include the filling,

necessary during S-IC burn, due to the short and draining if necessary, of both propellant

duration of the burn. tanks and the purging of the tank fill lines.

At approximately T-5 minutes, fluid is stored Ground interface is through the umbilicals, to

under high pressure in the accumulator by the fill and drain valves, and into the propel-

closing both hydraulic ]ockup valves which are lant tanks. The propellants then enter the
contained in the accumulator/reservoir manifold engine feed lines, stopping at the closed main

assembly (figure 5-13). valves. Refer to figure 5-16 for propellant

loading procedure. The tanks are vented by

IUFLtGHTOPERATtOU pneumatically opening the tank vent valves, two

per propellant tank, to allow ullage gas to
After S-IC/S-II stage separation, an S-IT switch pass from the tanks. Actuation pressure for the

selector command unlocks the accumulator iockup propellant tank vent valves is provided by two
valves, releasing high pressure fluid to each of separate 750-psig ground-supplied helicon sys-

the two servoactuators. The accumulator stored tems. One system actuates the liquid oxygen

_.-. fluid provides gimbaling power prior to main tank vent valves, and the other system actuates

hydraulic pump operation. During S-If mainstage the liquid hydrogen tank vent valves. The vent

operation the main hydraulic pump supplies high valves are open during propellant loading opera-

pressure fluid to the servoactuators for gimbal- Lions and closed for tank pressurization.
ing.

If the launch is aborted, draining of the pro-

PNEUMATICS pellant tanks can be accomplished by pressuri-
zing the tanks, opening the fill valves, and

The pneumatic control system consists of the reversing the fill operation.
ground pneumatic control system and the onboard

pneumatic control system. The gromld system PROPELLANT CONDITIONING SYSTEMS
utilizes helium supplied directly fr_, a ground

source. The onboard system utilizes helium from Propellant conditioning is required to prevent
onboard storage spheres, geysering and stratification in the vehicle

storage tanks. It provides propellants of uni-

GROUNDPNEUMATICCONTROLSYSTEM form temperature and density.

Ground supplied hellion (figure 5-15) controls Lox RecircaJation
and actuates various valves during preflight

operations. These include the vent valve, fill Lox conditioning by natural convection (figure

and drain valves, recirculation return line 5-17) is initiated shortly after start of lox
valve, and main propellant line prevalves. The fill and continues until T-30 minutes. At that

gas is also used for all engine purges, time, helium is injected into the fox recircul-
alien return line to boost recirculation and

ONBOARD PNEUMATIC CONTROL SYSTEMS continues until approximately i0 seconds prior
to S-IT ignition. During recirculation, fox

The onboard pneumatic control systems consist prevalves and recirculation return valves re-

of a stage propellant valve control system and main open. Return line valves are closed at

an engine pneumatic actuation and purge system, termination of recirculation.

Stage Propellant ¥ntve ControlSystem LOX conditioning is accomplished by recircula-
Ling the fox down the engine feed ducts (I),

The stage onboard pnet_natic control system (fig- through the prevalves (2), the fox turbopump
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S-II ENGINECUTOFF ELECTRICAL CONTROL
PACKAGE

CUTOFFSIGNAL _:::_FROM LVDC

L/FROM FROM

LOXTANK LH2TANK

TO

LH2 TANK

TO
LOX TANK

PNEUMATIC |
CONTROL IPACKAGE

LEGEND

...... SENSE LINE

.... HELIUM
FUEL

k%_LOX
ELECTRICAL

Figure 5-12 (Sheet 1 of 2)
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SEQUENCE EVENTS TIMEINSECONDSFROMCUTOFFSIGNAL

C/_uto 0.00.l 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 l.O l.l 1.2ff signal from LVDC triggers P

valves in pneumatic control package.

Pneumatic pressure closes main mm_m
oxidizer valve;

ASIoxidizervalve; |_

main fuel valve; I_

GGoxidizervalve;

GG fuel valve and

Opens oxidizer turbine bypass valve.
(Within lO seconds.)

Thrust OK pressure switches sense

losstie ofbasethrust.No. 4 )(This event starts

NOTE

Loss of Thrust could have been
theLcause of the cutoff signal

e_-_sandv_t: have preceeded previous

Engine out lights illuminate.

Helium flow purges oxidizer dome and
GG oxidizer injector.

Helium control deenergizetimerstops _F
oxidizer dome and GG oxidizer purge.

Propellantbleedvalvesopen
allowing

propellantflow. mm_

Pigure S-12 (Sheet2 of 2}
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Figure 5-13
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(3) into the return lines (5) through the engine required levels by helium from ground supplies.
bleed valves (4) and back into the fox tank. Pressurization of the propellant tanks (lox and

LH2) is required prior to liftoff to provide

_ LH 2 R[C_RCULATI0H the required net positive suction head (NPSH) at
the turbopunp inlets for engine start. It is

LH2 recirculation (figure 5-18) is initiated accomplished from a ground regulated helium
at approximately T-20 minutes and is terminated source. Pressurization is initiated by the ter-

about 3 seconds prior to S-If ignition. Forced minal countdown sequencer at approximately T-186
circulation during launch and S-IC boost con- seconds for the lox tank and T-97 seconds for

sists of closing the LH2 feed line prevalves and the LH2 tank. Pressurization is terminated at

starting the LH2 recirculation pumps (I). A T-127 for the lox tank and T-37 for the LH2
separate recirculation pump is provided for each tank.
of the five feed ducts.

Both propellant tanks are prepressurized in the
LH2 conditioning is accomplished by pumping the same manner by separate systems (figures 5-17

fuel through the recirculation bypass valve and 5-18). At initiation of prepressurization,
(2), into the LH2 feed ducts downstream of the the tank vent valves are closed and the discon-

prevalves, through the LH2 turbopump (3), into nect valve and ground prepressurization valves
the return lines (5), through the LH2 bleed are opened to allow GHe at minus 275°F to flow
valve (4), and back into the fuel tank. from the ground source through the prepressuri-

zation disconnect coupling (6), through the pre-
Recirculation is terminated by opening the pre- pressurization solenoid valve (7), and into the
valves, stopping the pumps, and closing the tank pressurization line (8). This line carries

recirculation return valves, helium into the propellant tank through the tank
gas distributor.

PREPRESSURIZATtON
Each propellant tank has a fill overpressure

After loading has been completed, and shortly switch (9) for personnel safety. The switch
before liftoff, the vent valves are closed and sends a signal to the GSE and is used only
the propellant tanks are pressurized to their during loading.

S-I ENGINEACTUATION
ACCUMULATOR

.f-- AUXILIARY RESERVOIR
MOTOR MANIFOLD ASSEMBLY
PUMP

R
SERVOACTUATOR ;*'7#'
ATTACH POINT ,#

-- GIMBAL (THRUSTSTRUCTURE)--_A _
BEARING 4ASSEMBLY

MAIN SERVOACTUATOR _'_

HYDRAULIC GIMBAL _-.___
PUMP BEARING _ _L..fl_'=_IIIIIII_

ASSEMBLY_ _
SERVOACTUATOR ___

ATTACH POIN_S //'/ _h_rK.

(J-2 ENGINE

f

Figure 5-14
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The vent valves (11) act as relief valves allow- 5-19) is to transfer the liquid propellants
ing ullage gas to be vented directly overboard from the appropriate tanks to the 3-2 rocket
during flight. The LH2 vent valves operate engines. Each propellant tank is provided with
between 27.5 and 29.5 psig prior to S-II ig- five prevalves which provide open/close control
nition and at 30.5 to 33 psig during S-II burn. of the flow of propellants through separate
The lox vent valves crack at 42 psia and reseat feedlines to each engine. _'_
at 39.5 psia.

The prevalve is a normally open, pneumatically
actuated, electrically controlled, butterfly-

P|OPELLhNT DELIVERY SUISYST|MS gate type valve. A built-in four-way pneumatic
control solenoid permits 750 + 50 psig helium

The function of the engine feed systems (figure pressure to actuate the prevalve_ Should a loss

iTAGEPROPELLANTVALVECONTROSYSTEM

3000

750

PSIG _ LOX PREVALVES 1

I LOX RECl RCULATIONVALVES CONTROL

_ LH2PREVALVES

I LH2 RECIRCULATION 1
VALVES CONTROL

I'°X I
FROM

GSE "F -_ 750 PSIG
I LH2 VENT VALVES I

,÷D  s,o I ILH2 FILL & DRAIN VALVE

Figure 5-15

PROPELLANTLOADING

RATE LEVEL COUNT TIME

PROPELLANT TYPE FILL (GALLONS/MINUTE) (TANK % LEVEL) (HR: MIN: SEC)

PRECOOL 500 0 to 5 T-7:24:00TO

LOX FAST 1,200 5 to 96 T-7:17:00TO
SLOW 500 96 to 100 T-6:59:00TO
REPLENISH 0 to500 T-6:20:00TO0:02:52

PRECOOL l,O00 0 to5 T-5:41:00TO

LH2 FAST lO,O00 5 to98 T-5:ll:O0TO
SLOW l,O00 98 to 100 T-4:30:00TO
REPLENISH 0 to500 T-3:55:00TO0:01:22

Figure 5-16 _
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LOXCONDITIONING
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Figure 5-17
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CONDITONNG

HIGHPRESSURE ,T......F...._ ........ LEGEND
SWITCH34-36 PSIA ,_ _,_._ r_j_, ._...:._.................:.::::::::::::::::::::::::FUEL (LH2)
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Figure 5-18
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of pneumatic or electrical power occur, the pre- through the prevalves and feed lines, to each
valve is spring actuated to the open position, engine. Approximately 300 milliseconds after

The prevalve remains open during S-If powered main valve closure, the lox prevalves are
flight unless a signal is received from the closed, providing a redtmdant shutoff for the
engine shutdown system, lox feed system.

LOX FEED SYSTEM LH2 FEED SYSTEM

The lox feed system furnishes lox to the five The [/q 2 feed system furnishes LH2 to the five
engines. This system includes four 8-inch, engines. This system includes five 8-inch
vacuum jacketed feed ducts, one uninsulated vacuum-jacketed feed ducts and five normally
feed duct, and five normally open prevalves, open prevalves. The prevalves are closed fol-
At engine start, lox flows from the tank, lowing tank loading and remain closed until

PROPELLANTFEED

LH2 FILL [[111,
LH 2

LH2 FEED DUCTS
(5 PLACES)

LOX FILL &
DRAIN LINE

LOX FEED
DUCTS PREVALVE
(5 PLACES)

I,.j ,i  ,LiZA,,O.
/ }/ '_\_' VALVE

,... ',

Figure 5-19
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approximately 3 seconds prior to S-II ignition PROP[LLANT MANAG[H[RT
command. At engine start, LH2 flows from the

tank, through the prevalves and feed lines, to The propellant management system (figure 5-21)

each engine. Approximately 425 milliseconds monitors propellant mass for control of pro-

after main valve closure, the prevalves are pellant loading, utilization, and depletion.
closed, providing a redundant shutoff for the Components of the system include continuous

LH 2 feed system, capacitance probes, propellant utilization

valves, liquid level sensors, and electronic

LOX TANK PRESSUIlZATION equipment.

Lox tank pressurization (figure 5-20) is initi- Propellant Leidimg
ated at S-II ignition and continues until engine

cutoff. Pressurization is accomplished with The main function of the propellant loading

gaseous oxygen obtained by heating fox bled from system is to control loading and maintain pro-

the fox turbopump outlet, pellant at a predetermined level. The contro%

of propellant loading and replenishing is per-

When the turbine discharge pressure reaches a formed by a ground-based computer in conjunction

pressure differential of I00 psi, a portion of with stage-mounted electronic equipment. This

the fox (I) supplied to the engine is diverted equipment continuously monitors the output of

into the heat exchanger (2) where it is turned both full length capacitance probes which sense

into gox. The gox flows from each heat ex- the liquid mass in the LH 2 and lox tanks. Dis-

changer (3) into a common pressurization duct crete liquid level sensors mounted on the LH 2

(4), through the tank pressurization regulator and lox capacitance probes monitor propellant
(5), and into the tank through the gas distri- liquid levels as discrete functions.

butut (6). The flowrate is varied according to
the tank ullage pressure, which is sensed by the

reference pressure line connecting the tank and Propellent Utitizltiol
the tank pressurization regulator (5). The tank

pressurization regulator provides continuous The propellant utilization system is integrated

regulation of the tank pressure throughout S-II with the propellant loading system, sharing the

powered flight, full length tank probes.

LH2 TANKPRESSURIZATION
During flight, the signals from the tank con-

During S-II powered flight gaseous hydrogen tinuous capacitance probes are monitored and

(GHI) for LH 2 tank pressurization (figure 5- compared to provide an error signal to the pro-
20) is bled from the thrust chamber hydrogen pellant utilization valve on each lox pump.

injector manifold (7) of each of the four out- Based on this error signal the propellant utili-

board engines. After S-II engine ignition, zation valves are positioned to minimize reel-

liquid hydrogen is preheated in the regenerative dual propellants and assure a fuel-rich cutoff
cooling tubes of the engine and tapped off from by varying the amount of fox delivered to the

the thrust chamber injector manifold in the engines.

form of GH 2 to serve as a pressurizing medi%an.

The GH 2 passes from each injector manifold into Propellant level monitoring is not a control

a stage manifold (8), through the pressurization type system but does monitor propellant levels

line and tank pressurization regulator (9), and during S-II firing and provides calibration ac-

into the tank through the LH 2 tank gas distri- curacy for the continuous capacitance probes.

butut (10). The flowrate is varied according to The point sensors are mounted on a continuous

the LH2 tank ullage pressure, which is sensed by stillwell adjacent to and parallel with the
the reference pressure line (II] connecting the capacitance probe in each tank.

LH2 tank and the tank pressurization regulator
(9).

At approximately 300 seconds after S-II engine Propellant Depletion
ignition a step pressurization command from the

stage switch selector activates the regulator Five discrete liquid level sensors per propel-

to a fully open position, where it remains the lant tank provide initiation of engine cutoff

rest of S-If boost. When the regulator is in upon detection of propellant depletion. The LH 2
the full open position, LH 2 tank pressure in- tank sensors are located above each feedline

creases to a nominal 55 psia. Pressure in ex- outlet while the fox tank sensors are located

cess of 33 psia is prevented by the [/_2 tank directly above the sump. The cutoff sensors
vent valve. This is to compensate for the loss will initiate a signal to shutdown the engines

of head pressure caused by the lowering of the when two out o£ five engine cutoff signals from
fuel level in the tank. the same tank are received.
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PROPELLANTTANKPRESSURIZATION
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Figure S-20
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ELECTRICAL i. Inflight loads, critical to mission con-
tinuance without performance degradation,

1"he electrical system is comprised of the elec- are supplied by the main dc bus.
ical power and electrical control sL_systems./f-_..

1"he electrical power system provides the S-II 2. All instrumentation loads are supplied by
stage with the electrical power source and dis- the instrumentation dc bu_.

tribution. _e electrical control system inter-

faces with the IU to accomplish the mission re- 3. All loads operational only on the ground

quirements of the stage. _e LVDC in the IU are isolated from flight loads and sup-

controls inflight sequencing of stage functions plied from groumd power.
through the stage switch selector. _e stage

switch selector c_un provide up to 112 individual 4. Two independent power sources supply the

outputs in response to the appropriate commands, propellant dispez'sion and emergency detec-
These outputs are routed through the stage elec- tion systems.

trical sequence controller or the separation

controller to accomplish the directed operation. 5. q_e recirculation pump motor system is

q_nese units are basically a network of low power supplied from a 56 volt dc system (two
transistorized switches that can be controlled 28 volt batteries in series).

individually and, upon conunand from the switch

selector, provide properly sequenced electrical _e division of loads between main dc bus and
signals to control the stage fualctions, instrumentation dc bus leads to several ad-

vantages: closer voltage regulation and freedom

Figure 5-22 shows the location of the stage from voltage variations is obtained; the number

electrical system equipment with relation to the of loads on the main dc bus may be minimized and

engines, thum potential failure modes for the bus syste_n
nLinimized; instrumentation of most stage syst_s

ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEM is still maintained after partial or total fail-

ure of the main dc bus system so that failure

_e electrical power system consists of six dc analysis capability is maintained.
bus systems and a ground supplied ac bus system.

In flight the electrical power system busses are ELECTRICALEQUIPMENTenergized by four zinc-silver oxide batteries.

See figure 5-23 for battery characteristics.

An integral heater and temperature probe are in-

f- cluded in each battery. Power for battery heat-

ers and for auxiliary hydraulic pump motors is & SEQUENCING
supplied by GSE and is available only during £QUIPM£NT
prelaunch operations. Stage-mounted motor

driven power transfer switches are employed to BATTERIES SWITCH SELECTOR

remotely disconnect all batteries from busses DISTRIBUTORS SEPARATION SEQUENCE

until just before launch. Approximately 30 se- ELECTRICALSEQUENCE CONTROLLER
conds prior to liftoff, a power transfer se- CONTROLLER

quence is initiated which changes the source TRANSFER SWITCHES

power over to the stage _unted batteries. Dur-

ing the prelaunch checkout period all electrical

power is supplied from GSE.

_e motorized power transfer switches have a

make-before-break (MBB) action to prevent power

interruption during transfer from ground power

to onboard battery power.

Each power source has an independant distribu-
tion system. There are no provisions for

switching between the primary power sources or

their associated distribution systems. No elec-

trical failure of any type in one system can ENGINE NO. 2

causea failurein the othersystems. NO. ]

Distribution POWERUNIT

Figure 5-24 illustrates the electrical system
distribution. _e loads have been distributed

between the various busses in accordance with

the followingcriteria: Figure5-22
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s-In BATTERY CHARACTERISTICS system supplies 28 volts dc to the ignition bus.
The ignition bus supplies power to the five J-2

Type Dry Charge engine ignition busses. Power during the pre-
launch period is supplied from the main dc bus _-_

Material AIkaline SiIver-zinc regulated ground power supply.

Electrolyte PotassiumHydroxide(KOH) Healer De Be$

Cells 20 with taps to reduce The heater dc bus receives 28 volts dc from a
voltage as required regulated ground power supply. It supplies pow-

er to the J-2 engine instrumentation package

Nominal Voltage 28 + 2 vdc heaters and the battery heaters prior to lift-
- off.

TYPEI TYPEII GroundDCBusses

The ground dc busses receive 28 vdc from re-
gulated GSE power supplies. They provide, prior

NominalRating 25 Amp Hours 35 Amp Hou_ to liftoff,a meansof monitoringstagesystems
such as propellant loading, pressurization, J-2

Gross Weight 49.5 POUNDS 41.0 POUNDS engines, flight control system, and power trues-
(each) fur switches.

ELt:CItlCAL COtlT|Ot SYSHM
Figure 5-23

The electrical control system provides clot-

Primary power is fed to high current capacity trical control for the various stage-mounted
busses in the power distributor. Power is then systems to implement normal flight operations,
routed to auxiliary and control distributors, or prelaunch operations and checkout functions.
or to measuring distributors for instrumentation The electrical control system contains most of
power. Components which require high current the electrical and electronic components that

levels are supplied directly from the main power are installed on the stage and required by the
distributor busses, various mechanical systems for normal stage

operation.

Main DC Bus
The stimuli for the electrical control system

The main battery provides 28 volts dc to the are provided by sources such as: IU, switch
main dc bus. Power during the prelaunch period selector, propellant management system, flight

is supplied from a regulated dc ground power termination system, EDS, and GSE. The elec-
supply. Transfer from ground power to onboard trical control system is arranged to perform the
battery power is accomplished with a motorized following functions.
power transfer switch.

I. Control propellant fill valve solenoids

htstremeutntiot DC Bus for ground filling and detanking opera-
tions.

The instrtrrentation battery provides 28 volts dc
to the instrumentation bus. Power during the 2. Sense tanked propellant mass and control
prelaunch period is supplied from a regulated de the propellant utilization valves.
ground power supply.

3. Sense engine compartment temperature and

Recirc|lutiou DC Bus provide a control signal that defines the
purge gas temperature.

Two 28 volt batteries connected in series supply
56 vdc to the recirculation bus. During the pre- 4. Control propellant tank pressurization and
launch period power is supplied from the ground vent valve solenoids for ground or flight
support equipment (GS5) by a regulated de power operation.
supply. The recirculation bus supplies power to
five inverters which convert the 56 vdc to 42 5. Provide control wiring from the flight

volts rms, three phase, 400 Hz. The inverters control engine actuators to the instrument
are turned on and off individually by five mug- unit.
netically latching relays under control of the
switch selector. The inverters supply power to 6. Control the hydraulic accumulator lockup
five L_2 recirculation pump motors, solenoids for ground and flight operation,

and control of the hydraulic circulation

Ignition DC Bus motors for ground operation. ,_.

A center tap from the recirculation dc battery 7. Control the propellant chilldown system
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Figure 5-24
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for ground and flight operations, tem. It includes transducers, signal condition-
ers, and distribution equipment necessary to

8. Starting and cutoff of the J-2 engine sys- provide the required measurement ranges and to
tems; monitoring of certain engine systems present suitably scaled voltage signals to the
conditions and either act on these condi- inputs of the telemetry system (figure S-2S).
tions or transmit this information to

other systems for action as required. The S-II measuring system detects the physical
phenomena to be measured and transforms these

9. Operation of the propellant prevalves for phenomena into electrical signals. It also
propellant chilldown and after engine processes and conditions the measured signals

shutdown in flight, into the proper form for telemetering, and dis-
tributes these signals to the proper channels

INSTRUMENTATION of the telemetry system.
Measurements fall into a number of basic care-

The S-II instrumentation system consists of both aeries depending upon the type of measured vari-

_ operational and R _ D measurement and telemetry able, the variable rate of change with time, and
systems. The measurement system detects and other considerations. Because the stage engines
measures the condition of the S-II systems while are ignited in flight, a large number of engine
the telemetry system transmits the information and environmental control measurements are re-
gathered by the measurement system to ground quired (figure 5-26).
stations.

1ELEMETRYSYSTEM
MEASUREMENTSYSTEM

The telemetry system accepts the signals pro-
The measurement system senses performance para- duced by the measuring portion of the instrumen-
meters and feeds signals to the telemetry sys- ration system and transmits them to the ground

MEASUREMENTSYSTEM

SIGNALSOURCES CALIB_TOR I I
W I I

_I ZONE L._.,.]l DC L
THERMOCOUPLE r[ BOX I r I _PLIFIER |-_I_I I

I I

ST_IN GAUGE ..]2 DC F___.ip4 IrI _PLIFIER I I

MICROPHONE _l EMITTER _.._.___3 AC F'-_] I(ACOUSTIC) -I FOLLOWER AMPLIFIER I

VOLTAGE, CURRENT ,]4 SPECIAL I I ISENSOR, ETC. r i MODULE _i MEAS. I
I DIST. I

ACCELEROMETER(LONGITUDINAL, __5 AC FPITCH ACCELERATION> +PLI ,ER ,I I
ACCELEROMETER _I EMITTER AC
(VIB_TION) , FOLLOWER_----IH6_pL iFIER F "_"Im@ I TO

I I--Im-TELEMETRY
I SYSTEM

12oMODULES I

(9 IN S-If STAGE) r SUPPLY _z_vuC,lr.q.O_E_i5 VDC

_IIDIVIDINGII

SIGNALS(C.P.,ETC.) _ 28 VDC_i_NETWORK_I

POTENTIOMETER 0-5VDC I I

'--(PRESSURE GAUGE, ETC.) 5 VDC-! ICONTINUOUSLIQUID DIGITALDATA _ I---- __I TO_TELEMETRY
LEVELSENSOR SYSTEM

Figure 5-25
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STAGE MEASUREMENTS quency modulation (FM/FM) for mediu_n-frequency

data; and single sideband/frequency modulation

TYPE QTY. (SS/FM) for high-frequency information. A pulse

code modulation/digital data acquisition system
_ Acceleration II (PCM/DDAS) transmits measurements by coaxial

cable for automatic ground checkout of the stage
Acoustic 5 (figure 5-28).

Temperature 310 The PC_/DDAS assembly converts analog transducer

signals into digital representations, combines

Pressure 176 these representations with direct inputs, such

as those from the guidance computer, and at-
Vibration 60

ranges this information into a format for trans-

mission to the ground station on a 600 kHz car-

Flowrate l0 rier signal by means of coaxial cable for ground
checkout of the stage.

Position 36

DiscreteSignals 225 ARTENNAE

The telemetry antennae have been successfully

Liquid Level 4 used by vehicle measurement systems on several

programs, including Thor and Saturn I. Four

Voltage, Current, Frequency 60 antennae, installed at 90 degree intervals, are

employed to provide omnidirectional coverage.
Strain 16

They are located around the S-II forward skirt
RPM l0 at vehicle azimuths of 80.5, 170.5, 260.5, and

350.5 degrees.
Miscellaneous 4

The antennae are linear cavity-backed slot an-

tennae which are fed from a hybrid junction ring

D_ TOTAL 927 and power dividers.

r- Figure 5-26 ORDNANCE
The S-II ordnance systems include the separa-

stations. Telemetry equipment includes signal tion, ullage rocket, retrorocket, and propellant
multiplexers, subcarrier oscillators, ampli- dispersion (flight termination) systems.

fiers, modulators, transmitters, RF power ampli-

fiers, RF multiplexers (mixers) and an omnidir- SEPARATIONSYSTEM
ectional system of four antennae. This equip-

ment also includes tape recorders for recording The Saturn V launch vehicle system provides for

critical data during separation telemetry black- separation of an expended stage from the re-

out (separation period) for later play back dur- mainder of the vehicle. For S-IC/S-II separa-

ing stage free fall. The telemetry subsystems tion, a dual plane separation technique is used

use multiplex techniques (signal mixing and time wherein the structure between the two stages is

sharing) to transmit large quantities of meas- severed at two different planes (figure 5-29).

urement data over a relatively small number of The S-II/S-IVB separation occurs at a single
basic RF links, plane (figure 5-29). All separations are con-

trolled by the launch vehicle digital computer

Inflight data is transmitted in the form of fre- (LVDC) located in the instrument unit (IU).

quency-modulated RF carriers in the 225 to 260-
_z band (figure S-27) through the common omni- A sequence of events for S-IC/S-II/S-IVB separa-

directional antenna system, tions and a block diagram of the separation sys-
tems is contained on figure 5-30.

Several telemetry subsystems are provided in the

S-II stage. Telemetry data is grouped in three Ordnance for first plane separation consists of

general catagories: low frequency data, medium two exploding bridgewire (EBW) firing units, two

frequency data, and high frequency data. Sev- EBW detonators, and one linear shaped charge

eral different modulation techniques are em- (LSC) assembly which includes the LSC with a de-

ployed in the telemetry systems to facilitate tonator block on each end (figures 5-29 and

both quality and quantity of measured para- 5-30). The EBW firing units are installed on

meters. These modulation techniques include: the S-IC/S-II interstage slightly below the S-II

Pulse amplitude modulation/frequency modulation/ first separation plane. The leads of the EBW

frequency modulation (PAM/FM/FM) and pulse code firing units are attached to the £BW detonators

modulation/frequency modulation (PCM/FM) for which are installed in the detonator blocks of

low-frequency data; frequency modulation/fre- the LSC assembly. The LSC detonator blocks are
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Figure 5-27

installedon adjustable mounts to provide for
length variations of the LSC assembly and the

MODULATION TECHNIQUE AND FREQUENCY
circ_ference tolerances of the interstage. The
LSC is routed from the detonator blocks around

the periphe_ of the interstage. LINK NO. MODULATION FREQUENCYMHz

1_ne LSC is held in place by retaining clips and BF-I PAM/FM/FM 241.5

encased by covers which are secured by clips and

sealed to environmentally protect the LSC. The BF-2 PAM/FM/FM 234.0

two EBW firing units provide redundant signal

paths for initiation of the LSC assembly. The BF-3 PAM/FM/FM 229.9

storage capacitor in each of the EBW firing

units is charged by 28 vdc power during the lat- BP-] PCM/FM 248.6

ter part of S-IC boost. The trigger signal

causes the storage capacitor to discharge into BS-I SS/FM 227.2

an EBW detonator which explodes the hridgewire

to release energy to detonate the explosive BS-2 SS/FM 236.2

charge in the detonator. The output of the de-

tonators initiates each end of the LSC assembly. Figure 5-28
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FlightTime(Min:Sec) turesarea minimumof sixfeetapart.

Liftoff(Tl + 00:00) .... EBW firing units T3 + 00:01.4....... J-2 engineignition
armed

T3 + 00:30.7 ........ Second plane sepa-

l> _> ration

A ground-latched interlock renders all
the EBW firing units on the Saturn V The second plane separation command is
inoperativewhile the vehicle is on the generated by the IU approximatelythirty
launch pad. The interlock is released seconds after first plane separation.
with umbilical disconnect during liftoff, This delay permits the transient vehicle
and the subsystem is reset to flight con- motion, associated with first plane se-
ditions, paration,todampenout.

T2 + 00:00 ......... S-IC center engine The separation command is routed to the S-II
cutoff switch selector to triggerthe ordnancetrain

and ignite the LSC for second plane separation.
T2 + 00:07.2 ........ S-IC/S-II separa- The LSC detonates,severing the S-II interstage

tion ordnance arm from the S-II stage. The combined effect of ve-

_> hicle accelerationand the reaction caused by
The ordnance-arm command is routed the J-2 engine exhaust plume impingement, re-
through the S-II switch selector to both tards the interstage.
the S-IC stage electrical circuitry to
supply 28 vdc to the EBW units for first-
plane separationand retrorocket igni- S-II/S-IVBSeparation
tion, and to the S-II stage electrical
circuitry to supply 28 vdc to the EBW

units for ullage rocket ignition and Physical separation is initiated by the IU at
second-planeseparation, the end of the S-II boost phase, followingshut-

down of the five J-2 engines. Separation re-
T3 + 00:00 ......... S-IC outboard en- quires the performanceof the followingmajor _-_

gine cutoff functionsin the sequence described:

T3 + 00:00.5 ........ S-II ullage rocket
ignition Liftoff(Tl+ 00:00).... EBW firing units

_> armed
Four solid-propellant S-II ullage roc-
kets (figure 5-31) are mounted at equal T3 + 05:48.0 ........ S-II/S-IVB separa-
intervals around the periphery of the tion ordnance arm
S-II interstage. Each ullage rocket

burns for 3.71 seconds and developsa [_ The ordnance-arm command is routedthrust of 22,700 Ibs (at 175,000 feet through the S-II switch selector to both
70°F). With any one ullage rocket out, the S-II and S-IVB stage electrical cir-
the remaining rockets are capable of cuitryand carries 28 vdc to the EBW fir-
maintaining a minimum vehicleaccelera- ing units for S-II/S-IVB separationand
tion of O.l g during the coast portion of retrorocketignition.
S-IC/S-IIseparation.

T4 + 00:00 ......... S-II engine cutoff
T3 + 00:00.7 ........ First plane sepa-

ration T4 + 00:00.8 ........ S-II/S-IVBsepara-

_> _> tion

The LSC assembly consists of 25 grains
per foot of RDX (cyclotrimethylenetrini- Four solid propellant S-II retrorockets
tramine) and forms a complete loop around (figure 5-31) are mounted at equal inter-
the outer peripheryof the vehicle at the vals on the peripheryof the S-II/S-IVB
separationplane (figure5-29). interstage structure and are used to

retard the S-II stage after separation.
Second plane separation is enabled by the Each retrorocket has a burning time of
removal of an electrical interlock during 1.52 seconds and develops a thrust of
first plane separation, when the struc- 34,810 pounds (vacuum thrust at 60°F).

Figure 5-30 (Sheet 1 of 2)
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Detonation of the LSC assembly severs the ten- ration is provided by the retrorocket system.
sion members attaching the S-IC/S-II interstage

at station 1564. The system consists of two EBW firing units, two

EBW detonators, two CDF manifolds, nine CDF as-

semblies, eight pyrogen initiators, and four re-

The second plane separation ordnance is similar trorockets (figure 5-31). The components ate
in composition and function to that of the first connected to each other in a manner similar to

plane separation. The EBW firing units are in- that of the ullage rocket system (see block dia-

stalled on the S-IC/S-II interstage slightly be- gram on figure 5-50). The retrockets are mounted

low the separation plane. Detonation of the LSC 90 ° apart in the aft end of S-II/S-IVB inter-

assembly severs the tension members attaching stage between stations 2519 and 2655 (figure
the S-IC/S-II interstage at station 1760. 5-29). The retrorockets are canted out from the

vehicle centerline approximately three degrees
No heat-sensitive primary explosives are used with the nozzles canted out nine and one-half

and the detonators are not sensitive to acciden- degrees from the centerline.
tal application of vehicle or ground power,

static discharge, or RF energy. A spark gap in Figure 5-50 (item 7) relates retrorocket perfor-

one pin of the firing circuitry prevents burnout ,lance to S-II/S-IVB separation.
of the bridgewire if power is accidentally ap-

plied. Each retrorocket contains approximately 268.2

pounds of case-bonded, single-grain, solid pro-
S-ll/S-IVB third plane separation is discussed pellant with a papered, five-point star configu-
in Section VI. ration. The 4130 steel case is 9 inches in dia-

meter and 90.68 inches long. The approximate
ULLAGE ROCKET SYSTEM length and weight of the rocket are 104.68

inches and 577.5 pounds, respectively.
To ensure stable flow of propellants into the
J-2 engines, a small forward acceleration is re-

quired to settle the propellants in their tanks. PROPELLANT DISPERSION SYSTEM
This acceleration is provided by ullage rockets

(figure 5-31). The S-II propellant dispersion system (PDS) pro-

vides for termination of vehicle flight during
The S-If ullage rocket system consists of two the S-II boost phase if the vehicle flight path

EBW firing units, two EBW detonators, two CDF varies beyond its proscribed limits or if con-

manifolds, nine CDF assemblies, eight CDF ini- tinuation of vehicle flight creates a safety __
tiators and four ullage rockets. CDF assemblies hazard. The S-II PDS may be safed after the

connect the two CDF manifolds together and both launch escape tower is jettisoned. The system

manifolds to each of the four ullage rockets is installed in compliance with Air Force

(see block diagram on figure 5-30). The ullage Eastern Test Range (AFETR) Regulation 127-9 and
rockets are mounted parallel to vehicle center- AFETR Safety Manual 127-1.
line 90 ° apart on the periphery of the S-IC/S-II

interstate at its aft end (figure 5-29). The The S-If PDS is a dual channel, redundant sys-
rocket nozzles are just above the first separa- tern composed of two segments (figure 5-32). The

Lion plane and are canted outward i0 ° to reduce radio frequency segment receives, decodes, and

the moment that would result from one or more controls the propellant dispersion commands. The
rockets malfunctioning and to reduce exhaust ordnance train segment consists of two EBW fir-

plume impingement. With any one ullage rocket ing units, two EBW detonators, one safety and

inoperative, the remaining rockets are capable arming (S_A) device (shared by both channels),

of maintaining a minimum vehicle acceleration six CDF assemblies, two CDF tees, one LH 2 tank

necessary for proper S-If engine ignition. LSC assembly, two lox tank destruct charge

adapters and one lox tank destruct charge as-
Figure 5-30 (item 5) relates ullage rocket per- sembly.
formance to S-IC/S-II separation.

Should emergency flight termination become nec-

Each ullage rocket contains approximately 336 essary, two coded radio frequency commands are

pounds of solid propellant, cast-in-place, in a transmitted to the launch vehicle by the range

four point star configuration. An_nonium perch- safety officer. The first command arms the EBW

lorate composes 82 percent of the propellant firing units (figure 5-52) and initiates S-II

weight. The case is 4150 steel. The rocket is stage engine cutoff. The second command, which

approximately 89 inches long by 12-I/2 inches in is delayed to permit charging of the EBW firing

diameter, units, discharges the storage capacitors in the

EBW firing units across the exploding bridgewiro

RETRGROeKETSYSTEM in the EBW detonators mounted on the S6A device.
The resulting explosive wave propagates through

To separate and retard the S-II stage, a decele- the S_A device inserts to the CDF assemblies and
/---x
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to the CDF tees. The CDF tees, installed on the MAJOR DIFFERENCES BETWEEN SATURN V

S-IC forward skirt, propagate the wave to two S-II-3 & S-II-4 STAGES
CDF assemblies which detonate to their respec-

f--_ tive destruct assemblies. The destruct assem-
blies are connected by a CDF assembly to provide U_ Nominal vaou_n thrust for J-2 en_nee in-
redundancy to the system, creased from 228,000 pounds each and

I,140,000 pounds total to 230,000 pounds

A description of the S_A device is included in each and 1,150,000 pounds total.
the PDS discussion in Section IV.

B_ Approximate empty S-II stage weight reduced

The LH2 tank linear shaped charge when de- from 88,000 to 85,522 pounds. S-IC/S-II in-
tonated cuts a 50-foot vertical opening in the terstage weight reduced from 11,800 to
tank. The LSC assembly consists of two IS-foot 10,257 pounds.
sections of RDX loaded at 600 grains per foot.

_ Approximate stage gross liftoff weight in-
The lox tank destruct "charges cut 15-foot lat- creased from 1,035,000 pounds to 1,080,500
eral openings in the lox tank and the S-If aft pounds.
skirt simultaneously. _*e destruct assembly con-
sists of two linear explosive charges of RDX D_ S-II instrumentation 8yetem chan_ed from R&D

loaded at 800 grains per foot. The destruct to combination of R&D and operational.
charges are installed in a figure-eight tube
mounted on the inside of the aft skirt structure _ Instrumentation raeasurement.sdecreased from
near station number 1831.0. 1,226 to 927.

f

f-
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WEIGHT: DRY 31,571 LBS 4B

INTRODUCTION AT IGNITION 265,559 LBS _I

The Saturn S-IVB (figure 6-1) is the third
booster stage. Its single J-2 engine is designed
to boost the payload into a circular orbit on
the first burn then boost the payload to a pro-
per position and velocity for lunar intercept

with a second burn. The subsystems to accomplish FORWARD
this mission ate described in the following sec-

tion. TUNNEL

STRUCTURALARRANGEMENT
F LH2

The S-IVB stage is a bi-propellant tank struc- SPHERES
ture, designed to withstand the normal loads and (9 EACH)
stresses incurred on the ground and during
launch, pre-ignition boost, ignition., and all
flight phases. BULKHEAD

The basic S-IVB stage airframe, illustrated in APS IST BURN
figure 6-2, consists of the following strnc- ULLAGE

ROCKETS
ttLral assemblies: the foI_ard skirt, propellant
tanks, aft skirt, thrust structure, and aft S-II (2 EACH)

interstage. These assemblies, with the excep- RETRO-
ti0n of the propellant tanks, are all of a skin/ ROCKETS
stringer type alustinum alloy airframe construc- (4 EACH)
tion. In addition, there are two longitudi-
nal tunnels which house wiring, pressurization TANK
lines, and propellant dispersion systems. The
tunnel covers are made of alumint_n stiffened by
internal ribs. These strl/ctures do not transmit

primate, shell loads but act only as fail/ngs.

FORWARDSKIRTASSEMBLY

Cylindrical in shape, the forward skirt (figure
6-2) extends forward from the intersection of

the liquid hydrogen (LHI) tank sidewall and the
forwa/_ dome, providing a hard attach point for
the instz_a_entunit (IU). It is the load sup-

porting member between the LH2 tank and the IU. J-2 ENGINE S-II/S-IVB
AJ% access door in the IU allows servicing of INTERSTAGE

the equipment in the forward skirt. The five

Figure 6-1
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environmental plates which support and thermally bolted to the tank assembly at its forward edge

condition various electronic components, such as and connected to the aft interstage. A frangi-
the transmitters and signal conditioning me- ble tension tie separates it from the aft inter-

The forward umbilical plate, antennae, LH 2 tank
flight vents and the tunnel fairings are at- AFT INTERSTAGE ASSEMBLY

tached externally to this skirt.

The aft interstage is a truncated cone that pro-
PROPELLAHT TANK ASSEMBLY rides the load supporting structure between the

S-IVB stage and the S-If stage (figure 6-2).

The propellant tank assembly (figure 6-2) con- The interstage also provides the focal point for

sists of a cylindrical tank with a hemispherical the required electrical and mechanical interface

shaped dome at each end, and a common bulkhead between the S-If and S-IVB stages. The S-It re-

to separate the fox from the LH 2. This bulkhead trorockets motors are attached to this inter-

is of sandwich type construction consisting of stage and at separation the interstage remains

two parallel hemispherical shaped aluminttm alloy attached to the S-It stage.

(2014-T6) domes bonded to and separated by a

fiberglass-phenolihonoyombcore. Thisel- ENVIRONMENTALCONTROL
fectively insulates the LH2 (-423°F) from the

lox (-297°F). The internal surface of the LH2 There are three general requirements for en-

tank is machine milled in a waffle pattern to vironmental control during checkout and flight
obtain required tank stiffness with minimt_n operations of the S-IVB stage. The first is

structural weight. To minimize LH2 boil off associated with ground checkout and prelaunch
polyu_rethano insulation blocks, covered with a operations and involves thermal conditioning of

fiberglass sheet and coated with a sealant, are the environments around the electrical equip-

bonded into the milled areas of the waffle pat- ment, auxiliary propulsion system (APS), and

terms, hydraulic accumulator reservoir. In addition,
there is a requirement for aft skirt and inter-

The walls of the tank support all loads for- stage purging. The second involves forward

ward of the forward skirt attach point and skirt area purging, while the third concerns
transmit the thrust to the payload. Attached inflight heat dissipation for the electrical-

to the inside of the LH 2 tank are a 34 foot pro- electronic equipment.
pellant utilization (PU) probe, nine cold helium

spheres, brackets with temperature and level A[T SKIRT AND IHTERSTAGE THERMO¢OHUITtONIHG

:. sensors, a chilldown pump, a slosh baffle, a
slosh deflector, and fill, pressurization and During countdown, air/GN 2 is supplied by the

vent pipes. Attached to the inside of the lox environmental control system which is capable of

tank are slosh baffles, a chilldown pump, a 13.5 switching from air to GN 2 purge. Air or GN 2 is

foot PU probe, temperature and level sensors, supplied at the rate of approximately 3500 scfm.

and fill, pressurization and vent pipes. At- The air purge is initiated when electrical
tached externally to the propellant tank are he- power is applied to the vehicle. GN 2 flow is

lium pipes, propellant dispersion components, initiated 20 minutes prior to fox chilldown (at

and wiring which passes through two tunnel fair- T-5 hrs 20 min) and continued until liftoff.

ings. The forward edge of the thrust structure During periods of hold, GN_ purge is continued.

is attached to the lox tank portion of the pro- The aft skirt and interstate thermoconditioning

pellant tank. and purge subsystem provides the following:

THRUST STRUCTURE
1. Thermal conditioning of the atmosphere

The thrust structure assembly (figure 6-2) is around electrical equipment in the aft

an inverted, truncated cone attached at its skirt during ground operations.

large end to the aft dome of the lox tank and

attached at its small end to the engine mount. 2. Thermal conditioning of the APS, hydrau-

It provides the attach point for the J-2 engine lic accumulator reservoir, and ambient

and distributes the engine thrust over the en- helium bottle.
tire tank circumference. Attached external to

the thrust structure are the engine piping, wir- 5. Purging of the aft skirt, aft interstate

ing and interface panels, eight ambient helium and thrust structure, and the forward

spheres, hydraulic system, oxygen/hydrogen burn- skirt of the S-It stage of oxygen, mois-

er, and some of the engine and fox tank instru- Lure and combustible gases.
mentation.

The subsystem consists of a temperature-control-

AFTSKIRTASSEMBLY led air or GN2 distribution system (figure
6-3). The main manifold of the distribution

The cylindrical shaped aft skirt assembly is system is formed between the ring frames at sta-

r- the load bearing structure between the LH 2 tank Lions 2786.605 and 2802.555, the fox dome and

and aft interstage. The aft skirt assembly is the aft skirt.
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The ring frame at station 2786.603 also has uni- the sys i, located in the S-IVB stage forward
formly spaced holes around the stage circum- skirt a _, are a fluid distribution subsystem

ference to distribute purging gas evenly around and co] plates. The coolant is supplied to the
the stage. The purging gas passes over electri- S-IVB b the IU thermoconditioning system staz't-

cal equipment below the ring frame and flows ing w[ _ electrical power is applied to the _-_
into the interstage. A duct from the skirt vehicl_ ad continuing throughout the mission.
manifold directs air or GN2 to a thrust struc- The ele _ical/electronic equipment is attached

ture manifold. Another duct directs the gas to to the Ld plates and dissipates heat by con-
a shroud covering the ambient helium bottle used ductior rough its mounting feet to the plates
to purge lox and LH2 pump shaft seal cavities, and fh, The coolant consists of a 60 percent

From the thrust structure manifold supply duct by we_ _. methyl alcohol and a 40 percent by
a portion of air or GN2 is directed to a shroud weight _illed water solution that contains a
covering the hydraulic accumulator reservoir, sodium benzoate corrosion inhibitor. The co-

olant is supplied through quick disconnect fit-
Temperature control is accomplished by two dual- tings at the IU/S-IVB interface at a flow rate
element thermistor assemblies located in the of 3500 + 175 pounds/hour and maintained within
gaseous exhaust stream of each of the APS rood- temperature limits of ÷40 ° to 60°P.
ules. One element from each thermistor assem-

bly is wired in series to sense average tem- FORWARD _T A_FA pU_[
perature. One series is used for temperature
control, the other for temperature recording. The forward skirt area is purged with GN2 to

minimize the danger of fir and explosion while
[O_WARO SK]RT THE_MOCONO]HON[N_ propellants are being loaded or stored in the

stage, or during other hazardous conditions.
The electrical/electronic equipment in the S-IVB The purge is supplied by the IU purge system
forward skirt area is thermally conditioned by a which purges the entire forward skirt/IU/adapter
heat transfer subsystem using a circulating area. The total flow rate into this area is
coolant for the medium. Principal components of approximately 3500 scfm.

S-IVBAFTSKIRTENVIRONMENTALCONTROL
LEGEND MANIFOLD

'_m_ll_ AI R FLOW

APS
MODULE _ o

THRUSTSTRUCTURE
MANIFOLD

Figure 6-3
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PI_OPULSION oxidizer turbopump turbine. The ratio of fuel

to oxidizer is controlled by bypassing liquid

This stage provides vehicle propulsion twice oxygen from the discharge side of the oxidizer

:-'" during this mission. "fhe first burn occurs ira- turbopump to the inlet side through a serve-

mediately after S-II/S-IVB separation. It lasts valve.
long enough to insert the vehicle into earth

orbit. Second burn injects the spacecraft into The engine valves are controlled by a pneumatic

a high apogee elliptical orbit, system powered by gaseous helimn which is stored

in a sphere inside the start bottle. An electri-

At the end of J-2 engine first burn, the APS ul- cal control system, which uses solid state logic

lage engines are fired to stabilize _d settle elements, is used to sequence the start and

the propellants. At this time, the APS yaw and shutdown operations of the engine. Electrical

pitch control modes are enabled (roll already power is supplied from aft battery No. I.

active) for the required attitude control of the

stage and payload during coast. At J-2 engine During the burn periods, the fox tank is pres-
first burn cutoff, the APS ullage engines are surized by flowing cold helium through the heat

ignited and burn until TS + 1 minute 28 seconds, exchanger in the oxidizer turbine exhaust duct.

LH2 continuous venting is activated at T 5 + 59.0 The heat exchanger heats the cold helium caus-
seconds and continues until just prior to the ing it to expand. The LH2 tank is pressurized

second engine burn period, during burn periods by GH2 from the thrust cham-
ber fuel manifold.

Prior to second burn, the systems are again

readied for an engine start. Approximately 7 Thrust vector control, in the pitch and yaw
minutes before restart, the chilldo_1 systems planes, during burn periods, is achieved by

are reactivated to remove gases collected in the gimbaling the entire engine. Hydraulic pressure

supply systems and to condition the lines and for gimbal actuation is provided by the hyd-

engine pumps. The oxygen/hydrogen (O2/H2) burn- draulic system which receives pressure from a
er is started about 6 minutes prior to second hydraulic pump mounted on the lox pump. Thrust

burn. It pressurizes the propellant tanks ul- vector control in all planes during coast, and

lage space while its thrust maintains the pro- the roll plane during burn periods, is achieved

pellants in a settled state, by firing the auxiliary propulsion system en-
gines.

After the O2/H 2 burner has started, the LH 2 con-

tinuous venting is terminated. Then, approxi- S||[t Preparations
_ mately one minute before engine start, the APS

ullage engines are fired and the O2/H2 burner is Preparations for an engine start include ascer-

shut down. The recirculation system is deacti- raining the positions and status of various en-

rated followed by initiation of engine restart, gine and stage systems and components. The J-2

The APS ullage engines are then shut off and the engine electrical control system controls engine

APS yaw and pitch control modes are de-ener- operation by means of electrical signals. The

gized. The roll control mode remains active heart of the engine electrical control system is

throughout second burn. the electrical control package (17, figure 5-9).

It sequences and times the functions required
At the end of J-2 engine second burn, the pitch during engine start or cutoff.

and yaw modes of the APS are again enabled for

the required attitude control of the stage and Each cutoff automatically causes the electrical

payload during terminal coast. Following J-2 control package circuitry to reset itself ready

engine second burn cutoff, the fox and LH2 tank for restart providing that all reset conditions

pressure are vented through the stage nonpro- are met. The LVDC issues an engine ready by-

pulsive vent subsystem, pass signal just prior to each engine start at-

tempt. This bypass signal acts in the same man-
J-2 ROCKETENGINE ner as a cutoff would act. The reset signals

engine ready and this allows the LVDC to send

The J-2 rocket engine (figure 5-11) is a high its start command. Receipt of the start command

performance multiple restart engine utilizing initiates the engine start sequence.

liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen as propel-
lants. The only substances used in the engine EN6_ME START _E6_JEMCE

are the propellants and helium gas. The ex-

tremely low operating temperature of the engine When engine start is initiated (3, figure 6-4)

prohibits the use of lubricants or other fluids, the spark exciters in the electrical control

The engine features a single tubular walled bell package provide energy for the gas generator

shaped thrust chamber and two independently (GG) and augmented spark igniter (ASI) spark
driven direct drive turbopumps for liquid oxygen plugs (4). The helium control and ignition

and liquid hydrogen. Both turbopumps are powered phase control valves, in the pneumatic control
in series by a single gas generator, which uti- package (I), are simultaneously energized allow-

lizes the same propellants as the thrust cham- ing helium from the helium tank (2) to flow

bet. The main hydraulic pmnp is driven by the through the pneumatic regulator to the pneumatic
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S-IVB ENGINE START
FUEL INJECTION
TEMPERATURE OK

START COMMAND SIGNAL

FROMIU

FROM ___ j FROM

LOXTANK LH2TANK

TO

SEQUE_C_ LH2 TAN ,_ER

-- TO

LOX TANK

I

m | |B

4_
. TOLH2 FROMGSE

(_ (_ TANK

LEGEND

..... SENSE LINE

.... HELIUM

FUEL

COMBUSTIONGASES

LOX

n|n| GASEOUS HYDROGEN

Figure 6-4 (Sheet 1 of 3)
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_. SEQUENCE EVENT TIME IN SECONDS

T4 +
S-IVBIST BURN ],0 3.0 _.0 7.0 9.0 ll.O 13.0 15.0

S-IVB 2ND BURN T6 +
450.0 452.0 454.0 456.0 458.0 460.0 462.0 464.0

I I
PRE-IGNITION LEGEND

I I

NOTE m_ S-IVB IST BURN

ALL PNEUMATICVALVESARE CONTROLLEDBY THE _ S-IVB2ND BURN

PNEUMATICCONTROL PACKAGE l_ WHICH IS
r

LOCATED ON THE ENGINE. HELIUM FOR THE

PNEUMATIC SYSTEM IS SUPPLIED BY THE CONTROL
k

SPHERE INSIDETHE GH2 START TANK_.
V

S artC .nd
(Occursat T4 + "_Engine Start ___
and T6 + 450.0) @_Sequence
Engine Ready

AugumentedSpark Igniter (ASI) Spark Plugs []and gas generator(GG) spark plugs fire.

"- _ Bleed valves stop return flow to propellant
tanks.

Oxidizer dome and generatoroxidizer J__
gas

injector are purged.

Main fuel valve allows into
LH2 to flow

engine thrust chamber and into ASI. wOOOe,OOC_:_-_-_-_Z_--_ _--_ _------_-_:-----_r_---=;

ASI oxidizer valve allows lox to J
flow ASI.

Sparks ignite the propellantsin the ASI.

Fuel injectiontemperatureOK signal •received causing the (r

f-

Figure 6-4 (Sheet2 o£ 3)
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S-IVB ENGINE STAR1
SEQUENCE EVENT TIMEINSECONDS

S-IVB IST BURN T4 ÷
l.O 3.0 5.0 7.0 9.0 ll.O 13.0 15.0

S-IVB 2ND BURN T6 +450.0 452.0 454.0 456.0 458.0 460.0 462.0 464.0

start discharge open. A
tank valve to

GH2 spinsLH2 and fox
turbopumps causing

propellantpressuretobuildup. _,_ao_w_W_

Lox turbopumpbypassvalveopen to control mmloxpumpspeed.

Mainoxidizervalveopensallowing, •

fox to be injected into thrust chamber.

G G valves admit propellants. (Spark
ignites propellants causing pressure
build up.)

MAIN STAGE

OK pressureswitches send mainstageOK •signaltoCM.

No.1 out out.
engine light goes

(Remaining4 lightsnot operative). TW_W_(W_

Engine reaches and maintains 90% thrust ormore. __i_

P.U. valvecontrols ratio

mass by returning
lox from pump dischargeto pomp inlet. _IIw_

GH2 Start tank is refilledwith and
GH2 LH 2.

._WR 5_R_ tRRR_

Figure 6-4 (Sheet 3 of 3)
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control system. The helium is routed through oxidizer turbine bypass valve (13). (Flow to

the internal check valve in the pneumatic con- close the oxidizer turbine bypass valve (13) is

trol package (i) to ensure continued pressure to restricted as it passes through an orifice. The
the engine valves in the event of helium supply orifice controls the closing speed of this

"_'" failure. The regulated helium fills a pneumatic valve.)

accumulator, closes the propellant bleed valves,

(5) and purges (6) the oxidizer dome and gas Propellants flowing into the gas generator (16)

generator oxidizer injector manifold. The oxi- are ignited by the sparkplugs (4). Combustion

dizer turbopump (12) intermediate seal cavity is of the propellants cause the hot gases to drive

continuously purged. The mainstage control the turbopmnps (12). The turbopumps rotation

valve closes the main oxidizer valve m_d opens causes propellant pressure to buildup. The pro-

the purge control valve which allows the oxi- pellant flow increases and is ignited in the
dizer dome and gas generator oxidizer injector thrust chamber by the torch from the ASI.

to be purged (6). The mainstage control valve
also supplies opening control pressure to the Transition into mainstage occurs as the turbo-

oxidizer turbine bypass valve (13). '[he igni- pumps (12) accelerate to steadystate speeds. As

tion phase control valve, when actuated, opens oxidizer injection pressure increases a thrust
the main fuel valve (7) and the ASI oxidizer OK signal is generated by either of the two th-

valve (8) and supplies pressure to the sequence rust OK pressure switches (17). (Cutoff occurs

valve located within the main oxidizer valve if no signal is received before expiration of

(14). Fuel is tapped from downstream of the the sparks deenergized timer). The ASI and GG

main fuel valve for use in the ASI (4). Both sparks exciters are deenergized at expiration

propellants, under tank pressure, flow through of the sparks deenergized timer. Cutoff occurs

the stationary turbopumps (12). if both pressure switch actuated signals (thrust

OK) are lost during mainstage operation.

The sequence valve, in the main fuel valve (12),

opens when the fuel valve reaches approximately Steadystate operation is maintained until a cut-

90 percent open and routes helium to the start off signal is initiated. During this period,

tank discharge valve (STDV) (ii) control valve, gaseous hydrogen is tapped from the fuel injec-

Simultaneously with engine start, the STDV delay tion manifold to pressurize the LH 2 tank. The

timer is energized. Upon expiration of the STDV lox tank is pressurized by gaseous helium heated
timer and the receipt of a fuel injection tem- by the heat exchanger in the turbine exhaust

perature OK signal the STDV control valve and duct. Gaseous hydrogen is bled from the thrust
ignition phase timer are energized. As the STDV chamber fuel injection manifold and liquid hy-

f- control valve energizes the discharge valve drogen is bled from the ASI fuel line to refill

opens allowing gaseous hydrogen under pressure start tank for engine restart. (Approximately

to flow through the series turbine drive system. 50 seconds of mainstage engine operation is re-

This accelerates both turbopumps (12) to the quired to recharge the start tank.)

proper operating levels to allow subsequent

ignition and power build up of the gas generator Propellant utilization is provided by bypassing

(16). The relationship of fuel to lox turbopump oxidizer from the oxidizer turbopump outlet back

speed buildup is controlled by an orifice in to the inlet. The propellant utilization valve

the oxidizer turbine bypass valve (13). During is controlled by signals from the propellant

the start sequence the normally open oxidizer utilization system. The engine mixture ratio

bypass valve (13) permits a percentage of the varies from 4.5:1 to 5.5:1.

gas to bypass the oxidizer turbine.

Eqile (elot!
During this period, ASI combustion is detected

by the ASI ignition monitor. (Absence of the The J-2 engine may receive cutoff signals from

ignition detection signal or a start tank de- the following sources: EDS No.'s 1 and 2, range

pressurized signal will cause cutoff at the safety systems No.'s 1 and 2, thrust OK pressure

expiration of the ignition phase timer.) With switches, propellant depletion sensors and an IU

both signals present at ignition phase timer programmed command (velocity or timed) via the

expiration, the mainstage control valve ener- switch selector.

gizes. Simultaneously, the sparks deenergize
timer is energized and the STDV control valve is The switch selector, range safety system No. 2,

deenergized, causing the STDV to close. Helium EDS No. 2, and the propellant depletion sensors

pressure is vented from the main oxidizer valve cutoff commands are tied together _ut diode

(14) and from the purge control valve through isolated) and sent to the electrical control

the mainstage control valve. The purge control package cutoff circuit. The dropout of the

valve closes, terminating the oxidizer dome and thrust OK pressure switches removes a cutoff in-

gas generator oxidizer injector manifold purges hibit function in the electrical control package

(6). Pressure from the mainstage control valve cutoff circuit. EDS No. 1 and range safety sys-

is routed to open the main oxidizer valve (14). tem No. 1 cutoff commands will indirectly trans-

A sequence valve operated by the main oxidizer fer the engine control power switch to the OFF

valve (14) permits gaseous helium to open the position causing the engine to shutdown due to

gas generator control valve (4) and to close the power loss.
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S-IVBENGINECUTOFI
ELECTRICAL CONTROL
PACKAGE(ECA)

CUTOFFCOMMAND [__

FROM FROM
LOXTANK LH2TANK

TO
LH 2 TANK

TO

LOXTANK

I
PNEUMATIC I

CONTROL IPACKAGE

,I0_2,

TO LH2 FROM GSE
TANK

®©
®
O0

LEGEND

....... SENSE LINE

.... HELIUM
FUEL

_LOX
ELECTRICAL

Figure 6-5 (Sheet 1 of 2)
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S-tVBENGN CUTOFI
_1

SEQUENCEI EVENTS TIMEINSECONDSFROMCUTOFFSIGNAL
f

J O.OO.l 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.60.7 0.8 0.9 l.O l.l 1.2

CutoffCommandTriggers _ r

valves in pneumatic control package.

Pneumaticpressureclosesmain n_
oxidizer valve;

ASIoxidizervalve; |l

main fuel valve; | _

GGoxidizervalve;

VlGG fuel valve and

Opens oxidizer turbine bypass valve.
(Within lO seconds.)

Thrust OK pressure switches sense
loss of thrust. (This event starts
time base No. 5 and No. 7.)

NOTE

Loss of Thrust could have been

th_cause of the cutoff signal
I[_ and therefore have preceeded

the previous events:

No. l engine out light illuminates.

Helium flow purges oxidizer dome and
GG oxidizer injector.

Heliumcontroldeenergizetimerstops _
oxidizer dome and GG oxidizer purge.

Propellantbleedvalvesopen m
allowing

propellantflow. mm_

Figure 6-5 (Sheet 2 of 2)
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Cutoff Sequence the initial start except for the fill procedure
of the start tank. The start tank is filled

with LH2 and GH2 during the first burn period.
The engine cutoff sequence is shown graphically

in figure 6-5. When the electrical control To insure that sufficient energy will be avail-

package receives the cutoff signal (i), it de- able for spinning the LH2 and lox pumlpturbines,
energizes the mainstage and ignition phase con- a waiting period of between approximately 90
trol valves in the pneumatic control package (2) minutes to 6 hours is permitted. The minimum

while energizing the helium control deenergize time is required to build sufficient pressure by
timer. The mainstage control valve closes the warming the start tank through natural means.
main oxidizer valve (3) and opens the purge con- The minimum wait is also needed to allow the hot

trol valve and the oxidizer turbine bypass valve gas turbine exhaust system to cool. Prolonged
(5). The purge control valve directs a helium heating will cause a loss of energy in the start
purge (ii) to the oxidizer dome and GG oxidizer tank. This loss occurs when the LH2 and GH2
injector. The ignition phase control valve warms and raises the gas pressure to the relief
closes the ASI oxidizer valve (4) and the main valve setting. If this venting continues over a
fuel valve (S) while opening the fast shutdown prolonged period the total stored energy will be

valve. The fast shutdown valve now rapidly depleted. This limits the waiting period prior
vents the return flow from the GG control valve, to a restart attempt to 6 hours.
All valves except the ASI oxidizer valve (4) and

oxidizer turbine bypass valve (8), are spring PROPELLANTS
loaded closed. This causes the valves to start

moving closed as soon as the pressure to open The propellant tank assembly accepts, stores and
them is released. GG combustion pressure aids supplies the fox and LH2 used for J-2 engine
closing of the GG control valve, operation.

Expiration of the helium control deenergize Separate pressurization and repressurization
timer causes the helium control valve to close, systems (figure 6-6) are provided for each pro-
When the hellion control valve closes it causes pellant tank to monitor and control tank pres-
the oxidizer dome and GG oxidizer injector sures in order to assure the engine propellant
purges (Ii) to stop. An orifice in the locked turbopump a net positive suction head (NPSH) of
up lines bleeds off pressure from the propellant 42 feet for fox and 150 feet for LH2 (minimum)
bleed valves (13). This loss of pressure allows during engine Ist and 2nd burn. Each tank is

springs to open the valves. When open, the equipped with a pressure sensing switch which
propellant bleed valves allow propellants to commands the opening or closing of the res-
flow back to the propellant tanks, pective tank pressurization or repressurization

control module valves. The control modules, in
Restart turn, control the passage of pressurizing gases

to the tanks as required. Prior to flight the
The restart of the J-2 engine is identical to ambient and cold helium storage bottles are

Pressurization Systems

Time Tank Pressurization Source

Prior to liftoff LOX Helium ground source

LH2 Helium ground source

1st & 2nd stage boost LOX Cold helium*
LH2 None added

During S-IVB 1st burn LOX Cold helium heated in Heat Exchanger
LH2 GH2 bled from J-2 engine

Prior to 2nd burn LOX Ambient helium** or cold helium heated

LH2 by oxygen/hydrogen burner

During 2nd burn LOX Cold helium heated in Heat Exchanger
LH2 GH2 bled from J-2 engine

*Cold helium is stored in 9 spheres in the LH2 tank.
**Ambient helium is stored in 8 spheres on the Thrust Structure.

Figure 6-6
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filled and the propellant tanks are prepres- fluids to perform the chilldown. Pneumatic pres-

surized utilizing a common ground source of cold sure for operating the shutoff valves and pre-

gaseous heli_zn. Control is maintained by the valves is supplied by the stage pneumatic helium

GSE in conjunction with the pressure switch in control bottle.
each tank.

LOX SYSTEM
Oxygeu/HvdrogeuBurner

Lox is stored in the aft tank of the propellant

The oxygen/hydrogen (02/H2) burner (figure 6-7) tank structure (figure 6-9) at a temperature_of
uses stage onboard propellants as an energy -297°F. Total volume of the tank is approxi-

source to heat cold helium. Propellants are fed mately 2826 cubic feet with an ullage volume of

through vacuum jacketed, low pressure ducts to approximately 108 cubic feet. The tank is pre-

the heater regenerative coils where they are pressurized between 58 and 41 psia and is main-

vaporized and injected into the combustion cham- tanned at that pressure during boost and engine

bet. The propellants are mixed and burned in operation. Gaseous helium is used as the pres-
the combustion chamber. Control of the propel- surizing agent.

lant shutoff valves in the propellant feed ducts

is maintained through separate actuation control LOx Fill lld Drill
modules.

The fox fill and drain valve is capable of al-

In addition to the propellant regenerative lowing flow in either direction for fill or

coils, there are helium repressurization coils drain operations. During tank fill, the vah,_

wherein the helium is heated before being in- is capable of flowing i000 gpm of fox at -297°F

ducted to the propellant tanks. Heliun flow to at an inlet pressure of 51 psia. Pneumatic

the repressurization coils is controlled by the pressure for operating the fill and drain valve

LH2/lox tank repressurization control module is supplied by the stage pneumatic control bet-
(dual valves). The burner produces 15 to 55 tle. Before loading begins, the groumd control-

potmds thrust through the center of gravity as led combination vent and relief valve is pneu-
shown in figure 6-7. matically opened and the fox tank is purged with

gaseous helium.

Propellutt Couditioniug
Loading begins with a precooling flowrate of SO0

During filling operations, the prevalves are gpm. When the 5 percent load level is reached,

allowed to stay in the open position to provide fast fill (I000 gpm) is initiated. At the 98

i- a deadhead type chilldown of the feed system percent load level, fast fill stops and a slow

hardware (low pressure feed duct and engine fill at 500 gpm begins. A fast fill emergency

pump) allowing temperature stabilization of this cutoff sensor has been provided to compensate
hardware prior to activation of the recircu- for a primary control cutoff failure. Slow fill

lation chilldown system. At approximately five is terminated at the I00 percent load level and

minutes before liftoff_ the prevalves ;ire closed this level is then maintained by a replenish

and recirculating chilldown flow is initiated flowrate of 0 to 30 gpm, as required. The re-

and continues for approximately 7-1/2 minutes plenish flow is maintained through the complete

until J-2 engine prestart (figure 6-8). Since fox tank prepressurization operation and the I00

fox is already a sub-cooled liquid (no two phase percent lox load operation. Liquid level during

flow in the return line), prepressurization has fill is monitored by means of the PU mass

negligible effect on the flowrate. The LH2, how- probes.

ever, becomes a subcooled liquid at prepressuri-

zation (eliminating two phase flow in the return A fox vent system provides command venting of
line) resulting in an increased LH2 chilldown the fox tank, plus overpressure relief cap-

flow. ability. Pressure-sensing switches are used to

control the tank pressure during fill and flight.

Chilldown conditioning of the engine pumps,

inlet ducting and the engine hardware for both In the event of fox tank overpressurization (41

engine starts is accomplished by separate fox + 0.5 psia) the pressure switch for the lox tank
and LH 2 chilldown systems. The purpose of the ground fill valve control signals the ground

chilldown is to condition the ducting and engine automatic sequencer to close the lox ground fill

to the proper temperature level and to eliminate valve.

bubbles (two phase flow) prior to pressuriza-

tion. The chilldown, along with the net positive Lox EugineSupply
suction head which is obtained by the proper

pressure levels, provides the proper starting A six inch low pressure supply duct supplies fox
conditions, from the tank to the engine. During engine

burn, lox is supplied at a nominal flow rate of

Propellants from each tank are recirculated 592 pounds per second, and at a transfer pres-

f- through the feed systems and return bleed lines sure above 25 psia. The supply duct is equipped
by chilldown pumps. Check valves, prevalves, with bellows to provide compensating flexibility
shutoff valves, and ducts control and route the for engine gimbaling, manufacturing tolerances,
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ON
CHAMBER

INJECTOR

NO. INJECTOR
NO. 1

HELIUM
OUTLET
(LH2 PRIMARY

HELIUM
COIL

LH2
INLET

SECONDARY
HELIUMOUTLET GASEOUS
(LOXTANK) OXYGEN

OUTLETS

SECONDARY
HELIUMOUTLET --'SHUTDOWN
(LH2TANK)-- VALVE

--HELIUM
SECONDARY SECONDARY
HELIUMINLET COILS
(LH2 TANK)--

SECONDARY HELIUM

INLET(LOXTANK) NOZZLEDIRECTION
ADJUSTABLE +5 °

5(

STA.
143.90
(NOZZLEEXIT = T-190

II T-365 _ _'_j," l_
S-IVBSTAGE 26°30' ' __,_

20 I
ii( I I

10 '_ 'J-2
STA. 100 ENGINE T-400 T-3OO T-200 T-IO0
518.09C. G. ATSTARTOF I TIME(SEC)

SECONDBURN NOTE:ATTIME(T) EQUALTOZERO,
THE SECONDIGNITION OF THE
S-IVB STAGE OCCURS

Figure 6-7
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RECIRCULATIONSYSTEMS
LEGEND

/-" _ LOX RECIRCULATION FLOW

RECIRCULATICNPUMP _--_ LH2
LH2 RECIRCULATION FLOW

LOX

ZLH2 TANK_

CONTROL VALVE

ILOX TANK

PREVALVE

VALVE

PUMP
LH2 TURBOPUMP

RECIRCULATIO_ PREVALVE
CONTROL VALVE -m

TURBOPUMP
BLEED VALVE

Figure 6-8

and thermal movement of structural connections, used to charge the nine cold helium storage

spheres (2). The cold helium storage spheres
fOX TANKPRESSURIZATION (2), located in the LH2 tm]k, supply cold helium

for both the pressurization and repressurization

Lox tank pressurization is divided into three periods. The ambient helium storage spheres
basic procedures. These procedures are called (3), filled by ground support equipment (26),
prepressurization, pressurization, and repres- supply an alternate source of helium for use
surization. The term prepressurization is used during the repressurization period.
for that portion of the pressurization performed

on the ground prior to liftoff. The term pres- The lox tank pressure is controlled by the
surization is used to indicate pressurization flight control pressure switches (4) (dual re-
during engine burn periods, and lastly, repres- dundant) regardless of the pressurization pro-
surization indicates pressurization just before cedure used. These switches control solenoid
a burn period, shutoff valves in each of the supply subsystems.

The pressurant used during the three lox tank Prepressurizalion
pressurization procedures is gaseous helium.

Cold helium from a ground source (I, figure At T-167 seconds the fox tank is pressurized
f- 6-10) is used during the prepressurization peri- (figure 6-10) by ground support equipment. Pres-

od. This ground source of cold heliu_ also is sure regulated cold helium (I) passes through
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relayed to the S-II FUEL/S-IVB OXID gauges (13)

in the C_t and, via telemetry, to the ground.

Repressurization
DIFFUSER _

[ ASSEMBLY--] 1 The normal repressurization procedure is initi-

VENT RELIEF & I HELIUM FILL ated at T6 + 96.3 seconds. It uses cold helium

RELIEF VALVE .i _DISCONNECT_ from the cold hellion storage spheres (2, figure

approximately 385 psia as it flows through the

OVERBOARD lox tank pressure control module (5). It next

VENT --,_1 /// DRAIN VALVE-- _, _1/ flows through the lox tank repressurization con-
trol (10), and into the 02/H 2 burner (11).

PRESS I _/ i _[ Should the regulator in the lox tank pressurecontrol module (5) fail, the backup pressure

INLET/k_ __## _ switch (9)willmaintain a pressureof 350-465

psia at the 02/H 2 burner. The backup pressure
switch controls the pressure by opening or clos-

ANTI-VORTEX/_ _ _ _-LOX FILL ing valves in the lox tank repressurization me-

SCREEN / _ _-/-_ / AND DRAIN dule (i0). As the cold helium is heated in the

I PRE_VALVE/_," --_/_ DISCONNECT 02/H 2 burner it expands mad is routed to the lox

-UB_SS J JNG2 tank. Pressure in the lox tank increases and isDOcL°"TP ._ sensedbytheflightcontrolpressureswitch(4]Y INE and the pressure transducer (12). The pressure
switch (4) controls lox tank pressure between

38-41 psia by opening and closing solenoid shut-
off valves in the lox tank repressurization con-

trol module (i0). The pressure transducer (12)

Figure 6-9 transmits a continuous pressure reading to tele-
metry and to the LV TANK pREsS gauges (13) in

the lox tank pressure control module (5) and the 04. At T6 + 346.4 seconds cryogenic repres-

flows (6) into the fox tank. When the lox tank surization is switched off. Ambient repressuri-

pressure increases to 41 psia the pressurization zation is turned on at T6 + 380.0 seconds. Am-

is completed and the flight control pressure bient helium from the _nbient helium storage

switch shuts off the ground supply of cold he- spheres (3) flows through the fox tank ambient

lium. helium repressurization control module (14) to

the lox tank. Here the pressure is sensed by

Pressurization the flight control pressure switches (4). The

pressure switches (14) control fox tank pressure
After S-II/S-IVB separation at T 4 + 3.8, the by opening or closing the control valves in the

fox tank flight pressure system is activated, fox tank ambient heliam repressurization control

When this system is activated cold helium from module (14). Just before the engines second

cold helium storage spheres (2, figure 6-10) is burn, ambient repressurization is tezminated.

routed through the fox tank pressure control me- (T6 + 448.8 seconds).
dule (5) to the J-2 engine heat exchanger (7).

When the cold helium passes through the fox tank NOTE

pressure control module (5) its pressure is re-

duced to approximately 385 psia. As it passes The ambient repressurization portion of
through the heat exchanger it is expanded and the repressurization procedure is in

routed to the fox tank. A small portion of cold reality a backup procedure. Should the

helium bypasses the heat exchanger through a 02/H 2 burner fail, ambient repressuri-

control orifice and mixes with the hot gas prior zation insures fox tank pressure for

to entering the fox tank. The flight control engine start requirements.

pressure switch (4) controls the operation of a

solenoid valve in the fox tank pressure control LH 2 S_I[M

module (5) to control fox tank pressure to 38-41

psia. The flow (7) of the heli_ to the lox The LH2 is stored in an insulated tank at less

tank is monitored by a backup pressure switch than -423*F. Total volume of the tank is ap-

(8). If normal pressure regulation fails, this proximately 10,400 cubic feet with an ullage

switch (8) will control lox tank pressure volume of approximately 400 cubic feet. The LH 2

through operation of solenoid valves in the fox tank is prepressurized to 28 psia minimum and 31

tank pressure control module. In this manner fox psia maximum.

tank pressurization is maintained during all en-

gine burn periods. A S-IVB fox tank pressure

reading becomes available in the co,and module t_2 LowPless0raFnalDuct
(04) at S-II/S-IVB separation. This pressure is _-_

sensed by the pressure transducer (12) and is LH2 from the tank is supplied to the J-2 engine
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turbop_np through a vacuum jacketed low pressure

lO-inch duct (figure 6-11). This duct is ca_-
able of flowing 8D-pounds per second at -423 F VENT RELIEF &
and at a transfer pressure of 28 psia. The duct RELIEF _
is located in the aft tank side wall above the

common bulkhead joint. Bellows in this duct UMBILICAL

compensate for engine gin_0aling, manufacturing
tolerances, and thermal motion.

PRESS

LH2 Fill and Drain INLET

Prior to loading, the LH 2 tank is purged with PROPULSIVE
helium gas. At the initiation of loading, the VENT PROPULSIVE

ground controlled combinationvent and relief VENT (2)
valve is pneumatically opened. The directional

control valve is also positioned at this time to

route GH 2 overboard to the burn pond.

Loading begins with precool at a flow of 500 LH2 FILL

gpm. When the S percent load level is reached & DRAIN
fast fill is initiated at a flow of 3000 gpm. VALVE_
At the 98 percent load level, fast fill stops

and a slow fill at SO0 gpm begins. A fast fill

emergency cutoff sensor has been provided to

compensate for a primary control cutoff failure. PRE-PRESS LOW PRESS
Slow fill is terminated at the 100 percent load DUCT ASSY

level and this level is then maintained by a re- TO J-2
plenish flowrate of 0 to 500 gpm, as required. CUSTOMER

The replenish flow is maintained through the CONNECT FUEL TANK

complete LH 2 tank prepressurization operation. PANEL PRESS MODULE

Liquid level during fill is monitored by means

of the PU mass probes. A backup overfill sensor Figure 6-11

is provided to terminate flow in the event of a

i00 percent load cutoff failure, flight control pressure switches (17) (dual re- _-_

dundant) regardless of the pressurization pro-

An LH 2 vent system provides command venting of cedure used. These switches control solenoid

the LH 2 tank plus overpressure reelief cap- shutoff valves in each of the supply subsystems.

ability. Pressure sensing switches are provided

to control tank pressure during fill and flight. Prepressurizalion

LH2 TANK PRESSURIZATION At T 1 -187 seconds the LH2 tank is prepressuriz-
ed (figure 6-10) by ground support equipment.

LH2 tank pressurization is divided into three Cold helium (25) flows through the LH 2 tank pre-
basic procedures. These procedures are called ssurization module (18) and into the LH 2 tank.

prepressurization, pressurization, and repres- When the LH2 tank pressure increases to 31 psia

surization. The term prepressurization is used (T1 -45 seconds) the flight control pressure

for that portion of the pressurization performed switch (17) shuts off the ground supply of cold

on the ground prior to liftoff. The term pres- helium (25) to complete prepressurization.

surization is used to indicate pressurization
during engine burn periods, and lastly, re_res- Pressurization
surization indicates pressurization just before

a burn period. Pressurization is controlled by the flight con-

trol pressure switches (17, figure 6-10) which

The pressurants used during the three LH 2 tank open or close solenoid valves in the LH 2 tank
pressurization procedures are gaseous hydrogen pressurization module (18). Gaseous hydrogen

(GH2) and gaseous helium. Cold helium from a (GH2) (19) bled from the J-2 engine flows

ground source (25, figure 6-10) is used during through the LH 2 tank pressurization module (IB)
the prepressurization period. The cold helium to the LH2 tank. As pressure in the LH2 tank

storage spheres (2), located in the LH2 tank, increases to 31 psia the flight control pressure

supply cold helium for use during the repres- switches (17) close valves in the LH 2 tank pres-

surization period. The five ambient helium surization module to control tank pressure at

storage spheres (15), filled by ground support 28-51 psia. This pressure is sensed by the pres-

equipment (16), supply an alternate source of sure transducer (20) and is relayed to the S-IVB

helium for use during repressurization, fuel gages (21) in the CM and, via telemetry, to _._
the ground. In this manner LH2 tank pressuriza-

The LH 2 tank pressure is controlled by the tion is maintained during engine burn periods.
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Re_resso[Jzn|ion pulsive vent assembly consists of a hydrogen
vent line originating at one outlet of the dir-

The normal repressurization procedure is initi- ectional control valve. The main line branches

_ ated at T6 + 96.1 seconds. It uses cold helium into two feeder lines that terminate in two non-

from the cold helium storage spheres (2, figure propulsive vent orifices located ig0 degrees

6-10). The cold helium pressure is reduced to apart in the forward skirt area. The ports dir-
approximately 385 psia as it flows through the act the exhausts for total thrust cancellation.

fox tank pressure control module (S). The cold
helium next flows through the LH2 tank repros- PNEUMATIC CONTROL
surization control (22), and into the O2/H 2

burner (ii). Should the regulator :in the lox The pneumatic control system provides supply

tank pressure control module (5) fail, the back- pressure for all stage pneumatically operated

up pressure switch (23) will maintain a pressure valves with the exception of J-2 engine valving

of 550-465 psia at the 02/H 2 burner. The backup but including the engine start tank vent valve.

pressure switch controls the pressure by opening The pressure source is ambient helium stored at

or closing valves in the LH 2 tank repressuriza- 3100 + 100 psia at 70°F in the ambient helium

tion module (22). As the cold helium is heated sphere. A pneumatic power control module reduces

in the 02/H 2 burner [ii) it expands and is and regulates the pressure to 490 + 25 psia for

routed to the LH2 tank. Pressure in the LH 2 operation of the stage pneumatic valves.
tank increases and is sensed by the flight con-

trol pressure switch (17) and the pressure Prior to loading propellant tanks, the ambient

transducer (20). The pressure switch (17) con- helium control bottle is pressurized to a min-

trols LH 2 tank pressure between 28-31 psia by imum of 750 psia. This provides sufficient con-

opening and closing solenoid shutoff valves in trol pressure to operate the stage valves until

the LH2 tank repressurization control module the ground helium supply pressure is switched to

(22). The pressure transducer (21) transmits a 5100 psia. The cold helium bottles in the LH 2

continuous pressure reading to telemetry and to tank are chilled prior to pressurizing to 3100

the LV TANK PRESS gauges (21) in the 04. At T6 psia. All helium bottles are, therefore, pres-
+ 346.6 seconds cryogenic repressurization is surized to flight pressure when the LH 2 load

switched off. Ambient repressurization is turned level reaches 92 percent.
on a T6 + 379.8 seconds. Ambient helium from

the ambient helium storage spheres (IS) flows During the propellant loading operations regu-

through the LH 2 tank ambient helium repressuri- lated control pressure is supplied by the con-
zation control module (24) to the LH 2 tank. Here trol module to maintain the lox and LH2 chill-

_'_- the pressure is sensed by the flight control down shutoff valves in the closed position and

pressure switches (17). The pressure switches to open and close the fox and LH2 fill and drain
(17) control LH2 tank pressure by opening or valves as required.

closing the control valves in the LH 2 tank ambi-

ent helium repressurization control module (24). It should be noted that the pneumatic regulator
Just before the engines second burn, ambient re- is set at 475 psig which is equivalent to 490

pressurization is terminated. (T6 + 449.0 se- psia on the ground and 475 psia in orbit. Dur-
conds), ing stage operations the system also supplies

pressure to the solenoid valves to open and
NOTE close the fox and LH2 tank vent/relief valves

and the LH2 directional control valve.

The ambient repressurization portion of

the repressurization procedure is in At the initiation of GH 2 start tank fill, the

reality a backup procedure. Should the pneumatic control system supplies helium to

02/H2 burner fail, ambient repressuri- operate the start tank vent/relief valve. Prior

zation insures LH 2 tank pressure for to loading propellants, the system also supplies

engine start requirements, purge helium gas to the J-2 turbopumps and the

fox chill pump.
DirectionalControlValve

Generally speaking, each pneumatically operated

The directional control valve is a two position component has a separate actuation control me-
valve provided to enable command routing of dule (Aft|). Two solenoids on each module enable

gaseous hydrogen through the ground vent line or command on-off control of each pneumatically op-

through the flight nonpropulsive vents. During erated valve. However, the propellant prevalves
LH2 loading the subsystem provides overboard and the propellant chilldown shutoff valves

venting of boiloff vapors through the ground share one AO4.

line to the gaseous hydrogen burn pond. The
products of vaporization are vented through a The pneumatic control subsystem is protected

disconnect located in the forward skirt, from overpressure by a normally open solenoid
valve controlled by a downstream pressure

.---_ At T-27 seconds, the directional control valve switch. At pressures greater than 600 + 15

is positioned for flight venting to direct GH 2 pain, the pressure switch actuates and closes
through the nonpropulsive vents. The nonpro- the valve. At pressure below 490 _ 25 psia, the
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pressure switch deactuates and the valve opens, trolled by a thermal switch, circulates the hy-
In this manner the pressure switch acts as a draulic fluid to maintain it between +IO°F and

backup to the regulator. +40°F. The auxiliary Dun D is started before

FL]GHT CONTROL liftoff and during coast periods. _.

Accumulator/ReservoirAssembly
The flight control system incorporates two sys-

tems for flight and attitude control. During The accumulator/reservoir assembly (figure 6-13)

powered flight thrust vector steering is accom- is an integral unit mounted on the thrust struc-

plished by gimbaling the J-2 engine for pitch ture. The reservoir section is a storage area

and yaw control and by operating the APS engines for hydraulic fluid having a maximum volume of
for roll control. Steering during coast flight 167 cubic inches.
is by use of the APS engines alone. {See Auxi-

liary Propulsion Systems subsection for coast During system operation, between 60 and 170 psig

flight steering), is maintained in the reservoir (figure 6-12) by

two pressure operated pistons contained in the

ENGINEGIMBALING accumulator section. In addition to maintaining

pressure in the reservoir, the system accumu-

During the boost and separation phase the J-2 later supplies peak system demands and dampens
engine is commanded to the null position to pre- high pressure surging.
vent damage by shifting. The engine is also
nulled before engine restart to minimize the HydraulicAcluut0rs- Pitchand Ya,
possibility of contact between the engine bell

and the interstage at S-II/S-IVB separation and The pitch and yaw actuators and servovalve (fig-

to minimize inertial effects at ignition. The ure 6-15) are integrally mounted and are inter-
engine is gimbaled (figure 6-12) in a + 7.5 de- changeable. The actuators are linear and double

green square pattern by a closed loop --hydraulic acting. During powered flight, pitch and yaw

system. Mechanical feedback from the actuator control is provided by gimbaling the main en-

to the servovalve provides the closed engine po- gine, the two actuator assemblies providing de-

sition loop. flection rates proportional to pitch and yaw

steering signals from the flight control com-
When a steering command is received from the puter.

flight control computer, a torque motor in the

servovalve shifts a control flapper to direct AUXILIARY PROPULSION SYSTEM
the fluid flow through one of two nozzles. The _

direction of the flapper is dependent upon sig- The S-IVB auxiliary propulsion system provides
hal polarity, three axis stage attitude control (figure 6-14)

and main stage propellant control during coast

Two actuators are used to translate the steer- flight.

ing signals into vector forces to position the

engine. The deflection rates are proportional APS CONSTRUCTION
to the pitch and yaw steering signals from the

flight control computer. The APS engines are located in two modules 180 °
apart on the aft skirt of the S-IVB stage (see

HYDRAULICSYSTEM figure 6-15). The modules are detachable and
are easily checked or replaced. Each module

Major components of the hydraulic system (figure contains four engines; three I50-pound thrust

6-13) are an engine driven hydraulic pump, an control engines (figure 6-16) and one 70-pound

electrically driven auxiliary hydraulic pump, thrust ullage engine (figure 6-17). Each module

two hydraulic actuator assemblies, and an accu- contains its own oxidizer, fuel, and pressuriza-

mulator/reservoir assembly, tion systems. A positive expulsion propellant

feed subsystem is used to assure that hypergolic

HydraulicPumps propellants are supplied to the engines under
"zero G" or random gravity conditions. This

The engine/driven hydraulic pump is a variable subsystem consists of separate fuel and oxidi-
displacement type driven directly from the en- zer propellant tank assemblies (figure 6-
gine oxidizer turbopump. In normal operation, 18) each containing a bladder for propellant ex-

the pump delivers up to 8 gpm under continuous pulsion, individual propellant control modules

working pressure, that filter the propellants and provide auxil-

iary ports for subsystem servicing operations,

The auxiliary hydraulic pump is an electrically and a propellant manifold for distribution of

driven pump which is capable of supplying a min- propellants to the engines.

imum of 1.5 gpm of fluid to the system. This

pump supplies pressure for preflight checkout, Nitrogen tetroxide (N204), MIL-P-28539A, is used

to lock the J-2 engine in the null position dur- as an oxidizer and monomethyl hydrazine (MMH),

ing boost and separation phase and as emergency MIL-P-27404, is used as fuel for these engines. "-_

backup. During orbit the auxiliary pump, con- The 150-pound thrust engines utilize eight con-
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Figure 6-13

trol valves (four for fuel, four for oxidizer) rate gyros, located in the Instrument Unit, sup-
in a fail safe series parallel arrangement. The ply the vehicle turning rate information.

70-pound ullage engine uses only single valves Attitude error information may come from
on both the fuel and oxidizer lines, two sources. When the Instrument Unit is con-

trolling the vehicle attitude, error information

APSOPERATION is supplied by the LVDC through the flight con-
trol computer. When the spacecraft is control-

Two of the 150-pound thrust engines in each mo- ling the vehicle, attitude error information is

dule control roll and yaw, while one controls obtained from the spacecraft. Limits are im-

pitch. The 70-pound thrust engine in each module posed by the LVDC for IU generated attitude er-

is used to settle the propellants in the propel- rot signals and by the IU flight control com-

lant tanks. Just prior to J-2 engine restart, purer for spacecraft generated attitude error
propellant control is accomplished by firing the signals. It should be noted that attitude error

70-pound thrust engines. The attitude control limits of +2.5 ° in pitch and yaw and +5.S ° in

engines are fired for attitude correction. The roll are imposed on the attitude error--signals.
minim_n engine firing pulse duration is approxi- These error signals are used only by the auxi-

mately 70 milliseconds. Typical operation (fig- liary propulsion system. The attitude error

ure 6-19) involves a signal from the instrument signals from the spacecraft may originate in the

umit to energize the pitch control relays which Apollo navigation, guidance and control system

open the eight normally closed quad redundant or may be generated by the Astronaut through
propellant valves (4 oxidizer, 4 fuel) arranged manual control. In any case, the limiters in

in two series parallel circuits. Valve assembly the IU flight control computer will limit the

failure cannot occur unless two valves fail open angular rate. These limits prevent excessive

in series (propellant drain) or valves fail propellant usage which would result from large
closed in parallel (oxidizer or fuel starva- angular rate commands while driving the vehicle
tion). Single valve failures does not affect to the desired attitude.

engine proficiency. The attitude deviation dead

band for roll, pitch, and yaw is +i °.

The Apollo spacecraft attitude reference system
The attitude engine control signal is composed can follow the instantaneous vehicle attitude.

of an attitude error signal and a vehicle turn- This is accomplished by driving the command dis-

ing rate signal. The body mounted control HDS play unit servo motor with an error signal which
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Figure 6-14
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ELECTRICALAUXILIARYPROPULSIONSYSTEM
CONTROLMODULE The electrical system of the S-IVB stage is com-

prised of two major subsystems: the electrical

power subsystem which consists of all the power
sources on the stage; and the electrical con-
trol subsystem which distributes power and con-
trol signals to various loads throughout the
stage.

BATTERIES

On board power is supplied by four zinc silver-
oxide batteries. Two are located in the forward

equipment area and two in the aft equipment
/ area. These batteries are activated and in-i

/ stalled in the stage during the final prelaunch
preparations. Heaters and instrumentation probes
are an integral part of each battery. See fig-

ure 6-20 for a table of battery characteristicsand figure 6-21 for relative location of bat-
\ teries.

POWERDISTRIBUTION

OUTER MODULE Two main forward busses and two main aft busses
FAIRING-- supply electrical power to all stage systems.

Busses are electrically isolated from each other

HIGH PRESSURE with each main bus utilizing a power transfer
HELIUM SPHE switch to switch from GSE power to stage moumted

batteries.

OXIDIZER

Figure 6-22 illustrates the electrical power
FUEL distribution for the S-IVB stage. The four main

15O LB PITCH busses are configured to perform the following
functions:

150 LB ROLL AND i. The function of forward bus No. 1 is to

YAW ENGINE provide 28 vdc power to the telemetry
transmitters, data acquisition system,
transducers, level sensors, switch selec-

70 LB ULLAGE tot, range safety system No. i, checkout
ENGI measurement group, 5-vdc excitation mo-

dules, and the forward battery No. 1 and
No. 2 heaters.

2. Forward bus No. 2 supplies 28 vdc power to
the propellant utilization electronic as-

sembly, the propellant utilization static
inverter-converter, and range safety sys-
tem No. 2. The requirements of red_ndant

range safety and emergency detection sys-
tems dictated the use of a second battery

Figure 6-15 in the forward skirt.

is formed by differencing the commanded and 5. Aft bus No. 1 supplies 28 vdc power to the
actual gimbal angles. When the Astronaut wishes J-2 engine, sequencer, pressure switches,
to maintain a particular attitude orientation, all propulsion system valves which are
he can use the computer to set the command dis- flight operational, attitude control sys-
play unit command resolver to the desired gimbal tem modules No. 1 and No. 2, ullage rocket
value. The difference between the commanded and motor ignition and jettison system, aft
actual gimbal angles results in an error signal battery No. 1 and No. 2 heaters.
which is resolved into vehicle coordinates and

is given to the IU flight control computer as an 4. The aft bus No. 2 provides 56 vdc power to
attitude error signal. The S-IVB attitude con- the LH2 and lox chilldown inverters and

trol system then operates in the limit cycle the auxiliary hydraulic pump motor. The _-_
mode about this command attitude, high power requirements of the chilldown
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motors and hydraulic pump motor necessi- 3. 5 vdc required to provide excitation for
rated the 56 volt battery, propellant utilization fine and coarse

mass potentiometers.
CHILLDOWN INVERTERS

4. Regulated 22 vdc required for propellant
The chilldown inverters are three-phase, 1500 utilization bridges.
volt-amp, solid-state power conversion devices.
The purpose of the chilldown inverters is to 5. 117.5 vdc floating supply used to provide
provide electrical power to the motor driven propellant utilization summing potentio-
pumps for circulation of the lox and LH2 to en- meter excitation.
sure propellant temperature stabilization at the

J-2 engine inlets. 6. 49 vdc floating supply required to provide
excitation for valve feedback potentio-

PROPELLANTUTILIZATION(PU) STATICINVERTER- meters.

CONVERTER EXCITATIONMODULES

The static inverter converter is a solid state The 5 volt and 20 volt excitation modules are

power supply which provides all the regulated ac transistorized power conversion devices which
and dc voltages necessary to operate the S-IVB are used to convert the 28 vdc to the various

stage propellant utilization electronics as- regulated voltages required by the instrumenta-
sembly, tion, signal conditioning, and emergency detec-

tion system transducers.
The static inverter converter converts a 28 vdc

input into the following outputs: ELECTRICAL CONTROL SUBSYSTEM

i. llS vac, 400 Hz required to drive propel- The electrical control subsystem function is to
lant utilization valve positioning motors distribute the command signals required to con-
and bridge rebalancing servo motors, trol the electrical components of the stage.

The major components of the electrical control
2. 2 vac, peak-to-peak square wave required subsystem are the power and control distribu-

to convert propellant utilization error tots, the sequencer assemblies, and the pressure
signal to alternating current, sensing and control devices.

APS SYSTEM QUAD REDUNDANT FUEL FILL
ENGINECONTROL FUELTANK

VALVES (TYPICAL)

ENGINE CONTROL_

VALVES(TYPICAL) LEGEND

_'_IHELIUM

_OXIDIZER

OXIDIZERTANK _FUEL

OXIDIZERFILL F-_SENSE LINE

Figure 6-18
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SEOU[NC_R ASS_MBt][_ utilized as the primary device for controlling
the inflight sequencing of the stage. A switch

The two major elements in the stage sequencing selector is utilized in each stage of the launch

f_ system are the switch selector and the stage vehfcle.
sequencer. During flight, sequencing,;commands
are received from the IU. Each command is in The switch selector consists of relays, a diode

digital form and consists of an 8-bit word ac- matrix, and low-power transistor switches used
companied by a "read" pulse. The COlmands are as relay drivers controlled by binary-coded sig-
interpreted by the S-IVB stage at the switch nals from the LVDC in the IU. The function of
selector, the switch selector is to operate magnetically

latching relays in the sequencer and power dis-

Swi|¢h _OIQ¢|@[ tribution assemblies.

The switch selector is an electronic assembly The switch selector provides electrical isola-

I-- I

I _0HTCON_RO,1 i LVOCi

ic0ui !!Bi I.STR°MENTUNIT

SIW I SIV8SWITCHI
. ] ,_.,c,o, i

-_" ;_ _ SET SET

COM COMFUEL COM IXIDIZER

..... .........................VALVEASSEMBLY

..... ._.,,,_-...................,,,,,,,_,,,,,,_..... /_,_
_150#_ TYPIc__OR UI'70;GE

PITCH,YAWANDROLL

ENGINES
f-_

Figure 6-19
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tion between the IU and the S-IVB stage systems
and decodes digital information from the IU into S-IVB BATTERY CHARACTERISTICS
discrete output commands. Capability exists to
provide 112 discrete commands to the stage se- TYPE Dry Charge

quencer. MATERIAL Zinc-silver oxide

Stage Seq|e|cer ELECTROLYTE Potassium Hydroxide (KOH) in pure

The stage sequencer operates upon receipt of water.
discrete inputs from the switch selector {and
other S-IVB stage subsystems) and initiates CELLS 20 with taps for selecting ]8 or
S-IVB flight functions by supplying or removing 19 to reduce output voltage as
power from the appropriate equipment. Sequence required.
circuits perform logical gating of inputs neces-
sary for sequencing control with as few timed NOMINAL 1.5 vdc per cell
commands from the IU as possible. It controls VOLTAGE 28 _ 2 vdc per 18 to 20 cel] group

only those functions established as sequencing OUTPUT Aft Battery No. 2 is made up of two
events, regular 28 + 2 vdc batteries and

has an output of 56 _ 4 vdc
PRESSURESWITCHES

FOREWARD FOREWARD AFT AFT
Calibratablepressureswitches(calips) are used NO. l NO. 2 NO. I NO. 2
on the S-IVB stage to perform various control

CURRENT 179 AH 12.2 AH 179 AH 49.6 AH
functions. As examples: RATING

Two Units
I. LH2 Tank System Gross 90 Ibs 20 Ibs ea. 90 lbs 75 ]bs

a. Pressurization, ground fill, valve Weight
control. (Design target weight)

b. LH2 tank pressure control backup. Figure 6-20

BATTERY LOCATIONSAND LOAD!2. Lox Tank System

a. Ground fill, valve control, pressur- FORWARD
zation. FORWARD BATTERY

b. Lox tank pressure control backup. BATTERY f

NO. 2

,o. I _/ -- _ PROPELLANT
3. Pneumatic Power System TELEMETRY UTILIZATION

SECURE INVERTER/
a. Regulator backup. RANGE CONVERTER

b. Engine purge. RECEIVER SECURE
NO.l RANGE

c. Lox chilldown pup container purge. SWITCH RECEIVER

SELECTOR _ k--'_, NO. 2

These pressure switches are located in the aft _---T--T-" _

thrust structure area and in the forward inter- _._ i,_ .__[L APS MODULEstage as requirements dictate. AFT

BATTERY / _"-- -'_
Pressure switches are located in either the aft NO. | _" _" AFT

section [thrust structure) or the forward sec- J-2 ENGINE / /_ \BATTERYtion [interstage) depending upon the pressure ,
control system in which the switch is used. PRESSUR- / L.J \NO. 2

IZATION

The calips pressure switch employs two pressure SYSTEM AUXILIARYHYDRAULIC

ports, each isolated from the other. The ATTITUDE PUMP MOTOR
test port provides for remote checkout with- CONTROL
out disconnecting or contaminating the primary SYSTEM LH2 AND
pressure system. The test pressure settings are LOX
calibrated during manufacture of the switch to ELECTRICAL CHILLDOWN

provide an accurate indication of the system SEQUENCER INVERTERS
pressure settings.

Calips pressure switches utilize a single Belle.... Figure 6-21
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ELECTRICALPOWERDISTRIBUTION

BATTERY BATTERY
NO. NO.

UMBILICAL P,JbNGE I l RANGESAFETY UMBILICAL ' SAFETY

SYSTEMNO. lJ SYSTEMNO. 2

_L l
-- I-POWER -_ POWER
_-- TRANSFER ,,- TRANSFER

SWITCH I SWITCH

Ir

_m m...

FWD 5 VOLT PU STATICSWITCH ECS EXITATION _ INV./CONV.
SELECTOR _ MODULENO.2

IIIII
AFT & FWB

LEVEL PU ELEC.
5 VOLT EXCIT. _
MODULES SENSORS ASSY

!
FWD I & 2 i/(, IMEASUREMENTS AFT PU
BATTERY _I_" & OVEN
HEATERS TELEMETRY 28 ! BATTERY UMBILICALNO.l

I-" vdc' 1

1 F C/__IBRATION _ I IPOWERTRANSFER
SLI T SWITCH

AFT
UMBILICAL BATTE_

NO.2 56 _ EDS

vdc--p POWER
_-- TRANSFER APS

L_ SWITCH SEQUENCER / / MODULENO. 1

i ,i

_ _ LH2 PROPULSION _ _ ELECTRICAL i_ _ APS

CHILLDOWN SYSTEM I CONTROL MODULE

INVERTER VAI.VES l i PACICa'GE NO. 2
I

[

CHILLDOWN SWITCHES : INSTRUMENT IGN. EBW
INVERTER I_ PACKAGE FIRINGUNITS

I

I
AUXILIARY i AFT l & 2 I AUXILIARY ULLAGE MOTOR

_ _ HYDRAULIC BATTERY _ l INSTRUMENT _I J/i'I / : JEI"I'EBWPUMP MOTOR HEATERS PACKAGE I FIRINGUNIT

_-J-2.ENGINE--

Figure 6-22
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ville spring which provides "snap" response to lox pu_ap bypass flowrate, and the engine mixture

actuation or deactuation pressures. This res- ratio. A change in the mixture ratio during en-
ponse provides switching of 28 vdc power to re- gine operation produces a change in the lox tank

lays in the stage sequencer for operation and mass with respect to the LH2 tank mass.
control of propulsion system solenoid valves. -'-'--

For second burn engine start the PU valve is

PROPELLANTUTILIZATION commanded to the full open position for 12 se-

conds. At that time the system is enabled to
The propellant utilization subsystem (figure operate around a referenced mixture ratio of 5.0

6-23) provides a means of controlling the to I for the remaining powered flight.
propellant mass ratio. It consists of lox

and LH 2 tank mass probes, a propellant utiliza- The propellant utilization subsystem provides an

Lion valve, and an electronic assembly. These accurate indication of propellant mass for load-

components monitor the propellant and maintain ing. Loading cormnands are initiated and Let-

command control. In addition, propellant de- minated by monitoring the propellant utilization

pletion sensors are provided in each tank output signals.
to initiate engine cutoff when liquid level

is at the minimum allowuble for engine opera- INSTRUMENTATION

tion. Overfill and fast-fill emergency point

level sensors are also provided in each tank to The S-IVB stage instr_nentation monitors rune-

help meet stage safety requirements during load- tional operations of stage systems. Before

ing. liftoff, measurements are telemetered by co-

axial cable to ground support equipment. During

The propellant utilization subsystem is addi- flight, radio frequency antennae convey data

tionally employed during propellant loading to to ground stations. See figure 6-24 for a block

provide an accurate indication of the propellant diagram of the S-IVB measurement and telemetry
masses loaded. The electronic assembly can be systems.
biased to compensate for 1212 hoiloff during

flight and orbit. During powered flight the MEASUREMENT SYSTEM 4_I
propellant utilization subsystem provides PU

valve position and onhoard propellant data for Monitoring functional operations of stage sys-

telemetry, terns is the purpose of the measurement subsys-

tem. It acquires functional data; conditions

The propellant utilization valve is a rotary it; and supplies it to the telemetry system for

valve which controls the quantity of fox flowing transmission to the ground stations.
to the engine. Operation of this valve varies _""

the amount of lox bypassed from the fox pump Various parameters, as listed in figure 6-25,

discharge back to the lox pump inlet. The ex- are measured by the types of transducers des-

cursion effect caused by varying the mixture cribed in the following paragraphs:
ratio is shown graphically in figure 5-11.

PROPELLANT UTILIZATION SUBSYSTEM OPERATION 1. Temperature transducers are of two types;
the platinum wire whose resistance changes

with a change in temperature, and the
The subsystem provides for control of propellant thermocouple which shows an output voltage
consumption during engine burn periods by con- increase with an increase in temperature.

trolling the usage ratio of the lox to assure Individual bridges and de voltage ampli-

minimum propellant residuals at termination fiers are employed for each temperature

of flight. The subsystem is capable of re- measurement. In cases where the tempera-
ducing the stage propellant residual to less Lure bridge connects directly to the re-

than 0.25 percent of the total propellant mass mote analog submultiplexer (RASM), the ex-

loaded (or a three sigma of 575 ibs), under the ternal dc voltage amplifier is omitted.
assumption that the engine burns until a pro-

pellant depletion signal is received. The pro-

pellant utilization subsystem is activated dur- 2. Pressure Transducers. Two basic types of

ing flight for first and second burn, beginning pressure transducers are used, the con-

shortly afte r engine start, and is deactivated ventional potentiometer (pot) type (S000

after engine cutoff. During second burn, normal ohms) and the strain gage type. The pot

cutoff will be initiated by either the IU or by type transducers are used on 12 samples
a signal from the tank depletion sensors. During per second (S/S) measurements and where

first burn the desired propellant consumption is the temperature environment is no colder

maintained by controlling the engine mixture than -100°F. The strain gage transducers
ratio to approximately 5.5 to 1.0. Measured are used on all 120 S/S measurements and

fox mass, as provided by the lox mass probe, is where it is established that temperatures
compared with the product of 5.5 times the raeas- at the transducer will be colder than

ured LH 2 mass. The difference between fox mass -100°F. All strain gage types have a

and 5.0 times the LH 2 mass then generates a cor- high and low simulated calibration cap-
recEive command to proportionately control the ability.
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3. Flowmeters. Conventional turbine type 8. Miscellaneous measurements are conditioned

flowmeters with frequency to direct cur- to 0 to 5 volts.
rent {dc) (0 to 5 volts) converters are

_ supplied for flow measurements. 9. Speed. Magnetic pickups with frequency
to dc converters condition the lox and

4. Positions of actuators and metering LH 2 turbopump speeds to 0 to 5 volt analog

valves are measured by conventional pot- signals.
entiometers.

An S-IVB stage measurement summary is given in

5. Events are points in time where a switch figure 6-24.

opens or closes and are not conditioned

but fed directly to multiplexers. T_tEMEIRY SYSTEM

6. Liquid level sensors use a capacitive The telemetry system, installed in the S-IVB

bridge type control unit to signal and stage, is a pulse-code-modulated (pOd) digital
condition the measurement for each data data acquisition system (DDAS). The data system

channel, consists of a basic PCM frequency-modulated (FM)

system operating at 72 kilohits per second and

7. Voltages, currents, and frequencies, are utilizing a 10-bit encoded word.
conditioned to 0 to S volt analog sig-

nals. The PCM/FM system consists of two model 270

q_-I_LH2 MASSLOADING & TM
I

LH2 TANK I
TO400CU LEVELSENSORS i

I

-r 4

H2MASSPROBE 'I
<-- CYLINDRICALCAPACITOR)

MASS PROBE
SLOSHBAr (CYLINDRICALCAPACITOR)

VI
S VB

POINT ISHAPINGILEVEL _ POINTLEVELSENSORS NETWORK

LOXTANK l
2,826CU I

' _-q--t--LOX MASS
F LOADINGLOX DEPLETION

POINTLEVELSENSORS -- ENGINEMIXTURERATIOVALVE & TM

_'_I LEGEND

}- _ : SERVO AMPLIFIEI

= SERVO MOTOR

(_) = SUMMING NETWORK
f-

Figure 6-23
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multiplexers, one remote analog submultiplexer plexer receiving synchronization from the IU

(RASM), and one remote digital submultiplexer DDAS (via summing network) and also input to the

(RDS_4)operating into a digital data acquisition remote digital submultiplexer or DDAS directly.
subsystem (PO4/DDAS), model S01. The output of Analog functions may be placed upon either Model _-_
the DDAS is directly inputed to the model II PCM 270 multiplexer. "Low Level" measurements Io-
RF assembly. The DDAS output is indirectly cared aft are carried by the remote analog mult-
routed to the IU by way of the P(_iRF assembly iplexer while those forward require individual
for redundant transmission at S-band frequenc- amplifiers. Bi-level measurements will normally
ies. use either the RDSM aft or the DDAS forward.

RADI0-FREQUENCYSYSTEM
One Model 270 multiplexer will receive synch-

ronization from, and input data to, the S-IVB The RF subsystem consists of a P(_4RF assembly,
stage DDAS. The second Model 270 multiplexer hi-directional coupler, RF detectors, dc ampli-
will receive synchronization from, and input fiers, coaxial switch, dummy load, RF power di-
data to, the IU DDAS. The Model 270 multiplexer rider, and associated cabling (figure 6-26).
receiving synchronization from the IU DDAS will

have up to six of its prime channels allocated Omnidirectional antenna pattern coverage is
to a remote analog submultiplexer, provided by the folded-sleeve dipoles. One

is located ii° from fin plane 2 toward fin plane
Analog parameters designated as "Flight Control I; the other is located II° from fin plane 4
Data" (FCD) are fed in parallel to both Model toward fin plane 3. The electrical phasing be-
270 multiplexers. FCD bi-level or discrete tween antennae is 180° thereby reducing nulls
functions are placed on that Model 270 multi- off the nose and tail. The effective radiating

;-IVB MEASUREMENTSANDTELEMETRY

MEASUREMENTSYSTEM ! TELEMETRYSYSTEM i RF SYSTEM

CENTRAL | I
DECODER! _ IMULTIPLEXERIICCS

I _SE_i_YI-I ASSEMBLYI!1 ........I I I [T__RANSPONDERI--"i"I .--.

+ I _-rv¢;F..... 9..... i I
SIGNAL I ' I I l I
CONDITIONING _ I _ i I

Iuck I I---_ MULTIPLEXERI " _ TO i l

f i-I I -os i I
T_SOU_R i_I_MOTEI _ I, ___C__

, , "--'-_ANALOGSUB-, -- tm
OATA!tM°L"I"'EXERIt _IPCM,',,=
INPUTS I ' ' J" ' --I M_SEy)LY

(DISCRETES) I
MULTI PLEXER

II -- f'
TRANSDUCER | _ mDIGITAL SUB-

|| (BI-LEVELONLY)_IMULTIPLEXER NO. 1 NO. 2
I ANTENNAE

Figure 6-24
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power of the system is 20 watts nominal (+43 just inside the skin of the vehicle and the ends
dbm) and 16 watts minimum, of the detonating fuse assembly aze installed

within the detonator block assembly. The de-

_ The antennae are designed to operate with a 50- tonating fuse assembly is mounted around the
ohm impedance and a voltage standing wa_e ratio periphery of the vehicle beneath the tension
(VSWR) no greater than 1.5:1 over the 225 to 260 strap.
_z band. Transmitted and reflected power
measurements are routed through the DDAS for The two EBW firing units for third plane separa-
ground checkout, by use of the hi-directional tion provide redundant signal paths for initia-

coupler to provide RF outputs without inter- tion of the detonating fuse assembly. The func-
ferences. The coaxial switch provides a means tion of the ordnance train is similaz to that
of connecting a dummy load to the RF assembly described in the separation system discussion in

for ground testing purpose.

The Model IT PCM RF assembly uses the PCM pulse
train to modulate the VHF carrier (258.S _z) in STAGE MEASUREMENTS _[(I
the transmitter. The transmitter output is am-

plified in the RF power amplifier. The radia- TYPE QTY
tion pattern coverage of the two antenna is
designed to provide coverage to at least two Temperature 72
ground stations simultaneously during flight.

Pressure 70

ORDNANCE F1o rate 4
The S-IVB ordnance systems include the separa-
tion, ullage rocket, ullage rocket jettison, and Position 8
propellant dispersion (flight termination) sys-
tem. Discrete Signals 70

SEPARATIOIISYSTEM Liquid Level 7

The third plane separation system for S--II/S-IVB Voltage, Current, Frequency 38
is located at the top of the S-II/S-IVB inter-

stage (figure 5-29). The separation plane is at RPM 2
_- station 2746.5. Ordnance for the third plane

separation consists of two exploding bridgewire Miscellaneous 9
(EBW) firing anits, two EBW detonators, one de-
tonator block assembly and a detonating fuse as-
sembly (figure 6-27). _*e £BW firing units are TOTAL 280
on the S-II/S-IVB interstage slightly below the

third separation plane. The leads of the £BW
firing units are attached to the F.BW detonators
which are installed in the detonator block as-

sembly. The detonator block assembly is mounted Figure 6-25

RF SUBSYSTEMS

TODD_/T_NSMITTER4L_GAIN H RF IC/O ONLY POWER DC AMP DETECTOR

B1 l _[COAXSWITCH[_I
P_/XmR RF DIRECTION_CHECK O_ _ .... _VI_R

P_ER _ COUPLER 1 [MODULE I Iv_K

_T 2

C/O ONLY/ POWER DETECTOR

Figure 6-26
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Section V. Detonation of the detonating fuse shutdown, the EBW units receive a trigger signal

assembly severs the tension strap attaching the which discharges the storage capacitors, releas-
S-II/S-IVB interstage at station 2746.5 (figure ing high energy pulses to the EBW detonators and

5-29). thereby exploding the bridgewires. The resulting

detonations propagate through the CDF manifolds,
A sequence of events for S-IC/S-II/S-IVB separa- CDF assemblies, separation blocks and to the CDF

tions and a block diagram of the separation sys- initiators which cause the ullage rockets to ig-

tems is contained on figure 5-30. nite. A crossover CDF assembly between CDF

manifolds provides redundancy and added system
At the time of separation, four retrorocket me- reliability.
tots mounted on the interstage structure below

the separation plane fire to decelerate the S-II Utt*6E _0CKEI m,S0m SVSTm
stage. For information on the S-If retrorocket

system, refer to Section V. To reduce weight, the ullage rockets and their

fairings are jettisoned after J-2 engine start.

U[[A6E ROCKET SYSTEM The system, located on the S-IVB aft skirt, uses

two EBW firing units, two £BW detonators, one
To provide propellant settling and thus ensure detonator block, two CDF assemblies, four fran-

stable flow of fox and LH 2 during J-2 engine gible nuts, and two spring-loaded jettison as-
start, the S-IVB stage requires a small accele- semblies (figure 6-27).
ration. This acceleration is provided by two

ullage rockets. The EBW firing units are armed by charging their
storage capacitors to 2500 volts about five se-

The S-IVB ullage rocket system (figure 6-27) conds after the S-IVB ullage rockets have stop-
consists of two £BW firing units, two EBW de- ped firing. A trigger signal releases the high
tonators, two confined detonating fuse (CDF) ma- voltage pulse to explode the bridgewire in the
nifolds, nine CDF assemblies, two separation EBW detonator. Either detonator will detonate

blocks, four CDF initiators, and two ullage roc- both CDF assemblies (figure 6-27) through the

kets. The EBW firing units, EBW detonators, and detonator block. The detonation propagates
CDF manifolds are mounted on the S-IVB aft through the CDF assemblies to detonate and frac-

skirt. The CDF assemblies connect the manifolds ture the frangible nuts. This frees the bolts

to the separation blocks and then to the CDF that secure the ullage rocket and fairing as-

initiators. The rockets are within fairings semblies to the aft skirt. The spring-loaded
mounted diametrically opposite each other on the jettison assemblies propel the spent rocket and

S-IVB aft skirt. The rockets are canted outward fairing assemblies away from the vehicle. _-_
from the vehicle to reduce effects of exhaust

impingement and to reduce the resulting moment PROPE[LA_ D_SPERS_0U SYSTEM
if one rocket fails.

The S-IVB propellant dispersion system (PDS)

A separation block is used between the stage and provides for termination of vehicle flight dur-

each ullage rocket to allow jettison and main- ing the S-IVB first engine firing boost phase if

tain CDF continuity. The separation block, an the vehicle flight path varies beyond its pres-
inert item, is located on the skin of the S-IVB cribed limits or if continuation of vehicle

aft skirt under the ullage rocket fairing. Each flight creates a safety hazard. The S-IVB PDS

block consists of two machined pieces of alumi- may be safed after the launch escape tower is

num. The upper piece holds the ends of the CDF jettisoned. The system is installed in compli-

assemblies to the initiators while the lower ance with Air Force Eastern Test Range (AFETR)
piece holds the CDF assemblies from the mani- Regulation 127-9 and AFETR Safety Manual 127-1.
folds. The separation block forms a housing or

connector that holds the CDF assembly ends to- The S-IVB PDS is a dual channel, parallel redun-
gether to ensure propagation and to contain the dant system composed of two segments (figure

detonation of the connection. At jettison the 6-27). The radio frequency segment receives, de-

block slips apart with the lower portion remain- codes and controls the propellant dispersion
ing on the stage and the upper portion falling commands. The ordnance train segment consists of

away with the rocket and fairing, two EBW firing units, two EBW detonators, one

safety and arming (S&A) device (shared by both
Each ullage rocket has a single grain, five channels), seven CDF assemblies, two CDF tees,

point star configuration, internal burning, and three linear shaped charge (LSC) assemblies.
polymerized solid propellant that is case bonded

in a 4135 steel case. The propellant weighs ap- Should emergency termination become necessary,
proximately 58.8 pounds and burns for 3.87 se- two coded messages are transmitted to the launch

conds, developing a thrust of 3,390 pounds vehicle by the range safety officer. The first

(175,000 feet, 70°F). command arms the EBW firing units and initiates
S-IVB stage engine cutoff. The second command,

The firing sequence begins with the arming of which is delayed to permit charging of the EBW

the EBW firing units by charging the storage firing units, discharges the storage capacitors

capacitors to 2300 volts. As the S-If engine across the exploding bridgewires in the EBW de-
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tonators mounted on the S_A device. The result- MAJOR DIFFERENCES BETWEEN SATURN V

ing explosive wave propagates through the S_A S-IVB-503N & S-IVB-504N STAGES
device inserts and through the remainder of the

ordnance train to sever the LH2 and lox tanks.
n_ S-IVB dry stage weight increased from 26,421

A description of the S_A device is included in to 31,571 pounds.
the PDS discussion in Section IV.

The linear shaped charges for the LH2 and lox _ S-IVB gross 8_e we_jht at lifltoflfin-
tanks are RDX loaded at iS0 grains per foot. Two creased from 263,204 to 265,559 pounds.
assemblies are used to cut two 20.2-foot long

parallel openings in the side of the LH2 tank.
One assembly is used to cut a 47-inch diameter _ Stage measum_nents evolue from R&D/Ope_-
hole in the bottom of the lox tank. tional to operational status.

Following S-IVB engine cutoff at orbit inser-
tion, the PDS is electrically safed by ground []_ Instrv_entation measurement reduced from
command. 342 to 280.

__ SAFETY

& ARMING DEVICE

EXPLODING BRIDGE
WIRE (EBW) FIRING

DISPERSION

A%MBLIES- , lliC"ARGE SYSTEM
ULLAGE EBW I _ X IIIF LOX TANK.- ROCKET FIRINGUNITS_ LINEAR SHAPED

SYSTEM CDF I\ \ II_ CHARGE(LSC)
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SECTIONVII

INSTRUMENTUNIT
TABLE OF CONTENTS INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION ........................ 7-I The Instrument Unit (IU) is a cylindrical struc-

STRUCTURE.......................... 7-2 ture installed on top of the S-IVB stage [see
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SYSTEM ......... 7-2 figure 7-1). The IU contains the guidance, nay-
ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS ............. 7-11 igation and control equipment which will guide
EMERGENCY DETECTION SYSTEM ........... 7-13 the vehicle through its earth orbits and subse-

NAVIGATION, GUIDANCE AND CONTROL ...... 7-14 quently into its mission trajectoz_. In addi-
FLIGHT PROGRAM ...................... 7-21 tion, it contains telemetry, communications,
MODE AND SEQUENCE CONTROL ............ 7-23 tracking, and crew safety systems along with

their supporting electrical power and environ-
MEASUREMENTS AND TELEMETRY ........... 7-27 mental control systems.
RADIO COMMAND SYSTEM ................. 7-31

SATURN TRACKING INSTRUMENTATION ....... 7-32 This section of the Flight Manual contains a
GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT ............. 7-34 description of the physical characteristics and
IU/SLA INTERFACE ..................... 7-38 functional operation for the equipment installed

in the IU.

SATURNINSTRUMENTUNI]

Figure 7-1
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STRUCTURE bolted to brackets which, in turn, are bolted on

the honeycomb structure. The bolts go through

The basic IU structure is a short cylinder lab- the honeycomb core with the bolt heads protrud-
ricated of an aluminum alloy honeycomb sandwich ing through the outer surface. Cross section

material (see figure 7-2). The structure is "C" shows the cable tray supports bolted to in-

fabricated from three honeycomb sandwich seg- serts which are potted in the honeycomb core at

nmnts of equal length. The top and bottom edges the upper and lower edges of the structure.
are made from extruded aluminum channels bonded

to the honeycomb sandwich. This type of con-

struction was selected for its high strength to Figure 7-4 shows the relative locations of all

weight ratio, acoustical insulation and thermal equipment installed in the IU.
conductivity properties. The cylinder is manu-

factured in three 120 degree segments (figure
7-4) which are joined by splice plates into an

integral structure. The three segments are the ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SYSTEM
access door segment, the flight control computer

segment and the ST-124-M5 segment. The access The environmental control system (ECS) maintains

door segment has an umbilical door frame and an acceptable operating environment for the IU

plate, and an umbilical door in addition to equipment during preflight and flight opera-

the access door. The access door has the re- tions. The ECS is composed of the following:
quirement to carry flight loads and still be re-

movable at any time prior to flight, i. The thermal conditioning system (TCS)

which maintains a circulating coolant

Attached to the inner surface of the cylinder temperature to the electronic equipment
are cold plates which serve both as mounting of 59 ° + I°F.

structure and thermal conditioning units for the

electrical/electronic equipment. Mounting the 2. Preflight purging system which maintains

electricalelectronic equipment around the inner a supply of temperature and pressure reg-

circumference of the IU leaves the center of the ulated air/GN 2 in the IU/S-IVB equip-
unit open to accommodate the convex upper tank ment area.

bulkhead of the S-IVB stage and the landing gear

of the Lunear Excursion Module. 5. Gas bearing supply system which furnishes

GN 2 to the ST-124-M3 inertial platform
Cross section "A" of figure 7-5 shows equipment gas bearings.
mounting pads bolted and bonded to the honeycomb

structure. This method is used when equipment is 4. Hazardous gas detection sampling equip-
not mounted on thermal conditioning cold plates, ment which monitors the IU/S-IVB forward

The bolts are inserted through the honeycomb interstage area for the presence of haz-

core and the bolt ends and nuts protrude through ardous vapors.
the outside surface. Cross section "B" shows a

thermal conditioning cold plate mounting panel

THERMAL¢ONDITIONItiGSYSTEMLAMINATEDHONEYCOMB
SANDWICH MATERIAL

Thermal conditioning panels, also called cold

plates, are located in both the IU and S-IVB

stage; sixteen in each stage. Each cold plate

contains tapped bolt holes in a grid pattern

which provides flexibility of component mount-
ing.

The cooling fluid circulated through the TCS is
a mixture of 60% methanol and 40% demineralized

water by weight. Each cold plate is capable of
dissipating at least 420 watts.

A functional flow diagram is shown in figure

7-5. The main coolant loop is the methanol-

water mixture. Two heat exchangers are employed

in the system. One is used during the preflight
mode and uses a demineralized methanol-water so-

lution as the coolant. The other is the flight ___
mode unit and it uses ground supplied, chilled,

methanol-water as the coolant and the principle
Figure 7-2 of sublimation to effect the cooling.
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The manifold and methanol-water accumulator are exchanger becomes active. During the period be-
filled with coolant through quick-disconnects tween GSE disconnect and sublimator activation
from the GSE. The accumulator serves as a dam- the residual cooling in the system is sufficient
per for pressure fluctuations and thermal expan- to preclude equipment overheating.
sion and also as a reservoir to replace any _-_
coolant which may be lost. There is a flexible

diaphragm in the accumulator which is hacked by The water for the sublimation heat exchanger is
low pressure GN2. supplied by a water accumulator which is filled

manually during prelaunch preparations. The
During operation of the TCS the methanol-water water accumulator, like the methanol-water ac-

coolant is circulated through a closed loop by cumulator, has a flexible diaphragm backed by
electrically driven redundant pumps. The flow low pressure GN2. Thus, when the water control

is from the heat exchanger past the accumulator, solenoid is opened water is forced from the ac-
through the pumps, through a temperature sensor camulator into the sublimator. The sublimator

to an orifice assembly which diverts part of the element is a porous plate. Since the sublimator
coolant to the 16 cold plates in the S-IVB stage is not activated until approximately 180 seconds

and part to the 16 cold plates, gas hearing heat after launch the ambient temperature and pres-
exchanger, inertial platform, LVDC/LVDA and sure outside the porous plates is quite low.
flight control computer in the IU. Return flow Water flows readily into the porous plates and
is through a modulating flow control assembly attempts to flow through the pores. However, the

which regulates the amount of coolant flowing water freezes when it meets the low temperature
into the heat exchangers or around them. Opera- of the space environment and the resulting ice
tion of this valve is based on fluid tempera- blocks the pores (see figure 7-6).
ture.

During the preflight mode the sublimator heat As heat is generated by equipment the tempera-
exchanger is inactive due to the high ambient ture in the methanol-water solution increases.
pressure (one atmosphere) and a solenoid valve This heat is transferred within the sublimator
blocking the water flow. The preflight heat ex- to the demineralized water. As the water tem-

changer is operated from the GSE and cools the perature rises it causes the ice in the pores to
closed loop fluid, sublime. The vapor is vented overboard. As the

heat flow decreases ice plugs are formed in the
Approximately 180 seconds after launch the water pores decreasing the water flow. Thus, the sub-
solenoid valve is opened and the sublimator heat limator is a self regulating system.
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Gaseous nitrogen (GN2) for the methanol-water form is stored in a 2 cubic foot sphere in the

and water accumulators is stored in a 165 cubic IU at a pressure of 3,000 psig (see figure

inch sphere in the IU at a pressure of 3,000 7-5). Filling of the sphere is accomplished by
psig. Filling of the sphere is accomplished by applying high pressure GN 2 through the umbilical

applying high pressure GN 2 through the _nbili- under control of the IU pneumatic console. A

cal. A solenoid valve controls the flow into low pressure switch monitors the sphere and if

the sphere and a pressure transducer indicates the pressure falls below 1,000 psig the ST-124-

to the GSE when the sphere is pressurized. The M3 stable platform is shut down to preclude dam-
output of the sphere is applied to the accumula- age to the gas bearing.
tots through a filter and a pressure regulator

which reduces the 3,000 psig to 15 psia. An or- Output of the sphere is through a filter and a

ifice regulator further reduces the pressure at pressure regulator. The regulator reduces the

the accumulator to 5 psia; the differential of sphere pressure to a level suitable for gas
10 psia being vented into the IU. bearing lubrication. This pressure is con-

trolled by a pressure feedback loop. Gas bear-

PR[F[IGHT AIR/GH2 PURGE SYST[M ing pressure is sampled and applied as a control

pressure to the pressure regulator. This pro-

The preflight air/GN 2 purge system (see figure vides for a constant pressure across the gas
7-7) consists primarily of flexible ducting io- bearing. From the main regulator the gas flows

cared above the IU payload interface. The sys- through a heat exchanger where its temperature
tern distributes ground supplied, temperature and is stabilized, then through another filter and

pressure regulated, filtered air or GN 2 through on to the gas bearings. Spent gas is then vent-
openings in the ducting. During preflight phases ed to the IU.
ventilating air is furnished. During fueling,

inert GN 2 is furnished to prevent accumulation Hazardous Gas Detection
of a hazardous and corrosive atmosphere.

The hazardous gas detection system is used to

GASBEARING SUPPtY monitor for the presence of hazardous gases in
the IU and S-IVB stage forward compartments dur-

Gaseous nitrogen for the ST-124-M3 stable plat- ing vehicle fueling. The monitoring operation

SUBLIMATORDETAILS

VACUUM --COOLANT PASSAGE _-_r-WATERIcE°

METHANOL WATER

WATER PASSAGE POROUS PLATE

Figure 7-6
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is continuous from the start of vehicle fueling
to umlbilical disconnect at liftoff. IU BATTERY CHARACTERISTICS

The hazardous gas detection sampling equipment Type Map 4240-Dry charges
consists of 4 tubes which are open ended between

panels i and 2, 7 and 8, 15 and 14, and 19 and Material Alkaline silver-zinc
_. 20. The t_es are connected to a quick discon- Cells 20 (with taps for selecting

nect coupling on a single tube (see figure 7-8). 18 or 19 cells if required
to reduce high voltage)

The hazardous gas detection equipment (GSE) ex-

tracts samples through the 4 tubes and monitors Numina] Voltage 1.5 per cell
the samples for the presence of hazardous gases.

Electrolyte Potassium hydroxide (KOH)

ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS outputVoltage +28 ! 2 vdc

Prima__D, flight power for the IU equipment is Output Current 35 amperes for a lO hour load
supplied by silver zinc batteries at a nominal period (if used within 72
voltage level of 28 + 2 vdc. During prelaunch hours of activation)
operations, primary power is supplied by the

GSE. Where ac power is required within the IU Gross Weight 165 pounds
it is developed by solid state dc to ac in-

verters. Power distribution within the IU is Volume 2450 in3
accomplished through power distributors which
are essentially junction boxes and switching
circuits. Figure 7-9

BATTERIES _ attractive feature of the silver-zinc bat-
teries is their high efficiency. Their ampere-

Silver-zinc primary flight batteries are in- hour rating is about four times as great as that
stalled in the IU during prelaunch prepara- of a lead-acid or nickle-cadmium battery of the
tions. These batteries are physically and elec- same weight. The low temperature performance of

trically identical but each is connected to a the silver-zinc b_tteries is also substantially
separate bus in a power distributor. Flight better than the others.
components are connected to these busses in such
a manner as to distribute the electrical load The battery characteristics are listed in fig-
evenly between the batteries, ure 7-9.
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POWER CONVERTERS rides distribution of 28 volt power to small
current loads and distributes 56 vdc from the 56

The IU electrical power systems contains a 56 volt power supply to the ST-124-M3 inertial

volt power supply and a S volt measuring voltage platform assembly. The control distributor pro-

supply, rides power and signal switching during pro-

launch checkout for testing various guidance,

56 Volt Powur _e_ply control, and emergency detection system func-
tions requested by the launch vehicle data adap-

The 56 volt power supply furnishes the power re- ter through the switch selector.

quired by the ST-124-M3 platform electronic as-

sembly and the accelerometer signal conditioner. Emut|oucy Detection System Distributor
It is basically adc to dc converter that uses a

magnetic amplifier as a control unit. It con- The EDS distributor provides the only electrical

verts the unregulated 28 vde from the batteries link between the spacecraft and the Saturn ve-
to a regulated 56 vdc. The 56 volt power supply hicle. All EDS signals from the Saturn vehicle

is connected to the platform electronic assembly are routed to the logic circuits in the EDS Dis-

through the power and control distributors, tributor. Output EDS signals from these logic

circuits are then fed to the spacecraft and to

5 Volt Memsmrieg Voltage Supply the IU telemetry. Also, EDS signals from the
spacecraft are routed back through the EDS logic

The 5 volt measuring voltage supply converts un- circuits before being sent to the S-IVB, S-II

regulated 28 vdc to a closely regulated 5 + .005 and S-IC vehicle stages.
vdc for use throughout the IU measuring s_stem.

This regulated voltage is used primarily as ex- Power Distributor
citation for measurement sensors (transducers)

and as a reference voltage for inflight calibra- The power distributor provides primary dis-

tEen of certain telemetry channels. Like the 56 tribution for all 28 volt power required by IU

volt supply it is basically a dc to dc con- components. Inflight 28 volt battery power, or

verier, prelaunch electrical support equipment 28 volt
power, is distributed by the power distributor.

DISTRIBUTORS
The distributor also provides paths for command

The distribution system within the IU is tom- and measurement signals between the ESE and IU

prised of the following: components. The distributor connects the IU

component power return and signal return lines _-_

1 Measuring distributor to the IU single point ground and to the umbili-

1 Control distributor cal supply return bus. These return lines are

1 Emergency detection system distributor connected to the common bus in the distributor,

1 Power distributor directly or indirectly, through one of the other
2 Auxiliary power distributors distributors.

Meesmriog Distributor Silver-zinc batteries supply the inflight 28 vdc
power. See figure 7-10 for a typical power dis-

The primary function of the measuring distribu- tribution block diagram. Each battery is con-

tot is to collect all measurements that are nected to a separate bus in the distributor and

transmitted by the IU telemetry system and to the flight components are connected to the
direct them to their proper telemetry channels, busses in such a manner as to distribute the

These measurements are obtained from instrun_n- load evenly across the batteries.
ration transducers, functional components, and

various signal and control lines. Also, the me- Auxiliary Power Distribetors
asuring distributor distributes the 5 volt

output of the 5 volt measuring voltage supply Two auxiliary power distributors supply 28 vdc

throughout the measuring system, power to small current loads. Both auxiliary

power distributors receive 28 vdc from each of

Through its switching capabilities the measur- the battery busses in the power distributor so

ing distributor can change the selection of that current loads on each of the batteries may

measurements monitored by the telemetry system, be evenly distributed. Relays in the auxiliary

The switching function transfers certain mea- power distributors provide power ON/OFF control

surements to channels which had been allotted to for IU components during prelaunch checkout and

expended functions. If it were not for this also while in flight. These relays are control-
switching, these channels would be wasted for led by the electrical support equipment and the
the remainder of the flight, switch selector.

Coutrol Distributor
IU GROUNDING

The control distributor serves as an auxiliary

power distributor for IU segment 603. It pro- All IU groanding is referenced to the outer skin
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of the stage. The power system is grounded by phases of flight which could cause vehicle fail-

means of hardwires routed from the power distri- ure. The EDS will react to these emergency sit-

f--butor C0M bus to a grounding stud attached to uations in either of two ways. If breakup of
the stage skin. All COM busses in the various the vehicle is imminent an automatic abort se-

other distributors are wired back to the COM bus quence will be initiated. If, however, the

in the power distributor. This provides for a emergency condition is developing slowly enough

single point ground, or is of such a nature that the flight crew can
evaluate it and take action, only visual indica-

Grounding of equipment boxes is accomplished by tions will be provided to the flight crew. Once
direct metal to metal contact with cold plates an abort sequence has been initiated, either
or other mounting surfaces which are common automatically or manually, it is irrevocable and

to the stage skin. Most cabling shields are runs to completion.
grounded to a C0M bus in one of the distribu-

tors. However, where shielded cables run be- The EDS is comprised of sensing elements such

tween equipment boxes and not through a distri- as signal processing and switching circuitry,
butor only one end of the shield would be relay and diode logic circuitry, electronic

grounded, timers and display equipment, all located in

various places on the flight vehicle. Only

During prelaunch operations the IU and GSE COM that part of the EDS equipment located in the
busses are referenced to earth ground. To assure IU will be discussed here.

the earth ground reference until after all t_n-

bilicals are ejected two single wire grounding There are nine EDS rate gyros installed in the

cables are connected to the IU below the ombili- IU. Three gyros monitor each of the 3 axes,

cal plates. These are the final conductors to pitch, roll, and yaw, thus providing triple
be disconnected from the IU stage, redundancy.

EMERGENCYDETECTIONSYSTEM Thecontrol signalprocessorpovidespower
to and receives inputs from the nine EDS rate

The emergency detection system (EDS) is one ele- gyros. These inputs are processed and sent on
ment of several crew safety systems. £DS design to the EDS distributor and to the flight control

is a coordinated effort of crew safety personnel computer.
from several NASA centers.

r- The EDS distributor serves as a junction box and

• e EDS will sense initial development of condi- switching device to furnish the spacecraft dis-

tions in the flight vehicle during the boost play panels with emergency signals if emergency
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conditions exist. It also contains relay and platform for acceleration and attitude measure-

diode logic for the automatic abort sequence, ments is utilized. A launch vehicle digital

computer (LVDC) is used to solve guidance equa-

There is an electronic timer which is activated Lions and a flight control computer (analog) is
at liftoff and produces an output 30 seconds used for the flight control functions.

later. This output energizes relays in the EDS

distributor which allow multiple engine shut- In the following discussions the terms naviga-
down. This function is inhibited during the Lion, guidance, and control are used according
first 30 seconds of launch, to these definitions:

Inhibiting of automatic abort circuitry is also

provided by the vehicle flight sequencing cir- Navigation is the determination of the

cuits through the IU switch selector. This in- flight vehicles present position and veloc-

hibiting is required prior to normal S-IC en- ity from measurements made on board the

gine cutoff and other normal vehicle sequenc- vehicle.
ing. While the automatic abort is inhibited,

the flight crew must initiate a manual abort if Guidance is the computations of maneuvers

an angular-overrate or two-engine-out condition necessary to achieve the desired flight

arises, path.

See Section llI for a more complete discussion Control is the execution of the guidance

of the overall EDS. Section llI includes abort maneuver by controlling the proper hard-

limits, displays, controls, diagrams, and a des- ware.
criptien of the voting logic.

NAVIGATION,GUIDANCE AND CONTROL Consider the block diagram of the overall Saturn

V guidance and control subsystem shown in figure

The Saturn V launch vehicle is guided from its 7-11. The three-gimbal stabilized platform

launch pad into earth orbit by navigation, guid- (ST-124-M3) provides a space-fixed coordinate
ance, and control equipment located in the IU. reference frame for attitude control and for

An all inertial system using a space stabilized navigation (acceleration) measurements. Three

NAVIGATION,GUIDANCE CONTROLSYSTEMBLOCKDIAGRAM
I'-CCl ATTITUOECONTROLSIGNAL,...., FRO,SPACECRA_.__..IS-_CSTAGEI-..
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PI LATFO_
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T co,_Nos_,,Js-ivBSTAGEL...CTOSTAGECIRCUITRY-I
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Figure 7-ii
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integrating accelerometers, mounted on the gyro- propelling stage to change the thrust direction
stabilized inner gimbal of the platfo]nn, measure of the vehicle. In the S-IC and S-II, the four
the three components of velocity resulting from outboard engines are gimbaled to control roll,

vehicle propulsion, qhe accelerometer measure- pitch, and yaw. Since the S-IVB stage has only
ments are sent through the launch vehicle data one engine, an auxiliary propulsion system is
adapter (LVDA) to the LVDC. In the LVDC, the used for roll control during powered flight. The

accelerometer measurements are combined with the auxiliary propulsion system provides complete
computed gravitational acceleration to obtain attitude control during coast flight of the
velocity and position of the vehicle. S-IVB/IU stage.

The LVDA is the input/output device for the Guidance information stored in the LVDC (e.g.,
LVDC. It performs the necessary precessing of position, velocity) can be updated through the
signals to make these signals acceptable to the IU command system by data transmission from
LVDC. ground stations. The IU command system provides

the general capability of changing or inserting
According to the guidance scheme l[programmed information into the LVDC.
into the computer), the maneuvers required to
achieve the desired end conditions are deter- NAVJGATJ0N S(HEME
mined by the LVDC. The instantaneoL_s position
and velocity of the vehicle are used as inputs. Powered Flight
The result is the required thrust direction

(guidance command) and the time of engine cut- The basic navigation scheme is shown in figure
off. 7-12. Gimbal resolvers supply platform position

in analog form to the LVDA. An analog-to-digi-
Control of the launch vehicle can be divided tal converter in the LVDA converts the signal to
into attitude control and discrete control func- the digital format required by the LVDC.
tions. For attitude control, the instantaneous

attitude of the vehicle is compared with the de- Platform integrating accelerometers sense ac-
sired vehicle attitude (computed according to celeration components and mechanically integrate

the guidance scheme). This comparison is per- them into velocity. The LVDA provides signal
formed in the LVDC. Attitude correction signals conditioning. Within the LVDC, initial velocity
are derived from the difference between the ex- imparted by the spinning earth, gravitational

isting attitude angles (platform gimbal angles) velocity and the platform velocities are alge-
and the desired attitude angles. In the flight bracially summed together. This vehicle velo-

f control computer, these attitude correction sig- city is integrated by the LVDC to determine ve-
nals are combined with signals from control sen- hicle position.
sots to generate the control commands for the
engine actuators. The required thrust: direction Acceleration can be defined as the rate-of-
is obtained by gimbaling the engines in the change (derivative) of velocity. Velocity is

Vll
U

NAVIGATIONSCHEME
LVDA LVDC

ST-124-M3

FRAME"_ C-.,,_r RESOLVER ,%NALOG 1_TO I ATTITUDE

PUTSIDIGITAL i

LCONVERTER l

__ GUIDANCE

PROGRAM

VELOCITY

_]'_IGNAL ] ! !_IINTEGRATION_
_I PROCESSOR]

F

Figure 7-12
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GUIDANCEEQUATION

xFOUNOBYGUIDANCEI
PROGRAMI 4,MEASBREO1 4 °ETERMINEOIWITH DUAL I__ _ 25 TIMES/SEC I

A. TIME TILT I-- _ SPEEDRESOLVERSI H BY GUIDANCE I
B. ITERATIVEGUIDANCE I _ ON ST-I24-M3 I

Figure 7-13

the rate-of-change of position (distance). Ve- CONTROl SUBSYSTEM
locity is the integral of acceleration, and

position is the integral of velocity. There- The control subsystem (figure 7-14) is de-
fore, position is obtained by integrating ac- signed to maintain and control vehicle attitude
celeration twice, by forming the steering commands to be used by

the controlling engines of the active stage.
OrbitalFligWt

Vehicle attitude is achieved by gimbaling the
During orbital coast flight, the navigational four outboard engines of the S-IC stage, the
program continually computes the vehicle posi- four outboard engines of the S-If stage, or the
tion, velocity, and acceleration from equations single engine of the S-IVB stage. Gimbaling of
of motion which are based on vehicle conditions these engines is accomplished through hydraulic
at the time of orbital insertion. In orbit, actuators. Roll attitude control on the S-IVB

navigation and guidance information in the LVDC stage cannot, of course, be controlled with a
can be updated by digital data transmission single thrust engine. Therefore, roll control
through the command and communications system.

 ONTROL SYSTEMBLOCK DIAGRAI,Additional navigational computations are used
in maintaining vehicle attitude during orbit.
These computations establish a local vertical
which is used as a reference for attitude con- INSTRUMENT UNIT

trol. The attitude of the vehicle roll axis I CONTROL-EDSi: ,CONTROL SIGNAL
will be maintained at 90 degrees with respect to I RATEGYROS _PROCESSOR

the local vertical. I6I
GUIDANCE COMPUTATIONS _-_ CONTRoLFLIGHTiL_The guidance function of the launch vehicle is [LvDclLvDA COMPUTER
accomplished by computing the necessary flight I I

maneuvers to meet the desired end conditions of [_- --_$the flight (e.g., inserting the payload into S-_ STAGE B

earth orbit). Guidance computations are per- AUXILIARY I -el
formed within the LVDC by programmed guidance PROPULSION_I _[S-IVB ]equations which use navigation data and mission SYSTEM I ACTUATORSrequlrements as their inputs. These computa-
tions are actually a logical progression of com....
puted formulas which have a guidance command as S-_IS_AGE- _c

their solution. After the desired attitude has 'S-II
been determined by the '%est path" program, the Iguidance computation might be reduced into the ACTUATORS

following equation:X-_ = _ [See figure 7-13). - -- I_

S-ICSTAGE _Pc

Where: IS-IC
[ACTUATORS]

X is the desired attitude
is the vehicle attitude

is the attitude error command _-"
Figure 7-14
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of the S-IVB stage is accomplished by the aux- Output signals from the flight control computer

iliary propulsion system (APS) (see figure include:
7-15). During the coast period of the mission,
the S-IVB APS will be used to control the re- 1. Command signals to the engine actuators
hicle attitude in all three axes. _c)

The control system accepts guidance computations 2. Command signals to the APS thruster noz-
from the LVDC/LVDA Guidance System. These guid- zles
once commands, which are actually attitude error
signals, are then combined with measured data 3. Telemetry outputs which monitor internal
from the various control sensors. The resultant operations and functions
output is the co,and signal to the various en-
gine actuators and APS nozzles. OT-]24-M3 Imertiml Platform Assemkly

The final computations (analog) are performed The inertial platform assembly used in the Sat-
within the flight control computer. This com- urn V vehicles is designated ST-124-M3 and is a

purer is also the central switching point for three gimbal system.
command signals. From this point, the signals
are routed to their associated active stages and The global configuration of the ST-124-M3 offers

to the appropriate attitude control devices, unlimited freedom about the X _ Y axes, but is
limited to + 45 degrees about its Z axis (ve-
hicle yaw at-launch). See figure 7-16.

CONTROL $YSTI:M COMPOItEIITS
The gimbal system allows the inertial gimbal ro-

Coulter $igtel Processor tational freedom. Three single-degree-of-free-
dom gyroscopes have their input axes aligned

The control signal processor demodulates the ac along an orthogonal inertial coordinates system
signals from the control-EDS rate gyros into dc XI, YI, and ZI of the inertial gimbal. The sig-
analog signals required by the flight control nal generator, which is fixed to the output axis

computer. The control signal processor compares of each gyro, generates electrical signals pro-
the output signals from the triple redundant portional to torque disturbances. These signals
gyros and selects one each of the ;,itch, yaw, are transmitted through the servo electronics
and roll signals for the flight control corn- which terminate in the gimbal pivot servotorque

_ puter. The control signal processor supplies motors. The servoloops maintain the inner gim-
the control-EDS rate gyro package with the ne- bal rotationally fixed in inertial space.
cessary control and reference voltages. £DS and
DDAS rate gyro monitoring signals also originate The inner gimbal has three pendulous integrating
within the control signal processor thus ac- gyroscopic accelerometers oriented along the

counting for the EDS portion of the control-EDS inertial coordinates XI, YI, and ZI. Each ac-
rate gyro name. celerometer measuring head contains a pendulous

single-degree-of-freedom gyro; the rotation of
the measuring head is a measure of acceleration

Flight Coutrol Computer along the input axis of the accelerometer. Since
acceleration causes the accelerometer shaft to

The flight control computer is an analog corn- be displaced as a function of time, the shaft
purer which develops attitude correction com- position (with respect to a zero reference) is
mands ( _ ) and angular change rates (4)") into proportional to velocity, and the accelerometer
APS thruster nozzle and/or engine actuator post- is referred to as an integrating accelerometer.

tioning commands.

Input signals to the flight control computer Vehicle attitude is measured with respect to the
include: inertial platform using dual speed (32:1) re-

solvers located at the gimbal pivot points. The
outputs of these angle encoders are converted

1. Attitude correction commands [ _ ) from into a digital count in the LVDA.
the LVDC/LVDA or spacecraft

2. Angular change rates (_') from the con- During prelaunch, the ST-124-M3 platform is held
trol-EDS rate gyro package via the control aligned to the local vertical by a set of gas
signal processor bearing leveling pendulums. The pendulum output

is amplified in the platform, and then trans-
mitted to the ground equipment alignment ampli-

Since one of the inputs to the flight control fier. The alignment amplifier provides a signal
computer is from the control-EDS rate gyros, an to the torque drive amplifier and then to the
excessive attitude correction command from the platform gyro torque generator. The vertical

LVDC is limited within the flight control com- alignment system will level the platform to an

purer to protect the vehicle structure, accuracy of + 2.5 arc seconds_
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The azimuth alignment is accomplished by means contains the electronics, other than those loca-
of a theodolite on the ground and two prisms on ted in the platform, required for the inertial
the platform; one fixed and one servo driven, gimbal and the accelerometer stabilization.

/-- The theodolite maintains the azimuth orientation Switching electronics for controlling platform
of the moveable prism and the ground based digi- system power and checkout functions are also lo-
tal computer computes a mission azimuth and pro- cated in the ST-124-M3 platform electronic as-
grams the inner gimbal to its mission azimuth, sembly.
The laying system has an accuracy of + 5 arc
seconds.

The PEA includes the following circuitl_/:
At approximately liftoff minus seventeen sec-
onds, the platform is released to maintain an

inertial reference initiated at the launch I. Amplifiers, modulators, and stabilization
point. At this point, the LVDC begins naviga- networks for the platform gimbal and ac-
tion using velocity accumulations derived from celerometer servo loops.
the ST-124-M3 inertial platform.

2. Relay logic for signal and power control.
Plellorm Fleclrouic Assembly

3. Amplifiers for the gyro and accelerometer
The ST-124-M3 platform electronic assembly (PEA) pick-off coil excitation.

ROLL
+X

VII
_H

VERT ICAL

PITCH OUTE R _ALIGNMENT
+y GIMBAL WPENDULUMS

RESOLVER_ VOTORQUE
MOTOR

INERTIAL
GIMBAL

VEHICLE

MIDDLE
,IMBAL

RESOL

i

--SERVOTORQUE+Z
YAW SERVOED MOTOR

INTEGRATING PRISM

ACCELEROMETERS.-- FIXED
PRISM

-- SERVOTORQUE
MOTOR

Figure 7-16
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4. Automatic checkout selection and test cir- velocity signals from the accelerometer optical
c_itry for servo loops, encoders and shapes them before they are passed

on to the LVDA/LVDC.
S. Control circuitry for the heaters and gas -_

supply_ Each accelerometer requires four shapers; a sine
shaper and cosine shaper for the active channel

ST-124-M3A( PowerSupply and a sine shaper and cosine shaper for the re-
dundant channels. Also included are four buffer

The ST-124-M3 platform ac power supply furnishes amplifiers for each accelerometer; one for each
the power required to run the gyro rotors and sine and consine output.
provides excitation for the platform gimbal

synchros. It also is the frequency source for Accelerometer outputs are provided for telemetry
the resolver chain references and for gyro and and ground checkout in addition to the outputs
accelerometer servo systems carrier, to the LVDA.

The supply produces a three-phase, sine wave
output which is fixed at 26 volts (rms)line-to- LV Digital (ompater and LV Data Adapter
line at a frequency of 400 + 0.01 Hertz. Three

singlephase, 20 volt reference outputs (square The LVDC and LVDA comprise a modern electronic
wave) of 4.8 kHz, 1.92 kHz, and 1.6 kHz are also digital computer system. The LVDC is a rela-
provided. With a normal input voltage of 28 vdc, tively high-speed computer with the LVDA serving
the supply is capable" of producing a continuous as its input/output device. Any signal to or
250 va output, from the computer is routed through the LVDA.

The LVDA serves as central equipment for inter-
Acceletometer Signal Coeditioflor connection and signal flow between the various

systems in the Instrument Unit. See figures 7-17
The accelerometer signal conditioner accepts the and 7-18 for LVDC and LVDA characteristics.

LAUNCH VEHICLE DIGITAL COMPUTER LAUNCH VEHICLE DATA ADAPTER
CHARACTERISTICS CHARACTERISTICS

ITEM DESCRIPTION ITEM DESCRIPTION

Type General Purpose, Digital, Input/Output Serial Processing at 512,000
Stored Program Rate Bits Per Second

Switch 8 Bit Input
Memory Random Access, Ferrite Selector 15 Bit Output

(Torodial) Core, with a

Capacity of 32,768 words of Telemetry
28 Bitseach. Command 14 Bitsfor InputData

Receiver
Speed Serial Processing at 512,000 Data 38 Data and Identification

Bits Per Seconds Transmitter Bits Plus ValidityBit and
Parity Bit

Word Make-Up Memory = 28 Bits Computer 15 Bits Address Plus ] Data
Data = 26 Bits Plus 2 Interface Request Bit

ParityBits Unit lO Bits for Input Data Plus l
Instruction= 13 Bits Plus l Bit for Data Ready Interrupt

Parity Bit

Programming 18 Instruction Codes Delay Lines 3 Four-Channel Delay Lines
lOArithmetic forNormalOperation

6 Program Control 1 Four-Channel Delay Line
I Input/Output for Telemetry Operations
I Store

Output to 41 Data and Identification

Timing Computer Cycle = 82.03 _ sec. Launch Com- Bits Plus Discrete Outputs
Bit Time = 1.95m sec. puter
Clock Time = 0.49 _ sec.

Input From 14 Bits for Data Plus

Input/Output External, Program Controlled RCA-]IO GCC Interrupt

Figure 7-17 Figure 7-18
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The LVDA and LVDC are involved in the following merry.
main operations :

The powered flight major loop contains guidance

f-- i. Prelaunch checkout and navigation calculations, timekeeping, and

all repetitive functions which do not occur on

2. Navigation and guidance computations an interrupt basis. The orbital flight program
consists of an executive routine concerned with

3. Vehicle sequencing IU equipment evaluation during orbit and a tele-

metry time-sharing routine to be employed while
4. Orbital checkout the vehicle is over receiving stations. In ad-

dition, in the orbital flight program, all navi-

The LVDC is a general purpose computer which gation, guidance., and timekeeping computations

processes data under control of a stored pro- are carried out on an interrupt basis keyed to

gram. Data is processed serially in two arith- the minor loop. The minor loop contains the

metic section which can, if so programmed, platform gimble angle and accelerometer sampling

operate concurrently. Addition, subtraction, routines and control system computations. Since

and logical extractions are performed in one the minor loop is involved with vehicle control,

arithmetic section while multiplicatio_ and di- minor loop computations are executed at the rate

vision are performed in the other, of 25 times per second during the powered phase
of flight. However, in earth orbit, a rate of

The principal storage device is a random access, only i0 executions per second is required for
ferrite-core memory with separate controls for satisfactory vehicle control.

data and instruction addressing. The memory can

be operated in either a oimplex or duplex mode.

In duplex operation, memory modules are operated _[[_ _D _|]'_[_0_

in pairs with the same data being stored in
each module. Readout errors in one nodule are Until T-20 minutes, the LVDC is under control of

corrected by using data from its mate to restore the ground control computer (GCC). At T-10 the

the defective location. In simplex opera_ion, GCC issues a prepare-to-launch (PTL) command

each module contains different data which dou- to the LVDC. The PTL routine performs the fol-

bles the capacity of the memory. However, sim- lowing functions:

plex operation decreases the reliability of the

LVDC because the ability to correct readout er- i. Executes an LVDC/LVDA self-test program and

rots is sacrificed. The memory operation mode telemeters the results.

f-_ is program controlled. Temporary storage is

provided by static registers composed of latches 2. Monitors accelerometer inputs and calculates

and by shift registers composed of delay lines the platform-off-level indicators. Tele-
and latches, meters accelerometer outputs and time.

Computer reliability is increased within the Io- 5. Performs reasonableness checks on particular

gic sections by the use of triple modular re- discrete inputs and alerts. These discretes

dundancy. Within this redundancy scheme, three and alerts include PTL, guidance reference

separate logic paths are voted upon by voter release (GRR), liftoff, S-IC fuel depletion,
logic in order to correct any errors which might S-II propellant depletion, and S-IVB engine

develop, cute ff.

FLIGHT PRO6RAH 4 Interrogates the error monitor register. The

purpose of the error monitor register is to

A flight program is defined as a set el" instruc- detect any errors in the operation of the

tions which controls the launch vehicle digital LVDC and telemeter the results.

computer (LVDC) operation from seconds before

liftoff until the end of the launch vehicle mis- 5. Keeps all ladder outputs zeroed which keeps

sion. These instructions are stored in memory the engines in a neutral position for
within the LVDC. launch.

The flight program performs many functions dur- 6. Processes the GRR interrupt and transfers
ing the launch vehicle mission. These functions LVDC control to the flight program.

include: navigation, guidance, attitude con-

trol, event sequencing, data management, ground 7. Samples platform-gimbal angles.

comand processing, and hardware evaluation.

Specific definition of these functions depends

on mission objectives. At T-22 seconds, the launch sequencer issues a

GRR alert signal to the LVDC and GCC. At T-17

For purposes of discussion the flight program is seconds, a GRR interrupt signal is sent to the
f- divided into five subelements. These are the LVDC and GCC. With the receipt of this signal,

powered flight major loop, the orbital flight the PTL routine transfers control of the LVDC

program, the minor loop, interrupts, and tele- to the flight program.
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When the GRR interrupt is received by the LVDC, velocity required for earth orbit has been

the following events take place: reached. IGM is used again during S-IVB second

burn. IGM is based on optimizing techniques
i. The LVDC sets time base zero (To). using the calculus of variations to determine a

minimum propellant flight path which satisfies

2. Gimbal angles and accelerometers are sampled mission requirements. Since the IGM considers

and stored for use by flight program rou- vehicle dynamics, it is referred to as closed

tines, loop guidance.

3. Time and accelerometer readings are tele- INTERRUPTS
metered.

An interrupt routine permits interruption of the
4. All flight variables are initialized, normal program operation to free the LVDC for

priority work and may occur at any time within

5. The GCC is signaled that LVDC is under con- the program. When an interrupt occurs, the in-

trol of the flight program, terrupt transfers LVDC control to a special sub-

routine which identifies the interrupt source,
During the time period between GRR and liftoff, performs the necessary subroutines, and then

the LVDC begins to perform navigational calcula- returns to the point in the program where the

tions and processes the minor loops. At T-8.8 interruption occurred. Figure 7-19 is a list of

seconds, the engines are ignited. At T-0 lift- interrupts in the order of decreasing priority.
off occurs and a new time base (TI) is initi-

ated. TELEMETRYROUTINE

POWEREDFLIGHT MAJOR LOOP A programmed telemetry feature is also provided

as a method of monitoring LVDC and LVDA opera-

The major loop contains the navigation and guid- tions. The telemetry routine transmits speci-

ante calculations, timekeeping, and other repet- fied information and data to the ground via IU

itive operations of the flight program. Its telemetry equipment. In orbit, telemetry data
various routines are subdivided by function, must be stored at times when the vehicle is not

Depending upon mode of operation and time of within range of a ground receiving station.

flight, the program will follow the appropriate This operation is referred to as data compres-
sequence of routines, mien. The stored data is transmitted on a time-

shared basis with real-time telemetry when range
The accelerometer processing routine accomplish- conditions are favorable.

es two main objectives: it accumulates veloci-

ties as measured by the platform, and tries to

detect velocity measurement errors through "tea- DISCRETE DACKUPS
sonab leness" tests.

Certain discrete events are particularly im-

The boost navigation routine combines gravita- portant to the flight program since they period-
tional acceleration with measured platfolnn data ically reset the computer time base which is the
to compute position and velocity.

The "pre-iterative" guidance mode, or "time- INTERRUPTS

tilt" guidance program, is that part of the

flight program which is performed from GRR until Decreasing
the end of the S-IC burn. The guidance commands
issued during the time-tilt phase are functions Priority Function

of time only. This phase of the program is re- ] Minor Loop Interrupt
ferred to as open loop guidance since vehicle 2 Switch Selector Interrupt

dynamics do not affect or influence the guidance 3 Computer Interface Unit Interrupt

commands. When the launch vehicle has cleared 4 Temporary Loss of Control

the mobile launcher, the time-tilt program first 5 Command Receiver Interrupt
initiates a roll maneuver to align the re- 6 Guidance Reference Release

hicle with the proper azimuth. After this com- 7 S-II Propellant Depletion/Engine
mand, roll and yaw commands remain at zero and Cutoff

the vehicle is gradually pitched about the re- 8 S-IC Propellant Depletion/Engine
hicle's Y azis to its predetermined boost head- Cutoff "A"

ing. Rate limiting of the output commands pre- 9 S-IVB Engine Out "B"

vents the angles (desired flight attitude ]0 Program Re-Cycle (RCA-I]0A

angles) from exceeding 1° per second. Interrupt)

]] S-IC Inboard Engine Out "A"
The iterative guidance mode (IGM) routine, or 12 Command LVDA/RCA-IIOA Interruot
"path adaptive" guidance, commences after se- _-_

eond-stage ignition and continues until the end

of S-IVB first burn. Cutoff occurs when the Figure 7-19
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reference for all sequential events. For Saturn ics systems to operate in a particular mode.

V vehicles, these significant events (time Each mode consists of a predetermined sequence
bases) are: of events. The LVDC also generates appropriate

_- discrete signals such as engine ignition, engine
1. T1 Liftoff (LO) cutoff, and stage separation.
2. T2 S-IC center engine cutoff (CECO)

3. T3 S-IC outboard engine cutoff (OECO) Mode selection and initiation is accomplished
4. T4 S-II cutoff through either an automatic LVDC internal com-

5. T5 S-IVB cutoff (boost phase) mand or through an external command from ground

6. T 6 S-IVB restart checkout equipment, IU command system, or from

7. T 7 S-IVB cutoff (orbital phase) the flight crew in the spacecraft.

Since switch selector outputs are a function of The flexibility of the mode and sequence control
time (relative to one of the time bases), no scheme is such that no hardware modification is

switch selector output could be generated if required for mode and flight sequence changes.
one of the discrete signals were missed. A The changes are accomplished by changing the in-

backup routine is provided to circumvent such a structions and programs in the LVDC memory.

failure. The discrete backup routine will sim-

ulate these critical signals if they do not oc- SWJICH SELE¢TOR
cur when expected.

Many of the sequential operations in the launch

In the cases of the backup routines for LO and vehicle that are controlled by the LVDC are per-
CECO, special routines are established as a formed through a switch selector located in each

double safety check. In both cases, motion as stage. The switch selector decodes digital

well as time are confirmed before a backup dis- flight sequence commands from the LVDA/LVDC and

crete is used. For LO, the backup routine is activates the proper stage circuits to execute

entered 17.5 seconds after GRR. If the vertical the commands. The outputs of the switch selector

acceleration exceeds 6.544 ft/sec 2 for four tom- drive relays either in the units effected or in

putation cycles, the vehicle is assumed to be the stage sequencer.
airborne and the liftoff discrete is issued. For

IECO, an assurance is made that an on-the-pad Each switch selector can activate, one at a

firing of the S-If stage cannot occur if T1 is time, 112 different circuits in its stage. The

accidentally set. Before T2 can be initiated, selection of a particular stage switch selector

velocity along the downrange axis is tested for is accomplished through the command code. Cod-

f- a minimum of 500 m/set, ing of flight sequence commands and decoding by
the stage switch selectors reduces the number of

Refer to MODE AND SEQUENCE CONTROL, Section VII, interface lines between stages and increases the

for a discussion of the discrete time bases T 1 flexibility of the system with respect to timing
through T 7. and sequence. In the Saturn V launch vehicles,

which contain 4 switch selectors, 448 different

The execution time for any given major loop, functions can be controlled using only 28 lines

complete with minor loop computations and inter- from the LVDA. Flight sequence commands may be
rupts, is not fixed. The average execution time issued at time intervals of 100 milli-seconds.

for any given major loop in powered flight, com-

plete with minor loop computation and interrupt To maintain power isolation between vehicle

processing, is called the normal computation cy- stages, the switch selectors are divided into

cle for that mode. The computation cycle is sections: the input sections (relay circuits)

not fixed for two reasons. First, the various of each switch selector receive their power from

flight modes of the program have different tom- the IU; the output sections (decoding circuitry

putation cycle lengths. Second, even in a given and drivers) receive their power from the stage
flight mode, the uncertainties of discrete and in which the switch selector is located. The

interrupt processing and the variety of possible inputs and outputs are coupled together through
paths in the loop preclude a fixed computation a diode matrix. This matrix decodes the 8 bit

cycle length, input code and activates a transistorized output

MODE AND SEQUENCE CONTROL driver, thus producing a switch selector output.

The output signals of the LVDA switch selector
Mode and sequence control involves most of the register, with the exception of the 8 bit com-
electrical/electronic systems in the Saturn V mand, are sampled at the control distributor in
launch vehicle. However, in this section the the IU and sent to IU PCM telemetry. Each
discussion will deal mainly with the switch switch selector also provides 3 outputs to the
selector and associated circuitry, telemetry system within its stage.

The launch vehicle digital computer (LVDC) mem- The switch selector is designed to execute

f-_ ory contains a predetermined number of sets of flight sequence commands given by the 8 bit code

instructions which, when initiated, induce pot- or by its complement. This feature increases

tions of the launch vehicle electrical/electron- reliability and permits operation of the system
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despite certain failures in the LVDA switch se- bases are defined as follows:
lector register, line drivers, interface cabl-

ing, or switch selector relays, lime lese N0. ! (I!)

The flight sequence commands are stored in the T 1 is initiated by a liftoff signal provided by

LVDC memory and are issued according to the deactuation of the liftoff relay in the IU at

flight program. When a programmed input/output the umbilical disconnect. However, as a safety
instruction is given, the LVDC loads the 15 bit measure, the LVDC will not recognize the liftoff

switch selector register with the computer data. signal and start T 1 prior to receiving guidance

reference release (GRR) plus 16.0 seconds.
The switch selector register bits 1 through 8

represent the flight sequence command. Bits 9 A backup method for starting T 1 is provided

through 13 select the switch selector to be should the LVDC fail to receive or recognize the
activated. Bit 14 resets all the relays in the liftoff signal. If T I is not initiated within

switch selectors in the event data transfer is 17.5 seconds after guidance reference release,
incorrect as indicated by faulty verification the LVDC will monitor the vertical accelero-

information received by the LVDA. Bit IS acti- meter. If a significant positive acceleration
rates the addressed switch selector for execu- (in excess of 1 g) exists, the LVDC assizes

tion of the command. The switch selector reg- liftoff has occurred and begins TI. A compensa-

ister is loaded in two passes by the LVDC: Bits tint time adjustment is made by the LVDC.

1 through 13 on the first pass and either bit 14

or bit IS on the second pass, depending on the No "negative backup" (i.e., provisions for the

feedback code. The LVDA/LVDC receives the com- LVDC to return to prelaunch conditions) is pro-
plement of the code after the flight sequence vided because, in the event T1 began by error,

command (bits 1 through 8) has been picked up by the Saturn V vehicle could safely complete T1 on

the input relays of the switch selector. The the pad without catastrophic results.
feedback (verification information) is returned

to the LVDA and compared with the original code TimQ _|$0 _0. Z {Ti}
in the LVDC. If the feedback agrees the
LVDC/LVDA sends a read command to the switch se- The S-IC center engine will be cutoff by the

lector. If the verification is not correct a LVDC through the S-IC switch selector at a pre-

reset command is given (forced reset) and the determined time. At this time the LVDC will

LVDC/LVDA reissues the 8 bit command in comple- monitor the downrange accelerometer. If suf-
ment form. ficient downrange velocity exists, the LVDC will

start T2 . .-_
Figure 7-20 illustrates the Saturn V switch se-

lector functional configuration. All switch se- Use of the downrange velocity reading provides a

lector control lines are connected through the safeguard against starting T2 on the pad should

control distributor in the IU to the LVDC and T 1 be started without liftoff. Furthermore, if

the electrical support equipment. T2 is not established, no subsequent time bases
can be started. This insures a safe vehicle re-

The LVDC switch selector interconnection diagram quiring at least one additional failure to ten-
is shown in figure 7-21. All connections between der the vehicle unsafe on the pad.

the LVDA and the switch selectors, with the ex-

ception of the stage select inputs, are con- Tiio _DSQ NO. _ {T 3)
nected in parallel.

T5 is initiated at S-IC outboard engine cutoff

0PE_AIION SE00ENKE by either of two redundant outboard engines cut-

off signals. However, the LVDC must arm out-

The Saturn V operation sequence starts during board engines propellant depletion cutoff prior

the prelaunch phase at approximately 22 hours to starting T 3. Outboard engines propellant
when the electrical power from the ground sup- depletion cutoff is armed 1 second prior to cal-

port equipment is applied to all stages of the culated outboard engines cutoff.
launch vehicle. During this time the sequenc-

ing is controlled from the launch control cen- Time ||$e NO. _ {T 4)

ter/mobile launcher complex utilizing both man-
ual and automatic control to checkout the func- After arming S-If fox depletion cutoff, the

tions of the entire launch vehicle. After the LVDC will initiate T4 upon receiving either of

umbilicals are disconnected, the sequencing is two signals: S-If engines cutoff, or S-If en-

primarily controlled by the flight program with- tines out. The S-f1 engine cutoff signal is the

in the LVDC. primary signal for starting T4. The S-If en-

gines out signal from the thrust OK circuitry is

Since flight sequencing is time phased, the se- a backup.

quencing operation is divi4ed into seven primary

time bases. Each time Base is related to a As a safeguard against trying to separate the
particular flight event. Four alternate time S-If stage with the thrust of the engines4pre-

bases have also been provided for. These time sent, a redundant S-If engines cutoff command is
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SWITCHIELECTORUNCTIONALCONFIGURATION
NOTES: SI&NAL RETUI_ILINES FROM THE SWITCH SELECTORS, THROUGH THE CONTROL

DISTRIBUTOR. TO THE LVDA ARE NOT SHOWN IN THIS FIGURE.
THE LETTERS USED TO LABEL INTERSTAGE CONNECTIONS BETWEEN UNITS ARE
NOT ACTUAL PIN OR CABLE CONNECTORS. THE LETTER CODE IS DENOTED
BELOW :

a = B-DIGIT COI_MAND(8 LINES)
b = FORCE RESET (REGISTER) (I LINE + l REDUNDANT LINE) I GROUND I
c = REGISTER VERIFICATION (8 LINES) I COMPUTER I
d = READ COMMAND (I LINE + l REDUNDANT LINE) I I A I I J

+I
f = STAGESELECTLINES a • L _ • I J ,/)

g (l LINE ÷ I REDUNDANTLINE) be

_ = b, c, d, e, f. g, AND h TO IU TELEMETRY= REGISTER TEST) •
• ZERO INDICATE_ TO STAGE TELEMETRY

SWSEL OU'TPUT_ (1 LINE EACH) _ ELECTRICALm = +28 VDC FROH THE INSTRUMENTUNIT [ l'-- '/ SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

 :iii,
LVDC jj _ abd fghc

a_,.. CO,TROLI
IU "-_ DISTRIBUTOR
COMMAND _ ;

RECEIVER LVDA _ ;;_Jl TM+28vdc I
" -"+ IT, ,JINPUT 1,11- c

- IMULTIPLEXERI "), ,,

k abdefhgcm

AUrA'U'XTLIARY I [, , FC

IPOWER _ I rP

_. ,DIS+RIB_OR,-III I _c-a_f

_UXZLIARYI., I L 1+2oulPUTLINES SWITCH _c'4 _J
v_.l< I_.: SELECTOR _ d "I

,oIS+Ri,,UTOR," I _"J /.... m

....................... IU
STAGE

/

STAGE TELEMETRY "_ E! _ JAND DDAS _ - i SWITCH

CONTROL 112 OUTPUT LINESCIRCUITRY

..................................... I.Z'_"2T_'ZL__I
STAGE TELEMETRY _ _ a ",_ lAND DDAS _ I,,11-b _1 l

STAGE 1.4 STAGE-2Uvdc, I _%R _i <
CONTROL J_ 112 OUTPUTLINES _ f "I /

j CIRCUITRY I'w J I'_'m J /
!

.................................... .I__2'2T_*G2___"1
STAGE TELEMETRY _ _ a _ I
AND DDAS _ _ b _ I

+ SWITCH c J
STAGE J_4 STAGE 28 vdcJI SELECTOR _d_

I CONTROL _, 112 OUTPUTLINES I _ e ,_
I CIRCUITRY i N l 1,91-mJ $-IC STAGE

Figure 7-20
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LVDC-SWITCHSELECTORINTERCONNECTIONDIAGRAM

'LVDC "-"_

15-BITSERIAL _8-BIT SERI_

FLIGHT DIGITALINPUT
LVDA [ STAGESELECT ] COMMAND iRESETOREAD_ MULTIPLEXER

lTHROUGH81_-I-i_-I I lTHROUGH8 [

(SPARE) I I
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r' RETURN" "

CONTROL IU \ PARALLEL

DISTRIBUTOR +2_vdc6DCOM

=[ I IO
_ q )( )() ) ), SWITCI
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S-IVB
--_['( ) )( ) ( )')( SWITC]

r L SELECTOR

_F ,S-II
_I( ,( ) ) ( ), ISWITCI
rL ISELEC

SELECTOR

Figure 7-21

issued by the LVDC at the start of T4. started time base 5 with the thrust of the S-IVB

engine present.
Alternate Time Base No. 4a (T4a)

Time Base No. 6 (T 6)
T4a is programmed for use in early staging of
the S-IVB stage. ]]%istime base will be initi- T6 will be initiated by the LVDC upon solving
ated by the LVDC upon receiving either of two the restart equation.
signals: Spacecraft initiation of S-II/S-IVB
separation "A", or spacecraft initiation of With spacecraft control of the Saturn (guidance
S-II/S-IVB separation "B". Starting of T4a will switchover), T6 will be initiated by the LVDC
be inhibited until T3 + 1.4 seconds, upon solving the restart equation or it can be

initiated by the spacecraft S-IVB IGNITION sE-

Time Base No. 5 (T5) QUENCE START signal.

T5 is initiated by the deactuation of the S-IVB

thrust OK pressure switches at S-IVB cutoff. The Alternate Time Bese He. 6e (T6e)
LVDC will start TS after receiving any two of
four functions monitored by the LVDC. The func-
tions are: S-IVB engine out "A", S-IVB engine T6a is programmed for use should the oxygen-
out "B", S-IVB velocity cutoff which is issued hydrogen burner malfunction between the times T6
by the LVDC, and/or loss of thrust determined by + i minute and 31.7 seconds and T6 + 3 minutes
LVDC using accelerometer readings, and SS seconds. This alternate time base will be

initiated by the LVDC upon receiving an oxygen-
A redundant S-IVB cutoff command is issued at hydrogen burner malfunction signal from the
the start of T5 as a safeguard against having S-IVB stage.
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Alterlate Time Base No. 6b [16b) ety and quantity has dictated the use of trans-
ducers of many types and at "many locations. A

T6b is programmed for use should the oxygen-hy- discussion of the transducers used requires a

f-_ drogen burner malfunction between the times T6 + level of detail beyond the scope of this manual.
3 minutes and 55 seconds and T6 + 5 minutes and

46.6 seconds. This alternate time base will be Signal conditioning is accomplished by ampli-
initiated by the LVDC upon receiving an oxygen- fiers or converters located in measuring racks.
hydrogen burner malfunction signal from the There are i0 measuring racks in the IU and 20

S-IVB. signal conditioning modules in each. Each signal
conditioning module contains, in addition to its

Alternate Time Base No. 6c (T6c) conditioning circuitry, two relays and circuitry

to simulate its transducers at both their high

T6c is programmed for use should a failure occur range and low range extremities. These relays
which would require a delay in the S-IVB restart and transducer simulation circuitry are used for

attempt. The TRANSLUNAR INJECTION INHIBIT signal pre-launch calibration of the signal condition-
from the spacecraft will be required by the LVDC ers.
before this alternate time base will be initi-

ated. Conditioned signals are routed to their assigned
telemetry channel by the measuring distributors.

Time Base No. 7 (T7} Switching functions connect different sets of
measurements to the same telemetry channels dur-

After a predetermined time, sufficient to allow ing different flight periods. These switching

the S-IVB engine to establish thrust OK, the functions, controlled from the ground through

LVDC will start T7 after receiving any two of the umbilical, connect measurements not required

four functions monitored by the LVDC. The func- during flight to digital data acquisition system
tions are: S-IVB engine out "A", S-IVB engine channels for ground checkout and return the

out "B", S-IVB velocity cutoff which is issued channels to flight measurements after checkout.
by the LVDC, and/or loss of thrust determined by

LVDC using accelerometer readings. TKEMETRY

As a safeguard against starting T7 with the The function of the telemetry system is to for-

thrust of the S-IVB engine present, a redundant mat and transmit measurement signals received
S-IVB engine cutoff command is issued at the from the measurement distributors.

start of T 7.

The approximately 200 measurements made on the

MEASUREMENTS AND TELEMETRY iu are transmitted via five telemetry links. The
three modulation techniques used are: '_i_

The instr_nentation within the IU consists of a

measuring subsystem, a telemetry subsystem and i. Pulse Code Modulation/Frequency Modulation
an antenna subsystem, as illustrated in figure (Pf34/FM)

7-22. This instrumentation is for the purpose

of monitoring certain conditions and events 2. Frequency ModulationFrequency Modulation
which take place within the IU and for trans- (FM/FM)

mitting monitored signals to ground receiving

stations. Telemetry data is used on the ground 5. Single Sideband/Frequency Modulation (SS/FM)
for the following purposes:

The P(_/FM data is transmitted over VHF and UHF

I. Prior to launch to assist in the checkout links to provide redundancy for the command and
of the launch vehicle, communications system (CCS) and for certain cri-

tical measurements.

2. During vehicle flight for immediate deter-

mination of vehicle condition and for ver- Multiplexing
ification of commands received by the IU

connnand system In order for the five IU telemetry links to han-

dle approximately 300 separate measurements

3. Postflight scientific analysis of the these links must be "shared". By proper multi-
mission plexing it is possible to transmit several dif-

ferent signals simultaneously from one telemetry

MEASUREMENTS system. Both frequency sharing and time sharing
multiplexing techniques are used to accomplish

Some of the typical conditions and events which this. Refer to figure 7-23 for a block diagram
are monitored within the IU are: temperatures, of the IU telemetry system.
pressures, flow rates, vibration, accelerations,

angular rates, voltages, frequencies, current Several Model 270 multiplexers (MUX-270) are

f_ flow. used in the IU telemetry system. The MUX-270 is

a time sharing multiplexer. Each one operates

The requirement for measurements of great vari- as a 30 x 120 (30 primary channels, each sampled
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Figure 7-22
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120 times per second) multiplexer with provi- telemetry signals.

sions for submultiplexing individual primary

channels to form i0 subchannels each sampled at The SS/FM telemetry link is made up of an FM-RF
12 times per second. Twenty-seven of the 30 unit (amplitude) modulated by SS subca_n_ie_s.

primary channels are used for analog data, while The Model 601 single sideband unit (SS-601) has

the remaining three are used for references, a capacity of 15 channels. A MUX-24S fu_-nishes

Ten-channel submultiplexer modules, which plug inputs to the SS-601 which in turn modulates the

into the MUX-270, can be used to submultiplex FM-RF Lmit to produce the SS/FM telemetTy link.

any primary data channel, providing a I0 to 1 The MUX-245 sequentially samples 75 signals and
increase in the quantity of channels in exchange provides time sharing for the 15 channel SS-601

for a 10 to 1 decrease in sampling rates. Any unit.

proportion of the 25 data channels can be sub-

multiplexed or sampled at the 120 per second The P(_4/FM system performs a dual function.

rate. During flight it serves as a telemetry link and

during prelaunch checkout it serves as an IU

The MUX-270 also has an integral calibration interface with the digital GSE. PC_4 techniques
generator for in-flight calibration capability, provide the high degree of accuracy required for

Upon command the calibration generator seeks the telemetering certain signal types. The P(_4-301

next available master frame and applies a me- unit accepts analog inputs from MUX-270 or RDM-

quence of five calibration voltages to all data 410 units or direct inputs in digital form. All

channels. Each level is sustained for one mas- inputs are digitized and encoded. Output of the

ter frame and approximately 400 milliseconds are PCM-601 unit is a serial train of digital data

required for the full sequence, which modulates the P_-RF transmitter.

The Model 245 multiplexer (MUX-245) is also a All of the RF assemblies are essentially the

time sharing type. Each MUX-245 has .provisions same. All use combinations of solid state and

for up to 80 analog data inputs. Outputs are vacuum tube electronics. Frequency outputs of

read out on 16 channels. Each of these 16 chan- each unit are, of course, different and are ap-
nels can provide a continuous single data signal plied to the antenna subsystem.

or a time shared output of two, four or five

data signals on a twelve second repetition cy- ANTENmA SUBSYSTEM

cle. The nuanber of time shared outputs is de-

pendant upon plug-in modules of which there are The antenna subsystem includes that equipment

four types: the dummy module connects an input from the output of the RF units through the

directly to an output channel; the two-channel, radiating or receiving elements. _-_

four-channel and five-channel modules provide

time sharing as indicated by their numbers. VSWR M0m_TOB

The Model 410 remote digital multiplexer (RDM- Voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR) between the

410) will accept ten 10-bit parallel words and antenna and RF unit is checked and telemetered

transfer this data to the Model 301 PCM/DDAS ac- to the ground. The VSWR is a ratio of RF power

cording to a programmed format, being transmitted to RF power being reflected

and is an indication of the efficiency of the RF

During launch vehicle staging, retrorockets ere- unit, transmission coupling and antenna ele-

ate patches of ionized atmosphere which inter- ments.
fete with reliable transmission of telemetry

data. To preclude loss of data or transmission
of incorrect data telemetry transmission is _uJticoEp[e[

stopped at these times and the data is put on

magnetic recording tape for transmission at a The multicoupler provides a means of simultan-

more favorable time. The tape recorder which eously coupling two, three or four RF signals

accomplishes this is the Model i01, a two chan- into a common antenna without mutual interfer-

nel unit. Tape speed is 60 inches per second ence and with maximLml efficiency.

with a recording time of 180 seconds.

Low level conditioned signals (0-5 volts) from _0|xi|_ _wi|c_

the MUX-245 and MUX-270 being routed to the FM/

FM telemetry links are fed to subcarrier oscil- The coaxial switch provides a means of connect-

lators (SCO). The Model A3 SCO has a capacity of ing a coaxial transmission line to either of two

22 continuous data channel inputs. The Model B1 other coaxial transmission lines.

SCO has a capacity of 28 continuous data channel

inputs. Each input is applied to a separate

channel within the SCO and each channel produces Powel' Drive[
a different output frequency. These output fre-

quencies are combined within each SCO assembly The power divider provides a means for splitting --_

and the composite signal is used to frequency RF power from one transmission line equally into
modulate an FM-RF assembly producing the FM/FM two other transmission lines.
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RADIO COMMAND SYSTEM The CCS equipment located in the IU consists o£:

I. Antenna systems
_ ¢OMNAND ¢ONNUNtCATtONS SYSTEM (CCS_ a. transmitting and receiving

b. directional and omni

The CCS provides for digital data transmission
from ground stations to the LVDC. This com- 2. Antenna switching elements
munications link is used to up-date guidance in- a. coaxial switches
formation or command certain other functions b. hybrid rings
through the LVDC. Command data originates in c. power divider
the Mission Control Center and is sent to remote

stations of the MSFN for transmission to the 3. S-band transponder;
launch vehicle, a phase coherent receiver-transmitter

At the time of spacecraft separation from the 4. Command decoder, which precludes unautho-
IU/S-IVB the IU CCS transmitter will be command- tired command data entry
ed off for a short period of time to preclude

interference with the spacecraft S-band trans- Figure 7-24 is a block diagram of the overall
ponder. After adequate separation of the space- CCS. Command messages are transmitted from the
craft and IU/S-IVB the IU CCS transmitter will unified S-band ground stations on a carrier fre-
be commanded on again to provide for psuedo-ran- quency of 2101.8 MHz, modulated by a subcaxTier
doranoise (PRN) turnaround ranging to facilitate of 70kHz which is modulated by a digital mes-
IU/S-IVB tracking, sage. The transmitted message is received by

COMMANDCOMMUNICATIONSSYSTEMBLOCKDIAGRAM

I LVDA _ LVDC I TT I CCS

' t*_ I S-BAND TR_SPONDER I

_-_T_NSMI_ER_ 1 70 kHz IU IU

_TENNA I t tt , I

SWITCHING 1 l__p_l I _ CO_ND TELEETRYDE.OO- DECODERPC./FM
RECEIVER_ ULATOR

i J

2101.8_z VEHICLESYSTEM(IU)

.... G_OUNDKSTMION

_NITOR TELEMETRY

_) RECEIVER / MAP GROU/D

STATION

/

so - ocs ST IONC RR, CO.  ER

l I  TO. C• (HOUSTON)

Figure 7-24
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"the airborne transponder whore demodulation is SATURN TRACKING INSTRUMENTATION
accomplished. The resulting digital message is

passed on to the command decoder where it is The purpose of radio tracking is tho dote_mina-

checked for authenticity before being passed to tion of the vehicle's trajectory. Tracking data
the LVDC. Verification of message receipt is is used for mission control, range safety, and
accomplished through the IU PO4 telemetry sys- post-flight evaluation of vehicle performance.
tem.

The Saturn V instrumentation unit carries two C-

band radar transponders and an Azusa/GLOTRAC

The command decodor and the LVDC are programmed tracking transponder. A combination of tracking
for the acceptance of sovon differont mossage data from different tracking systems provides
types. These seven message types are: the best possible trajectory information and in-

creased reliability through redundant data. The
tracking of the Saturn launch vohiclo may be di-

I. Update LVDC vidod into 4 phasos: poworod flight into earth
2. Execute updato orbit, orbital flight, injoction into mission
3. Enter switch soloctor mode trajectory, and coast flight after injoction.
4. Enter closed-loop test

S. Execute subroutine cormmand [e.g., tele- Continuous tracking is required during powered
meter flight control measurements) flight into earth orbit. Because of the long

6. Memory sector dump burning time _Ii minutes and 40 seconds) of the
7. Telemeter single memory address 3-stage Saturn V launch vehicle, the end of the

C-BAND TRANSPONDER CHARACTERISTICS

Receiver Characteri stics

Frequency (Tunable externally) 5400 to 5900 MHz (set to 5690 +-8MHz)
Frequencystability *-2.0MHz
Bandwidth(3db) lO MHz
Off-frequency rejection 50 db image; 80 db minimum, 0.15 to lO,O00 _z
Sensitivity (99% reply) -65 dbm over entire frequency range and all environments
Maximum input signal -20 dbm
Interrogation code !Single or double pulse
Pulse width 0.2 to 5.0/_sec (single phase), 0.2 to l.O#sec (double ___

pulse)

Pulse spacing _Continuously settable between 5 and 12/*sec (set to 8-+0.05

_sec)
Decoder limits -0.25#sec accept, +-0.85/_sec reject (5 to 12/,sec)

Transmitter Characteristics

Frequency (Tunable externally) 5400 to 5900 MHz (set to 5765 +-2 MHz)
Peak power output 400 watts minimum, 700 watts nominal
Pulse width l.O ± O.l/_sec

Pulse jitter O.020#Jsec maximum for signals above -55 dbm
Pulse rise time (10% to 90%) O.l#msec maximum

Dutycycle 0.002maximum
VSWR of load 1.5:1 maximum

Pulse repetition rate lO to 2000 pps; overinterrogation protection allows
interrogation at much higher rates with count-down;
replies during overinterrogation meet all requirements

Trans ponder Characteri s tics

Recover time 50#sec single pulse, 62#sec double pulse maximum for input
signal levels differing by up to 65 db (recovers to full

sensitivity with no change in transmitter reply power or
frequency with multiple radars interrogating
simul taneous ]y)

Fixeddelay Settable2 +-0.] and 3.0 to O.O]_sec (set to 3.0 +-
O.Ol I*sec)

Delay variation with signal level 50 nanoseconds maximum from -65 dbm to 0 dbm
Power requirements 24 to 30 volts
Primary current drain 0.7 ampere standby; 0.9 ampere at 1000 pps
Weight 5.5Ibs

Figure 7-25
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powered flight phase cannot be covered suf- AZUSA/6LOTRAC
ficiently from land-based tracking stations.
Therefore, tracking ships will be located in the The Azusa is an automatic, high-precision, real-
Atlantic to obtain the tracking data during in- time, trajectory-measuring electronic system

sertion which is required for orbit determina- that operates at microwave frequencies. The
tion. The number of stations which can "see" system consists of a vehicle-borne transponder
the vehicle depends on the launch azimuth, and a ground-based tracking station. Two Azusa

ground stations, designated Azusa Mark I and
In addition, the Saturn launch vehicle will be Azusa Mark If, are installed in the Atlantic

tracked from S-band stations at Cape Kennedy and Missile Range at Grand Bahama Island and at Cape
on the Atlantic tracking ships. These stations Kennedy, respectively. Both systems are essen-
have dual tracking capability: i.e., they can tially the same. Therefore, only the Hark II
simultaneously track the two S-band transponders will be discussed in this manual.
on the vehicle; one in the IU and the other in

the Apollo Spacecraft. The S-band station on The Azusa ground station sends continuous tra-
Bermuda has only a single capability and will jectory data in digital form to the range corn-

track the Apollo Spacecraft transponder. Refer purer. The computer derives the position coor-
to radio command systems for additional informa- dinates of the trajectory. This data is pre-
tion on the S-band equipment, sented to the range safety officer on automat-

ic plotting boards. The trace appea_lng in
During orbital flight, tracking is accomplished real-time indicates the locus of points at which
by S-band stations of the Manned Space Flight impact would occur should thrust be terminated
Network (MSFN) and by C-band radar stations. The at any time.
S-band stations, including the Deep Space In-
strumentation Facility, can track the Apollo The position of the vehicle (transponder) is de-
Spacecraft to the moon and will also be involved termined at the Azusa ground stations by meas-
in tracking after injection. Tracking informa- uring range (R) and two direction cosines (1 and
tion collected during orbital flight may be used m) with respect to the antenna baselines. The
to update the Saturn guidance before injection, antenna layout of the Azusa MK II station con-

sists of two mutually perpendicular baselines as
C-SANDRADAR shown in figure 7-26. Antennas arranged along

these baselines form X and Y coordinate axes.

The function of the C-band radar transponder is The transmitter antenna (T) radiates a CW signal
to increase the range and accuracy of the radar at 5 GHz to the vehicle. This signal is offset

ground stations equipped with AN/FPS-16, and AN/ by 60 _z in the transponder and retransmitted
FPQ-6 radar systems. C-band radar stations at to the ground station receiving antennas. The
the Kennedy Space Center, along the Atlantic direction cosine, with respect to a baseline, is

Missile Range, and at many other locations obtained from the measurement of the phase dif-
around the world, provide global tracking cap- ference between transmitted and received signal.
abilities. Two C-band radar transponders are For range ambiguity resolution, the transmitted
carried in the IU to provide radar tracking cap- carrier is modulated with several low frequen-
abilities independent of the vehicle attitude, cies. See figure 7-27 for Azusa parameters and
This arrangement is more reliable than the an- characteristics and figure 7-28 for definition
tenna switching circuits necessary if only one of terms.
transponder would be used.

The signals received at the two spaced anten-
The transponder consists of a single compact nas of an antenna pair have a phase difference
package. Major elements include: an integrated caused by the difference in range between the
RF head, an IF amplifier, a decoder, overin- transponder and each of the antennas. This
terrogation protection circuitry, a fast re- phase difference is measured and used to compute
covery solid-state modulator, a magnetron, a the direction cosine. The accuracy of the me-
secondary power supply, and transducers for surement increases with increasing baseline
telemetry channels. The complete unit weighs length, but data becomes ambiguous and coarse
5.5 pounds and has a volame of only I00 cubic measurements are necessary for ambiguity resolu-
inches, tion.

The transponder receives coded or single pulse Direction cosine measurement is accomplished by
interrogation from ground stations and trans- using the antennas in pairs to provide baselines
mite a single-pulse reply in the same frequency of 16.56 feet, 165.6 feet, and 1,656.0 feet as
band. indicated in the table of figure 7-28. A conical

scan antenna (DF) yields unambiguous direction

Six conditioned telemetry outputs are provided: measurement and furnishes ambiguity resolution
input signal level, input PRF, temperature, for the 16.36 feet baselines. The 16.56 feet
incident power, reflected power, and reply PRY. baselines resolve ambiguity for the more ac-

_- curate 163.6 feet baselines, and the 1,636.0
The characteristics of the C-band radar trans- feet baselines supply information for computing
ponder are given in figure 7-25. cosine rate data. The conical scan direction
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finder antenna (DF) provides pointing informa- at all times so the transponder can "lock-on"
tion for all other antennas, with the ground station.

Range is determined at the ground station by Data and reference signals are fed into a dis- .-_
comparing the instantaneous phase of the trans- criminator which provides one pulse (count) out-

mitted modulation signal to that of the received put for each 360-degree phase difference (I
modulation signal. The resulting phase dif- cycle) in the input circuit. Plus and minus
ference is directly proportional to the propaga- pulses are fed on separate lines to a bidi-
tion time from the ground station to the trans- rectional counter. The coherent carrier range
ponder and back to the ground station. In other data is then fed to an IBM 7090 computer with
words, phase difference is proportional to the direction cosine data (I, m) and modulation-

range. Using a high range modulation frequency derived slant range data. The computer, using
to obtain fine resolution, results in output 20 input samples per second, solves the equa-
data that are ambiguous, the number of ambigui- tions for the position of the vehicle.
ties is proportional to the modulation fre-
quency. TRANSPONDER

The ambiguities in range measurement are re- The type-C transponder uses transistors in all
solved electronically by using three modulation circuitry except for the klystron. The type-C
frequencies that are obtained by the frequency- transponder operates also with GLOTRAC stations
division of a single, precise, frequency source described briefly in the following paragraphs.
at the ground station. The phase shift is me-
asured for each of these harmonically related GLOTRAC
signal pairs with the lower frequency phase data
being used to resolve the ambiguities in the GLOTRAC ground stations are equipped with either
next higher frequency phase data. The modula- a transmitter or a receiver or both. Both ex-
tion signals used for range measurement are isting Azusa stations may be considered as part

157.4 Hz, 3.934 kHz, and 98.356 kHz. The fine of GLOTRAC. The transponder in the vehicle is
range modulation signal, 98.356 kHz, remains on interrogated by an Azusa ground station or by a

GLOTRAC transmitter site. The transponder off-

sets the received frequency and retransmits theAZUSA SYSTEMGEOMETRY signal to GLOTRAC receiving sites where the dop-
pler shift is measured by comparing the received
signal with the transmitter signal (if the re-
ceiver is located near the transmitter) or with _-_

a local frequency source. At GLOTRAC stations

__ equipped with both a transmitter and receiver,; the range to the transponder is measured by

_ _------ _ phase comparison between the transmitted and re-

i F - ceivedsignalsTheA,usaCtranspondsr

_ __- can also be interrogated by C-band radars for
I range and angle determination.

_'_ The range rates measured at three receiving sta-

tions yield the vehicle velocity, and by inte-
grating this velocity, the position is obtained.
Initial conditions for integration are obtained

from radar range measurements. Data measured

_ at all stations is transmitted to the computerAX.I R at Cape Kennedy. Accuracy of GLOTRAC measure-

] / ments are approximately 98.4 feet in position

and 0.5 feet/second in velocity.

"x" I', "'--. I GROUNDSUPPORTEQUIPMENT
AXIS! .-" / _. L//

_L . _t[ f///,y ,, The IU, because of its complex nature, requires

the services of many types of ground support

ot equipment (GSE); mechanical, pneudraulic, elec-

_ /- i_k//_F l AXIS trical, electronic, and personnel. This section

cription of the IU Ground Support Equipment.

YF-_'Z Y1 _ XFI There are three primary interfaces between theIU and its GSE. One is the IU access door used

during prelaunch preparations for battery in-
stal lation, ordnance servicing, servicing IU

Figure 7-26 equipment, S-IVB forward dome and LEM servic-
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AZUSA TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

TERM DEFINITION

BASELINE The line defined by two antennas supp]ying data for phase

F-- comparison. There are three colinear base]ines (intermediate,

16.36 feet; fine, 163.6 feet; rate or incremental, ],636.0 feet) on
each axis.

COHERENCE, CARRIER Term a_plied to the condition wherein the instantaneous phase of
the output carrier of the Azusa transponder is directly related
to the instantaneous phase of the input carrier and its fine
modulation signal.

COSINE, DIRECTION The cosine of the included angle between a line starting at the
transponder and passing through the intersection of the two axes,
and the extension of the positive X-asis, is called X direction
cosine. Y direction cosine is determined in a similar manner by
using an extension of the Y-axis.

DATA, AMBIGUOUS Azusa data without a point of reference. A mechanical analogy
would be the measurements made on a micrometer where the
divisions on the vernier scale of the thimble are not valid

without the index provided by the scale on the sleeve.

DATA, FINE COSINE Digital or analog information representing the cosine of the
direction angle or as determined at the163.6 foot baseline antennas
To qualify as "fine data," ambiguities, due to the large number of
cycles at the measurement frequency, must have been resolved to
provide accurate data with high resolution.

DATA, FINE RANGE Digita] or analog information representing the distance from the
baseline intersection to the transponders as determined by using
the 98.356 KHz modulation frequency. To qualify as "fine data,"

ambiguities, due to the large number of cycles at the fine range
modulation frequency, must have been resolved to provide accurate
data with high resolution.

DATA, INCREMENTAL COSINE Similar to fine cosine data except that resolution obtained bv
using ],636.0 foot baselines is higher and ambiguities are not
resolved. The computer operates on this data to derive a measure
of the rate of change or direction cosines.

DATA, INCREMENTAL RANGE Similar to fine range data except that the carrier frequency is
used to provide increased resolution. Ambiguities are not
resolved. The computer operates on this data to derive a measure
of missile radial velocity.

DATA, INTERMEDIATE Cosine or range --Provides resolution, better than that obtained
with coarse data, but below that obtained with fine data. Data

is unambiguous and is used to resolve fine data ambiguities.

DATA, PHASE Data obtained by measuring the phase difference between two
signals having a common frequency.

RESOLUTION, AMBIGUITY The determination of the exact cycle, at the measurement
frequency, at which the equipment is comparing phase angle.
Ambiguities are resolved by comparing the phase of a data signal
with that of a reference signal in a "three speed" servo system.
Starting with unambiguous data, successive comparisons are
made to resolve ambiguities in the next "higher speed" data. The
process is analogous to mechanical vernier measurements.

SIGNAL, INTERROGATION Ground-transmitted signal.

SIGNAL, RESPONSE Transponder-transmitted signal, offset 60.2 MHz from the
transponder-received signal.

Figure 7-27
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AZUSA PARAMETERS AND CHARACTERISTICS

SYSTEM GEOMETRY

R slant range (best value from refraction corrected rm or

rcc axis)

direction angle with respect to X-axis

# = direction angle with respect to Y-axis

= direction angle with respect to Z-axis

MEASURED PARAMETERS

1 = cos_ = x _ Data from 163o6 foot x-baseline- R

m = cos # = _ - Data from 163.6 foot Y-baseline

r = uncorrected slant range (either rm or rcc)

rm = modulation slant range (nonambiguous)

rcc = incrementally derived range

le = incremental cosine from extended 1,636.0 foot X-baseline

me = incremental cosine from extended 1,636.0 foot Y-baseline .P_

At time increment between data samples

COMPUTED PARAMETERS

n cosY -_ I l2 _ m2

• l (rcci + r ) = radialratercc 2At + l cci- l

= l lei ) = cosine ratee 2At (lei+ 1 - l

l

(mei - m ) = m cosinerateme 2At + l ei- l

= Iie + mm
,e

n

X = RI X = Rie + Ircc

Y = R Y = Rm + m_
m e cc

Z Rn Z = RF_ + nr
cc

Figure 7-28 (Sheet 1 of 2)
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ing. The second interface is the m_Silical
through which the IU is furnished with ground

AZUSA PARAMETERS AND CHARACTERISTICS power, purging air/GN2, methanol-water for en-
f- vironmental control, and hardwire links with
• electrical/electronic checkout equipment. The

third interface is the optical window through
Transponder Type-C which the guidance system ST-124-M5 stable plat-

form is aligned.
Receiver frequency ........ 5060.194 MHz

Transmitter frequency ..... 5000.000 MHz

RF power output ........... 2.5 watts [U ACCESS DOOR

Input voltage ............. 28 vdc
The structure of the IU consists of three 120-

Input current ............. 5 amperes degree segments of aluminum honeycomb sandwich

Receiver input signal ..... -12 to -90 dbm joined to form a cylindrical ring. After as-
sembly of the IU, a door assembly provides ac-

Weight .................... 19.3 lbs cess to the electronic equipment inside the

Size ...................... 372 inches3 structure. This access door has been designed to
act as a load supporting part of the structure
in flight.

AZUSA Ground Station Mark II Work platforms, lights, and air-conditioning are
used inside the IU to facilitate servicing op-

Transmitted power ......... 2 kw erations. When the spacecraft is being fueled

Transmitter frequency ..... 5060.2 MHz +0.75 MHz through the IU access door, a special protective
- cover is installed inside the IU to protect com-

Ranging modulation ........ 157.4 Hz, 3.934 kHz, ponents from any possible volatile fuel spill-
98.351 kHz age.

Receiver frequency ........ 5000 MHz
Approximately 20 hours before launch the IU

Receiver sensitivity ...... -145 to -147 dbm flight batteries, each weighing 165 pounds, are

Receiver antenna gain ..... 33 db (MK II) activated in the battery shop and installed in
the IU through the access door.

_- Accuracies:

Range .................. 9.98 feet At approximately T-6 hours, the service equip-
ment is removed and the access door is secured.

Angle .................. l x 10-5 in cosine

data IU UMBILICAL

AZUSA Characteristics The physical link between the IU and the GSE is
through the umbilical connection located adja-

] = COS = -_ cent to the access door. The umbilical is made

up of eighteen electrical connectors, two pneu-
L draulic couplings and an air conditioning duct.

m = cos = -RY The electrical connectors provide ground power
T: Transmitter Antenna and the electricalelectronic signals necessary
DF: Direction Finder Antenna (Receiving) for prelaunch checkout of the IU equipment. The
XF, XR, YF, YR: Receiving Antennas pneudraulic couplings provide for circulation of
L: Distance between antennas GSE supplied methanol-water coolant fluid for

the IU/S-IVB ECS. The air conditioning duct
Baseline provides for compartment cooling air or purging

Antennas Length Measurements GN2.

Lx, Ly The umbilical is retracted at liftoff and a

DF - X] ]6.36 ft. Intermediate cos spring loaded door on the IU closes to cover the
XFI - XF2 ]63.6 ft. Fine cos connectors.

XF] - XR 1,636.0 ft. Rate cos
OPTICALALIGNMENT

DF - YI ]6.36 ft. Intermediate cos
YF2 - YFI 163.6 ft. Fine cos The IU contains a window through which the ST-

YF2 - YR l,636.0 ft. Rate cos 124-M3 stable platform has its alignment checked
and corrected by a theodolite located in a hut

Geometrical Definitions
on the ground and a computer feedback loop. By
means of this loop the launch azimuth can be
monitored, updated and verified to a high degree

Figure 7-28 (Sheet 2 of 2) of accuracy.
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IU/SLAINTERFACE

MECHANICALINTERFACE

The IU and spacecraft-LM adapter (SLA) are mech-

anically aligned with three guide pins and
brackets as shown in figure 7-29. These pins
facilitate the alignment of the close tolerance

interface bolt holes as the two units are joined
during vehicle assembly. Six bolts are installed
around the circumference of the interface and

sequentially torqued using a special MSFC de-
signed wrench assembly. These six bolts secure

the IU/SLA _echanical interface. (See figure
7-30). 400 DIA.

IU/SLAALIGNMENT

3LT, WASHERS, NUT
TYPICAL - 6 PLACES

TYPICAL
3 PLACES

,r" INSTRUMENT UNIT

ALL DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHESSLA

Figure 7-30

--'I

• 50 MIN. --]

INSTRUMENTUNIT

/_3.00-_-3.00-- r--CONNECTORSUNTAPEREDPORTIONOF 6T_ SLAREF
PIN MUST EXTEND A ,---n

MIN. OF.50 BELOW , i i I ' i , mBRACKET

1.020'DIA PIN.3 REQD. SLA

ooGUIDE PIN

• *- • PLUGS
IU (REF)

ALL DIMENSIONSARE IN INCHES ALL DIMENSIONSARE IN INCHES

Figure 7-29 Figure 7-31
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ELECTRICAL INTERFACE trol, and indication circuitry and EDS circuitry
working off the EDS bus No. 3 and IU bus +GD03.

The electrical interface between the IU and

spacecraft consists of three 61 pin connectors MAJOR DIFFERENCES BETWEEN SATURN V IV-3 AND IU-4
(see figure 7-31). The definition and function
of each connector is presented in the following
paragraphs. _ IY equipment ahanges consist of deletions as

follows:

IU/Spacecratt Interlace Connector J-1
Measuring Rack, 6 places

This connector provides lines for power, con- Source Follower
trol, indication circuitry and emergency detec- D20 Battery

tion system (EDS) circuitry working off the EDS F2 BF Ass 'y.
bus No. 1 and IU bus +6D91. F2 TLM A88 'y.

Slow Speed MUX

IU/Spncecriit Interfoce Connector J-_ Tape Recorder
Measuring Distributor

This connector provides lines for power, con- P1 RF Ass'y.
trol, and indications for the Q-bal] circuitry Thermal Probe
and the EDS circuitry working off the EDS bus Bate Gyro Timer
No. 2 and IU bus +6D02.

IU/Spicecraft Interlace CoeRce|or J-3 _ Quantity of instrumentation measurements re-
duced fram $3g to 221. Instrumentation tuna-

This connector provides lines for power, con- 8umemente converted from R_D to Operational.

7-59/7-40
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F SECTIONVIIt I
F GROUNDSUPPORTINTERFACE

TABLE OF CONTENTS the S-II stage, S-IVB stage, and the IU. The

low bay area, located in the southern section of

LAUNCH COMPLEX 39.................. 8-1 the VAB, is approximately 210 feet high, 442

LC-39 FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT ........ 8-] feet wide, and 274 feet long. There axe eight
VEHICLE ASSEMBLY AND CHECKOUT ....... 8-17 stage preparation and checkout cells, fou_ o£

which are equipped with systems to simulate in-

terface operations between stages and the IU.LAUNCHCOMPLEX39
Work platforms, made up of fixed and folded sec-

Launch Complex 39 (LC-39), located at Kennedy tions, fit the various stages as required. The

Space Center, Florida, is the facility provided platforms are bolted to the low bay stz,/cture to

for the assembly, checkout and laumch of the permit vertical repositioning for changes in
Apollo/Saturn V space vehicle. Assembly and stage configuration. Access from fixed floor

checkout of the vehicle is accomplished on a levels to the work platforms is provided by
mobile launcher, in the controlled environment stairs.

of the vehicle assembly building. The space ve-
hicle and the launch structure are then moved as Transfer Aisle
a unit by the crawler-transporter to the launch

site, where vehicle launch is accomplished after The transfer aisle provides the means for un-

propellant loading and final checkout. The ma- loading the stages and movement of the stages
jot elements of the launch complex shown in fig- between the high and low bay areas. A 17S-ton

ure 8-1, are the vehicle assembly building bridge crane, with a hook height of 166 feet
(VAB), the launch control center (LCC), the me- above ground floor level, serves the transfer

bile launcher (ML), the crawler-transporter aisle.
(C-T), the crawlerway, the mobile service struc-

ture (MSS), and the launch pad. The motor driven transfer aisle doors are of the

sliding type. The doors provide an opening 55
LC-39 FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT f_ wide and 96 feet high on the south end of

the low bay area and 55 feet wide and 57 feet

VEHICLE XSSEHBLY BUILDIH6 high on the north end of the high bay area.

The VAB is located adjacent to Kennedy Parkway Hig_ Bay Area
about five miles north of the KSC industrial

area. Its purpose is to provide a protected en- The high bay area provides the facilities for

vironment for receipt and checkout of the pro- erection and checkout of the S-IC stage; mating

pulsion stages and instrument unit (]U), erec- and erection operations of the S-II stage, S-IVB

tion of the vehicle stages and spacecraft in a stage, IU, and spacecraft; and integrated check-

vertical position on the ML, and integrated out of the assembled space vehicle. The high
checkout of the assembled space vehicle, bay area is located in the northern section of

the building.

The VAB, as shown in figure 8-2 is a totally

enclosed structure covering eight acres of The high bay area is approximately 525 feet

ground. It is a structural steel building ap- high, .518 feet wide, and 442 feet long. It con-

proximately 525 feet high, 518 feet wide, and tains four checkout bays, each capable of accom-

716 feet long. The siding is insulated al_in_n modating a fully assembled, Saturn V space re-
except where translucent fiberglass sandwich pa- hicle.

nels are used in part of the north and south

walls. Access to the vehicle at various levels is pro-
vided from air-conditioned work platforms that

The principal operational elements of the VAB extend from either side of the bay to completely

are the low bay area and high bay area. A 92 surround the launch vehicle. £ach platform is

foot wide transfer aisle extends through the composed of two biparting sections which can be

length of the VAB and divides the low and high positioned in the vertical plane. The floor and
bay areas into equal segments. (See figure roof of each section conform to and surround the
8-3.) vehicle. Hollow seals on the floor and roof o£

the section provide an environmental seal be-

Low e.y Afoi tween the vehicle and the platform.

The low bay area provides the facilities for re- Each pair of opposite checkout bays is served by
ceivlng, uncrating, checkout, and preparation of a 250-ton bridge crane with a hook height of 462
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feet. The wall framing between the bays and the and cabling bridge connects the VAB and LCC at
transfer aisle is open above the 190-foot ele- the third floor level.
ration to permit movement of components from the
transfer aisle to their assembly position in the The LCC is a four-story structure approximately _-_
checkout bay. The bay areas are ventilated and 580 by 180 feet. The grotmd floor is devoted to
have nitrogen and heliu_ gas concentration de- service and support functions such as cafeteria,
tection systems, offices, shops, laboratories, the communications

control room, and the complex control center.
The high bay doors provide an inverted T-shaped The second floor houses telemetry, RF and track-
opening 456 feet in height. The lower portion ing equipment, in addition to instrumentation
o£ the opening is closed by doors which move and data reduction facilities.

horizontally on tracks. The upper portion of
the opening is closed by seven vertically moving The third floor is divided into four separate
doors, but similar control areas, each containing a

firing room, computer room, mission control

Uti[itT Auuea room, test conductor platform area, visitor gal-
lery, offices and frame rooms. The four firing

The utility annex, located on the west side of rooms, one for each high bay in the VAB, contain
the VAB, supports the VAB, LCC and other facil- control, monitoring and display equipment for
ities in the VAB area. It provides air condi- automatic vehicle checkout and launch.
tioning, hot water, compressed air, water for
fire protection and emergency electrical power. Direct viewing of the firing rooms and the

launch area is possible from the mezzanine level
Helium/NitrogenStorege-VABArea through specially designed, laminated, and

tinted glass windows. Electrically controlled
The gas storage facility at the VAB provides sun louvers are positioned outside the windows.
high-pressure gaseous heliu_ and nitrogen. It
is located east of the VAB end south of the The display rooms, offices, launch information
crawlerway. The roof deck of the building is exchange facility (LIEF) rooms, and mechanical
removable to permit installation and removal of equipment are located on the fourth floor.
pressure vessels through the roof. This facil-
ity is serviced from the converter/compressor The electronic equipment areas of the second
facility by a 6,000 psig gaseous helium line and and third floors have raised false floors to
a 5,000 psig gaseous nitrogen line. accommodate interconnecting cables and air-con-

ditioning ducts.
LAUNCHCONTROLCENTER

The power demands in this area are large and are
The LCC, figure 8-4, serves as the focal point supplied by two separate systems, industrial and
for overall direction, control, and surveillance instrumentation. The indu_trial power system
of space vehicle checkout and launch. The LCC supplies electric power for lighting, general
is located adjacent to the VAB and at a suffi- use receptacles, and industrial units such as
cient distance from the launch pad (three miles) air conditioning, elevators, pumps and corn-
to permit the safe viewing of liftoff without pressors. The instrumentation power system
requiring site hardening. An enclosed personnel supplies power to the electronic equipment, com-

LCCEXTERIOR

Figure 8-4
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puters, and related checkout equipment. This All electrical/mechanical interfaces between re-

division between power systems is designed to hicte systems and the VAB or the launch site are

protect the instrumentation power system from located through or adjacent to the base strut-
the adverse effects of switching transients, ture. A number of permanent pedestals at the
large cycling loads, and intermittent motor launch site provide support for the interface

starting loads. Communication and signal cable plates and servicing lines.

provisions have been incorporated into the de-
sign of the facility. Cable troughs extend from The base houses such items as the computer sys-

the LCC via the enclosed bridge to each ML loca- tems test sets, digital propellant loading
tion in the VAB high bay area. The LCC is also equipment, hydraulic test sets, propellant and

connected by buried cableways to the ML refur- pneumatic lines, air-conditioning and ventilat-

bishing area and to the pad terminal connection ing systems, electrical power systems, and water
room (PTCR) at the launch pad. Antennas on the systems. Shock-mounted floors and spring sup-

roof provide an RF link to the launch pads and ports are provided so that critical equipment

other facilities at KSC. receives less than + 0.5 g mechanically-induced

vibrations. ElectrOnic compartments within the

ML base are provided with acoustical isolation

_0_[_ [AUmCH[R to reduce the overall rocket engine noise level.

The mobile laLmcher (figure 8-5) is a r_ranspor-
table steel structure which, with the crawler- The air-conditioning and ventilating system for

transporter, provides the capability to move the the base provides environmental protection for

erected vehicle to the launch pad. The ML is the equipment during operations and standby.

divided into two functional areas, the launcher One packaged air-conditioner provides minimal
base and the t_abilical tower. The launcher base environmental conditioning and humidity control

is the platform on which a Saturn V vehicle is during transit. Fueling operations at the

assembled in the vertical position, transported launch area require that the compartments within

to a lamlch site, and launched. The L_nbilical the structure be pressurized to a pressure of

tower, permanently erected on the base, is the three inches of water above atmospheric pressure

means of ready access to all important Levels of and that the air supply originate from a remote

the vehicle during the assembly, checkout, and area free from contamination.

servicing periods prior to launch. _le equip-

ment used in the servicing, checkout, told launch The primary electrical power supplied to the ML

is installed throughout both the base and tower is divided into four separate services: instru-
f-- sections of the ML. The intricate vehicle-to- mentation, industrial, in-transit and emer-

ground interfaces are established and debugged gency. Instrumentation and industrial power

in the convenient and protected environment of systems are separate and distinct. During
the VAB, and move umdisturbed aboard the ML to transit, power from the crawler-transporter is

the pad. used for the water/glycol systems, computer air-
conditioning, threshold lighting, and obstruc-

tion lights. Emergency power for the ML is

titoch0r BJse supplied by a diesel-driven generator located

The launcher base (figure 8-6) is a two story in the ground facilities. It is used for oh-

steel structure 25 feet high, 160 feet long, and struction lights, emergency lighting, and for

155 feet wide. Each of the three levels pro- one tower elevator. Water is supplied to the ML

rides approximately 12,000 square feet of floor at the VAB and at the pad for fire, industrial

space. The upper deck, designated level 0, and domestic purposes and at the refurbishment
contains, in addition to the tanhilical tower, area for domestic purposes.
the four holddown arms and the three tail ser-

vice masts. Level A, the upper of the two in-

ternal levels, contains 21 compartments and Umbilicol Tower
level B has 22 compartments. There is a 45-foot

square opening through the ML base for first The umbilical tower is an open steel structure
stage exhaust. 580 feet high which provides the support for

eight umbilical service arms, one access arm,

Access to the base interior is provided by per- 18 work and access platforms, distribution

sonnel/equipment access doors opening into lev- equipment for the propellant, pneumatic, elec-

els A and B and equipment access hatches io- trical and instrumentation subsystems, and other
cared on levels 0 and A. ground support equipment. The distance from the

vertical centerline of the tower to the vertical

The base has provisions for attachment to the centerline of the vehicle is approximately 80

crawler-transporter, six launcher-to-ground feet. The distance from the nearest vertical
mount mechanisms, and four extensible support colt_nn of the tower to the vertical centerline
columns, of the vehicle is approximately 60 feet. Two

VIII
<jFF
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MOBILE LAUNCHER
GSCUFLOWCONTROLVALVEBOX

SOLE_ IUGROUNDIU PNEUMATICCON COOLINGUNIT(2 UNITS)

S-IVB GASHEATEXCHANGER S-IVB PNEUMATICCONSOLE"A"

S-IVB PNEUMATICCONSOLE"B" _ APSPNEUMATICCONSOLE

S-IIPNEUMATICCONSOLES7-41A S-IILH2 HEATEXCHANGERA7-71

S-lC FWD UMBILICAL
S-II PNEUMATICCONSOLE$7-41B SERVICE CONSOLE S-II PNEUMATICCONSOLES-741C

Figure 8-5 (Sheet 1 of 2)
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_-- _Box _'S-II Pneumatic Consoles ST-41A, B, & C

J'I Selects either GSCU for operationof one Regulate, control, and monitor gases forunit while the other recirculates. S-II stage during standby, prelaunch, and

[launch.
Ground Support Cooling Unit

i Supplies water-methanolto the heat ex- S-IVB Gas Heat Exchanger
J changer in the IU thermal conditioning LI/ Supplies cold helium or hydrogen for the

system to absorb heat in the IU generated following:
J by electronic equipment. I. Lox and Fuel Tank Pre-Pressuriza-

tionS-IVB PneumaticConsole A&B 2. Thrust chamber jacket chilldown

I'V Regulatesand controls helium and nitrogen 3. Pressurizeengine turbine start
gasesfor leak testing,functionalcheck- bottle

J out, propellant loading,purge, and pro- I_

J pellant unloading. L_IU PneumaticConsoleRegulates,monitors, and controls pneu-

S-IVB APS PneumaticConsole matic pressure to pressurize,checkout,Regulate and distributehelium and nitro- and test the air bearing spheres and re-
gen gases during checkout and propellant lated pneumaticand electro-mechanical
loading, circuitry.

[_ _S-IC ForwardUmbilical Service ConsoleS-II LH2 Heat ExchangerA7-71 _ Suppliesnitrogenfrom three re-
Providesgases to the S-IC stage for the gulationmodules to S-IC stage
following: pneumaticsystems (camera lens purge,

I. Fuel tank pressurization camera eject, and Iox and fuel tank
2. LOX tank pre-pressurization preservation)throughthe forward
3. Thrust Chamberjacket chilldown u_ilical olate.

Figure 8-S (Sheet 2 of 2)
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SUPPLIES OPERATING PRESSURES TO S-lC STAGE S-IC HYDRAULIC SUPPLY AND CHECKOUT UNIT
AND S-IC PNEUMATICCHECKOUT RACKS GIMBALS FOUR OUTBOARD F-I ENGINES

CHECKSOUT "THRUSTOK" PRESSURE SWITCHES
CONTROLS F-I ENGINE VALVES

Figure 8-6 (Sheet 2 of 2)

high speed elevators service 18 landings, from base. They position and hold the vehicle on the

level A of the base to the 340-foot tower level. HL during the VAB checkout, movement to the pad,

and pad checkout. The ann bases have sufficient

The hammerhead crane, located at the top of the strength to support the vehicle before launch

umbilical tower, has a load capacity of I0 to 25 and to withstand the dynamic loads caused by en-
tons depending on hook distance from tower vert- gine cutoff in an abort situation. The vehicle

ical centerline. The crane is capable of 560 base is held with a preloaded force of 700,000

degrees of rotation and one complete revolution pounds at each arm.
per minute in either direction. The hook can
be extended 468 feet from the 580-foot level of

the tower. Remote control of the crane from the At engine ignition, the vehicle is restrained

ground and from levels 0 through 560 feet of the until proper engine thrust is achieved, at which

tower is provided by portable plug-in type con- time a signal from the countdown sequencer

trol consoles, causes each of two identical pneumatic systems

to release high-pressure helium to a separator
mechanism in each holddown arm. The unlatching

Holddon Arms interval for the four arms should not exceed

0.050 seconds. If any of the separators fails

The four holddown arms (figure 8-7) are mounted to operate in 0.180 seconds, release is effected _'_

on the ML deck 90 ° apart around the vehicle by detonating an explosive nut link.
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At launch, the holddown arms quickly release the figure 8-7, support service lines to the S-IC

vehicle so that the vehicle may accelerate too stage and provide a means for rapid retraction
rapidly and create unallowable stresses in its at vehicle liftoff. The TSM assemblies are lo-

structure. To provide smooth vehicle release, cared on level 0 of the ML base. Each TSM is a

controlled release mechanisms (figure 8-7) are counter-balanced structure which is pneumat-

used to further restrain the vehicle during the ically/electrically controlled and hydraulically
first few inches of travel. Each controlled re- operated. Retraction of the umbilical carrier

lease mechanism basically consists of a bracket and vertical rotation of the mast is aecom-

bolted to the holddown arm base, a tapered pin plished simultaneously to ensure no physical
fastened to the bracket, and a die coupled to contact between the vehicle and mast. The car-

the vehicle. Upon vehicle release, the tapered rier is protected by a clam-shell hood which is

pin is drawn through the die during the first closed by a separate hydraulic system as the
six inches of vehicle travel. This reduces the mast rotates.

diameter of the pin from its maximum to the dia-

meter of the die. The force required to draw LAUNCH PAD
the pins through the dies decreases linearly

from maximum restraint at holddown release to The launch pad, figure 8-9, provides a stable

zero restraint when the pins are free of the foundation for the ML during Apollo/Saturn V
dies. The vehicle is then free with the pins launch and prelaunch operations and an interface
remaining in the bracket and the dies travelling to the ML for ML and vehicle systems. There are

with the vehicle. There are provisions for as presently two pads at LC-39 located approxi-

many as 16 mechanisms per vehicle. The precise mately three miles from the VAB area. Each
number is determined on a mission basis, launch site is an eight-sided polygon measuring

approximately 3,000 feet across.

ServiceArms
Launch PadStructure

The nine service arms provide access to the

launch vehicle and support the service lines The launch pad is a cellular, reinforced con-

that are required to sustain the vehicle as crete structure with a top elevation of 48 feet

described in figure 8-8. The service arms are above sea level (42 feet above grade elevation).

designated as either preflight or in-flight The longitudinal axis of the pad is oriented

arms. The preflight arms are retracted and north-south, with the crawlerway and ramp ap-

locked against the umbilical tower prior to proach from the south.

liftoff. The in-flight arms retract at vehicle

liftoff, after receiving a command signal from Located within the fill under the west side of

the service arm control switches located in the the structure (figure 8-i0) is a two-story con-

holddown arms. crete building to house environmental control

and pad terminal connection equipment. On the
The in-flight service arm launch retract se- east side of the structure, within the fill, is

quence typically consists of the four following a one-story concrete building to house the high-

operations: arm unlock, umbilical carrier re- pressure gas storage battery. On the pad sur-
lease, carrier withdrawal, and arm retraction face are elevators, staircases, and interface

and latchback. At T-IS seconds the service structures to provide service to the ML and the

arms are unlocked by a signal from the terminal mobile service structure (MSS). A ramp, with a
countdown sequencer. When the vehicle rises five percent grade, provides access from the

5/4-inch, the primary liftoff switches on the crawlerway. This is used by the C-T to position

holddown arms activate a pneumatic system which the ML/Saturn V and the MSS on the support ped-

unlocks the umbilical carriers and pushes each estals. The azimuth alignment building is Io-

carrier from the vehicle. If this system fails, cated on the approach ramp in the crawlerway

the secondary mechanical release mechanism will median strip. A flame trench 58 feet wide by

be actuated when the vehicle rises approximately 450 feet long, bisects the pad. This trench

two inches. If both systems fail the carrier is opens to grade at the north end. The 700,000-

cammed from the vehicle when it" rises approxi- pound mobile wedge-type flame deflector is
mately 15 inches. Upon carrier ejection, a mounted on rails in the trench.

double-pole switch activates both the carrier

withdrawal and arm retraction systems. If this An escape chute is provided to connect the ML to
switch fails, it will be by-passed by a signal an underground hard room. This room is located

from the secondary liftoff switches when the re- in the fill area west of the support structure.
hicle rises 18 inches. Line handling devices on This is used by astronauts and service crews in

the S-IVB forward and aft arms are also acti- the event of a malfunction during the final

vated on carrier ejection. Carrier withdrawal phase of the countdown.

and arm retraction is accomplished by pneumatic

and/or hydraulic systems. Pad Terminal ConnectionRoom

The pad terminal connection room (PTCR) (figure

Tail Service Masts 8-lO) provides the terminals for communication
The three tail service mast (TSM) assemblies, and data link transmission connections between
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MOBILE LAUNCHER ;ERVICE ARMS

S-IC Intertank (preflight). Provides lox _9> Command Module Access Arm (preflight).fill and drain interfaces. Umbilical _ Provides access to spacecraft through en-
withdrawal by pneumatically driven com- vironmental chamber. Arm may be retrac-
pound parallel linkage device. Arm may be ted or extended from LCC. Retracted 12°
reconnected to vehicle from LCC. Retract park position until T-4 minutes. Extend
time is 8 seconds. Reconnect time is ap- time is 12 seconds from this position.
proximately 5 minutes.

S-IC Forward (preflight). Provides pneu-matic, electrical, and air-conditioning
interfaces. Umbilical withdrawal by pneu-
matic disconnect in conjunction with pneu-
matically drivenblock and tackle/lanyard
device. Secondary mechanical system. Re-
tracted at T-20 seconds. Retract time is
8 seconds.

S-II Aft (preflight}. Provides access tovehicle. Arm retracted prior to liftoff
as required.

S-II Intermediate (in-flight). ProvidesLH2 and lox transfer, vent line, pneu-
matic, instrument cooling, electrical, and
air-conditioning interfaces. Umbilical
withdrawal systems same as S-IVB Forward
with addition of a pneumatic cylinder ac-
tuated lanyard system. This system oper-
ates if primary withdrawal system fails.
Retract time is 6.4 seconds (max).

S-II Forward (in-flight). Provides GH2vent, electrical, and pneumatic inter-
faces. Umbilical withdrawal systems same
as S-IVB Forward. Retract time is 7.4
seconds (max).

I_ S-IVB Aft (in-flight). Provides LH2 and

lox transfer, electrical, pneumatic, and
air-conditioning interfaces. Umbilical
withdrawal systems same as S-IVB Forward.
Also equipped with line handling device.
Retract time is 7.7 seconds (max).

S-IVB Forward (in-flight). Provides fueltank vent, electrical, pneumatic, air-con-
ditioning, and preflight conditioning in-
terfaces. Umbilical withdrawal by pneu-
matic disconnect in conjunction with pneu-
matic/hydraulic redundant dual cylinder
system. Secondary mechanical system. Arm
also equipped with line handling device to
protect lines during withdrawal. Retract
time is 8.4 seconds (max).

Service Module (in-flight). Provides air-conditioning, vent line, coolant, electri-
cal, and pneumatic interfaces. Umbilical
withdrawal by pneumatic/mechanicallanyard
system with secondary mechanical system.
Retract time is 9.0 seconds (max).

VIII
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Figure 8-8
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LAUNCHPAD LC-39

Figure 8-9
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Figure 8-10
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the ML or MSS and the launch area facilities system provides chilled water for the air han-

and between the ML or MSS and the LCC. This dling units located in the equipment compart-
facility also accommodates the electronic equip- manta of the ML. A hydraulic elevator serves

_-_ ment that simulates the vehicle and the func- the two floors and the pad level.
tions for checkout of the facilities during the

absence of the launcher and vehicle. Industrial and instrt_nentation power is supplied
from a nearby substation.

The PTCR is a two-story hardened structure with-

in the fill on the west side of the launch sup- E.vironmenl+l ¢o.Iioi Syslem
port structure. The launch pedestal and the de-
flector area are located immediately adjacent to The ECS room located in the pad fill west of
this structure. Each of the floors of this the pad structure and north of the PTCR (figure
structure measures approximately 136 _eet by 56 8-10) houses the equipment which furnishes
feet. Entry is made from the west side of the temperature and/or humidity controlled air or
launch support structure at ground level into nitrogen for space vehicle cooling at the pad.
the first floor area. Instrt_nentaticn cabling The ECS room is 96 feet wide by 112 feet long
from the PTCR extends to the ML, MSS, high-pres- and houses air and nitrogen handling units, liq-
sure gas storage battery ar_a, fox facility, uid chillers, air compressors, a 3000-gallon
RP-I facility, LH2 facility, and azimuth align- water/glycol storage tank, and other auxiliary
ment building. The equipment areas of this electrical and mechanical equipment.
building have elevated false floors to accom-

modate the instrumentation and communication Higk Plessure Gas System
cables used for interconnecting instrL"mentation

racks and terminal distributors. The high-pressure gas storage facility at the
pad provides the launch vehicle with high-pres-

The air-conditioning system, located on the PTCR sure helium and nitrogen. This facility is an

ground floor, provides a controlled environment integral part of the east portion of the launch
for personnel and equipment. The air-condition- support structure. It is entered from ground
ing system is controlled remotely from the LCC elevation on the east side of the pad. The high
when personnel are evacuated for launch. This pressure (6,000 psig) facilities at the pad are

LAUNCH PAD INTERFAC SYSTEM

ENGINE -- MOUNT
SERVICING MECHANISM

RP-I-- (6PLACES)
Vlll

GRND
SUPP

PNEUMATICS-- -+f- SIDEl
SIDE4 ..

LH2 AND--
GH2

3

POWER

- FACILITIES

--ACCESS
STAIRWAY

ECS

N Lox
/

/

/

Figure 8-II
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provided for high pressure storage of 3,000 cu- Interface structures are provided on the east
bic feet of gaseous nitrogen and 9,000 cubic and west portions of the pad structure (figure
feet of gaseous helium. 8-11) for propellant, pneumatic, power, facili-

ties, environmental control, communications,
Launch Pad interface Structure control, and instrumentation systems.

The launch pad interface structure (figure 8-11)

provides mounting support pedestals for the ML ApoJ_o Emergeucv Ingress/Egressand Escape
and MSS, an engine access platform, and support _ystem
structures for fueling, pneumatic, electric
power, and environmental control interfaces. The Apollo emergency ingress/egress and escape

system provides access to and from the Command
The MLat the launch pad (as well as at the VAB Module ((}4) plus an escape route and safe quar-
and refurbish area) is supported by six mount ters for the astronauts and service personnel in
mechanisms which are designed to carry vertical the event of a serious malfunction prior to
and horizontal loading. Four extensible col- launch. The system includes the O4 access arm,
umns, located near each corner of the launcher two 600 feet per minute elevators from the 340-
base exhaust chamber also support the ML at the foot level to level A of the ML, pad elevator
launch site. The columns are designed to pre- No. 2, personnel carriers located adjacent to
vent excessive deflection of the launcher base the exit of pad elevator No. 2, the escape tube,
when the vehicle is fueled and from load re- and the blast room.

versal in case of an abort between engine igni-

tion and vehicle liftoff. The CM access arm provides a passage for the as-
tronauts and service personnel from the space-

The MSS is supported on the launch pad by four craft to the 320-foot level of the tower. Egres-

mounting mechanisms similar to those used to sing personnel take the high speed elevators to
support the ML. level A of the ML, proceed through the elevator

vestibule and corridor to pad elevator No. 2,
The engine servicing structure provides access move down this elevator to the bottom of the
to the ML deck for servicing of the S-IC engines pad, and mount personnel carriers which remove
and ML deck equipment, them from the pad area.

EGRESSSYSTEM

;RUBBER

BLAST

EGRESS

TUNNEL-_ , PAD

ESCAPETUBE

ECS

R INTAKE
BUILDING

JJ

Figure 8-12
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When the state of the emergency allows no time changer which is used to pressurize the storage

for retreat by motor vehicle, egressing person- tank to 65 psig, a vacut.n-jacketed, lO-ineh,

nel upon reaching level A of the ML slide down Invar transfer line. and a burn pond venting

the escape tube into the blast room vestibule, system. The internal tank pressure. ,m_ntained

commonly called the rubber room (see figure by circulating LH2 from the tank through the va-
8-12). The escape tube consists of a short sec- porizer and back into the tank, is sufficient to

tion which extends from the elevator vestibule provide the proper flow of LH 2 from the storage
at ML level A to side 5 of the ML base where it tank to the vehicle without using a transfer

interfaces with a fixed portion that penetrates p_np. Liquid hydrogen boil-off from the stor-

the pad at an elevation of 48 feet. At the lower age and ML areas is directed through vent-piping

extremity of the illuminated escape tube, a de- to bubblecapped headers submerged in the burn

celeration ramp is provided to reduce exit re- pond. The hydrogen is bubbled to the surface of

locity, permitting safe exit for the user. the 100 foot square pond where a hot wire igni-
tion system maintains the burning process.

Entrance to the blast room is gained through

blast-proof doors controllable from either side. tOX System Facility
The blast room floor is mounted on coil springs
to reduce outside acceleration forces to 3 to 5 The fox facility is located in the northwest

g's. Twenty people may be accommodated for 24 quadrant of the pad area, approximately 1,450
hours. Communication facilities are p/_)vided in feet from the center of the pad. The facility

the room including an emergency RF link in which consists of one 900,000 gallon spherical storage

the receiving antenna is built into the ceiling, tank, a fox vaporizer to pressurize the storage

In the event that escape via the blast-proof tank, main fill and replenish pumps, a drain

doors is not possible, a hatch in the top of the basin for venting and dumping of fox, and two
blast room is accessible to rescue crews, transfer lines.

An underground air duct from the vicinity of the
blast room to the remote air intake facility 6aseous HydrogeaFacility
permits egress from the pad structure to the pad This facility is located on the pad perimeter

perimeter. Provision is made to decrease air road northwest of the liquid hydrogen facility.
velocity in the duct to allow personnel movement The facility provides GH 2 at 6,000 psig to

through the duct. charge storage bottles mounted in the S-If and

S-IVB stages where the gaseous hydrogen is used

An alternate emergency egress system employs a to start turbines within these stages. The fa-

-_" slide wire from the vicinity of the 320-foot cility consists of four storage tanks having a

level of the ML to a 30-foot tail tower on the total capacity of 800 cubic feet, a flatbed

ground approximately 2,500 feet west of the trailer on which are mounted liquid hydrogen
launcher. Egressing personnel slide down the tanks and a liquid-to-gas converter, a transfer

wire on individual seat assemblies suspended line, and necessary valves and piping.

from the wire. Speeds of approximately 50 miles

per hour are attained at the low point approxi-

mately 20 feet above ground level. A ferrule at Azimath A]ig|me|t _|ildilg

the low point activates a braking mechanism The azimuth alignment building is located in the
which causes a controlled deceleration of each approach ramp to the launch structure in the

seat assembly to a safe stop. Up to ii persons median of the crawlerway about 700 feet from the

may be accommodated by the system. ML positioning pedestals. The building houses
the auto-collimator theodolite which senses, by

a light source, the rotational output of the

Fie[ SystemFacilities stable platform. A short pedestal, with a

The fuel facilities, located in the northeast spread footing isolated from the building, pro-

quadrant of the pad approximately 1,450 feet rides the mounting surface for the theodolite.

from pad center, store RP-I and liquid hydrogen.

The RP-I facility consists of three 86,000 gal- PhotographyFacilities
Ion (577,000 pound) steel storage tanks, a pump These facilities support photographic camera and

house, a circulating pump, a transfer pump, two closed circuit television equipment to provide

filter-separators, an 8-inch stainless steel real-time viewing and photographic doctaaentation
transfer line, RP-I foam generating building, coverage. There are six camera sites in the

and necessary valves, piping, and controls. Two launch pad area, each site containing an access

RP-I holding ponds, 150 feet by 250 feet with a road, five concrete camera pads, a target pole,

water depth of two feet are located north of the communication boxes, and a power transformer

launch pad, one on each side of the north-south with a distribution panel and power boxes. These

axis. The ponds retain spilled RP-] and dis- sites cover prelaunch activities and launch op-

charge water to drainage ditches, erations from six different angles at a radial
:-_ distance of approximately 1,300 feet from the

The LH 2 facility consists of one 850,(100 gallon launch vehicle. Each site has four engineering
spherical storage tank, a vaporizer/heat ex- sequential cameras and one fixed high speed

r
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metric camera (CZR). A target pole for optical Flame Deflector
alignment of the CZR camera is located approxi-

mately 225 feet from the CZR pad and is approxi- There are two flame deflectors provided at each

merely 86 feet high. pad; one for use and the other held in reserve.

Their normal parking position is north of the

Pad WaterSvste,,,Facilities launch support structure within the launch pad
area. The flame deflector protects the boattail

The pad water system facilities furnish water to section of the Saturn V launch vehicle and the

the launch pad area for fire protection, cool- launch stand from hot gases, high pressures, and

ing, and quenching. Specifically, the system flame generated by the launch vehicle during the
furnishes water for the industrial water system, period of engine ignition and liftoff.
flame deflector cooling and quench, ML deck

cooling and quench, ML tower fogging and service MOD_LE SERWCE STRUCTURE
arm quench, sewage treatment plant, Firex water

system, fox and fuel facilities, ML and MSS fire The mobile service structure (figure 8-13) pro-

protection, and all fire hydrants in the pad rides access to those portions of the space re-
area. The water is supplied from three 6-inch hicle which cannot be serviced from the ML while

wells, each 275 feet deep. The water is pumped at the launch pad. During nonlaunch periods,

from the wells through a desanding filter and the MSS is located in a parked position along

into a 1,000,000 gallon reservoir, side of the Crawlerway, 7,000 feet from the

nearest launch pad. The MSS is transported to

Air Intake Beilding the launch site by the C-T where it is used dur-
ing launch pad operations. It is removed from

This building houses fans and filters for the the pad a few hours prior to launch and returned

air supply to the PTCR, pad cellular structure, to its parking area.
and the ML base. The building is located west

of the pad adjacent to the perimeter road. The MSS is approximately 402 feet high, measured

from ground level, and weighs 12 million pounds.

The tower structure rests on a base 135 feet by

155 feet. The top of the MSS base is 47 feet
above grade. At the top, the tower is 87 feet

by i13 feet.

The structure contains five work platforms which

provide access to the space vehicle. The out- _

board sections of the platforms open to accept
the vehicle and close around it to provide ac-

cess to the launch vehicle and spacecraft via
these platforms. The movable sections of the

platforms are actuated by hydraulic cylinders.

The lower two platforms are vertically adjust-

able to serve different parts of the launch ve-

hicle. The upper three platforms are fixed but
can be disconnected from the tower and relocated

as a unit to serve different vehicle configura-

tions. The two lower platforms and the upper-

most platform are open and bordered by a chain-

link fence. The remaining two platforms are en-

closed and provide environmental control for the
spaeecraft.

The MSS is equipped with the following systems:
air-conditioning, electrical power, various com-

munication networks, fire protection, compressed

air, nitrogen pressurization, hydraulic pres-
sure, potable water, and spacecraft fueling.

CRAWLER-TRANSPORTER

The crawler-transporter (figure 8-14) is used to

transport the mobile launcher and the mobile

service structure. The ML, including the space

vehicle is transported from the vehicle assembly
building to the launch pad. The MSS is trans-

ported from its parking area to and from the

launch pad. After launch, the ML is transported "_
Figure 8-13

to the refurbishment area and subsequently back
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and the main crawlerway junction to launch padsCRAWLER TRANSPORTER A and B.

_-- The facility includes a 500,000 gallon liquid
nitrogen Dewar storage tank, tank vaporizers,
high pressure liquid nitrogen pump and vaporizer
units, high pressure helium compzessor units,
helium and nitrogen gas driver/purifiers, rail
and truck transfer facilities, and a data link
transmission cable tunnel.

The 500,000-gallon storage tank for the liquid
nitrogen is located adjacent to the equipment
building that houses the evaporators for conver-
sion of the LN2 to high-pressure gas. The liq-
uid nitrogen is transferred to the vaporizer-

compressors by pressurizing the storage tank.
After vaporizing and compressing to 150 psig or

Figure 8-14 6,000 psig, the gaseous nitrogen is piped to the
distribution lines supplying the VAB area (6,000
psig) and the pad {150 psig and 6,000 psig).

to the VAB. The C-T is capable of lifting,
transporting, and lowering the ML or the MSS, as The gaseous helium is stored in tube-bank rail
required, without the aid of auxiliary equip- cars. These are then connected to the facility
ment. The C-T supplies limited electric power via a common manifold and a flexible one-inch
to the ML and the MSS during transit, inside diameter high-pressure line. The helium

passes through the CCF helium compressors which
boost its pressure from the tube-bank storage

The C-T consists of a rectangular chassis which pressure to 6,000 psig after which it is piped
is supported through a suspension system by four to the VAB and pad high-pressure storage bat-
dual-tread crawler-trucks. The overall length teries.
is 151 feet and the overall width is 114 feet.

The unit weighs approximately 6 million pounds. Controls and displays are located in the CCF
The C-T is powered by self-contained, diesel- Mass flow rates of high-pressure helium, high-

_ electric generator units. Electric motors in pressure nitrogen, and low-pressure nitrogen
the crawler-trucks propel the vehicle. Electric gases leaving the CCF are monitored on panels
motor-driven pumps provide hydraulic power for located in the CCF via cableway ducts running
steering and suspension control. Air condition- between the CCF and the VAB, LCC, and launch

ing and ventilation are provided where required, pad.

The C-T can be operated with equal facility in

either direction. Control cabs are located at O_DNANC[ S_O_AG[ A_[A
each end and their control function depends on
the direction of travel. The leading cab, in The ordnance storage area serves LC-59 in the

the direction of travel, will have complete con- capacity of laboratory test area and storage
trol of the vehicle. The rear cab will, how- area for ordnance items. This facility is lo-
ever, have override controls for the rear trucks cared on the north side of the crawlerway and
only. approximately 2,500 feet north-east of the VAB,

This remote site was selected for maximum

Maximum C-T unloaded speed is 2 mph, 1 mph with safety.
full load on level grade, and 0.5 mph with full
load on a five percent grade. It has a 500-foot The ordnance storage installation, enclosed by a
minimum turning radius and can position the ML perimeter fence, is comprised of three arch-
or the MSS on the facility support pedestals type magazines, two storage buildings, one

within _ two inches, ready-storage building, an ordnance test build-
ing and a guard service building. These struc-
tures are constructed of reinforced concrete,

¢ONV[H[|/¢OMPHSSOR FACRITY concrete blocks, and over-burdened where re-
quired. This facility contains approximately

The converter/compressor facility (CCF_ converts i0,000 square feet of environmentally controlled
liquid nitrogen to low pressure and high pres- space. It provides for storage and maintenance
sure gaseous nitrogen and compresses gaseous of retrorockets_ ullage rockets, explosive sepa-
helium to 6,000 psig. The gaseous nitrogen and ration devices, escape rockets, and destruct
helium are then supplied to the storage facili- packages. It also includes an area to test the
ties at the launch pad and at the VAB. The CCF electro-explosive devices that are used to ini-
is located on the north side of the crawlerway, tiate or detonate ordnance items. A service read
approximately at the mid-point between the VAB from this facility connects to Saturn Causeway.
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VEHICLE ASSEMBLY AND CHECKOUT vehicle, through the computer complex, and the
result is monitored on the display console. The

The vehicle stages and the instr_nent Lmit (IU) basic elements of the test system and their

are, upon arrival at KSC, transported to the VAB functional relationship are shown in figure _-_
by special carriers. The S-IC stage is erected 8-17.

on a previously positioned mobile launcher _L)

in one of the checkout bays in the high bay A switch on the control console can initiate in-

area. Concurrently, the S-II and S-IVB stages dividual operation of a system component or call

and the IU are delivered to preparation and up a complete test routine from the computer. A
checkout cells in the low bay area for inspec- CRT is also provided for test conduction and
teen, checkout, and pre-erection preparations, evaluation.

All components of the launch vehicle, including

the Apollo spacecraft and launch escape system, The insertion of a plastic coded card key, prior

are then assembled vertically on the ML in the to console operation, is a required precaution

high bay area. against improper program callup. Instructions,

interruptions, and requests for displays are

Following assembly, the space vehicle is con- entered into the system by keying in proper com-

nected to the LCC via a high speed data link for mands at the console keyboards.
integrated checkout and a simulated flight test.

When checkout is completed, the crawler-trans- A complete test routine is called up by initiat-

porter (C-T) picks up the ML with the assembled ing a signal at the control panel. The signal

space vehicle and moves it to the launch site is sent to the patch distributor located in the

over the crawlerway. LCC and is routed to the appropriate signal con-

ditioning equipment where the signal is prepared
At the launch site, the ML is emplaced and con- for acceptance by the LCC computer complex. The

nected to system interfaces for final vehicle LCC computer commmunicates with the ML computer

checkout and launch monitoring. The mobile set- to call up the test routine. The ML computer

vice structure 04SS) is transported from its complex sends the signal to the ML signal condi-

parking area by the C-T and positioned on the tioning equipment and then to the stage relay
side of the vehicle opposite the ML. A flame rack equipment. The signal is then routed to

deflector is moved on its track to its position the terminal distribution equipment and through
beneath the blast opening of the ML to deflect the crossover distributor to interrogate the re-

the blast from the S-IC stage engines. During hicle sensors. The sensor outputs are sent back

the prelaunch checkout, the final system checks to the ML computer complex for evaluation. The

are completed, the MSS is removed to the parking result is then sent to the LCC computer complex
area, propellants are loaded and various items which routes the result to the stage console for

of support equipment are removed from the ML and display. Manual control of vehicle functions is

the vehicle is readied for launch. After vehicle provided at the control consoles. This control

launch, the C-T transports the ML to the parking bypasses the computers and is sent to the re-
area near the VAB for refurbishment, hicle by means of hardwire. The result is also

sent back to the display console by hardwire.

TESTSYSTEM The digital data acquisition system (DDAS) col-

A computer controlled automatic checkout system feces the vehicle and support equipment re-
is used to accomplish the VAB (high bay) and pad sponses to test commands, formats the test data

testing. An RCA-IIOA computer and the equipment for transmission to the ML and LCC, and deccm-

necessary to service and check out the launch mutates the data for display in the ML and LCC.
vehicle are installed on the ML. Also an RCA- Decommutated test data is also fed to ML and LCC

IIOA computer and the display and control equip- computer for processing and display, and for
ment necessary to monitor and control the set- computer control of vehicle checkout. The DDAS

vice and checkout operations are installed in consists of telemetry equipment, data trans-

the LCC. The computers operate in tandem mission equipment, and ground receiving stations
through a data link with the computer in the ML to perform data commutation, data transmission,
receiving commands from and transmitting data to and data decommutation.

the computer in the LCC. The physical arrange-

ment of the LCC and the ML are illustrated in The digital event evaluators are used to monitor

figures 8-15 and 8-6 respectively, the status of input lines and generate a time

tagged printout for each detected change in in-

T,st System Op,rltio, put status. High speed printers in the LCC are
connected to each DEE to provide a means for

Test system operation for Saturn V launch re- real time or post-test evaluation of discrete

hicle checkout is conducted from the firing data. There are two systems (DEE-3 and DEE-6)
room (see figure 8-16). During prelaunch opera- utilized to monitor discrete events.
teens, each stage is checked out utilizing the

stage control and display console, is processed The DEE-3 is located in the PTCR with a printer _-_

through the computer complex, and is sent to the located in the LCC. It monitors 768 inputs as-
vehicle. The response signal is sent from the sociated with propellant loading, environmental
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control, water control, and DDAS. referenced to completion of VAB activities. The

pad events are T-times and are referenced to
The DEE-6 is located in the ML base with a liftoff.

printer and remote control panel in the LCC. It

monitors up to 4520 discrete signals from the Prior to VAB activities, the stages and com-

vehicle stage umbilicals, pad and tower groand ponents are received at KSC. The stages and

support equipment, and the DDAS. components are unloaded, transported to the VAB,

inspected, and erected in the applicable check-
The computer complex consists of two RCA-IIOA out bay.

general purpose computers and peripheral equip-

ment. This equipment includes a line printer, VAB Activilies
card reader, card punch, paper tape reader, and

magnetic tape transports. The peripheral equip- The VAB activities are the assembly and check-

ment provides additional bulk storage for the out activities which are completed in two major

computer, acts as an input device for loading areas of the VAB - the high bay and the low bay.
test routines into the computer memory, and as These activities require approximately 250 clock

an output device to record processed data. One hours and include phases A and B as illustrated

computer is located in the ML base and the other in figure 8-19.

in the LCC behind the firing room. The computers

are connected by underground hardwire. The com- Phase A includes the time period V-250 to V-II5

puter system uses a tandem philosophy of check- and encompasses the vehicle assembly and check-

out and control. The LCC computer is the main out activities accomplished prior to spacecraft
control for the system. It accepts control in- assembly and installation. Phase B includes the

puts from test personnel at the consoles in the remaining activities which are completed in the
firing room as well as inputs from tape storage VAB.
and transmits them as test commands to the ML

computer. The ML computer has the test routines Low Bay Activities. The low bay activities

stored in its memory banks. These routines are include receiving and inspection of the S-If

called into working memory and sent as discrete stage, S-IVB stage and IU, and the assembly and

signals to the launch vehicle in response to the checkout of the S-II and S-IVB stages.

commands received from the LCC computer. The ML

computer reports test routine status, data res- The S-If stage is brought into the low bay area

ponses and results of test to the LCC computer, and positioned on the checkout dolly and access

It is through this link that the control equip- platforms are installed. An insulation leak

ment and personnel in the firing room are in- check, J-2 engine leak check, and propellant _-_
formed of the test progress, level probes electrical checks are made.

The propellant tanking computer system (PTCS) The S-IVB stage is brought into the low bay area

determines and controls the quantities of fuel and positioned on the checkout dolly and access

and oxidizer on board each stage. Optimum pro- platforms are installed. A fuel tank inspec-
pellant levels are maintained and fox and LH2 tion, J-2 engine leak test, hydraulic system

are replenished as boiloff occurs during the leak check, and propellant level sensor electri-

countdown. The propellant tanking operation is cal checks are made.
monitored on the PTCS control panel.

MAJOR EVENTSVisual surveillance of launch vehicle checkout

is provided to the launch management team and

for distribution to MSC and MSFC through the op-

erational television system (OTV). Sixty cam- *_vs
siv|L0xw..N c_ IW.E st*m,

eras provide this capability, 27 of which are ......... '........

located on the ML, 15 in the pad area, 12 on the ,,l,¢_,L,,_....... ,,_m,_o_'..... _"'°" _,,s=,,0,,

MSS and 6 in the LCC. Any camera may be re-
_,| s)v|L.zTJ|u *u*_iT_ _ s_PlmATi_

quested for viewing on the i0 x I0 foot screens ,,,_,_,.... ,m,_,0 ,_,,,m,_,0

in the firing room ........ _............... _,=,_,0,, '.......• nES_mZE0 AI_ISl

Certain major events may be observed by members v...... ,....................... _,,,

of the launch management team who occupy the ........ ,................
first four rows in the firing room. The signi- s*c_ s•_Ec0.o

ficant launch vehicle events which are displayed .........,.........................
on the i0 x i0 foot screen are shown in figure ,,_ *.,,o,
8-18.

P_LAUNCH S_U_C_ ..............................

The prelaunch sequence of events (see figure _-_

8-19) take place first in the VAB and then at

the pad. The VAB events are V-times and are Figure 8-18
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Figure 8-19

High Bay Activities. High bay activities in- checks are made. IU S-band, C-band, A/USA, and
I-- clude S-IC stage checkout, stage mating, stage guidance and navigation system checks are made.

systems tests, launch vehicle integrated tests,
space vehicle overall tests, and a simulated Following completion of the stage system tests,
flight test. High bay checkout activities are launch vehicle integrated checks are accom-

accomplished using the consoles in the firing plished. Vehicle separation, flight control,
room, the computer complex, and display equip- sequence malfunction, and emergency detection

ment. system checks are made. The spacecraft is then
mated to the launch vehicle.

The S-IC stage is positioned and secured to the
ML and access platforms are installed. The um-

hilicals are secured to the vehicle plates. Pre- After the spacecraft is mated, space vehicle
power and power-on checks are made to ensure overall checks are made. Two overall tests are

electrical continuity. Pneumatic, fuel, fox, performed. Test number 1 is performed to verify
and F-I engine leak checks are made. Instrmuen- RF, ordnance, pressurization, propulsion, guid-
tation, 0DOP, and range safety system c_ecks are ance and control, propellant, and emergency de-

made. tection system proper operation. Test number 2
is performed to verify proper operation of all

The S-II stage is mated to the S-IC stage. The systems during an automatic firing sequence and
umbilicals are secured to the vehicle plates, flight sequence. This includes a simulated
Pre-power and power-on checks are made to ensure holddown arm release, electrical umbilical ejec-
electrical continuity. Engine hydraulic and tion, swing arm retraction, and firing of live
S-II pressurization system checks are made. In- ordnance in test chambers. Flight type bat-
str,,r_ntation, propulsion, propellant, and range teries will be used to check out internal power.
safety system checks are made.

A simulated flight test is run when the overall

The S-IVB stage is mated to the S-II stage and tests are completed. The simulated flight test
the IU is mated to the S-IVB. The S-]VB and IU verifies proper operation of the space vehicle
umbilicals are secured to the vehicle plates, during a normal minus count and an accelerated

Pre-power and power-on checks are made to ensure plus count. A normal mission profile is fol-
electrical continuity. S-IVB engine hydraulic, lowed during this time. The simulated flight

f-_ pressurization, and auxiliary propulsion system test ensures that the space vehicle is ready for
leak checks are made. 5-IVB propellant, propul- transfer to the pad. The launch escape system
sion, pressurization, and range safety system is installed on the command module of the space-
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craft. The ML and space vehicle are now ready loaded and installed ordnance is not armed.
for transport to the pad.

Vehicle Treasler and Pad Mating Activities The 7 hour period of phase I is consumed by the
activities of securing from the CDDT. These ac-

As illustrated in figure 8-19, phase C consumes tivities involve draining vehicle propellants,
approximately 42 clock hours. Approximately purging tanks, venting pressure spheres, and

eight hours are required for the mobile la_mcher generally deactivating the space vehicle.
and space vehicle to move from the VAB to the

launch area. The remaining time is consumed as

shown in figure 8-20. With the completion of the CDDT, preparations
for starting the actual countdown are initiated.

Pad Activities These preparations include some items which
would either compromise the safety of the ve-

In general, once the vehicle and ML have been hicle if accomplished later in the countdown or

mated to the pad facility, two major operations impose additional constraints on pad access dur-
must be performed. The first is to verify the ing the final phases of the countdown.
readiness of the launch vehicle, spacecraft, and

launch facility to perform the launch sequence At T-75 hours, the final countdown begins. Phase
and the second is to complete the final launch F generally prepares the Saturn V system for

preparations and launch. These two operations, final checkout and servicing operations required
barring any situation which will result in a for flight.
hold of more than five hours, take approximately

673 hours to complete. Phase G ends at the start of cryogenic loading.
During this time period, most of the mechanical

The functions performed to complete the checkout tasks required for the launch are completed.
are grouped in phases as shown in figure 8-19.

The major functions in each of these phases are The final phase of the countdown, phase H, nor-

shown in relation to each other and are re- really covers a time span of eight hours. During
ferenced from time to liftoff, this period of time cryogenics are loaded, con-

ditioned, and pressurized. Final checks are

At approximately T-673 hours, the connection of performed on all subsystems. The propulsion

the ML to the launch pad facility is completed, systems are serviced and prepared for launch.

The various support systems {power, ECS, and All onhoard spheres are brought up to flight
pneumatics) are active and are being monitored pressure and the crew mans the Command Module. _-_
by DDAS/computer systems. These systems remain

active throughout the entire time period since By the time spacecraft closeout is complete,

they are required for test, checkout, and launch most major operations have been co_leted. Pro-
support, pellants are being replenished as required to

supplement cryogens lost due to boiloff. Boil-

During phase D preparations are performed on the off will continue until the various stage vent
Saturn V system for cold flow checks. The Fur- valves are closed for tank prepressurization and

pose of these checks is to verify that the some vapor may be noticeable.
cryogenic fluids can be made available to the

loading equipment when required later in the With the start of the automatic sequence at

countdown. Propellant loading is simulated to T-187 seconds, the final operations required for

verify that system controls are functional, launch begin. All pneumatic and propellant sup-
ply lines are vented and purged to prevent dam-

During phase E preparations are performed on the age to the vehicle at umbilical release. The

Saturn V system to support start of the coant- vehicle is switched to internal power, necessary
down demonstration test (CDDT). These prepara- purges are put in launch mode and some service
tions verify that the vehicle is ready for pro- arms are retracted.
pellant loading. The hazardous gas analyzer

system is activated prior to RP-I loading to At T-8.8 seconds, the S-IC ignition command is

protect the Saturn V system from leakage induced given. This signal, in addition to starting
hazards, engine No. 5 also causes the venting of remain-

ing high pressure pneumatic lines.
At the completion of phase E the CDDT is begun.

The CDDT duplicates very closely the actual

final countdown. For this reason phases F, G, At T-0 seconds, the launch commit signal is
and H are duplicated in figure 8-19 but are il- given, causing the holddown arms to retract

lustrated only once in figure 8-20. The CDDT hydraulically. These four arms restrain the

differs from the final countdown in that the launch vehicle until a satisfactory thrust level
test is stopped at the point where the S-IC ig- is achieved after which the controlled release

nition command would normally be given. It dif- assemblies provide for gradual release of the "_
fers also in the fact that hypergolics are not vehicle during liftoff.
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H01d and Recycle T-187 seconds to enable sequencer start: the TCS
must be manually armed; the firing command pre-

A recycle is required any time there is a scrub paration complete stmunation interlock must be

during the countdown. The recycle activities activated; and the firing command enable switch --'-

are based on a normal launch countdown attempt on the S-IC launch control panel must be de-

followed by a five hour hold, a scrub and re- pressed. With these three interlocks activated,

cycle, and a second countdown attempt. Since the T-187 second pulse from the countclock will

recycle sequences are established as a result of start the TCS. The firing command preparation

conditions and/or malfunctions prevailing at the complete stanmation interlock includes many eri-

time in the launch sequence the decision to re- tical system parameters, events, and conditions,
cycle is made, there is no universal recycle e.g., gas generator valves closed, all main fuel

which will apply to all conditions at any point valves closed, EDS ready, exhaust igniters in-

in the launch sequence. The examples given be- stalled, ordnance preparation complete, space-

low are typical and are presented to show the craft ready for launch, hydraulic pressure OK,

major milestones of activity and the length of ignition source voltage OK, launch support pre-

time to accomplish each recycle, paration complete, all checkout valves in ground

return position, IU ready for firing, and many
The recycle points within the countdown are con- similar items. Improper operation or failure of
sidered at T-20 seconds (retraction of S-IC For- any of these items will inhibit activation of

ward Service Arm), at T-6 hours (near end of lox the firing command preparation complete summa-

loading and before LH 2 loading), and T-7:S0 tion interlock and consequently prevent the
hours (just prior to LV cryogenic loading). In start of the TCS.

each case, the count is recycled to T-13 hours

and held until the required reservicing and re- Once the automatic sequence has been initiated,

test is accomplished, it can be stopped only by a cutoff signal; there

are no provisions for holding.
T-20 Second Scrub. The elapsed time is approxi-

mately 52 hours, thus delaying a second launch Manual Cuto|f Capabilityattempt until 3 days after T-0. The launch ve-

hicle fox and I/q2 are drained. After the drain Manual closure of the cutoff switch directly in-

operation is completed, the tanks are purged, itiates a cutoff command. This capability may be
the pad is opened and ordnance is safed (pro- used if the test conductor observes a condition

pellant safe & arm devices, ullage and retro serious enough to warrant cutoff. Manual cutoff

rocket initiators, and separation system deto- is available at any time from TCS start to tmlbi-

nators). The MSS is moved in to provide access lical separation.
to the vehicle. S-IVB propellant and J-2 engine

system leak checks are made and the propellant
utilization system is calibrated. The count- InstantCutoff Interlocks
down is started again at T-13 hours (see fig- The TCS may be terminated automatically by any

ure 8-20). one of the following six cutoff interlocks:

T-6 Hour Scrub. The elapsed time is approxi- i. S-IC stage logic cutoff. The cutoff signal

mately 47 hours, thus delaying a second launch is caused by (a) the presence of an engine
attempt until three or two days after T-O. The shutdown signal on the stop solenoids from
major events would be the same as these des- internal sources; or (b) a malfunction in

cribed for a T-20 second scrub except that the either of the redundant range safety com-

LH2 would not be on board as yet. mand destruct systems. The range safety

command receiver system check is enabled
T-7:S0 Hour Scrub. The elapsed time is approxi- from T-17 seconds to T-50 milliseconds

mately 41 hours, thus delaying a second launch (ms).

attempt until 2 days after T-0. Ordnance is

safed (propellant safe & arm devices, ullage and 2. S-IC main fuel valve failure. The cutoff

retro rocket initiators, and separation system signal is caused by (a) both main fuel

detonators). The MSS is moved in to provide ac- valves on any engine open prior to hypergol
cess to the vehicle. The countdown is started rupture or (b) on any engine, one main fuel

again at T-13 hours (see figure 8-20). valve open while the other valve remains

closed (to prevent lox-rich condition in
the engines). For main fuel valve failure,

tAUNCH CUTOFr INTERt0CKS engines will shut down in a 3-2 sequence

The Saturn V vehicle countdown is automatically with the first three engines shutting down
controlled from T-187 seconds to T+6 seconds by at cutoff and the other two 100 ms later.

the terminal countdown sequencer (TCS), located If the failure occurs in engine 2 or 4, a
in the mobile launcher _L). This portion of the preferred engine shutdown sequence will oc-

countdown is referred to as the automatic se- cur, i.e., 2, 4, and 5 followed by 1 and

quence. 3. If the failure occurs in engine i, 3, _-_
or 5, the normal engine shutdown sequence

Three interlocks must be activated prior to will occur, i.e., I, 3, and 5 followed by
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2 and 4. If cutoff is caused by other than 5. Emsrgency detection system (EDS) failure.
main fuel valve failure, the normal shut- The EDS failure interlock is enabled from

down sequence will occur. T-8.9 seconds to T-50 ms. A cutoff signal

'_-" is caused by one of the three manual cutoff

3. Sequencer power supply failure. The cutoff commands from the spacecraft or loss of one

signal is caused by an out-of-tolerance of the three EDS voting logic buses.
value of the voltage supply. A new TCS un-

der development having a battery backup 6. IU failure cutoff. This interlock is

will eventually eliminate this interlock, enabled from T-8.9 seconds to T-50 ms. Dur-

ing this period, a loss of IU ready to

4. S-IC voltage failure. The cutoff signal is launch will initiate cutoff. The IU ready

caused by improper voltage output from to launch interlock monitors the IU power

either the stage main bus (+IDII) or the systems, the flight computer, and the pre-
stage instrumentation bus (+ID21). sence of the S-IC ignition command.
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----- SECTIONIX

MISSIONCONTROLMONITORINGI
TABLE OF CONTENTS system (ALDS). Also located at KSC is the

INTRODUCTION ........................ 9-I Impact Predictor (IP).

VEHICLE FLIGHT CONTROL CAPABILITY ...... 9-1 3. Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC), Green-
CONTINGENCY PLANNING AND EXECU_ON .... 9-9 belt, Maryland, GSFC manages and operates
VEHICLE FLIGHT CONTROL PARAMETERS ..... 9-15 the Manned Space Flight Network 0dSFN)
M/_NNED SPACE FLIGHT NETWORK .......... 9-17 and the NASA Communications (NASC_} net-
MSFC SUPPORT OF LAUNCH AND FLIGHT works. During flight, the MSFN is under
OPERATIONS.......................... 9-17 operational control of the MCC.

INTRODUCTION 4. George C. Marshall Space Flight Center
(MSFC), Huntsville, Alabama. MSFC by

Mission control monitoring involves the follow- means of the Launch Information Exchange
ing functions: prelaunch checkout and launch Facility (LIEF) and the Huntsville Opera-
operations; tracking the space vehicle to deter- Lions Support Center (HOSC) provides
mine its present and future position; securing launch vehicle systems real-time support
information on the status o£ the flight crew and to KSC and MCC for preflight, launch, and
launch vehicle systems (via telemetry); evalua- flight operations.
Lion of telemetry information; co{amanding the

space vehicle by transmitting real-time and up- A block diagram of the basic flight control in-
data commands to the onboard computer; voice terraces is shown on figure 9-1.
communication between flight and ground crews;
andrecoveryoperations. VEHICLEFLIGHTCONTROLCAPABILITY
These functions require the use of a facility to Flight operations are controlled from the MCC.

assemble and launch the space vehicle (described The MCC is staffed by flight control personnel
in Section VIII of this manual) ; a central who are trained and oriented on one program and
flight control facility; a network of remote mission at a time. The flight control team mem-

stations located strategically around the world; bars perform mission planning functions and mon-
a method of rapidly transmitting and receiving itor flight preparations during preflight peri-
information between the space vehicle and the ods. Each member becomes and operates as a
central flight control facility; a real-time specialist on some aspect of the mission.
data display system in which the data is made
available and presented in usable for.,at essen- MCC ORGANIZATION
tially the same time that the data event oc-
curred; and ships/aircraft to recover the space- The MCC has two control rooms for flight control
craft on return to earth, of manned space flight missions. Each control

room, called a Mission Operations Control Room
Associated with the flight crew in mission con- (MOCR), is used independently of the other and
trol operations are the following organizations is capable of controlling individual missions.
and facilities: The control of one mission involves one MOCR and

a designated team of flight controllers. Staff
I. Mission Control Center (MCC), Manned Support Rooms (SSR's) located adjacent to the

Spacecraft Center, Houston, Texas. The MOCR are manned by flight control specialists
MCC contains the communication, computer, who provide detailed support to the MOCR. Fig-
display, and command systems to enable the ure 9-2 outlines the organization of the MCC for
flight controllers to effectively monitor flight control and briefly describes key respon-
and control the space vehicle, sibilities. Information flow within the MOCR is

shown in figure 9-5.
2. Kennedy Space Center, Cape Kennedy,

Florida. The space vehicle is launched The consoles within the MOCR and SSR's permit
from the facility. Prelaunch, launch, and the necessary interface between the flight con-
powered flight data are collected at the trollers and the spacecraft. The displays and
Central Instrumentation Facility (CIF) at controls on these consoles and other group dis-
KSC from the launch pads, CIF receivers, plays provide the capability to monitor and
MerriLL Island Launch Area (MILA), and the evaluate data concerning the mission and based
downrange Air Force Eastern Test Range on these evaluations, to recommend or take ap-

r-_ (AFETR) stations. This data is trans- propriate action on matters concerning the
miLLed to MCC via the Apollo Launch Data flight crew and spacecraft.
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Problems concerning crew safety and mission suc- missions. One of the computers acts as a dy-

cess are identified to flight control personnel namic standby. The third computer is used for
in the following ways: nonmission activities.

i. Flight crew observations; The RTCC is a group of five IBM 360 large scale,

general purpose computers. Any of the five com-

2. Flight controller real-time observations; puters may be designated as the mission opera-

tions computer 0MOC). The MOC performs all the

3. Review of telemetry data received from required computations and display lot"matting for

tape recorder playback; a mission. One of the remaining computers will

be a dynamic standby. Another pair of computers
4. Trend analysis of actual and predicted may be used for a second mission or simulation.

values ;

SPACEVEHICLETRACKING
S. Review of collected data by systems spe-

cialists; From liftoff of the launch vehicle to insertion

into orbit, accurate position data are required
6. Correlation and comparision with previous to allow the Impact Predictor (IP) and the RTCC

mission data; to compute a trajectory and an orbit. These

computations are required by the flight con-

7. Analysis of recorded data from launch com- trollers to evaluate the trajectory, the orbit,
Flex testing, and/or any abnormal situations to insure safe

recovery of the astronauts. The launch tracking
The facilities at the MCC include an input/ data are transmitted from the AFETR sites to the

output processor designated as the Command, IP and thence to the RTCC via high-speed data
Communications and Telemetry System (CCATS) and communications circuits at the rate of ten sam-

a camputational facility, the Real-Time Computer ples per second (s/s). The IP also generates a
Complex (RTCC). Figure 9-4 shows the MCC func- state vector smooth sample which is transmitted

tional configuration, to the RTCC at a rate of two s/s. (A state vec-

tor is defined as spacecraft inertial position
The CCATS consists of three Univac 494 general and inertial rate of motion at an instant of

purpose computers. Two of the computers are time.) The message from the IF to the RTCC al-

configured so that either may handle all of the ternately contains one smoothed vector, then

inputoutput communications for two complete five samples of best radar data. Low speed

0000AR0.........I '0SI ORSHALLi
I

Figure 9-I
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MCC ORGANIZATION

MISSION DIRECTOR (MD) J

IOVERALL CONDUCT OF
MISSION.

l PUBLICAFFAIRS DODMANAGER]

MISSIONSTATUS RECOVERYANDOTHER
TOPUBLIC. MISSIONSUPPORT.

FLIGHT DIRECTOR (FD)

DECISIONS/ACTIONSON SPACE
VEHICLE SYSTEMS/DYNAMICS
AND MCC/MSFN OPERATIONS.

1
MISSIONCOMMAND SYSTEMSOPERATIONS FLIGHTDYNAMICS
ANDCONTROLGROUP GROUP GROUP

OPERATIONS & PROCEDURES (O&P)I BOOSTER SYSTEMS ENGINEERS(BSE)I FLIL_ DYNAMICS OFFICER (FDO)

MCC/MSFN MISSION CON- I mONITOR STATUS OF I J MONITORS-_UN_K'_;

TROL PROCEDURES;FLIGHT S-IC, S-II, S-IVB FLIGHT 1 7POWERED FLIGHT EVENTSAND
CONTROL SCHEDULING;MANNING; SYSTEMS. I ITRAJECTORIES;REENTRY EVENTS
CONTROL FORMAT; DISPLAYS; IAND TRAJECTORIES.
TELETYPE TRAFFIC ANALYSIS. SPACECRAFTSYSTEMS ENGINEERS

MONITOR STATUS OF RETROFIREOFFIER (RETRO)
NETWORK CONTROL ELECTRICAL,COMMUNICATION,

INSTRUMENTATION, SEQUENTIAL, MAINTAINS UPDATED ABORT
MSFN CONTROL; RADAR AND LIFE SUPPORT, STABILIZATION AND REENTRY PLAN; UPDATES
COMMAND HANDOVERS. AND CONTROL, PROPULSION,AND IMPACT POINT ESTIMATES.

GUIDANCE AND NAVIGATION

MAINTENANCE& OPERATIONS (M&O)I SYSTEMS. GUIDANCE OFFICER (GUIDO1
MAINTENANCE AND OPERATION I
OF MCC INSTALLEDEQUIPMENT. I LIFE SYSTEMS (SURGEON) MONITORS GUIDANCE• FUNCTIONSDURINGPOWERED

_ MONITORS PHYSIOLOGICAL AND FLIGHT AND PREMANEUVER

FLIGHT ACTIVITIES (FAO) I ENVIRONMENTALSTATUS OF PREPARATION.
FLIGHTPLANDETAILED . FLIGHTCREW.

IMPLEMENTATION. I SPACECRAFT COMMUNICATOR

IEXPERIMENTACTIVITIES (EAO) I 1 COMMUNICATIONS(VOICEANDIMPLEMENTATIONINFLIGHTEXPERIMENT. ' SPACECRAFT.ASSIGNEDCO_I'IANDS) WITH

MISSION OPERATIONS CONTROL ROOM (MOCR)I

STAFF SUPPORT ROOMS (SSR)

I FLIGHT I I PROJECT IEXPERIMENTSI I VEHICLE I LIFE I I FLIGHT
DIRECTOR 0FFICE SYSTEMS SYSTEMS DYNAMICS

FD. SC ANALYSIS. EAO. BOOSTER. ENVIRONMENTAL.FOO.
O&P. INVESTIGATORS.CSM. BIOMED. RETRO.
FAO. LM. GUIDO.
EAO. EXPERIMENTS. AUXlLIARY

COMPUTER.
LISTED BELOW SSR DESIGNATIONS ARE SUPPORTED MOCR GROUPS

Figure 9-2
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INFORMATION OW M SSIONOPERATIONSCONRO ROOM

DIRECTOR

LAUNCH STAGESTATUS _ _k EQUIPMENTST_US ] M _D 0

VEHICLE _ _ I SUPERVISOR

STAGES I _ _ I I

_ _ FLIGHT FLIGHT

I '_ _ DYNAMICS

VEHICLE i_ INFOR_TION
SYSTEMS _I_ _ GROUP

'V _ IP

' SYSTEMSSTATUS _II FLIGHTDIRECTOR II" ST_usNETWORKCONT_LLERNE_ORKI

_SIST_T_I_T_ _ I

STATUS • FLIGHT SPACEC_
CREW _ COMMUNICATOR

[ ooo IOFFICER

Figure 9-3

MCC FUNCTIONA CONFIGURATION

I COM.UNICATIONS,I TELEMETRY,_ m i

TRAJECTORY = ; REAL-TIME
GSFC [] COMMAND, AND I ,t COMMAND LOADS [] COMPUTER COMPLEX

' '_= TELEMETRY I" 'm (RTCC) '
KSC [] SYSTEM (CCATS) I IBM 360

TELEMETRY '_ __ _
TRAJECTORY=
COMMAND: _ I--

\ /
\ /

_ MISSION C
M OPERATIONS I

TELEMETRY j __ CONTROL It

• COMMAND EXECUTE _ ROOM(MOCR) I , DISPLAYS
EXECUTE RESPONSE •

voiceCOORDI.ATION--

STAFF l" DISPLAYS
SUPPORTI

m ROOMS I '

Figure 9-4
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tracking data are also transmitted via teletype message giving time, antenna position coordi-
(TTY) to MCC at a rate of one sample per six se- nares, and range is dispatched to that station.
conds from all stations actively tracking the This information is computed from the ephemeris

spacecraft. Figure 9-5 shows data flow from and is used by station personnel to preposition
liftoff to orbital insertion, the antenna and enable spacecraft acquisition

with minimum delay.

As the launch vehicle is boosting the spacecraft
to an altitude and velocity that will allow the

spacecraft to attain earth orbit, the trajectory COMMAmD SYSTEM
is calculated and displayed on consoles and
plotboards in the MOCR and SSR's. Also display- The Apollo ground command systems have been de-
ed are telemetry data concerning status of signed to work closely with the telemetry and
launch vehicle and spacecraft systems. If the trajectory systems to provide flight controllers
space vehicle deviates excessively from the nom- with a method of "closed-loop" commanding. This
inal flight path, or if any critical vehicle does not exclude the "man in the loop." The
condition exceeds tolerance limits, or the safe- astronauts and flight controllers act as vital

ty of the astronauts or range personnel is en- links in the commanding operation. For example,
dangered, a decision is made to abort the mis- analysis of spacecraft data by flight controll-
sion. ers results in a command to alter an observed

condition. The effects of the command will be

During the orbit phase of a mission, all sta- observed in subsequent data presented to the
tions that are actively tracking the spacecraft flight control team. This verifies the correct
will transmit the tracking data through GSFC to execution of the command and closes the loop.
the RTCC by teletype at a frequency of one sam- In some cases, such as maneuvering the space-

ple every six seconds. If a thrusting maneuver craft, the command may not be immediately exe-
is performed by the spacecraft, high-speed cured, but instead, the astronaut will maneuver
tracking data at the rate of five s/s is trans- the spacecraft at the optimum time specified by
mitred in addition to the teletype data. the command. The resulting telemetry and tra-

jectory will reflect the maneuver and close the

Any major maneuver during a mission is planned commanding loop.
to occur during or just prior to acquisition by
a tracking station that can relay high-speed To prevent spurious commands from reaching the
tracking data to the MCC. This is to insure that space vehicle, switches on the Command Module

/-_ data is available for the calculation of the new console block uplink data from the onboard tom-
spacecraft orbit and ephemeris, puters. At the appropriate times the flight

crew will move the switches from the BLOCK to

Approximately 25 minutes prior to anticipated ACCEPT position and thus permit the flow of up-
spacecraft acquisition by a tracking station, a link data.

DATAFLOW,LIFTOFFTOORBITALINSERTION

MSFN _O 1_

SITES
11¥

-- -- gi_O

%_" _ .SD _,,....,."''_ cOMPLEX /

I AFE,R

l S TESI* DATA ALSO SENT VIA
COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE
AND RELAY STATION

Figure 9-5
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With a few exceptions commands to the space ve- but must be calculated as a result of real-time

hicle fall into two categories, real-time com- data. A command load, for example, may define

mands and command loads (also called computer the exact conditions under which a thrust may be
loads, computer update, loads, or update). Among applied that will change a faulty orbit to the
the exceptions is the "clock word" command. This desired orbit.

command is addressed to the onhoard timing sys-

tem and is used when the downlink (telemetry) The RTCC operating personnel take data supplied

time word and the ground timing system are out by the flight controllers requesting the command

of tolerance, load and by selecting the appropriate computer

Real-TimeCommands program cause the computer to "make up" a com-
mand load. When the load is "ready", it is re-

Real-time commands are used to control space re- viewed by the responsible flight controller via

hicle systems or subsystems from the ground. The the display system. When the load is approved
execution of a real-time command results in ira- it is transferred via NASCOM in the form of

mediate reaction by the affected system. Real- high-speed data and/or teletype messages to the

time commands correspond to unique space vehicle appropriate site and stored in its command data
hardware and therefore require careful pre- processor. The CCATS will retain the load in

mission planning to yield commands which provide memory where it is available for retransmission

alternate systems operation in the event of an should difficulties he encountered in the trans-

anticipated failure. Premission planning also fer procedure. When the command load is proper-

includes commands necessary to initiate mission ly stored in the site's command data processor,
contingency plans. Descriptions of several a load validation message is sent to the CCATS

real-time commands used by the Booster System and to the flight controller.
Engineer follow.

Flight controllers typically required to gener-

The ALTERNATE SEQUENCE real-time commands permit ate a command load include the Booster Systems

the onboard Launch Vehicle Digital Computer Engineer (BSE), the Flight Dynamics Officer

(LVDC) to deviate from its normal program and (FDO), the Guidance Offier (GUIDO), and the Ret-

enter a predefined alternate sequence of program rofire Officer (RETRO).
steps. For example, should the S-If engines fail

to ignite or the engines shut down prematurely, Prior to the acquistion of the space vehicle by

an alternate switch selector sequence would jet- a site, the flight controllers requiring command
risen the S-If stage and the S-IVB stage would capability during the pass indicate their re-

he used to attain the normal parking orbit, quirements to the Real-Time Command Controller

(R/T C24D) in the CCATS area. The R/T CMD will _"

The SEQUENCE INHIBIT real-time command provides enable the circuitry to permit the command func-
the capability to inhibit a programed sequence, tion for console/site combinations.

usually a maneuver. Each sequence must be sep-

arately inhibited with the command being pro- When the space vehicle has been acquired by the
cessed immediately after LVDC acceptance. The site, it will be announced over one of the voice

maneuvers may he inhibited in any random order coordination loops and each flight controller

required during the mission. If an update for will execute his commands according to the

a particular command is received after the in- priority assigned by real-time decision. Dis-

hihit for that command, the inhibit is removed position of each command will be indicated by

and the maneuver will occur at the update time the light logic of the command panel. These

specified, indicator lights are operated by CCATS from the

verification and/or reject messages from the

Other examples of real-time commands are: LH 2 site. Typical Command loads (BSE_ are described
VENT CLOSED, LH 2 VENT OPEN, Lax VENT OPEN, TEn- below.
MINATE, SET ANTENNA OMNI, SET ANTENNA LO-GAIN,

and SET ANTENNA HI-GAIN. The SECTOR DL_4P command causes the LVDC to tele-

meter the entire contents of one LVDC memory

Real-time commands are stored prior to the mis- sector, or a series of memory sectors within

sion in the Command Data Processor (CDF) at the the same memory module. For example, this corn-

applicable command site. The CDP, a Univac 642B mand is used to telemeter the memory sector in

general purpose digital computer, is programed which the navigation update parameters are stor-

to format, encode, and output commands when a ed. The real-time TERMINATE command may be used

request for uplink is generated, to halt a sector dump before the last block of
data is telemetered. The SECTOR DUMP command

CommandLoads applies to the orbital phase.

Command loads are generated by the real-time The NAVIGATION UPDATE command permits loading of

computer complex on request of flight control- six navigation parameters and an execution time
lets. Command loads are based on the latest into the LVDC.

available telemetry and/or trajectory data. Due

to the nature of these commands, the data struc- The SEQUENCE INITIATE UPDATE command permits up-
ture cannot he determined prior to the mission date of stored values for the time of initiation
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of ear of the preprogrmned m_euvers specified _CC _d includes computer request, encoder _l-

for the mission. _e prestored values will be tiplexer, plotting displ_, slide file, digital-

adjured i_ediately _on the receipt of the _- to-TV converter, _d telemet_ event driver
date comm_d, equi_ents (see figure 9-6).

Other examples of comm_d loa_ are: TIME B_E _e encoder multiplexer receives the displ_ re-
UPDATE, SLV P_ TA_ET UPDATE, _d SLV quest from the console k_board _d encodes it
ORBIT TA_ET UPDATE. into digital fo_at for tr_smission to the

_CC.

DISPLAYANDCONTROLSYSTEM
_e converter slide file data dist_butor routes

MCC is e_ipped with facilities whir provide slide selection d_a from the RTCC to re_rence

for the i_ut of data from the MSFN _d KSC over slide files _d conve_er slide files; receives
a co_ination of high-speed data, low-speed _CC control data signals required to generate
d_a, wi_-b_d data, teletype, _d television individual console television displ_s _d l_ge
R_nels. _is data is computer processed for scale projection displ_s; _d distributes con-
displ_ to _e flight controllers. Wi_ _is t_l sisals to a video switRing matrix to con-
displ_ed data, detailed _ssion control by _e nect _ input video _nel wi_ _ output tele-
_CR _d detailed s_port in the vario_ spec- vision viewer or projector R_nel.
ialty areas by the SSR's are _de possible.

_e digital-to-television conversion is accom-

_J$p[BT _T$|Sm plished by processing the digital displ_ data
into alph_eric, special symbol, _d vector

Several metho_ of displ_ing data are _ed in- displ_s for conversion into video signals. _is
cluding television (projection TV, gro_ dis- process p_ces _alog volt_es whir _e _-
pl_s, close circuit TV, _d _ monitors), con- plied to _e _propriate element of a R_acter-
sole digital re,outs, _d event lights. _e sh_ed be_ cathode r_ t_e. _e result_t
displ_ _d _ntrol system interfaces with the displ_ image on the face of _e cathode r_

CONSOLE KEYBO_DS

I I ]SUM_RY ]CO_ER]

IEVE_ J DISPLAY JMESS_E IPHASE [ FORCEDMANU_ ISEQUENCEJ REQUEST
SELECT _OVERRIDEJ LENABLE _CONT_L J DISPLAY

RTCC

DIGIT_ ] PLOTTING DIGIT_
TO TV L D_A DISPLAY
DATA I DISTRIBUTOR DATA

DISTRIB_OR] LDISTRIB_OR DISTRIBUTOR

TV X,-YPLOT P_JECTION RE_-TIME

M_ITORS BOA_S IACCUMUL_OR I LAMPS

Figure 9-6
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tube is optically mixed with the slide file im- Another type of event module has the capability
age and viewed by a television camera, which to display up to 72 events. The signals affect-
transmits the mixed images to the TV monitors ing the lights are telemetry inputs from the
and projectors. The digital-to-TV data consists space vehicle. _-.,
of preprogramed computer-generated dynamic data
formats which are processed and combined with The ground elapsed time module shows the elapsed
background data on film sides, time from liftoff.

_O.|tOl _s|em The communications module provides rapid access
to internal, external, and commercial voice com-

A control system is provided for flight control- munications circuits. Flight controllers may
lers to exercise their respective functions for monitor as well as talk over these circuits.
mission control and technical management. This

system is comprised of different groups of con- The command module provides the flight control-
soles with television monitors, request key- ler with the means to select and initiate real-
boards, communications equipment, and assorted time commands and command loads for transmission

modules added as required to provide each opera- to the space vehicle. The module also indicates
tional position in the MOCR with the control and receiptrejection of commands to the space ve-
display capabilities required for the particular hicle and verification of proper storage of com-

mission. The console components are arranged to mand loads in a site command data processor. The
provide efficient operation and convenience for modules are made up of pushbutton indicators
the flight controller. The console configura- (PBl's) which are labeled according to their
tien for the Booster System Engineer is shown in function.
figure 9-7. Brief descriptions of the console
modules are contained in the following para- The status report module (S_M) provides flight
graphs, controllers in the MOCR with the means to repoi_c

mission status to the flight director and as-
The event indicator modules display discrete sistant flight director and to review systems
mission events, system modes, equipment modes, status in the SSR's.
and vehicle system status. Each BSE event mod-

ule consists of 18 bilevel indicators which per- The abort request indicator provides the capa-
mit a total of 36 event positions per module, cability by toggle switch action to indicate an

TYPICAL CONFIGURATION BOOSTERSYSTEMSENq,INEERSCONSO

,m', @_

O O O
........ O O O •

Ii

: _-.__.,++,+++++,,+,=
l. EVENTINDI_TO_ (S-IC/S-II) 8. IV _NITOR
2. EVENTINDICATOR(VEHICLE 9. TV _NITOR

TEL_ET_ ST_, E_, COMMAND, lO. TV _NITOR
RANGESAFETY) II. _MMUNIC_IONS_DULE

3. EVENT INDICATORS (S-IVB) 12. COM_ND MO_LE
4. G_D ELAPSEDTIME_LE 13. COMMAND_DULE

5. EVENT INDICTORS (GUI_NCE 14. COMMAND_DULE
_D NAVIG_ION,_TITUDE 15. ST_US _PO_ _D_E
CONT_L) 16. ABO_ _QUEST_D_E

6. EVENT INDICTORS (GUIDANCE 17. MANUALSELECT_YB_
_D NAVIG_ION, _TITUDE 18. CO_UNICATI_S _DULE
CONT_L) 19. S_ _SSAGEEN_LE

7. COMMUNIC_IONS_LE KEYB_RD

Figure 9-7
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abort condition. This producesaprioritycorn CONTINGENCYPLANNINGANDEXECUTION
mand to the spacecraft.

Planning for a mission begins with the receipt
The manual select keyboard (MSK) permits the of mission requirements and objectives. The
flight controller to select a TV channel, acom- planning activity results in specific plans for
purer-generated display format, or a reference prelaunch and launch operations, preflight
file for viewing on the TV monitor. The desired training and simulation, flight control proce-
item is selected by use of a PBI three-mode dures, flight crew activities, MSFN and MCC sup-

switch (TV channel, reference file, a display port, recovery operations, data acquisition and
request) and a select number thu_bwheel encoder, flow, and other mission related operations.
BSE consoles may obtain a hardcopy of a display Simulations are planned and performed to test
by use of a PBI. The hardcopy is delivered to procedures and train flight control and flight
the console via a pneumatic tube system, crew teams in normal and contingency operations.

The simulation and training exercises result in

The summary message enable keyboard (SMEK) per- a state of readiness for the mission. Mission
mits the flight controller to instruct the RTCC documentation covering all aspects of the
to strip out selected data from telemetry inputs mission is developed and tested during the plan-
and to format this data into digital-to-TV sum- ning and training period. Included in this
mary displays. The SbIEK is also used to in- documentation are the mission rules.
struct the RTCC to convert data into specific
teletype messages to designated MSFN sites. The MJS_J0N _U[E_
module contains appropriately labeled PBI's.

Mission rules are a compilation of rules govern-
The TV monitor module provides viewing of com- ing the treatment of contingency situations. The

puter-generated displays, reference file data, purpose of the mission rules is to outline pre-
closed circuit TV within the MCC and KSC, and planned actions to assist in making rapid real-
con_nercial TV. time decisions during prelaunch, flight, and re-

cover/ operations. The mission rules are based
Console modules not illustrated in figure 9-7 upon the mission objectives and on the objective
but used in MOCR and SSR consoles are described of maintaining a high degree of confidence in
below, crew safety during mission implementation. The

mission rules categorize the degree of import-

The analog meter module displays parameters in ance assigned to space vehicle/operational sup-
/---engineering units (voltage, degrees, etc). Up to port elements as follows:

15 measurements, determined prior to the mis-
sion can be displayed. There are movable mark- A mandatory item (M) is a space vehicle element
ers on each meter which are manually set to show or operational support element that is essential
the nominal value of the parameter as well as for accomplishment of the primary mission, which

the upper and lower limits. When a parameter ex- includes prelaunch, flight, and recovery opera-
ceeds the established tolerance, a red warning tions that ensure crew safety and effective

light at the bottom of the meter is lit. The operational control as well as attainment of the
light extinguishes when the parameter returns to primary mission objectives.
tolerance or the exceeded limit is manually ex-
tended. A highly desirable item (HD) is a space vehicle

or operational support element that supports and
enhances the accomplishment of the primary mis-

The forced display module (FDK) indicates to the sion or is essential for accomplishment of the
flight controller a violation of preprogramed secondary mission objectives.
limits of specific analog parameters as deter-
mined from the incoming data. When an out of Redline values are the maximum and/or minimum

tolerance parameter exists, a warning will be limits of a critical parameter (redline func-
displayed by illuminating the appropriate PBI in tion) necessary to describe vehicle, system, and
the module. When the flight controller acknow- component performance and operation. Redline

ledges the lit PBI by depressing it, a readout functions are mandatory items.
indicator on the FDK will display a four digit
code which identifies the display format on Ji||C_ Nissioi PlieS
which the out of tolerance parameter appears.

Launch mission rules cover the following listed
items and other information as appropriate:

The display request keyboard (DRK) provides a
fast means of requesting the RTCC for a specific i. Mandatory and highly desirable onboard
display format. The display is called up by de- instrumentation required to collect data

pressing the appropriately labeled PBI. This for flight control purposes or postflight
keyboard provides the same capability as the MSK evaluation;
in the "display request mode" except that the
callup is faster in that thumbwheel selection is 2. Mandatory and highly desirable onboard
not required, instrumentation required to verify that
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the space vehicle is ready for launch; emergency detection system, describes the manual

and automatic capabilities for mission abort
3. Redline values defining upper and lower designed into the Saturn-Apollo system. Also

limits of pressure, temperature, voltage, described in Section III are the abort modes and ,

current, operating time, etc., for any limits, and the emergency procedures related to
systemsubsystem essential to mission mission abort.
success;

Time critical aborts must be initiated onboard

4. Mandatory and highly desirable range and the spacecraft because sufficient time is not

instrumentation support required to pre- available for response by the MCC ground based
pare and launch the space vehicle and for flight controllers.
postflight analysis of launch;

The detection of slowly diverging conditions

5. Range safety requirements and instrumenta- which may result in an abort is the prime res-
tion established by the Air Force Eastern ponsibility of MCC. In the event such condi-

Test Range; tions are discovered MCC requests abort of the

mission or, circumstances permitting, sends cot-

6. Wind and weather restrictions for launch; rective commands to the vehicle or requests cor-
rective flight crew action.

7. Long-range camera coverage required for

launch; In the event of a non-catastrophic contingency)

MCC recommends alternate flight procedures, and
8. Launch window definition and launch window mission events are rescheduled to derive maxi-

rules pertaining to launch operations; mum benefit from the mo6ified mission.

9. Space vehicle functional sequence; ABORT GROUND _ULES

i0. Time span before launch during which man- Flight crew safety shall take precedence over
ual cutoff will not be attempted, the accomplishment of mission objectives.

Flight SissiomRiles The Command Pilot of a manned mission may initi-

ate such inflight action as he deems necessary
Flight mission rules cover the following listed for crew safety.

items and also medical decision rules for ap- ___
propriate mission go/no-go points: The Launch Operations Manager may send an abort

request signal from the time the launch escape
i. Mandatory and highly desirable instrumen- system (LES) is armed until the space vehicle

tation for control of the space vehicle reaches sufficient altitude to clear the top of
after liftoff; the umbilical tower.

2. Space vehicle nominal and non-nominal sub- From liftoff to tower clear) the Launch Director

system performance in accordance with and Flight Director have concurrent responsi-

alternate mission capability; bility for sending an abort request.

5. Trajectory and guidance; Control of the space vehicle passes from the
Launch Director to the Flight Director when the

4. Mandatory and highly desirable items of space vehicle clears the top of the tower.
mission support in the MCC;

In the Mission Control Center, the Flight Direc-

5. Mandatory and highly desirable range and tot, Flight Dynamics Officer, and Booster Sys-

MSFN support required to support the mis- tems Engineer have the capability to send an
sion after liftoff; and for subsequent abort request signal.
analysis and evaluation;

Where possible, all manual abort requests from
6. Rules relating to human or medical aspects the ground during flight will be based on two

of manned flight; independent indications of the failure.

7. Recovery restrictions; LAUNCH VEHI£LE CONTINGENCIES/REACTIONS

8. Launch window rules pertaining to items Malfunctions which could result in loss of the

such as time of liftoff, launch azimuth, space vehicle are analyzed and a mission rule is

recovery, spacecraft performance limita- developed to respond to the malfunction. The

tions, contingencies and corresponding reactions _e

incorporated into the premission simulations

VEHICLf MISSION ABORT CAPABILITY and the mission rules are refined as required. _"_

Typical contingencies/reactions on which mission

Section Ill of this manual, dealing with the rules are based are listed in figure 9-8.
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TYPICAL INFLIGHT CONTINGENCIES/REACTIONS

FLIGHT
CONTINGENCY TIME EFFECT SENSORSOR MISSION

MIN:SEC DISPLAYS RULEDATA

Loss of 0:00- Pad fallback will occur I. Thrust OK Light Manual abort by LES
thrust for 0:00.25 prior to 2.63 seconds 2. Loss of vertical with two cues
anysingle velocity I. ThrustOKLight
engine 2. Indicationofloss

of vertical velocity

Loss of 0:00- Collisionwith hold- I. ThrustOK Light Manual abort by LES
thrustfor 0:01 down postwill occur 2. Visual withtwo cues
singlecontrol priorto 3.3seconds I. ThrustOK Light
engine 2.Visual

Loss of O:Ol- Tower collisionwill I. ThrustOK Light Manualabortby LES
thrust for 0:04 occur prior to 2. Attitude error more with two cues
singleengine I0.7seconds negativethan I. ThrustOK Light
(#1or#2) 3 degress 2. Attitudeerror

limits exceeded

Loss of thrust 0:00- Possible false abort I. Thrust OK Light Recommendation
for single O:lO prior to 50 seconds if 2. Q-Ball may exceed requiredto assure no
controlengine not coveredby above 3.2 psi (priorto falseabort

contingencies 50 seconds)

Loss of thrust O:lO- No effects I. ThrustOK Light No abortrequired
any single 0:55
engine

Loss of thrust 0:55- Possible loss of control I. Attitude rate Automatic abort

any single 1:25 of vehicle resultingin exceeds 4°/second when attitude rate
control engine structuralbreakup within 2. Thrust OK Light is exceeded. Manual

0.6 seconds after 3. Q-Ballexceeds abort by LES with
malfunction 3.2psi twocues

I. Thrust OK Light
2. Q-Ball limits

exceeded

Lossof thrust 1:25- No effect I. ThrustOK Light No abort required
any single 2:31

engine 2:31- No effect I. ThrustOK Light No abortrequired
8:34

S-IVB Complete loss of thrust I. Thrust OK Light Abort by SPS
Burn

Loss of thrust 0:00- Loss of control resulting I. Two thrust OK Loss of thrust for

any two 2:31 in structuralbreakup switches result in any two engines
engines automaticabort resultsinautomatic

abort with LES

Lossof 2:31- Possiblelossof I. Two thrustOK Manualabortby LES
thrust2 6:55 control switches priorto towerjettison
adjacentcon- andbySPSaftertower
trol engines jettison

6:55- Lossof IGMin I. Two thrustOK Directstaging
8:30 S-IVBflight switches

8:30 No effect I. TwothrustOK Continuemission
8:45 switches

Loss of thrust 2:31- Possibleloss of I. Two thrustOK Directstaging
2 opposite 8:30 IGM in S-IVB flight switches
control or

center engines 8:30 iNo effect !I. Two thrust OK Continue mission
andonecontro"8:45 switches

_engine

Figure 9-8 (Sheet 1 of S)
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TYPICAL INFLIGHTCONTINGENCIES/REACTIONS(CONTINUED)

FLIGHT _-_
CONTINGENCY TIME EFFECT SENSORSOR MISSION

MIN:SEI DISPLAYS RULEDATA

One actuator 0:00 No effect for S-IC or I. No sensor iNoabortrequired
inoperative 8:45 S-II as other control (none required)
(null position) engines will control

flight.

One actuator S-IVB ILossof control I. Deviationfrom I. Manualabort

inoperative boost trajectory bySPS.
(null position)

Any single 0:00- Collisionwith holddown I. Visual Manualabortupon
actuator 0:00.2postwilloccur, contact
hardover

(pitch or yaw)

Any single 0:00- Tower collisionwill I. Roll attitude Manualabort by LES
actuator 0:01.5 occurpriorto 9.4 errorwill exceed with two cues
hardover(yaw seconds 5° I. Roll attitude errol
negativeonly) 2. Yawattitudeerror limitsexceeded

exceeds 3° 2. Yaw attitude error
3. Actuator position limits exceeded

3. Engine position

Any single 0:00- No effect unless covered I. Actuator position No abort required.
actuator 0:55 by above
hardover
(pitch or yaw)

Any single 0:55- Possible loss of control I. Attitude rate Automatic abort by
actuator 1:25 resultingin structural exceeds 4°/second LES when attitude rate
hardover breakup 2. Rollattitude limitisexceeded.
(pitchor yaw) error exceeds 5° Manual abort by LES "_"

3. Q-Ball exceeds with two cues
3.2psi I. Rollattitude

4. Actuator position limit exceeded
2. Q-Ball limits

exceeded

3. Engine position

Any single 1:25- No effect I. Actuator position No abort required.
actuator 2:31
hardover

2:31- No effect I. Actuatorposition No abortrequired.
8:45

S-IVB Loss of control I. Attituderate Manualabortby SPS
Burn exceeds lO°/second with two cues
Phase 2. L/V rate light I. Attitude rate limit

3. Acutator position is exceeded
12. Attitude error

limit is exceeded

3. Engine position

Engine S-IVB Loss of controlif I. Engineposition Do not attemptrestart.
Hardover Restartrestarted (groundconfinnationManualabortby SPS.

2. Pressure (ground)
3. Temperature of

hydraulic fluid
(ground)

4. Lead thrust would
cause vehicle
rotation (by crew)

Figure 9-8 CSheet2 of S}
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TYPICAL INFLIGHT CONTINGENCIES/REACTIONS(CONTINUED)

FLIGHT SENSORSOR MISSION
CONTINGENCY TIME EFFECT DISPLAYS RULE DATA

MIN:SEC

Loss of both 0:00 Loss of control I. Roll rate exceeds 20° Automatic abort by LES
actuatorsfor 2:31 resultingin structural 2. Q-Ball exceeds when roll rate limit
same engine breakup if engine goes 3.2 psi is exceeded.

to roll corner 3. Actuator position Manual abort by LES
with two cues
I. Q-Ball limit

exceeded
2. Engine position

2:31- No effect I. Actuator Position No abort required.
8:45

S-IVB Loss of control I. Attitude rate Manual abort by SPS
Burn exceeds IO°/second I. Attitude rate
Phase 2. L/V rate light limit is exceeded

3. Actuator position 2. Attitude error
limit is exceeded

3. Engine position

Loss of O:OO- Loss of guidancecontrol I. Attitude rate Automaticabort by LES
Inertial 1:30 resultingin structural exceeds 4°/second when attitude rate
attitude breakup (backup system 2. Guidance failure limit is exceeded.

to be incorporatedto light Manual abort with
)reventloss of control 3. Q-Ball exceeds two cues (without

3.2 psi backupcontrol)
I. Guidance failure

light
2. Q-Ball limit

exceeded

1:30- Loss of guidancewith I. Attitude rate Automatic abort by LES
2:31 no structuralfailures exceeds 4°/second when attitude rate

(backup system to be 2. Guidance failure limit is exceeded.
incorporatedto prevent light Manual abort by LES
loss of control) 3. Q-Ball exceeds with two cues (without

3.2psi backupcontrol)
I. Guidance failure

light
2. Q-Ball limits

exceeded

2:31 Loss of guidance I. Attitude deviation Manual abort by LES
8:45 exceeds 20° prior to tower jettison

2. Guidance failure or by SPS after tower
light jettison

I. Attitude deviation
is exceeded

2. Guidance failure

light

Loss of S-IVB Loss of guidance I. Guidance failure Manual abort by SPS
inertial Burn light with single cue
attitude Phase 2. Attitude deviation I. Guidance failure

exceeds 20° first light
burn, 7° second burn 2. Attitude deviation

Loss of All No effect No abort required
inertial Stages
velocity

Figure 9-8 (Sheet 3 of S)
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TYPICAL INFLIGHT CONTINGENCIES/REACTIONS(CONTINUED)

FLIGHT
CONTINGENCY TIME EFFECT SENSORS OR MISSION "-_

MIN:SEC DISPLAYS RULEDATA

Loss of All Loss of control I. Attituderate exceeds!Automaticabort by LES
attitude Stages 4°/secondfor S-IC during S-IC required
error 2. Attituderateexceedswhenattituderate
commands lO°/secondfor S-II limit is exceeded.

and S-IVB Manualabortby LES
3. Attitude error _rior to tower jettison

exceeds 5° for and SPS after tower
S-IC or 20° for jettisonwith a single
S-IIand S-IVB cue

4. Ground confirmation I. Attitude error
limits exceeded

2. Ground confirmation

Attitude All Loss of control I. Attitude rate exceeds Automaticabort by LES
error command Stages 4°/secondin pitch or during S-IC required
saturated yaw or 2O°/secondin when attitude rate

roll for S-IC limit is exceeded.

2. Attitude rate exceeds Manual abort by LES
lO°/secondfor S-II prior to tower jettison
andS-IVB andSPS aftertower

3. Attitudeerror jettisonwith a
exceeds 5° for S-IC single cue

4. L/V rate light I. Attitude error
limits exceeded

Loss of All Loss of guidance I. Attituderate exceeds Automaticabort by LES
attitude stages 4°/secondfor S-IC during S-IC required
command 2. AttituderateexceedswhenattitQderate
signal lO°/secondfor S-II limit is exceeded.

and S-IVB Manual abort by LES
3. Attitude error prior to tower jettison

exceeds 5° for and SPS after tower

S-IC or 20° for jettison with a single
S-II or S-IVB cue

4. Ground confirmation I. Attitude error
limits exceeded

2. Ground confirmation

Attitude All Loss of control ]. Attituderate exceeds Automaticabort by LES
rate signal stages resultingin loss of 4°/secondin pitch or during S-IC and manual
saturated vehicle yaw or 20°/secondin abort duringS-II and

roll during S-IC S-IVB required when
2. Attitude limit and attitude and rate limits

attitude rate limit are exceeded
during S-II and S-IVB

Loss of All Loss of control I. Attituderate exceeds Automaticabort by LES
attitude stages resultingin loss of 4°/secondduring S-IC during S-IC and manual
ratesignal vehicle 2. Attitudelimitand abortduringS-IIand

attitude rate limit S-IVB requiredwhen
during S-II and S-IVB attitude and rate

3. Attitude oscillatory limits are exceeded

Lack of S-IC 2:31 No S-II ignition Lack of S-II thrust Early S-IVB stagingby
firstplane possible crew(orbitnot
separation possible)

Figure 9-8 (Sheet 4 of 5)
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TYPICAL INFLIGHT CONTINGENCIES/REACTIONS (CONTINUED)

FLIGHT
f- CONTINGENCY TIME EFFECT SENSORSOR MISSION

MIN:SEC DISPLAYS RULEDATA

Lack of S-II 2:57 Probable subsequent loss Second plane separation Shutdown prior to

second plane of vehicle due to indicator (redundant overheat and early S-IVB
separation excessive temperature indication) staging required by crew

only, limited time
between normal jettison
time and excessive

temperature may preclude
ground information backup

Partial S-II 2:57 Probable subsequent loss Second plane separation Shutdown prior to
second plane of vehicle due to indicator (redundant overheat and early S-IVB
separation excessive temperature indication) staging required by crew

ionly, limited time
between normal jettison
time and excessive

temperature may preclude

ground information backup

Lack of S-II/ 8:34 No S-IVB ignition Lack of S-IVB thrust SPS abort required

S-IVB plane
separation

Partial S-II/ 8:34 No S-IVB ignition Lack of S-IVB thrust SPS abort required
S-IVB plane

separation

Loss of both S-IVB Lack of roll control I. Roll attitude may be Manual control by crew
APS modules, burn excessive with RCS when roll
S-IVB phases attitudeisexcessive

f- Loss of one S-IVB Negligible I. No indication. Manual control by crew
APS module, burn with RCS when roll

S-IVB phases attitudeisexcessive

LET fails 3:03 Vehicle may go unstable I. Visual by crew Shutdown S-IVB where

to jettison during S-IVB flight 2. Attitude rate vehicle becomes
3. Vehicle oscillatory oscillatory. Crew to

use emergency procedures
for removal of LET if
orbit was achieved.

Figure 9-8 (Sheet 5 of S)

VEHICLEFLIGHTCONTROLPARAMETERS operational support systems. During thefinal
countdown hundreds of parameters are monitored

In order to perform flight control monitoring to ascertain vehicle, system, and component per-
functions, essential data must be collected, formance capability. Among these parameters are
transmitted, processed, displayed, and evaluated the "redlines". The redline values must be with-

to determine the space vehicle's capability to in the predetermined limits or the countdown
start or continue the mission. Representative will be halted. Typical redlines a_e fuel and
parameters included in this essential data will oxidizer tank ullage pressure, GN2 and helium
be briefly described in the following para- storage sphere pressure, hydraulic supply pres-
graphs, sures, thrust chamber jacket temperatures, bus

voltages, IU guidance computer operations, H2
PARAMETERS MOMITORED SY L{¢ and 02 concentrations, and S-IVB oxidizer and

fuel recirculation pump flow. In addition to
The launch vehicle checkout and prelamlch opera- the redlines, there are a number of operational
tions _onitored by the Launch Control Center support elements such as ALDS, range instrumen-
(LCC) were briefly discussed in Section VIII of ration, ground tracking and telemetry stations,

f- this manual. These operations determine the ground communications, and other ground support
state of readiness of the launch vehicle, ground facilities which must be operational at speei-

support, telemetry, range safety, imd other lied times in the countdown.
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PARAMETERSMONITQREDBY BOOSTERSYSTEMSGROUP reservoir piston position, attitude con-

trol fuel and oxidizer module tempera-
The Booster Systems Group monitors launch vehi- tures, and rate excesses (pitchrollyaw).
cle systems [S-IC, S-If, S-IVB, and IU) and ad-

vises the flight director and flight crew of any 6. Engine Systems Engineer monitors the S-II

system anomalies. It is responsible for abort and S-IVB engine systems and 02/H 2 burner.

actions due to failure or loss of thrust and He provides detailed support to BSE No. 2.

overrate conditions; for confirming inflight Among the parameters monitored are thrust

power, stage ignition, holddown release, all en- chamber pressure, engine inlet lox and LH2

tines go, roll and pitch initiate, engine cut- pressure, pre-valve position, and 02/H 2

offs, etc; for monitoring attitude control and burner chamber dome temperature.
stage s_parations; and for digital commanding of

LV systems. 7. Stage Systems Engineer monitors the pres-

surization, repressurization, bulkhead
Specific responsibilities in the group are allo- pressure differential and ¢hilldown. He

cated as follows: provides detailed support to the BSE No.2.

Typical parameters monitored include heli-

I. BSE No. 1 has overall responsibility for urn tank pressure, start tank pressure/tern-

the group, for commands to the launch re- perature, and co_on bulkhead pressure.
hicle, and for monitoring and evaluating

the S-IC and S-If flight performance. 8. Electrical Network and Systems (ENS) en-

Typical flight control parameters monitor- gineer monitors electrical systems (all

ed include engine combustion chamber pres- LV stages), IU environmental control sys-

sure, engine gimbal system supply pres- tern, and range safety systems (safing at
sure, fuel and oxidizer tank ullage pres- orbital insertion). The ENS provides de-

sure, helium storage tank pressure, engine tailed support to BSE No. 3. Typical para-

actuator (yawpitchroll) position, THRUST meters monitored include exploding bridge-

OK pressure switches, logitudinal acceler- wire voltages, sublimator inlet tempera-

ation, vent valve positions, engine igni- ture, GN 2 regulator inlet temperature, and
tion/cutoff, and various bus voltages, various bus voltages and currents.

2. BSE No. 2 supports BSE No. 1 in monitoring 9. Command Systems Engineer monitors the com-

the S-If flight and assumes responsibility mands sent to the launch vehicle and ad-

for monitoring the S-IVB burns. Parameters vises BSE No. 1 on their status. In the -_-_

monitored are similar to those monitored event of rejection of a comland by the on-

by BS£ No. i. board computer, he determines the cause of
the rejection, i.e., improperly coded com-

S. BSE No. 3 monitors the attitude control, mand, malfunction of the command system,

electrical, guidance and navigation, and malfunction of the computer, etc.

IU systems. Typical parameters monitored

include rollpitchyaw guidance and gimbal 10. Consumables Engineer monitors status at

angles; angular rates; ST-124 gimbal temp- all times of launch vehicle consumables

erature and bearing pressure; LVDC temper- including all high pressure spheres, APS

ature; and various bus voltages, propellants, and main stage propellants.
He advises the BSE No. 2 of mission impact

when consumables are depleted beyond pre-

The preceding flight controllers are located dicted limits.
in the HOCR. The following are located in

the vehicle system SSR.

4. Guidance and Navigation Systems (GND) en- PARAMETERS MONITORED BY FLIGHT DYNAMICS GROUP
gineer monitors the guidance, navigation,
and digital (sequential) systems. The GND The Flight Dynamics Group monitors and evaluates

provides detailed support to BSE No. 5. the powered flight trajectory and makes the

Typical parameters monitored include ST- abort decisions based on trajectory violations.

124 accelerometer and gyro pickups (X,Y,Z It is responsible for abort planning, entry time

axes) ; and fixed position and fixed velo- and orbital maneuver determinations, rendezvous

city X,Y,Z components), planning, inertial alignment correlation, land-

ing point prediction, and digital commanding of

5. Attitude Control and Stabilization Systems the guidance systems.

(ACS) engineer monitors the attitude con-

trol system, the S-IVB hydraulic and auxi- The MOCR positions of the Flight Dynamics Group

liary propulsion systems, and the emer- include the Flight Dynamics Officer (FDO), the
gency detection system. The ACS provides Guidance Officer {GUIDO),and the Retrofire Offi- _--_

detailed support to BSE's No. 2 and 3. cer (RETRO). The MOCR positions are given de-

Typical parameters monitored include hy- tailed specialized support by the flight dyna-
draulic accumulator pressures, hydraulic mics SSR.
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The surveillance parameters measured by the telemetry, voice and teletype communications,

ground tracking stations and transmitted to the command, recording, and television capabilities.

MCC are computer processed into plotboard and The network is specifically configured to meet
digital displays. The flight dynamics group the requirements of each mission.

compares the actual data with premlssion calcu-

lated nominal data and is able to determine mis- MSFN stations are categorized as lunar support
sEen status. The surveillance parameters in- stations (deep-space tracking in excess of

clude slant range, azimuth and elevation angles, 15,000 miles), near-space support stations with

antenna polarization angle, and other data. Unified S-Band (USB) equipment, and near-space

From these measurements, space vehicle position, support stations without USB equipment. Figure

velocity, flight path angle, trajectory, ephem- 9-9 is a matrix listing the stations, designa-
erie, etc., may be calculated. Typical plot- tore, and capabilities. Figure 9-10 shows the

board displays generated from the surveillance geographical location of each station.
parameters are altitude versus downrange dis-

Lance, latitude versus longitude, flight path MSFN stations include facilities operated by
angle versus inertial velocity, and latitude NASA, the United States Department of Defense

versus flight path angle. (DOD), and the Australian Department of Supply
(DOs).

PARAMETERS MONITORED BY SPACEC_A[T SYSTEMS The DOD facilities include the Eastern Test

G_OUP Range (ETR), Western Test Range (WTR), White
Sands Missile Range (WSMR), Range Instrumenta-

The Spacecraft Systems Group monitors and evalu- teen Ships (RIS), and Apollo Range Instrumenta-

ales the performance of spacecraft electrical, teen Aircraft (ARIA). Recovery forces under DOD

optical, mechanical, and life support systems; are not considered to be part of the MSFN.
maintains and analyzes consumables status; pre-

pares mission log; coordinates telemetry play- NASA COMMUNICATION NETWORK
back; determines spacecraft weight and center of

gravity; and executes digital commanding of The NASA Communications (NASCOM) network is a

spacecraft systems, point-to-point communications systems connecting

the MSFN stations to the MCC. NASCOM is managed

The MOCR positions of this group include the by the Goddard Space Flight Center, where the

Command and Service Module Electrical, Environ- primary communications switching center is loca-

l- mental, and Communications Engineer (CSM EECOM), ted. Three smaller NASCOM switching centers are
the CSM Guidance, Navigation, and Control En- located at London, Honolulu, and Canberra. Pat-

gineer (CSM GNC), the Lunar Module Electrical, rick AFB, Florida and Wheeler AFB, Hawaii serve
Environmental, and Communications Engineer (LM as switching centers for the DOD eastern and

EECOM), and the LM Guidance, Navigation, and western test ranges, respectively. The MSFN eta-

Control Engineer (IM GNC). These positions are tEens throughout the world are interconnected by
backed up with detailed support from the vehicle landline, undersea cable, radio and communica-

systems SSR. tEens satellite circuits. These circuits carry

teletype, voice, and data in real-time support

Typical parameters monitored by this group in- of the missions. Figure 9-11 depicts a typical
clude fuel cell skin and condenser temperatures, NASCOM configuration.
fuel cell current, various battery and bus volt-

ages, launch escape tower and motor discretes, Each MSFN USB land station has a minimum of five

AGCU drift, SPS helium tank pressure, SPS fuel voice/data circuits and two teletype circuits.

and oxidizer tank pressure, and fuel and oxidE- The Apollo insertion and injection ships have a
zer inlet pressure differential, similar capability through the communications

satellites.

PARAMETERSMONITOREDBY LIFESYSTEMSGROUP
The Apollo Launch Data System (ALDS) between KSC

The life systems group is responsible for the and MSC is controlled by MSC and is not routed

well being of the flight crew. The group is though GSFC. The ALDS consists of wide-band

headed by the Flight Surgeon in the MOCR. Aero- telemetry, voice coordination circuits, and a

medical and environmental control specialists in high speed circuit for the Countdown and Status

the life systems SSR provide detailed support to Transmission System (CASTS). In addition, other

the Flight Surgeon. The group monitors the circuits are provided for launch coordination,

flight crew health status and environmental/bEe- tracking data, simulations, public information,

medical parameters, television, and recovery.

MANNEDSPACEFLIGHTNETWORK MSF¢SUPPORTOF LAUNCHAND
TheMannedSpaceFlightNetwork SFN)is aglo- FLIGHTOPERATIONS

/-" bal network of ground stations, ships, and air-

craft designed to support manned and unmanned The Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) by means

space flight. The network provides tracking, of the Launch Information Exchange Facility

IX
CONT
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CLIEF) and the Huntsville Operations Support In-depth real-time support is provided for pre-
(HOSC) provides real-time support of launch re- launch, launch, and flight operations from HOSC
hicle prelaunch, launch, and flight operations, consoles manned by engineers who perform detail- _-,
MSFC also provides support via LIEF for post- ed system data monitoring and analysis.
flight data delivery and evaluation.

LAUNCH JNFORMATIOM EXCH_G[ F_ClIITY System support engineers from MSFC an_ stage
contractors are organized into preselected sub-

The LIEF encompasses those personnel, communi- system problem groups (approximately 160 engi-
cations, data processing, display, and related neers in 55 groups) to support KSC and MSC in
facilities used by the MSFC launch vehicle de- launch vehicle areas which may be the subject of
sign team to support Apollo-Saturn mission oper- a request for analysis. The capabilities of MSFC

ations. The LIEF operations support organiza- laboratories and the System Development Facility
tion is shown in figure 9-12. {SDF) are also available.

MSFNSTATIONS/EQUIPMENTMATRIX
Systems

Mission C.....1"[,..... MCC X!X [ X[X X X X X I

:.ISFNOperations Center MSFNOC IX X! X XI X XI X X X X X

Central Instr_en'_atlon Fdcility CIF X

TEL IV X X X X

_scension island, b.K. (NASA} ACN # _( X X X X X X X I

Antigua, U.K. (NASA)ANG # X X X X X X X X X X X I

xlAntisua (D(]D-ETR} ANT # X X X X X X X X X X X X

Ascension Island (DOD-ETR} ASC _ X X X X X X X X l

Bermuda, U.K. (NASA} BDA # X X X X X X X X X X X X [X X I _

Canberra, Australia (WRE} CNB * X X X X X [

Vandenberg, California (DOD-WTR} CAL # X X X X X X X J

Cape Kennedy (DOD-ETR) CNV # X X X X X IX X I

Carnarvon, Australia (WRE) Clio# X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X J

JSNS Coastal Sentry (DOO-ETR} CBQ # X X X X X X X X X X l

Canton Island (NASA} CTN # X, X X X X J

Canary Islands, Spain (NASA} CYI # X X ' X X X iX X X X X X X X X X X l

Grand 8ahama Island (DOD-ETR) C431# X X X X X X X X X X X X l

Grand Bahamas, U.K. (NASA} GBM# X X X X X X x X X
AGoldstone, California (NASA} GDS * X X X X X X

Grand Turk Island (DOD-ETR) GTK # X X X X X X

Guam,U.S.(NASA)GWM_ X X X X X XJ

Guaymas, !_xico (NASA) GYM q X X X X X X X X X X X X X I

KokeePark,Hawaii(NASA} HAW_ X.X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

;_adrid,Spain(NASA)MAD* X X X X X

_%errittIsland, Florida (NASA} MIL # X X X X X X X X

Merritt Island (30D-ETR) MLA /_ X X X X X J

PatrickAFB,Florida(DOD-ETR)PAT# X X X X J

Pretoria, So. Africa (DOD-ETR) PRE _ X X X X J
USNS Rose Knot (DOD-ETR) RKV # X X X X X X X X X

dS!_SRange Tracker (DOD-WTR} RTK # X X X X X

Tananarive, Malagasy Rep. (RASA) TAN I X X X X X

CorpusChristi,lexas(NASA) TEX_ X X X X X X X X X X X X x X XJ

White Sands, _.M, (DOD-WSMR) WHS # X X X X X l

Woo.w-_ra,Australia(WRE) WOM# X X X I

AI)OI]ORange inst. Aircraft ARIA 1-8 X X l

USNS Huntsvi]le {D(]D- 1_riR) HTV # X X X X X j X l

USRS _rcury {gOD - WTR) MER# X X X X X X X X X X X

USNS Redstone (DOD - I*rFR) RED # X X X X X X X X X X

USNS Vanguard (DOD - krR) VAN# J X X X[ X X X X X X X

USNS Watertown (DOD - Wr'R) WTN# X J X X X X X J

• Lunar Support Stations
Near Space Support Stations
Supplemental Stations

Figure 9-9
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fD-ITTY 1 V/D-ITTY LEGEND

V.TTY V,TTY,HSD V = VOICE

TTY _ V/D = VOICE DATA

MSFC V-TTY IWBD _ HSD = HIGH-SPEEDDAT/

[ I 1 _C__._ _ WBD= WIDE-BANDDATA
TV :TELEVlSlON

AOS = ATLANTICOCEAN "_'_

I V,l-TY I I v SHIPS
ALDSi HSD,WBD'TV I I TTY lOS : INDIAN OCEAN

V,1-FY,HSD,WBD,TVCDS_IKSCI V,TTY,HSD I_ WBD SHIPS
(LIEF) C/KSCI V,I-FY,HSD,WBD, FTQ POS = PACIFICOCEANi .... SHIPS

TTY = TELETYPE

NOTES :
b. Net #2 Biomed Data

I. NASCOM interfacepoints for ships and c. Net #3 NetworkM & 0
aircraft are mission dependent, d. Net #4 Telemetry Data/CommandData

(USB)
2. AdditionalV/D and TTY circuitsbetween e. Net #5 Tracking Data (USB)

GSFC and centers are augmented as re-
quired. 6. One additionalvoicedatacircuitwillbe

availableto each Apollo stationequipped
3. Communicationscircuits as shown exist with an 85' antenna and to Bermuda for

at this time or will be availablefor high-speed trackingdata.
missions as required.

7. Apollo stations and ships connected to
4. Circuit routing is not necessarilyas GSFC via Intelsatcan receiveat all

indicated, times, regardlessof number of stations
or ships. Only two stations or ships

5. Voice Data Network to and from the Apollo can transmit at a given time via each
USB stations will be configuredwith us- Intelsat.
age as indicated.

8. Apollo ship may be assigned to any of
a. Net #1 MissionConference theseareas.

Figure 9-ii
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PRELAUNCHWINDMONITORING Ground wind monitoring activities are also per-

formed by MSFC laboratory personnel for develop-
Prelaunch flight wind monitoring analyses and mental tests of displays. Wind anemometer and f--

trajectory simulations are jointly performed by strain gauge data are received in real-time and

MSFC and MSC personnel located at MSFC during bending moments are computed and compared with
the terminal countdown. Beginning at T-24 hours, similar bending moment displays in CIF.

actual wind data is transmitted periodically
from KSC to the HOSC. These data are used by LAUNCH AND FLIGHT OPERATIONS SUPPORT
the _FC/MSC wind monitoring team in vehicle

flight digital simulations to verify the capabi- During the prelaunch period, primary support is
lity of the vehicle with these winds. Angle of directed to KSC. Voice communications are also

attack, engine deflections, and structural loads maintained with the Booster Systems Group at MCC

are calculated and compared against vehicle and the KSC/MCC support engineers in CIF to co-

limits. Simulations are made on either the IBM ordinate preparations for the flight phase and

7094 or BSS00 computer and results are reported answer any support request.
to the Launch Control Center (LCC) within 60
minutes after wind data transmission. At T-2 1/4

hours a go no-go recommendation is transmitted At liftoff primary support transfers from KSC to
to KSC by the wind monitoring team. A go no-go the MCC. The HOSC engineering consoles provide

condition is also relayed to the LCC for lox and support as required to the Booster Systems Group

LH2 loading, for S-IVB/IU orbital operations by monitoring
detailed instrumentation for the evaluation of

In the event of marginal wind conditions, con- system inflight and dynamic trends, assisting in
tingency wind data balloon releases are made by the detection and isolation of vehicle malfunc-

KSC on an hourly basis after T-2 I/2 hours and a tions, and providing advisory contact with re-

go no-go recommendation is transmitted to KSC hicle design specialist. This support is norm-
for each contingency release. This contingency ally provided from liftoff through the active

data is provided MSFC in real-time via CIF/DATA- launch vehicle post-spacecraft separation phase

COPE and trajectory simulations are preformed approximately T + 6 hours, or until 5[EF mission
on-line to expedite reporting to KSC. support termination.
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r-" SECTIONX IIMISSIONVARIABLESANDCONSTRAINTS
TABL_Of COttTU.S LAUNCHVEHICLEMISSIONPROFILE
INTRODUCTION ........................ 1_1 The flight profile into the high-apogee elIipti-
LAUNCH VEHICLE MISSION OBJECTIVE ....... 10-1 cal waiting orbit is shown in figure 10-1 and
LAUNCH VEHICLE MISSION PROFILE ......... 10-1 described in detail as to performance character-
LAUNCH VEHICLE CONSTRAINTS ............ 10.1 istics in Section II. A typical g_ound track

through the fourth elliptical orbit is shown in

INTRODUCTION _igure10-2.
LAUNCHVEHICLECONSTRAINTS

This section describes the major objective, pro-
file and constraints defined for Mission E The launch vehicle system requirements impose

(Lunar Development Mission). the following mission constraints:

i. Guidance command angle rate shall not ex-

ceed one degree per second in pitch, yaw,
LAUNCHVEHICLEMISSIONOBJECTIVE andton Cfirst-stagetilt pregr=and

upper-stage guidance program).
Demonstrate the capability of the launch vehicle

to perform the lunar mission by simulation of 2. Maximum command attitude in the yaw plane
lunar mission operations in near earth space, shall not exceed 45 degrees.

MISSION LAUNCHVEHICLE
REFERENCETRAJECTORYPROFILE

1. S-IC, S-II, AND S-IVB STAGE

BOOST TO EARTH PARKING

ORBIT.

2. COAST IN CIRCULAR PARKING

ORBIT.

5 3. S-IVB STAGE BOOST FROM
PARKING ORBIT TO

HIGH-APOGEE ELLIPSE.

4. COAST IN HIGH-APOGEE ELLIPSE.

5. TRANSPOSITION, DOCKING, &

L/V - S/C SEPARATION IS

COMPLETED.

6. S/C BOOST RAISES PERIGEE

ALTITUDE OF S/C ELLIPSE. S-IVB

STAGE CONTINUES IN ORIGINAL

ELLIPSE UNTIL ORBIT DECAY CAUSES

REENTRY.

7. AFTER A MAXIMUM OF FOUR

4 REVOLUTIONSIN HIGH-APOGEE

ELLIPSE, S/C MANEUVERS INTO

CIRCULAR ORBIT AND CONTINUES

LLM MANEUVERS.

Figure i0-i
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APPENDIXA j
r. ABBREVIATIONSANDACRONYMS

A ¢
A ......... Astronaut CAL ....... DOD-WTR MSFN Station, Vandenberg

ac........Alternating Current AFB, California

ACCEL ..... Acceleration calips ....Calibrationable Pressure Switch

ACE ....... Acceptance Checkout Equipment CAPCOM .... Spacecraft Cormunicator
ACM ....... Actuation Control Module CASTS ..... Countdown and Status Transmission

ACN ....... NASA MSFN Station, Ascension Island System

ACS ....... Attitude Control and Stabilization CBQ ....... DOD-ETR MSFN Station, USNS Coastal

Systems Engineer (Booster Systems) Sentry
ACT'R ..... Actuator CCATS ..... Command, Communications and

AF ........ Air Force Telemetry System
AFB ....... Air Force Base CCF ....... Converter/Compressor Facility

AFD ....... Assistant Flight Director CCS ....... Command Communications System

AFETR ..... Air Force Eastern Test Range CCW ....... Counterclockwise
AGAVE ..... Automatic Gimbaled Antenna CDDT ...... Countdown Demonstration Test

Vectoring Equipment CDF ....... Confined Detonating Fuse

AGC ....... Apollo Guidance Computer CDP ....... Command Data Processor,
A/G COMM..Air to Ground and Ground MSFN Site

to Air Communications CDR ....... Critical Design Review

AGCU ...... Apollo Guidance Control Unit CDR ....... Spacecraft Commander

ALDS ...... Apollo Launch Data System CECO ...... Center Engine Cutoff
Alt ....... Altitude CG ........ Center of Gravity

AM ........ Amplitude Modulation CIF ....... Central Instrumentation Facility
/-

amp ....... Ampere (Located at Kennedy Space Center)

amp...... Amplifier CIU.......Computer Interface Unit
AMR ...... Atlantic Missile Range CKAFS .....Cape Kennedy Air Force Stations

ANG ...... NASA MSFN Station, Antigua CM ........ Command Module

Ant ...... Antenna 6_4C....... Command Module Computer

ANT ...... DOD-ETR MSFN Station, Antigua CMD ....... Command

AOA ...... Angle of Attack CNB.......WRE MSFN Deep-Space Station,

AOS ...... Acquisition of Spacecraft [gy Canberra

a site) CNV ....... DOD-ETR MSFN Station, Cape Kennedy

AOS ....... Atlantic Ocean Ships CO ........ Checkout
APS ....... Auxiliary Propulsion System C/O ....... Checkout

ARIA ...... Apollo Range Instrumentation COFW ...... Certificate of Flight Worthiness
Aircraft COM ....... Common

ASC ....... DOD-ETR MSFN Station, Ascension cps ....... Cycles per Second {Hertz)
Island CRO ....... WRE MSFN Station, Carnarvon

ASD ....... Abort Summary Document CRT ....... Cathode Ray Tube

ASI ....... Augmented Spark Igniter CSM ....... Command and Service Module

ATT ....... Attitude C-T ...... Crawler-Transporter
AUTO ...... Automatic CTN ...... NASA MSFN Station, Canton Island

_ ....... Clockwise

CW ....... Continuous Wave

B CYI ...... NASA MSFN Station, Canary Islands

CZR ...... High Speed Metric Camera
BDA ....... NASA MSFN Station, Bermuda

BIOMED....Biomedical

BMAG ...... Body Mounted Attitude Gyro
BEF ....... Blunt End Forward

BSE ....... Booster Systems Engineer DATA-CORE.CIF Telemetry Conversion System

A-l
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db ........ Decibel GBM ....... NASA MSFN Station, Grand
dbm ....... Decibels Referenced to One Nilliwatt Bahama Island

dc ........ Direct Current GCC ....... Ground Control Computer

DCR ....... Destruct Command Receiver GDC ....... Gyro Display Coupler
DCR ....... Design Certification Review GDS ....... NASA MSFN Deep Space Station,

DCS ....... Digital Computer System Goldstone, California

DDAS ...... Digital Data Acquisition System GET ....... Ground Elapsed Time
DEE ....... Digital Event Evaluator GG ........ Gas Generator

deg ....... Degree GH2 ....... Gaseous Hydrogen

Dig. Comm.Digital Come,and GHz.......Gigihertz (One Billion Hertz)
DOD ....... Department of Defense GLOTRAC...Global Tracking System

DOS ....... Department of Supply (Australia) GN2 ....... Gaseous Nitrogen

DRK ....... Display Request Keyboard G_N ....... Guidance and Navigation

DSKY ...... Display and Keyboard (Spacecraft (_C ....... Guidance, Navigation, and Control

Guidance and Control) Engineer
DTS ....... Data Transmission System GND ....... Guidance and Navigation Systems

Engineer (Booster Systems)

E GOX ....... Gaseous Oxygengpm ....... Gallons per Minute
GRR ....... Guidance Reference Release

EAO ....... Experiment Activities Officer GSE ....... Ground Support Equipment

EBW ....... Exploding Bridgewire GSE-ECU...Ground Support Equipment-Environmental
ECA ....... Electrical Control Assembly Control Unit

ECS ....... Environmental Control System GSFC ...... Goddard Space Flight Center
ECU ....... Environmental Control Unit GTK ....... DOD-ETR MSFN Station, Grand Turk

EDS ....... Emergency Detection System Island
EECOM ..... Electrical, Environmental, and GUID ...... Guidance

Communications Engineer GUIDO ..... Guidance Officer

ELS ....... Earth Landing System G-V ....... Gravity versus Velocity

EMS ....... Entry Monitor System GWM ....... NASA MSFN Station, Guam

ENG ....... Engine

ENS ....... Electrical Network and Systems

Engineer (Booster Systems)

ESE .......Electrical Support Equipment M

ETR ....... Eastern Test Range _-_

H2 ........ Hydrogen

HAW ....... NASA MSFN Station, Hawaii

V HD ........ Highly Desireahle Mission
Rule Item

F......... Fahrenheit He ........ Helium

F ......... Force HF ........ High Frequency [3-50 _z)

FACI ...... First Article Configuration Inspection HOSC ...... Huntsville Operations Support Center

FAO ....... Flight Activities Officer HSD ....... High-Speed Data
FC ........ Flight Controller HTV ....... DOD-WTR MSFN Station, USNS

FCO ....... Flight Control Office Huntsville

FCSH ...... Flight Combustion Stability Monitor Hz ........ Hertz (one cycle per second)

FD ........ Flight Director

FDAI ...... Flight Director Attitude Indicator

FDK ....... Forced Display Module

FDO ....... Flight Dynamics Officer |

FET ....... Flight Evaluation Team

FEWG ...... Flight Evaluation Working Group IA ........ Input Axis
FLSC ...... Flexible Linear Shaped Charge IBM ....... International Business Machines

FLTR ...... Filter Corporation
FM ........ Frequency Modulation ICD ....... Interface Control Document

FRT ....... Flight Readiness Test ICO ....... Inboard Cutoff
FT ........ Foot or Feet IECO ...... Inboard Engine Cutoff

FTS ....... Flight Teln_ination System IF ........ Intermediate Frequency

IFV ....... Igniter Fuel Valve
IGM ....... Iterative Guidance Mode

O ....... Impulse
IMD ....... Inertial Measurement Unit

G......... Acceleration of Gravity IMV ....... Ignition Monitor Valve
GA_ ...... Gal ion (s) in ........ Inch

GBI ....... DOD-ETR NSFN Station, Grand INTELSAT..Communications Satellite
Bahama Island IO ........ Industrial Operations
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IOS ....... Indian Ocean Ships MLA ....... DOD-ETR MSFN Station, Merritt

IP ........ Impact Predictor (Located Island, Florida

at Kennedy Space Center) _dH ....... Monomethyl Fordrazine

IRIG ...... Inter-Range Instru_nentation Group M_O ....... Maintenance and Operations
_-" IU ........ Instr_nent Unit MOC ....... Mission Operations Computer

MOCR ...... Mission Operations Control Room

J_. m8 MOD ....... ModelMOD ....... Modification

MR ........ Mixture Ratio

kbps ...... Kilobits per Second MSC ....... Manned Spacecraft Center
KHz ....... Kilohertz (One Thousand Hertz) m/sec ..... Millisecond (1/1000 Second)

D4 ........ Kilometer MSPC ...... Marshall Space Plight Center

KOH ....... Potassium Hydroxide MSFN ...... Manned Space Flight Network

KSC ....... Kennedy Space Center MSFNOC .... Manned Space Plight Network

Operations Center

L MSK...... Keyboard
Manual Select

MSR ...... Mission Support Room

Ib(s) ..... Pound(s) MSS ...... Mobile Service Structure

LCC ....... Launch Control Center MTF ...... Mississippi Test Pacility
LCR ....... LIEF Control Room Mrvc ..... Manual Thrust Vector Control

LE ........ Launch Escape MUX ...... Multiplexer
LEM ....... Lunar Excursion Module

....... Launch Escape System N
LES

LET ....... Launch Escape Tower

LOS ....... Loss of Spacecraft (by a site) N/A ....... Not Applicable

LH2 ....... Liquid Hydrogen NASA ...... National Aeronautics and Space
LIEF ...... Launch Information Exchange Facility Administration
LM ........ Lunar Module NASCOM .... NASA Communications Network

LO ........ Liftoff No ........ Number

L/O ....... Liftoff NPSH ...... Net Positive Suction Head

lox ....... Liquid Oxygen NHI ....... Nautical Mile
LSC ....... Linear Shaped Charge

LSD ....... Low-Speed Data X
LV ........ Launch Vehicle

L/V ....... Launch Vehicle
LVDA ...... Launch Vehicle Data Adapter OA ........ Output Axis

LVDC ...... Launch Vehicle Digital Computer OAT ....... Overall Acceptance Test
OBECO ..... Outboard Engine Cutoff
OCO ....... Outboard Cutoff

ODOP ...... Offset Doppler
M OECO ...... Outboard Engine Cutoff

02 ........ Oxygen

M ......... Mandatory Mission Rule Item O_P ....... Operations and Procedures
M ......... Mass OSC ....... Oscillator

MA ........ Apollo Program Office OSR ....... Operations Support Room

(Symbol) OTV ....... Operational Television System
MAD ....... NASA MSFN Deep Space OX ........ Oxidizer

Station, Madrid, Spain

MAP ....... Message Acceptance Pulse
MAX ...... Maximum p
MCC ...... Mission Control Center

MCP ...... Mission Control Programmer P ......... Pitch
MCR ...... Main Conference Room PAM ....... Pulse Amplitude Modulation

MD ....... Mission Director PAT ....... DOD-ETRMSFN Station, Patrick

HDC ...... McDonnell-Douglas Corporation AFB, Florida

MDP ...... Mild Detonating Fuse PBI ....... Push-Button Indicator
MED ...... Medium PC ........ Pitch Control

MER ....... DOD-WTR MSFN Station, USNS Mercury PCM ....... Pulse Code Modulation

MESC ...... Master Event Sequence Controller pct ....... Percent
MFCO ...... Manual Fuel Cutoff PDFRR ..... Program Director's Flight Readiness

_g{z....... Megahertz (One Million Hertz) Review
MIL ....... NASA MSFN Station, Morritt Island, PDR ....... Preliminary Design Review

Florida PEA ....... Platform Electronics Assembly

MILA ...... Merritt Island Launch Area PETN ...... Pentaerythrite Tetranitrate

MIN ....... Minimum PHPFR ..... Program Manager's Preflight Review

f- Min ....... Minute POS ....... Pacific Ocean Ships

ML ........ Mobile Launcher POS ....... Position
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POT ....... Potentiometer SDF ....... Systems Development Facility

pps ....... Pulses per Second sec ....... Second

PRE ....... DOD-ETRMSFN Station, Pretoria, SECO ...... Single Engine Cutoff

So. Africa SEP.......Separation

PRF ....... Pulse Repatition Frequency SIT ....... Systems Interface Test _-_

PRN ....... Psuedo-Random Noise SLA ....... Spacecraft-LM Adapter

PRPLNT .... Propellant SLV ....... Saturn Launch Vehicle

psi .......Pounds per Square Inch SM ........Service Module
psia ...... Pounds per Square Inch Absolute 9_EK ...... Summary Message Enable Keyboard

psid ...... Pounds per Square Inch, Differential S/N ....... Serial Number

psig ...... Pounds per Square Inch Gauge SPS ....... Service Propulsion System

PTCR ...... Pad Terminal Connection Room SRA ....... Spin Reference Axis

PTCS ...... Propellant Tanking Computer System SRM ....... Status Report Module

PTL .......Prepare to Launch SRO .......Superintendent of Range

PU ........ Propellant Utilization Operations

s/s ....... Samples per Second

SSB ....... Single Sideband

Q SSR ....... Staff Support RoomST-124-M3.Saturn V Stable Platform

STDV ...... Start Tank Discharge Valve

QLDS ......Quick Look Data Station SW........Switch(ing)

SYNC ...... Synchronize

II T
R......... Roll

RACS ...... Remote Automatic Calibration System TAN ....... NASA MSFN Station,

RASM ...... Remote Analog Submultiplexer Tananarive, Malagasy

RCR ....... Recovery Control Room TBD ....... To Be Determined

RCS ....... Reaction Control System TCS ....... Thermal Conditioning System

RDM ....... Remote Digital Multiplexer TEL IV ....AFETR Telemetry Station at

RDX ....... Cyclotrimethylene-trinitramine Cape Kennedy
R&DO ...... Research and Development Operations Teltrac...Telemetry Tracking

RDSM ...... Remote Digital Submultiplexer TEX ....... NASA MSFN Station, Corpus
RED ....... DOD-WTR MSFN Station, USNS Redstone Christi, Texas

RETRO ..... Retrofire Officer TLI ....... Translunar Injection _-_

RF ........ Radio Frequency TLM ....... Telemetry

Rl ........ Radio Interference TM ........ Telemetry

RIS ....... Range Instrumentation Ship TSM ....... Tail Service Mast

RKV ....... DOD-ETR MSFN Station, USNS Rose Knot TTY ....... Teletype

RMS.......Root Mean Square TV ........Television

RNG ....... Range TVC ....... Thrust Vector Control

RP-I ...... Rocket Propellant TWR JETT..Tower Jettison
R&R ....... Receive and Record

RSCR ...... Range Safety Command Receiver ||
RSDP ...... Remote Site Data Processor l#
RSO ....... Range Safety Officer

R&QA ...... Reliability & Quality Assurance UDL ....... Up-Data-Link

RSS ....... Root Sum Square UHF ....... Ultra High Frequency (300-3000 MHz)
RTC ....... Real Time Command USB ....... Unified S-Band

RTCC ...... Real Time Computer Complex USBS ......Unified S-Band Station
R/T (_ID...Real-Time Command Controller USNS ...... United States Navy Ship
RTK ....... DOD-WTR _4SFN Station, OSNS

Range Tracker V

V......... Velocity

S V ......... Voice
v ......... Volts

S&A ....... Safety and Arming v-a ....... Volt-ampere

SACTO ..... Sacramento Test Operations VAB ....... Vehicle Assembly Building

SC ........ Spacecraft VAN ....... DOD-WTR MSFN Station,

S/C ....... Spacecraft USNS Vanguard
SCAMA ..... Switching, Conferencing, and V/D ....... Voice and Data

Monitoring Arrangement vdc ....... Volts, Direct Current

SCO ....... Subcarrier Oscillator VHF ....... Very High Frequency (30-S00 MHz)

SCS ....... Stability Control System vswr ...... Voltage Standing Wave Ratio __--_
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W XTAL...... Crystal
Y......... Yaw

WBD....... Wide Band Data

W/G....... Water/Glycol
P WHS .......DOD MSPN Station, White Sands

Missile Range, N. Mexico

WOM .......WRE MSFN Station, Woomera, GREEK SYMBOLSAustralia

WRE .......Weapons Research Establishment, _ .........Thrust Vector Angular Deflection
Australian Department of Supply Ap .......Differential Pressure

WSMR ......White Sands Missile Range AV ........Velocity Increment

WTN .......DOD-WTR MSFN Station, USNS Ap .......Atmospheric Density Increment
Watertown _ sec ......Microsecond

WTR .......Western Test Range _ .........Vehicle Attitude

.........Vehicle Attitude Angular Chanze
Rate

X='Z _ ......... Attitude Error Command
XLUNAR.... Trans lunar X ......... Desired Attitude

.p-
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